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CRITICAL INTRODUCTION 
Astr0phel and Stella: "Why and How" 
To the present.-day Astrophel and Stella enthusiast 
no battle--not that of the ancients and the ~oderns, the 
historical and the new critics, or the follo~ers of prodesse 
and delectare--is quite so serious as that between those who 
subscribe to an autobiographical interpretation of the se-
quence and those who claim that convention is all. Until 
the nineteenth century, critics had been content to enjoy 
Astrophel and Stella as an imaginative creat~on made vivid 
by graphic details, some biographical, some conventional. 
But once the Pandora's box of biographical fa,cts and 
source studies had been opened, there developed a schizo-
phrenic criticism which demanded that the son~et sequence 
be regarded as either biography or convention.. On the 
one side T. w. H. Crosland hailed the work as written 
"by a flesh and blood poet of a flesh and blopd woman"; 
Emile Legouis praised "so personal a touch of passion, 
so direct a vision of the heroine"; Janet G. Scott-Espiner, 
finding relatively light dependence upon continental 
sources, concluded, "Nous trouvons que la sinc,rit' du 
po~te a penetre dans ses vers et lui a inspir~ des accents 
I 
qui trahissent une passion vecue. Si les sonnet de Sidney 
sont eminemment interessante pour la posterit~, c'est 
que le poete a ete vraiment emu"; Mona Wilson agreed 
that Sidney must indeed have experienced the plight 
of Astrophel, for he lacked, she thought, sufficient dramatic 
imagination to invent the character; and Tuck~r Brooke an-
nounced that since "the autobiographical sincerity asserted 
in many [of the sonnets] is evident in nearly all, not to 
recognize it disqualifies the critic."1 On the other side, 
Sidney Lee claimed that hardly any of Sidney's poetic ideas, 
and few of his "swelling phrases," were primartily of his own 
' 2 invention ; and more recently c. s. Lewis admonished: "The 
first thing to grasp about the sonnet sequence is that it is 
not a way of telling a story." For "where th~ poet (thinking 
symphonically, not historically) has put in a ,few lighter or 
more reflective sonnets for relief or variety ,
1 
the re~der who 
wants a 'human document• will thrust them aside as frigid and 
miss any structural fitness they may really have. Something 
like this has happened with Sidney." Scholars find the first 
thirty-two sonnets dull, Lewis argues, "only b~cause they do 
not fit into the story."3 
Actually the fury with which the battle is joined be-
tween the autobiographical and the "conventional" forces is 
a tribute to Sidney's achievement: the use of pis own life as 
ii 
a basis for the creation, through convention, pf a larger-
than-life, universal lover, Astrophel. Althou~ the repre-
sentative individual, sixteenth-, seventeenth-, and eighteenth-
century readers had had no difficulty in recognizing, for the 
scholars of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries this more 
obvious via media had taken on the falsely sed~ctive aspects 
I 
' 
of a primrose path. To interpret, they thought, one had to 
unearth. Only of late has the voice of moderation begun to 
revive; J. w. Lever in The Elizabethan Love Sonnet (1~56) 
describes the danger of misinterpreting Astronhel and Stella 
as twofold: "of naivety, in accepting any sonnet as literal 
autobiography; or of false sophistication, in dismissing it 
off-hand as mere 'literary exercise. ' 114 Still, however, no 
critic has interpreted the sequence in terms of the poetic 
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theory of the period as revealed 'in The Defense of Poesy. No 
one has seen Sidney as one who could go "hand in hand with 
nature, not enclosed within the narrow warrant of her gifts, 
but freely ranging within the zodiac of his own wit" 5 ; no one 
has discussed the possibility of the poet's aim "not only to 
make a Cyrus, which bad been but a particular excellency, as 
nature might have done, but to bestow a Cyrus upon the world 
to make wany Cyruses, if they will learn aright why and how 
that maker made him" 6 ; no one has commented on Astrophel as an 
"image" of Sidney, "feyned" for the sake of universality. But 
the questions which demand an answer of contemporary criticism 
are no longer whether Lady Rich had a lap dog or whether a 
stylistic parallel can be found in an obscure French epigram-
'11atist; they are rather--if we may learn aright--"why and how" 
~ir Philip Sidney created Astrophel and Stella, "when with 
the force of a divine breath he bringeth things forth far 
surnassing [Nature's] doings. 117 It is honed this intro-
duction will nrovide one approach to the reason for the 
creation {"why") and the processes {"how") by which it was 
achieved. 
In the minds of Spenser, Daniel, and Harvey there was 
no doubt about the identification of Astrophel with Sidney, 
8 their writings frequently referring to the poet as Astrophil. 
Within the sonnet sequence the similarities between Sidney 
and his creation are multiple: both are scholars {"Scholler, 
saith Love, bend hitherward your wit"; "Some, that know how 
iv 
my spring I did address, I Deeme that my Muse some fruit of 
knowledge plies") and proud of their intellectual accomplish-
ments {"O Stella deare, how much thy power hath wrought, I 
That hast my mind, none of the basest, brought • . • • to mone'!). 
Both are state servants {"Others, because the Prince my ser-
vice tries, I Thinke that I thinke state errours to redress") 
who spend much time at court and regard France as a "sweet 
enemie." Both are horsemen; both are deluged with the advice 
of solemn, older friends; both are confronted with the marriage 
to wealthy men of women with whom they have been associated. 
And certainly putting the identification in terms indisputable 
and specific: both have a father charged with governing Ireland 
{30) and both have a coat of arms bearing an arrowhead or 
phaeon (65). 
Nor is there any doubt that Stella was Penelope Devereux, 
who, despite her dying father's preference for Philip Sidney 
and her own preference for Charles Blount, was forced in 1581 
into a marriage with Lord Rich. To understand the reason for 
the omission of certain material from the 1591 editions of 
Astrophel and Stella and its inclusion in the 1598 edition, 
it is necessary to follow Penelope's later career. After 
having had several children by Lord Rich, she returned to 
her first love Charles Blount, Earl of Devonshire, by whom 
she also had several children, and whom she eventually 
married in 1604 after divorcing Lord Rich. At the time of 
the publication of the quartos in 1591, presumably because 
she was still Lady Rich, the stanzas of the eighth song in 
which Stella admits her love for Astrophel, his more sensual 
declarations to her in the tenth song, all of the eleventh 
song, and the well-known "Rich" sonnet were apparently not 
available for inclusion in these pirated editions. By 1598, 
however, the date of the publication of the folio, Penelope 
had joined Charles Blount and presumably Astrophel's delicate 
attempts at refined adultery seemed, compared to actuality, 
most discreet; so the more compromising verses were reinserted 
for the folio publication. Of course there had been hints at 
the identification in the 1591 quartos: 
and now long needie Fame 
Doth even grow rich, meaning my Stellas name; 
(35, Feuillerat ed. of Newman's first quarto) 
Rich fooles there be, whose base and filthy hart, 
Lyes hatching still the goods wherein they flow: 
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
But that rich foole, whom by blinde Fortunes lot, 
The richest gem of love and life enjoyes, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Let him deprived of sweet, but unfelt joyes 
Exilde for aye, from those high treasures which 
He knowes not grow, in onely follie rich. (24, ibid.) 
v 
And their kiss was described as "Most ritch when most his 
ritches it impartes" ('79, ibid.). But nothing quite so bald 
as sonnet 3'7 had appeared before 1598: 
My mouth doth water, and my breast doth swell, 
My tongue doth itch, my thoughts in labour be: 
Listen then Lordings with good eare to me, 
For of my life I must a riddle tell. 
Toward Auroras Court a Nymph doth dwell, 
Rich in all beauties which mans eye can see: 
Beauties so farre from reach of words, that we 
Abase her praise, saying she doth excell: 
Rich in the treasure of deseru'd renowne, 
Rich in the riches of a royall hart, 
Rich in those gifts which giue th'eternall crowne; 
Who though most rich in these and euerie part, 
Which make the patents of true worldly bl~sse, 
Hath no misfortune, but that Rich she is. 
vi 
In appearance Stella is, as J. W. Lever suggests, "blood-
relation to the Lauras, the Delies, the Dianes, and the Olives 
who populate the works of the Pleiade, 1110 and her sickness, 
absence, boating, and preference of a lap dog are all conven-
tional themes of the Petrarchan sonneteers. But there exists 
in Stella an individuality which stems not only from her 
identification with Lady Rich but from the consistency of her 
inconsistent character, realized specifically through her 
discourse, both direct and indirect. We hear, for example, 
the coquetry of the early poetry 11 No, no, no, no, my Deare, 
let be" give way in the later verses to the curt dismissal, 
"Well, begone; begone I say." 
This uniqueness of character and of expression is of 
course what leads a critic to sueak enthusiastically of "a 
flesh and blood poet's love for a flesh and blood woman" and 
is further what prevents the Astrophel and Stella sequence 
from falling under criticism like that of Crosland, who re-
gards sonnet sequences generally as an embarras de richesses: 
"The finer, the more exquisite, and the more sustained their 
beauty, the more difficult are they to get through. Course 
after course of the same bird served with the same delicate 
sauce and on the same golden dish wearies even the most re-
vii 
doubtable gourmet. The average sonnet sequence is really a 
sonri.et surfeit."11 Italian and French sonneteers who followed 
Petrarch with slavish devotion, competing for the master's 
laurels within a range of prescribed ideas and images, had 
developed as might be expected a ridiculous preciosity, well 
instanced in such lines as the following: 
Baiser plus doux que le nectar des Dieux, 
Que miel, que sucre, que manne ~ther~e 
Baiser suer~ d 1une bouche sucree. 
(Claude de Pontoux, L'Idee, sonnet 32) 
Such 11 sugred" lines Sidney would use, humorously, to suggest 
the contrasting reality of the lovers. ~~ile sonnet 79 might 
open "Sweet kisse, thy sweets I faine would sweetly endite, I 
V..'hich euen of sweetnesse sweetest sweetner art1" the conclud-
ing couplet recalls the reality of the passion: "But lo, lo, 
where she is, I Cease we to praise, now pray we for a kisse." 
To realize Sidney's improvement upon the convention-bound 
sonnets of the perio~ one has only to compare Astrophel and 
Stella with Fulke Greville's'Caelica. The early sonnets of 
the Caelica sequence, as J. M. Purcell has pointed out, bear 
a remarkable resemblance to the first half of Astrophel and 
Stella in both themes and images; 12 but the figures in the 
former are as conventionalized and static as those of the 
latter are human and variable. One innovation of Sidney's 
which helped to create a sense of actuality was the substi-
tution of Lord Rich for marriage and death, the conventional 
barriers to the Petrarchan lover's happiness; perhaps not as 
dramatically realized as Shakespeare's friend, he is never-
theless a more human nemesis than the abstracts of the 
Petrarchan school. 
With Sidney's attack upon Petrarchan manner and matter 
(form and content)--··whlch he also·used if not always with 
complete enthusiasm, tlfinding myself sick among the rest"--·· 
went an attempt to remedy the inanition of sixteenth-century 
mythology. No longer merely the fair seductress, no longer 
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just the mi~chievous archer, Venus and Cupid became in Sidney's 
verse quite capable of engaging in a full-blown family brawl. 
His mother deare Cupid offended late, 
Because that Mars growne slacker in her loue, 
With pricking shot he did not throughly moue, 
To keepe the pace of their first louing state. 
The boy refusde for feare of Marses hate, 
Who threatned stripes, if he his wrath did proue: 
But she in chase him from her lap did shoue, 
Brake bow, brake shafts, while Cupid weeping sate: 
Till that his grandame Nature pittying it, 
Of Stellas browes made him two better bowes, 
And in her eyes of arrowes infinit. 
0 how for loy he leapes, Show he crowes, 
And straight therewith like wags new got to play, 
Fals to shrewd turnes, and I was in his way. (17) 
If the vitality of Sidney's style is in part traceable 
to his revolt against post-Petrarchan preciosity and static 
Anacreontic convention, the "full-bloodedness" of Astrophel 
results from his revolt against convention in literature and 
in society. Indeed the creation of Astrophel is the creation 
of a maverick. ~~ile Spenser in the Amoretti vibrates with 
Platonic sensibility that he 
Let not one sparke of filthy lustfull fyre 
Breake out, that may her sacred peace molest; 
Ne one light glance of sensuall desyre 
Attempt to work her gentle mindes unrest, (83) 
Astrophel, neatly twisting the Platonic concept of the power 
of beauty, is considerably more active: 
Sweet:alas.,,..why striti.e you thus? 
Concord better fitteh [fitteth] vs: 
Leaue to Mars the force of hands-,-
Your power in your beautie stands: 
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Take thee to ~' and ~to thee. (Fourth Song, 11. 43-47) 
Not content with subverting Platonic purity, Astrophel delivers 
a blow to the spirit of courtly love as he remarks upon his at 
last knowing the meaning of love "As who by being poisond doth 
poison know" after his eyes, "shall I say curst or blest,.ll :beheld 
Stella. It is common,of course,for romance lovers to remonstrate 
against the coldness of their ladies, but, as one critic has 
observed, "Astrophel seems inclined to regret ever having set 
eyes upon his. 1113 Perhaps the greatest apostasy, however, is 
Astrophel's cavalier dismissal of the Elizabethan hero. Hercules 
was to the Elizabethans, says Hallett Smith, "a figure in early 
history who was narticularly interesting because he was sup-
posed to have liberated England from a tyrant, the Albion fran 
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which the country took one of its early names." 14 To the 
sixteenth century he was "a moral hero, a champion against 
tyranny, and a model for any young aristocrat to follow. 
For the Renaissance stressed, not the twelve labors or the 
other feats familiar to us, but a legend in which the hero 
is shown deliberately choosing the kind of life he will lead.n15 
Hercules chose the more arduous but more virtuous life. Sonnet 
51 indicates Astrophel's preference: 
Pardon mine eares, both I and they do pray, 
So may your tongue still fluently proceed, 
To them that do such entertainment need, 
So may you still haue somewhat new to say. 
On silly me do not the burthen lay, 
Of all the graue conceits your braine doth breed; 
But find some Hercules to beare, in steed 
Of Atlas tyr'd, your wisedomes heau'nly sway. 
For me, while you discourse of courtly tides, 
Of cunning fishers in most troubled streames, 
Of straying wayes, when valiant errour guides: 
Meane while my heart confers with Stellas beames, 
And is euen irkt that so sweet Comedie, 
By such vnsuted speech should hindred be. 
Rebelling against the advice of his elders, annoyed by the 
challenging comments of the chorus (those "dusty wits" or 
"ambitious wits" or "curious wits" who recur throughout the 
sequence), merely bemused by the political speculations of 
other courtiers, scoffing at all his contemporaries would 
respect, striking out at poetic vogues of the time, Astrophel 
stands revealed as a "full-blooded" individual and, fortu-
nately for the expressed intent of the sequence (to win Stella), 
a lover so overcome by devotion that he would renounce the 
conventions of the world to gain his lady. In trying to con-
vince Stella of his sincerity as a lover and poet, Astrophel 
succeeds in convincing the reader of the reality of his own 
existence as an individual. An~ paradoxically, the conven-
tions against which he revolts, the very measure of his indi-
viduality, serve to universalize his plight. 
A word should here be added concerning one attitude of 
the writer which most consistently reappears throughout the 
sequence and which sets it apart from its predecessors. 
Philip Sidney had a finely balanced sense of humor: he could 
readily judge what was natural and what was set apart from 
the natural by affectation or hypocrisy. If it was natural 
that a poet should wish to avoid the affectation of a strange 
and exalted Petrarchanism that actually intervened between 
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him and his lady ("Let daintie wits erie on the Sisters nine, / 
That brauely maskt, their fancies may be told"), it was also 
natural, he felt, that a poet by the very nature of his calling 
should use language to create and not permit himself--even· 
for 1 ov e--to reduce his verses to a hypocritical babbling 
simple-mindedness. In sonnet 74, a fine rap at both the 
hypocrisy of the Petrarchan poet-lover who makes a convention 
of protesting his literary unconventionality and the affectation 
of the "bald rhymer" who pours out his sentiments without formal 
training, Sidney adopts in the first eight lines the grammar 
and the rhetoric of a true naif, a really simple-minded soul. 
His own "natural" style, appearing in lines 9-11, serves of 
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course to complete the joke. As an ihdic·ation of the importance of 
sound patterns in Sidney's own verse, s~irants in this tercet 
have been underlined. 
I neuer dranke of Aganippe well, 
Nor euer did in shade of Tempe sit: 
And Muses scorne with vulgar braines to dwell, 
Poore Layman I, for sacred rites vnfit. 
Some do I heare of Poets furie tell, 
But (God wot) wot not what they meane by it: 
And this I sweare by blackest brooke of hell, 
I am no pick-purse of anothers wit. 
How falles it then, that with so smooth an ease 
My thoughts I ~eake-,-and what-I ~eake doth flow 
In ver~e, and !gat my ver~e be~t wit~ doth plea~e? 
Guesse we -the cause, what is it thus? fie no: 
Or so? much lesse: how then? sure thus it is: 
My lips are sweet, inspired with Stellas kisse. 
The absence of a genitive in line 1, the ambiguity of the 
auxiliary verb in line 5, what C. s. Lewis calls the "quacking 
sound 11 of line 6, the inappropriateness of the oath in line 7, 
and the crudeness of line 8, all declare Sidney's burlesque. 
In the companion piece, sonnet 75, the tone, managed by a 
clever warping of rhetoric, grammar, diction, and spelling, 
serves to turn Edward IV (Jane Shore's lover) from the love 
divinity the words would seem to declare him to be into a kind 
of bumbling oaf. 
Of all the kings that euer here did raigne, 
Edward named fourth, as first in praise I name, 
Not for his faire outside, nor well lined braine; 
Although lesse gifts impe feathers oft on Fame. 
Nor that he could young-wise, wise-valiant frame 
His Sires reuenge, ioyn'd with a kingdomes gaine: 
And gain'd by Mars, could yet mad Mars so tame, 
That Ballance weigh'd what sword d~ate obtaine. 
Nor that he made the Flouredeluce so fraid, 
Though strongly hedg'd of bloudy Lyons pawes, 
That wittie Lewis to him a tribute paid: 
Nor this, nor that, nor any such small cause, 
But only for this worthy knight durst proue 
To loose his Crowne, rather than faile his Loue. 
The bumptiousness of "well lined braine," the awkward use 
of metonymy in line 8 ("Ballance" for Justice), the vice 
of employing a foreign term, all present the king in a light 
quite different from that one would expect to envelop a 
notential patron saint of Astrophel. One of the reasons 
for this left-handed compliment to King Edward concerns the 
purpose of the entire sequence. 
Beneath the humor, beneath the charm, beneath the 
sprezzatura of both The Defense of Poesy and the Arcadia 
lay a serious intent. The Defense was an attempted refuta-
tion of critics such as Gosson and, more challengingly, 
Plato. The ground-plan of the (New) Arcadia J. R. Danby 
has seen to be the .exemnlifica tion of Christian patience and 
Aristotelian magnanimity: 
The plan requires that the classical, romance and 
chivalric schemes should be brought within the 
orbit of an instructed renaissance Christianity. 
(There is no mistaking the purely Christian tone 
of Pamela's prayer, or of the arguments whereby 
Pyrocles is dissuaded from suicide.) Sidney gives 
an extra dimension both to the heathen virtue of 
Cicero and to Love as the troubadour handled it. 
His poem takes in ethics, politics, philosophy, 
handles them within the frame of the pastoral, 
modulates them into 'literature', and offers them 
to an audience that demanded both entertainment 
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and instruction, delight and profitable pastime •••• 
The Arcadia is 1 ~idney's Christian epic 'under the name of a romance'. 
Astronhel and Stella is, under the name of a sonnet se-
quence, Sidney's Christian romance, his Troilus and 
Criseyde. Although the didacticism is unobtrusive, close 
analysis--an analysis the Elizabethans would have based 
on Astrouhel's pronouncements against flato, against 
Hercules, against marriage, against Patience, on his 
surrender to the pagan Fortune, and on his eventual sad 
end in frustration and discontent--reveals in detail 
the nerils of an illicit love ending in what Nashe was 
to call'"the epilogue desnair." Spenser, according to 
E. K., in "his unstayed yougth had long wandred in the 
common labyrinth of Love; in which time, to mitigate 
and allay the heate of his nassion, or else to warne 
(as he sayth) the young shepheards, sc. his equalls 
and companions, of his unfortunate folly, he compiled 
these xij AEglogues, which • • • he termeth the Shep-
heards Calendar. 1117 Sidney had composed the Arcadia, 
according to Greville, "to limn out such exact pic-
tures, of every posture in the minde, that any man 
being forced, in the straines of this life, to pass 
through any straights, or latitudes of p;ood, or ill 
xiv 
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fortune, might (as in a glasse) see how to set a good coun-
tenance upon all the discountenances of adversitie, and a stay 
18 
upon the exorbitant smilings of chance." His purpose in 
Astrophel and Stella was to mirror the misery of a lover torn 
between pas~ion and reason, passion and virtue, passion and 
Platonic love, with no hope for the resolution marriage could 
offer, and so "to paint the blackest face of woe." Marriage, 
as Lever has pointed out, "bridged the gulf between the ideal 
and the actual; it reunited spirit to sense, and was at once 
symbol and reality. As the figurative knights and ladies [of 
the Fairy Queen] passed to their nuptials, the allegorical 
shapes of romance dissolved before the greater allegory of 
life itself; and love, purged and consecrated in marriage, 
was left as the indestructible residue of truth. [At the end 
of the Fai,ry Queen] Colin Clout is • • • betrothed to his shep-
herdess, while a hundred graces, naked and unashamed, surround 
f "19 her radiant orm. Similarly, the Epithalamion provides a 
conclusion for the Amoretti. And a swarm of comedies was about 
to appear on the Elizabethan stage in which the demands that 
the action be rounded out by a wedding in fact effected some 
marriages, as in The Two Gentlemen of Verona, quite precipitous-
ly. But in Astrophel and Stella there was no way the situation 
could end so the lovers might live happily ever after. Indeed, 
the unhappy (and instructive) ending was foreseen from the time 
Penelope Devereux became Lady Rich. With the exception of 
seven sonnets (which were comnosed considerably later as will 
be indicated subsequently by means of a study of the use of 
rhetorical devices throughout the sequence) the sonnets of 
the first quarter of the sequence, written before 1581, had 
been following a course not unlike that of the marriage-
bound Amoretti. When Penelope suddenly became Lady Rich, 
however, the prospect of adultery arose, and consequently 
the painting of the blackest face of woe as an object lesson 
for all young courtiers was beguri. 
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The skill with which this object lesson was painted 
depended upon Sidney's conception of his characters as repre-
_sentative individuals (discussed earlier) and upon the dramatic 
nature of his style. "Le style de Sidney," writes Janet Scott-
Espiner, "est en general celui d'une conversation tr~s animee." 20 
Exclamations, questions, and parenthetic remarks are of course 
frequent, but the chief rhetorical device which creates this 
impression is apostrophe, used in 62 of the 108 sonnets in the 
sequence. There is selectivity necessarily involved in stating 
a case before or making a plea to Virtue, Love, Reason, friends, 
the moon, Morpheus, Stella, Sleep, stella's eyes, Patience, 
grammar-rules, Hope, Desire, a kiss, Stella's lips, a highway, 
Absence, Grief, sighs, thought, a bed, the Thames. And this 
selectivity contributes to the sense of i~mediacy in each son-
net and in turn to the reader's ready credence of the reality 
of the entire exnerience. Personification too plays a part. 
Rather than hiding beneath a veneer of oxymoron- {0 virtuous 
passion, 0 passionate virtue, etc.} Sidney makes of the two 
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abstracts combatants, or an annoying and a comforting friend. 
There are as Hallett Smith points out "effective and ineff'ective 
ways of handling contrarieties, 1121 and Sidney's success derives 
in large measure from his recognition of the difference between 
them. 
The vitality of Sidney's poetic style, recognized in 
Virginia Woolf's comment on the Arcadia that "often the realism 
and vigour of the verse comes with a shock after the drowsy 
languor of the prose," results also from a frequent injection 
of the colloquial, especially at points which bring it into 
contrast with and relieve a more dignified and conventional 
sequence. "Even eo," as E. K. remarked, "oftentimes a dischorde 
23 in Musick maketh a comely concordaunce." A frequent feature 
of the abrupt change to colloquialism is the monosyllabic line. 
Studying inuentions fine, her wits to entertaine: 
Oft turning others leaues, to see if thence would flow 
Some fresh and fruitfull showers vpon my sunne~burn 1 d braine. 
etc. 
Foole, said my Muse to me, looke in thy heart,and write •. (1) 
And therefore by her Loues authority, 
Wild me these tempests of vaine loue to flie, 
And anchor fast my selfe on Vertues shore. 
etc. 
Deare, loue me not, that ye may loue me more. (62) 
While the blacke horrors of the silent night, 
Paint woes blacke face so liuely to my sight, 
That tedious leasure makes each wrinckled line: 
But when Aurora leades out Phoebus daunce, 
Mine eyes then only winke, for spite perchance, 
That wormes should haue their Sun, and I want mine. (98) 
The vitality of the colloquial appears as well in the diction 
( nRubarb words,'! "ribs of old Parnas sus") and in the descriptions 
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of mythological figures. Unnamed, Prometheus appears simply 
as he "who first stale down the fire"; Narcissus, he "who 
till death lookt in a watrie glasse"; Diana, she "whom naked 
the Trojan boy did see." Sidney's closest approach to a new 
language to serve the 11 energia" that he wished to inform his 
poetry was the compound epithet: "dayly-vexing care~' '!long-
battred eyes~' 'blosde-up sence !'"still-kept course!' 'blind-hitting 
Boy." While these terms are scarcely as neologistic as the 
agenbite of inwit, they do represent a writer's attempt to 
devise a language that would echo passion more faithfully and 
exuress thought more accurately than did the bland platitudes 
of the post-Petrarchan sonneteers. 
Within the sequence, vital, lively, and animated as it 
generally is, however, there does exist a gap between the suc-
cess of the middle and of the end and the prevailingly amateur 
quality of the opening. Further, within the first quarter 
most readers are puzzled by the inconsistency of a maturity 
of judgment which could dictate sonnet 1 (Foole, said my Muse 
to me, looke in thy heart and write) or sonnet 6 (Some Louers 
speake when they their Muses entertaine) and the immature use 
of a highly conventional style in sonnet 9 (Queene Vertues 
court, which some call Stellas face}. A. F. Pollard has re-
marked in a note on sonnet 6: "This sonnet is closely con-
nected with the first and third. These three, with the fifteenth, 
form Sidne.:y's corn.mentary on the unreality and affectation of the 
outpourings of other lovers. His strictures apply with equal 
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force to many among the first twenty of these sonnets, nota-
bly the ninth, which it is hardly possible to believe that he 
24 
composed after his poetic vision had attained this clearness." 
R. B. Young has suggested that this criticism had already been 
anticipated within the dramatic framework of the sequence it-
self in that sonnets 1 and 2 appear to begin in medias res: 
"What the sonnets describe as 'following others feet' is anti-
cipatory. What the two sonnets describe is actually taking 
25 . place in the first part of the sequence." (Mr. Young ignores 
the problem of sonnet 6 and 15; these obviously would not be a 
beginning in medias ~·) He does not admit the weakness of 
the noems as a group in their abstractness and formality, but 
offers as an excuse the fact that this "very formality •.•• 
serves as a dramatic device, keeping the real issues Astrophel 
faces at a distance. 1126 Kenneth Muir would excuse the early 
sonnets by claiming they "do not so much show Sidney's immaturi-
27 ty as a noet as Astrophel's immaturity as a lover." But these 
ingenious explanations of Sidney's earlier, comparatively un-
skilled sonnets, while seemingly on the side of the angels, 
actually err in glossing over what is really an early stage in 
Sidney's poetic growth, in killing stylistic investigation by 
kindness. 
The fact is that rhetorical analysis of the entire sonnet 
sequence indicates that with the excention of sonnets 1, 2, 3, 
6, 15, 19, and 24 (on "rich fooles") the first twenty-seven 
sonnets were composed at an earlier date than the remainder 
• 
of the sequence. ¥fuat apparently happened was that Sidney had 
at hand a stock of about twenty sonnets composed in honor of 
Penelope Devereux (one even alludes to the Devereux coat of 
arms), written before The Defense and the Arcadia, and em-
ploying the conventional abstractions and Anacreontic devices. 
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In 1581, when Penelope became Lady Rich, additions had to be 
made to the extant sequence. It is in these additional son-
nets (1, 2, 3, 6, 15, 19, 24, 28 on) that the ounning upon 
"rich," the "blackest face of woe," and the concern with poetic 
integrity first appear. This concern echoes the sentiments of 
The Defense: "But truly, many of such writings as come under 
the banner of unresistible love, if I were a mistress would 
never persuade me they were in love; so coldly they apply fiery 
speeches, as men that had rather read lovers' writings, and so 
caught up certain swelling phrases--which hang together like 
a man which once told me the wind was at north-west and by 
south, because he would be sure to name winds enough--than 
that in truth they feel those passions, which easily, as I 
think, may be bewrayed by that same forcibleness, or energia 
28 (as the Greeks call it) of the writer." And the rhetorical 
dexterity of these later sonnets reflects the experience which 
composition of the Arcadia had afforded its author. "Two of 
the commonest figures in Arcadia are antonomasia [epitheton] 
and periphrasis," says Kenneth Muir, continuing "many of the 
rhetorical figures consist of the repetition of words in dif-
ferent ways, the playing with them, and the departure from 
their natural order. Sometimes Sidney will end a sentence 
with a word taken from the beginning: 
The thoughts are but overflowings of the mind, and 
the tongue is but a servant of the thoughts. 
In shame there is no comfort, but to be beyond all 
29 bounds of shame." 
A check of the appendix will indicate that in Astronhel and 
Stella epitheton and periphrasis and the auricular effects 
described (anadiplosis, enanalepsis, and antimetabole), with 
few exceptions, do not appear until sonnet 28 except in the 
sonnets already indicated as composed at a later date. It 
would seem that Sidney followed a procedure similar to 
Spenser's: the amour courtois sonnets of the Amoretti, J. w. 
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Lever has indicated, were actually written earlier as experi-
ments and were incorporated into the sequence later to redress 
the imbalance created by the nuptial sonnets. "It was not un-
common for Elizabethan poets to adapt old verse to new pur-
30 poses." Thus as there is an old and a new Arcadia, there 
is an old and a new Astrophel and Stella; the first tending 
in the direction of marriaee as a resolution; the second, 
affected by the ideas of The Defense and the skills acquired 
in writing the Arcadia and the marriage of Penelope Devereux, 
becoming a far more sonhisticated expression of the plight of 
the poet-lover_stifled by a hopeless affair and plagued by 
problems of articulation. The earlier sonnets were probably 
written in the mid '70 1 s; 31 and the later ones, in the early 
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and mid '80's. Mona Wilson finds it "unthinkable" that Sidney 
would continue the sequence after his marriage to Frances 
Walsingham in 1583, but the mocking tone, the disillusion 
found in many of the sonnets toward the end of the sequence 
are hardly the occasion for wifely jealousy, even supposing 
Sidney incapable of a dramatic inventiveness divorced from 
his own experiences. Then, too, there are indications that 
the final sonnets were written consecutively over a period of 
several years. In sonnet 83 Sir Philip (a sparrow identified, 
humorously, with Sidney) appears; in 1583 "Maister" Sidney, 
as Spenser called him in 1579, had been knighted. In sonnet 
100 the first line "O teares~ no teares, but raine from beauties 
skies" sounds remarkably like another of the many parodies of 
"o etesJ no eyes, but rountains fraught with tears; 1 o lireJ 
no life, but lively form of death; I 0 worldJ no world, but 
mass of Dublic wrongs" from The SDanish Tragedy, variously 
assigned to years within the 1584-6 period. Finally, the 
military terms of the leavetaking in sonnet 107, in which 
Stella is assigned the role of the Queen, suggest the only 
active military post Sidney was permitted by Elizabeth, the 
governorship of Flushing in 1585. 
As Sidney continued to write his sonnets over what was 
probably a ten-year period, a stylistic development occurred 
whereby the use of certain rhetorical devices easier to mani-
pulate but of little melodic value were less frequently used,32 
and others obviously "poetical" but similarly unmusical tended 
. 33 
to decrease considerably. Whereas the devices which pro-
d d 1 ' 34 d 35 36 uce me oay an concision and richness of imagery 
increased noticeably. An examination of the Appendix will 
indicate that these devices, recurring frequently in the 
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later sonnets, very seldom occur in the original group. Those 
which persist throughout the later and which are, significantly, 
not to be found at all in the early sonnets (thus serving as 
keys to the later date of composition of 1, 2, 3, 6, 15, 19 
and 24} are zeugma, epitheton, anadiplosis, clymax, sinathris-
mus, and exargasia. There are, as well, a number of devices 
found occasionally in the later sonnets which are completely 
37 
absent from the earlier ones. 
Although almost all but the most significant devices 
have been, because of the indigestibility of the Greek labels, 
banished to the footnotes or Appendix A, there are a few, more 
familiar, which merit some attention. They predominate in 
neither the early nor the later sonnets, but their usage 
changes within the sequence to indicate another aspect of 
Sidney's stylistic development. In the early sonnets metaphors 
appear in stock phrases of Petrarchanism: 11 fixt hearts," "boil-
ing sprites," "restless flames," 11 lampes 11 (Stella's eyes), 
"sugred sentence," "I do burn in love." The later uses, how-
ever, suggest the earthy quality that was to distinguish 
Shakesneare 's metaphors ("Was the hope drunk wherein you 
dressed yourself," etc.), what one critic has called Shake ... 
speare's "bread and cheese" quality: "A hope there iS, Stolne 
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to my heart," "my foule stumbling," "this orphane place." 
Similarly, in the use of what we would call extended metaphor, 
38 the "Allegoria" of the Elizabethans, there is considerable 
development. In the early sonnets extended metaphors are 
generally limited to the traditional terms of battle (war 12, 
duelling 10, highway robbery 20) and religion (5), whereas in 
the later sonnets appear terms of slavery (47), equestrianism 
(49), birth (50), education (56), justice (86), and monarchy 
(107). About halfway through the se~uence sonnets containing 
a series of metaphors begin to apnear. In sonnet 43 Cupid is 
variously a conqueror, a mischievous imp, and (ironically) a 
recluse. In 47 the lover is first a slave, then a beggar; in 
55 religious terms are succeeded by those of war; in 62 Astro-
nhel's misfortune is seen in terms of navigation and coinage; 
in 67 Stella's eyes are variously conquerors and documents to 
be read and analyzed; and in 98 appear terms martial, nautical, 
equestrian, artistic, and astronomical. Late in the sequence 
the sonnets appear which contain the smoothest internal transi-
tions, one metaphor suggested by another, as in the best of 
Shakespeare's sonnets. Eighty-eight moves from martial power, 
to astronomical power, to astronomical cuisine, to meteorological 
threats, to the final triumph of light. 
Out traytour absence, darest thou counsell me, 
From my deare Captainnesse to run away? 
Because in braue array heere marcheth she, 
That to win me, oft shewes a present pay? 
Is faith so weake? or is such force in thee? 
When Sun is hid, can starres such beames display? 
Cannot heau'ns food once felt, keepe stomakes free, 
From base desire on earthly cates to pray. 
Tush absence while thy mistes eclipse that light, 
My Orphan sence flies to the inward sight, 
~here memory sets foorth the beames of loue. 
That where before hart loued and eyes did see, 
In hart both sight and loue now coupled be; 
Vnited powers make each the stronger proue. 
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Smooth transitions are also the mark of sonnets 107 and 108, 
the last of the entire sequence. 
Finally, a word should be said of the eleven songs that 
were distributed throughout the sequence, probably at the in-
struction of the Countess of Pembroke, in the 1598 folio edi-
tion. With the exception of the Eleventh Song and some verses 
in the Eighth and Tenth, they had already appeared in the 1591 
quartos, but grouped together and placed at the end of the son-
net sequence. The slight improvement which the distribution 
in the folio made apparently rejoiced editors and critics to 
such an extent that they have ever since refrained from ques-
tioning the wisdom of the distribution. The Countess's lumping 
together of songs five through nine after the 86th sonnet has 
indeed produced some ingenious critical comment; R. B. Young 
sees the mass as "a play-within-a-play, a formal and symbolic 
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representation of the whole drama." The reason they seem so 
"representative of the whole drama" is that they actually belong, 
like those of Petrarch, at intervals throughout the sequence---
certainly not heaped together near· the end. It may be recalled 
that rhetorical analysis indicated the later sonnets are 1, 2, 
( iti ) 24 (a. "rich 3, 6, 15, 19 all containing remarks on compos on , 
sonnet), and 28 through 108. At this point, after sonnet 28, 
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Sidney intended his songs to begin. The First Song was writ-
ten as a transition between sonnets 28 and 29, and does not 
belong after sonnet 63 as the folio and all subsequent editions 
have placed it. Sonnet 28 begins 
You that with allegories curious frame, 
Of others children changelings vse to make, 
With me those naines for Gods sake do not take: 
I list not dig so deepe for brasen fame. 
When I say, Stella, I do meane the same 
Princesse of Beautie, for whose only sake, 
The raines of Loue I loue, though neuer slake, 
And ioy therein, though Nations count it shame. 
The First Song continues this theme of identification: 
Doubt ~to whom ~ Muse these notes entendeth, 
Which now~ breast orecharg'd to Musicke lendetn: 
To you, to you, all bong of praiSe is due, 
Only in you ~ song egins ana endeth. 
Subsequent verses of the song begin: "Who hath the eyes, Who 
hath the lips, Who hath the feet, Who hath the breast, ~ho 
hath the hand," ete. This anatomical dissection is echoed 
in the next sonnet (29) which details Stella's surrender to 
Love: 
but thus her eyes 
Serue him with shot, her lips his heralds arre: 
Her breasts his tents, legs his triumphall carre: 
Her flesh his food, her skin his armour braue, etc. 
The Second Song, the easiest to locate because its subject is the 
kiss which the ureceding sonnets lead up to and the succeeding 
sonnets cel·ebrate, is one of the few correctly nlaced in the 
folio. The Third Song placed ridiculously after sonnet 83, 
presumably because the Countess took the identification of the 
sparrow and Philip too seriously, is actually a celebration of 
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Stella'~ singing. Its message: she affects the ears as well 
as the eyes of the lover. This is the theme of the 36th son-
net which the Third Song should precede, and indeed the scenery 
(stones and trees) of the sonnet is anticipated in the song. 
For comparison, the first and third stanzas of the song and 
then sonnet 36 follow. 
If Orpheus voyce had force ~ breathe such musickes ~ 
Through pores of sencelesse trees, as it could make them moue: 
If stones good-measure daunc'd, the'Theoan walles-to-suil~ 
To cadence of the tunes, which Amphyons fyre did yeeld, 
MOre cause al'Ilre effect at leastwise· b-r ngeth: 
o-Btones, d-trees, learnelhearing, Stella singeth. 
The birds, beasts, stones and trees feele this, and feeling 
And if the trees, nor stones-stirre not the same to nroue, 
Nor be'astS, nor bir<:rS do come vnto this biesse<r~ath' 
Know, that" si:ila'rl Loue is qu:ICke, and'"g"reat Loue _o_ amaze: 
They ~e amaz'd, but you with reason armed, 
0 eyes, 5 eares of~' how ~-you charmedl 
Stella, whence doth this new assault arise, 
A conquerd golden fJ:oldenl rans-S.ckt heart.to winne? 
Whereto long since through my long battred eyes, 
Whole armies of thy beauties entred in. 
And there long since, Loue thy Lieutenant lies, 
My forces razde, thy banners raisd within: 
Of conquest, do not these effects suffice, 
But wilt now warre vpon thine owne begin? 
With so sweete voice, and by. sweete Nature so 
In sweetest strength, so sweetly skild withall, 
In all sweete stratagems, sweete Arte can show, 
That not my soule, which at thy foot did fall, 
Long since forc'd by thy beames, but stone nor tree 
By Sences priuiledge, can scape from thee. 
But the grossest error of editing appears in the location of 
the Fourth Song after sonnet 85, instead of before 63 which 
comments on it. Every stanza of this nine-stanza song ends 
with the refrain "No, no, no, no, my Deare, let be," Stella's 
Loue: 
[loue: 
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answer to Astrophel's insistent pursuit. Sonnet 63 follows, 
and the reader's attention is called to lines 6-8. 
0 Grammer rules, 6 now your vertues show; 
So children still reade you with awfull eyes, 
As my young Doue may in your nrecepts wise 
Her graunt to me, by her owne vertue know. 
For late with heart most high, with eyes most low, 
I crau 1d the thing which euer she denies: 
She lightning Loue, displaying Venus skies, 
Least once sho~not be heard, twise said, No, No. 
Sing then my Muse, now Io Pean sing, 
Heau 1ns enuy not at my hig~iumphing: 
But Grammers force with sweet successe confirme: 
For Grammer sayes (8 this deare Stella nay [way],) 
For Grammer sayes (to Grammer who sayes nay) 
That in one speech two Negatiues affirme. 
The Sixthand·the Seventh Song should be associated with sonnets 
57 and 58, all celebrating Stella's face and voice. F1ollow-
ing sonnet 85 (Astrophel's journey to Stella's house) should 
be the Ei~hth Song (her skilled rejection of his suit) and 
the Ninth (his lament), then sonnet 86 (his claims of mis-
treatment at her hands), and finally the Fifth Song (his 
threat to revenge himself by reviling her in his poems as he 
had formerly praised her~. The Tenth Song (mourning his ab-
sence from Stella) and the Eleventh (the complaint beneath 
her window) from the evidence offered in nearby sonnets appear 
to be correctly placed. Thus, four songs, the Second, the 
Fifth, the Tenth, and the Eleventh, were correctly located 
in the folio edition. The remainder require redistribution 
in future editions. Such relocation is of vital importance 
in that it will obviate the puzzlement of a competent critic 
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like R. B. Young (alone courageous enough to take on a fUll 
scale--more"than a hundred page--interpretationand explana• 
tion of the entire sequence) who is led to write, for example, 
"In the sonnet which follows [the Fourth Song], Astrophel seems 
to be uncertain of the appropriate response. He speaks, rather 
suddenly, in the accents of the Petrarchan lover, making his 
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complaint." The reason the speech seems sudden and inappro-
priate is that it has no connection with the Fourth Song which 
should appear before sonnet 63, not 86. Finally, a new edition 
will nreclude the ingenious, but incorrect and misleading, in-
vention of a play-within-a-play theory to exnlain the massing 
of songs near the end of the sequence. 
The aim of this introduction has been to cast some light 
on the "how" (method of composition of the sequence, process 
of creation of the characters Astrophel and Stella, style) and 
the "why" ("delightful teaching"} of Astrophel and Stella. 
Sidney's literary craftsmanship depends on the paradox of his 
employing and rejecting Petrarchanism and on his mastery of 
the musical effects of rhetoric. His unobtrusive didacticism 
is an expression of his belief in an active Christian life; 
and perhaps in this, as in his humor and his colloquial style, 
he is most nearly akin to Chaucer. It is no surprise when 
Harvey tells us that Troilus and Criseyde was "one of Astra-
phil's cordials." 
Since the first critical edition of Astrophel and 
Stella in 1873 by the Rev. Alexander B. Grosart, three 
other editors have tried their hands at the task: Alfred 
Pollard in 1888, Albert Feuillerat in 1922, and Mona Wil-
son in 1931, each revealing an increase in accuracy, if 
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not always in judgment. When Feuillerat in the collected 
works printed the first Newman quarto of the son..11et sequence, 
he needlessly and nedantically complicated the task of Sid-
ney's critics who could refer conveniently to the works in 
discussing the Arcadia or the Defense of Poesy but suddenly 
found themselves nresented with an inferior text in the case 
of Astrophel and Stella. That there is today a need for not 
only an accurate but a comprehensive edition is to be seen 
in the fact that within the last three years, of the three 
critics treatin~ the sonnet sequence, two have relied upon 
the 1888 Pollard edition, and the third has returned to the 
1598 folio. The 1959 edition of Kingsley Hart is a v.orthless 
pastiche of the 1598 folio text, occasional quarto readings 
(unidentified), and emendations (also unidentified), with 
notes borrowed from past editors, and no recording of variants. 
One of the latest writers to treat in some detail Sidney's 
verse, John Thompson, has justifiably complained that "an 
edition of Sidney's poems is badly needed. 1141 His peculiar 
interest, metrical patterns, indeed demands a text wherein 
variants from the quartos are presented for i~~ediate atten-
tion, not lost in a distant anpendix. Mona Wilson, following 
Pollard, records the first line of the second sonnet: 
"Not at the first· sight, nor with a dribb~d shot," fail-
ing to indicate that :the quarto· variant "at first sight~ 
would be the correct reading in an iambic pentameter line 
if we are to accept a two-syllable pronunciation for 
dribbed. She and her predecessor may ?e correct, for 
folio spelling is a reasonably constant guide to pro-
nunciation; spellings within the first few sonnets to 
indicate one-syllable pronunciation include "sunne-burn'd" 
(1.8),. "seem 1d" (1.11), "forc 1d 11 (2.7), and "maskt" (3.2). 
Mr. Thompson apparently unaware of the "parlous" situation 
of this line however uses it as an example of Sidney's 
self-confident usage of a phrase ("Not at the first sight") 
whose stress violates the formal metrical pattern. Perhaps 
he is correct in this, and in assuming a one-syllable pro-
nunciation for dribbed. But had a text been available 
whose variants suggested the problem of this particular 
line, Mr. Thompson might well have searched for examples 
offering more irrefutable proof of metrical violation. 
Another danger to the critic using an inferior edition is 
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his adoption of Victorian platitudes: which no one has em• .. , 
bhatically pointmout are inaccurate. Robert Young, who has 
relied upon Pollard's 1888 edition,presents as fact that "In 
all of. the edi tiona [ Ql-3, F) the order of the sonnets is ex-
actly the same. " 42 In reality, sonnets 55 and 56 of the folio are 
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transposed in Ql-3. A fUrther variation appears in Ql and 
Q3 where the first two quatrains of sonnet 5 are transposed, 
due in all likelihood to the identical opening clause "It 
is most true," although the correct order of the stanzas is 
followed in Q2 and F. If critics, of whom Sidney is happily 
attracting a rapidly increasing number, are to treat his 
work witb any degree of self-confidence, their construction 
must be built on a more solid foundation than has yet been 
available. 
The present edition attempts to supply the critical 
reader with an accurate reproduction of the 1598 folio text 
(human fallibility permitting) and includes variants from 
the other slxteenth-century editions of the work (the first 
and second Newman quartos and the Lownes quarto), as well as 
comprehensive notes that include a survey of criticism in 
books devoted either to S:l.dney or to -his work. This is not 
a variorum edition in that 1) it omits readings from seven-
teenth-century editions which already annear in the Feuillerat 
edition and which areunnecessary in the preparation of a good 
text; 2) it omits a massing of evidence on the autobiographical 
interpretation of the sequence (referred to justly by one Sidney 
editor as "a load of learned lumber") which has been discussed 
earlier in this introduction and which has been most recently 
summarized by Jack Stillinger in~' LIX (Oct. 1960), 617-639; 
and 3) it omits the comments of literary histories and survey 
books. The emphasis of this edition is unon the presentation 
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of an authoritative text with such· critical comments as are 
limited to the sonnets themselves; that is, upon all that 
the critical reader should require for an accurate and per-
ceptive reading of Astrouhel and Stella. 
To date there are known to be extant the following 
copies of the three quartos and the first folio: 
STC 22536 quarto Newman 1591 British Museum 
Cambridge University 
c;,TC 22537 quarto Newman 1591 
STC 22538 quarto Lownes 1591 
British Museum (2) 
Library of tbe Church of 
Ireland (Cashel Collection) 
Huntington Library 
Bodleian Library 
Huntington Library 
Houghton Collection (private) 
STC 22541 folio Ponsonbie 1598 British Museum 
Bodleian Library 
Cambridge University 
Trinity (2) Kings (1) 
D. rv;. Coleman Collection 
(private) 
London University 
Rylands Library, Manchester 
Victoria and Albert lliuseum 
Huntington Libr2.ry 
Stanford University 
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Yale University 
Folger Librnry 
Library of Congress 
Newberry Library, Chicago 
University of Illinois 
Harvard University 
Chapin Library (Williams 
College) 
University of Virginia 
Dartmouth College 
Texas Christian University 
Wesleyan University 
The present text is based upon the Harvard University copy 
of the 1598 folio edition with silent corrections from other 
couies of the same edition. (Appendix B' indicates the sources 
of the corrections.) It is the ultimate aim of the present 
editor to collate all copies of all four editions, including 
those in private collections. To date, as Appendix B indicates, 
all but two of the quarto copies and more than three-fourths 
of the folio copies have already been collated. 
Pone of the quartos provide so satisfactory a text as 
that of the 1508 folio edition. The first quarto edition is 
so obviously unsatisfactory that its two surviving copies 
have drawn tbe attention of would-be editors who, pen in hand, 
have added accent marks to indicate pronunciation (~·£· 10.5 
British Museum) or commas to force agreement with the folio 
(~·Ei· 8.9 Cambridge University}. Even the manuscript from 
which the tynesetter worked was apparently more complete 
than the very imperfect printed text that has come down to 
us. At the foot of pa~e 8, beneath line 7 of sonnet 19, 
apuears the catchword Accuse; this is not picked up however 
in the next line which begins page 9. This line, omitted 
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in Ql, re&-ds in the folio "Auise themselues that they are 
vainely spent" and in the second quarto "Against themselues" 
etc. Accuse would have provided a third acceptable reading. 
Other omissions (reueated of course in Q3, a virtual duplicate 
of Ql, though more inaccurate) are: 30.8-9, 44.12, 63.9, and 
85.13-14. The third quarto may correct an occasional obvious 
error in Ql (Song I.l9 and 99.7) and thus agree with the folio 
reading, but vvherever it is afflicted with the raqe for emenda-
tion, its enormities are gross (~·B· 41.12). 
The second Newman quarto does·make a valiant effort to 
win through to the sunerior re&dings of the folio: a pledge 
of Ql becomes ~ stage in Q2, almost but not quite the required 
ost~e of F; sad deare of Ql becomes sadded in Q2, almost the 
superior saddest of F. But there is an occasional corruption, 
as when the idiomatic "giue to my tongue the lie" of F, Ql, and 
Q3 (47.14), becomes in Q2 "giue to rrry tongue a lie"; or when 
omissions disrupt the meter (70.8, 72.14). And while there are 
37~ variations in which Q2 agrees with F ggainst Ql and Q3, in-
dicating the use of a second manuscript by Newman (see Appendix 
C for a listing of these significant substantive variations), 
yet there were many more corrections to be 'nade. 
There are over 600 new readings in the folio edition. 
An examination of Appendix C will reveal that only half of 
these readings occur in the first three-quarters of the se-
quence, while the heavy burden of revision rests on the 
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last quarter and on the songs. In this latter group, where 
revision in Q2 was most urgently needed, it is sadly lacking: 
here occur the famous vermillion eyes (102.5), necklace f0r 
Nectar (105.10), and to~ for eawes (Song IX,24). In fact 
there are no F Q2: Ql Q3 variations after the 96th sonnet, 
and not one of the variations in the songs is of this kind. 
Y\hat apparently happened, a fact only Miss Wilson has re-
marked--and then without sufficient emphasi~; is that either 
the second manuscript from which Newman's corrector worked 
was defective or else the corrector was. In any case 
sonnets 97-108, as well as the ten songs which followed, 
remained uncorrected. Before beeaming aware of this 
serious defect in Q2 (the result of the tabulation of 
variations in Appendi~ C), I had considered its value as 
not far inferior to that of the folio, which differed for 
the most part from Q2 only in what seemed to be a mQre 
legible manuscript. Thus, farre of Q2 became faire in F 
(20.6); meane became wanne (31.1); meaning, naming (35.11); 
~' B£! (36.8); these, those (39.6); ~' ~ (40.3); 
chiefe, choise (43.4); ~' tho (47.7); !!£!, £!!! (64.7); 
etc. The orthographic similarity of these words in Eliza-
bethan script indicates that the superior folio readings de• 
pended in general· merely on a more legible manuscript. Then,too, 
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many corrections made in Q2 by F are often such grammatical 
improvements as any editor would make: a plural verb to 
agree with its subject (5.4), a pronoun to agree with its 
antecedent (7.14), clarifying punct~ation (5.7), perfection 
of the meter (20.10)~ One is even tempted to suspect that 
the folio typesetters may have relied on Q2 in their work: 
sugred, so spelled correctly in 12.5~ 25.2, 59.11, 73.5, 
and Song X.29, appears in 100.9 of Q2 as surgred; in this 
very line in the folio it is also misspelled, appearing as 
surged. 
Indeed the folio text is by no means an infallible 
one; more than twenty readings from Q2 have been preferred 
in this edition to the folio readings, indicated in the 
text by square brackets. One such reading occurs at a 
point in the line where the possibility of faulty oral 
transmission may have cau8ed the error in the folio ver-
sion: "Which Cupids selfe from Beauties mind [mine Q2] 
did draw" (9.13). A second possibility of similar trans-
mission occurs in the next sonnet: "I rather wisht [wish 
Q2] thee clime the Muses hill'' (10.3). But while there 
at first seemed to be no overwhelming evidence for adopting 
F as more authoritative than Q2, I came to realize that 
even with its faults, its merits (especially in the superi-
or readings it provides in the last section of the sequence and 
in the songs), as well of course as its addition of sonnet,- 37, 
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stanzas 18 through 25 of Song VIII, stanzas 5 through 7 of 
Song X, and Song XI in its entirety, made its use as the 
basic text mandatory. 
The text is, it is hoped, an accurate and exact repro-
duction of that in the 1598 folio. Though there !r!ay be dubi-
ous merit in reproducing such obvious misspellings a2 hoth 
(96.3) and fitteh (Song IV.44) and in italicizing: feet in the 
line "Thy reasons firmly set on Vertues feet (68.11), these 
errors are so infrequent and so easily emended that they haY3 
been retained if only as evidence that this is an exact repro-
duction. Further, exact reproduction of certain lines, which 
other editors have unfortunately "corrected," gives us impor-
tant information on the role of elision in the scansion of 
Sidney's verse: "Thus while the'ffect most bitter was to me" 
(87.12); "Of such heauen stuffe, to cloath so heauenly amind" 
(101.14). To be sure, this practice is not consistent: the 
folio reads, "And in my ioyes for thee my only annoy" (108.14), 
while Ql-3 read onel 1anoy; but where it does occur in the folio 
it is worth preserving. Fortunately editors have been kinder 
to Sidney's nuns, which certainly require exact reproduction 
in spelling and punctuation: "Professe in deed I do not Cupids 
art" (54.10) and "I am from you, light of my life mis-led" (91.2). 
Vfuy past editions, while using the folio for their text, 
have consistently reproduced the solid 14-line format of the 
quartos, rather than the two-quatrain, two-tercet division of 
the folio is a mystery. Indeed the mystery deepens when one 
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considers how these small gem-like pieces of poetry, carved 
with the precision of a cameo so that each section is both 
an individual entity and yet a part of the whole, can be 
telesconed within themselves until the reader completely loses 
the effect of their craftsmanship. How can the balanced struc-
ture of such sonnets as "It is most true" (5) and "You that do 
search 11 (15) be readily perceived wben the sonnet is printed 
as a solid 14-line mass? Pollard, who followed Grosart in 
nerpetr::.:ting this nract1ce, to compound the felony has been 
forced by the lack of division which the quatrain-quatrain-
tercet-tercet format originally provided to discharge a scatter-
gun load of punctuation into the sequence. Now the punctuation 
of the folio, while again not infallible, nevertheless has its 
ovm logic, which subsequent editors have neglected: the period 
occurs most frequently (and fittingly) at the end of the octave, 
although here also may apnear a colon if the tercets are to be 
closely linked in thought to the octave; commas are often used 
for clarity where the object of a verb precedes it, or they 
may indicate the presence of a compound sentence ( 11 Sure you 
say well, now tell me this 11 = Sure you say well, but now tell 
me .this). It has thus appeared advisable to reproduce the 
1598 folio exactly, in spelling, punctuation, and stanzaic 
civision. 
In the recording of variants, accidental as well as 
substantive variations have been included to emnbasize the 
close relationship of Ql-3, to indicate in the unusual 
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spellings their relative independence, and to suggest their 
relative value (none, in the case of Q3.) Then, too, in 
the event of possible puns it is always valuable to have the 
quarto spellings (~·E· hart for heart where the animal as 
well as the human organ is indicated [44]). In recording 
the variants for the songs (which are italicized) I have 
not treated a word annearing therein in roman type as a 
variation from an italicized word in the quartos for these 
are but two ways of expressin~ the same emphasis. Thus in 
the folio line 
Onely to you her Scepter Venus granteth (Song I.l6), 
and the Ql-3 line 
Onely to you her scepter Venus granteth, 
the two you' s have been considered variants; v1hereas the two 
recordings of Venus were considered to be alike. Only should 
they be unlike in spelling, would they be recorded: Theban] F; 
Thebane Ql-3 (Song III.3). Variants are generally recorded 
as indivicual words, althou~h, in instances involving transposi-
tion of words or nossible orthographic similarity, two or more 
words may be ~rouped together. For example, for the lines 
Whose owne fault casts him downe, hardly high sest recouers (F), 
Whom fault once casteth downe, hardly high state recouers (Q2) 
apnear, among otllers, the variants: 
owne fault] F; fault once Ql-3. 
casts him] F; casteth Ql-3. 
The notes of the present edition in attempting a compre-
hensive survey of comments unon Astrophel and Stella in 
literature devoted either to Sidney or to his work, omit 
mere resumes, the all-too-obvious sum>naries of what occurs 
within a sonnet which one can find in Miss Wilson's and 
more recently in Mr. Boas's book on Sidney, preferring in-
stead comments that offer critical ins igbt, interpretE,tion, 
explanation, or textual clarification. Nor has there been 
any attempt to include the generalizations of the literary 
historians of the "surveyors." Instead the intention has 
been to present whatever specifically relates to the sonnets 
themselves. Thus, biographical material where it elucidates 
the sonnets, but not where it is drawn from them, has been 
included. The style of each writer quoted in the notes has 
been reproduced exactly, with whatever idiosyncrasies of 
syntax, spelling, or punctuation it may contain. Errors in 
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the com_ments of past editors, except in a very few instances 
where the temptation was insurmountable, have not beEm remarked 
unon. For it is hoped that an edition follows which is suf-
ficiently comprehensive so that every reader can become, to 
turn a Byronic phrase, his own Ronald B. McKerrow. 
1 
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Louing in truth, and faine in verse my loue to show, 
That she (deare she) might take some pleasure of my paine: 
Pleasure might cause her reade, reading might make her know, 
Knowledge might pitie winne, and pitie grace obtaine, 
I sought fit words to paint the blackest face of woe, 
Studying inuentions fine, her wits to. entertaine: 
Oft turning others leaues, to see if ~hence would flow 
Some fresh and fruitfull showers vpon my sunne-burn'd braine. 
But words came halting forth, wanting Inuentions stay, 
Inuention Natures child, fled step-dame Studies blowes, 
And others feete still seem'd but strangers in my way. 
Thus great with child to speake, and helplesse in my throwes, 
Biting my trewand pen, beating my selfe for spite, 
Foole, said my Muse to me, looke in thy heart and write. 
1 truth] F; trueth Ql-3. 1 faine] F; fayne Ql-3. 
1 in verse my loue] F; my loue in verse Ql-3. 2 she (deare 
she)] F; the deere Shee, Ql~2; the deare Shee, Q3. 3 reade] 
F, Ql, Q3; read Q2. 4 pitie] F; pittie Ql-3. 4 pitie] F; 
pittie Ql-3. 4 obtaine,] F; ~. Ql-3. 5 words] F; wordes, 
Ql, Q3; wordes Q2. 6 wits] F; wittes Ql-3. 6 entertaine:] F; 
~, Ql-3. 7 flow]F; flowe, Ql-3. 8 showers] F; showre, Ql-2; 
shower, Q3. 8 s.unne-burn)d] F; Sunne-burnt Ql-3. 9 words] F; 
wordes Ql-3. 9 forth] F; out Ql-3. 9 Inuentions] F; inuen-
tions Ql-3. 10 child] F; childe Ql-3. 10 fled] F; fledde 
Ql-3. 10 step-dame] F; Stepdames Ql, Q3; Stepdame Q2. 10 
Studies] F; studies Ql-3. le blowes,] F; N: Ql-3. 11 feete] 
F; N' Ql-3. 11 seem'd] F; seem'de Ql-2; seemde Q3. 11 stran-
gers] F, Q2; straungers Ql, Q3. 11 way.] F; N' Ql-3. 12 child] 
F; Childe Ql-3. 13 Biting] F; Byting Ql-3. 13 trewand] F, Q2; 
tongue and Ql, Q3. 13 pen] F; penna Ql-3. 13 spite,] F; ~: 
Ql-3. 14 Foole,] F; ~- Ql-3. 14 said] F; sa ide Ql-3. 14 my] 
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F, Q2-3; My Ql. 14 Muse] F, Q2; muse Ql, Q3. 14 me] F; mee 
Ql-3. 
ARBER (1877, 475) "On the 18th of October 1580, SIDNEY in 
the confidential l~tter to his brother • • • states •f •rite 
' this to you as one, that for myself have given over the de-
light in the world; but wish to you as muc~, if not more than 
to myself,' and refers to his delight in music in his 'melan-
choly times.' To our mind, it is clear that all through these 
lonely days SIDNEY'S love for the Lady PENELOPE was growing 
and growing.tt 
BOURNE ( 1891, 272-274) "The blending of seriousness. and affec-
tation in his work is showri by the opening sonnet." "Sidney 
did much more than _look into his heart before writing. E'ven 
those who see tragic meaning in his sonnets must admit that 
there was frequent turning of •others' leaves,' and much study-
ing of 'inventions fine,' in 'his efforts to paint for Stella's 
entertainment •the blackest f~,.e of woe.'" "Sidney, like his 
friends Edward Dyer and Fulke Greville, and like the Earl of 
Oxford and other foes, but, so far as we can judge from their 
extant productions, with much more grace and skill than they 
could command, learned tow rite sonnets in a school that not 
only tolerated but prescribed extravagance of phrase and as 
much fantastic thought as might be compressed ir1to fourteen 
lines of verse." 
MONTGOIJIERY (1961, 83-85) Sonnet 1. shows that flexibility can 
exist'witbout any loss in continuity, and it is typical of 
Sidney's best procedure elsewhere •.•.•• Sonnet 1 is especially 
interesting because it manages ·such a neat adjustment between 
balanced and varied discourse. Sidney uses the figure climax 
twice, 'in the first quatrain and again in lines nine and ten. 
Climax shapes and relates ideas in a narrative order with mount-
ing emphasis, and in most cases the alexandrines ha.ve the caesura. 
after the third foot, evenly splitting the line. ~urther~ore, 
the total movement of the poem is narr~tive, leadine fro~ t~e 
motive of desire through the frustrated a tte"'!pt to write imita-
tive, bookish verse to the discovery of the proper source of 
invention in the self. The key line is the last, but this is 
only the greatest in a series of four climaxes, each slightly 
different. The first three are neatly fitted to the two quat-
rains and the first tercet. · In addition the sonnet has the 
quality of an action complete in itself and fully motivated. 
This action, involving a change in attitude, is basic to the 
structure of the lines. By contrast, the rhythm is incidental, 
nor is it so thoroughly balanced as the evenly divided lines 
would suggest. For instance, the first quatrain moves towards a 
balanced symmetry: lines one and two split after the second foot, 
while lines three and four, where climax becomes most obvious in 
the parallel structure of the phrases, are evenly halved. But 
in the second quatrain the first caesura is very light and occurs 
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after the second foot. Lines six and seven are nearly parallel 
in structure, but line eight, extending the account of Astro-
phel's purpose, immediately destroys the balance •. Then Sidney 
returns once more to synrraetrically proportioned lines, a pair 
of them, in the first tercet, but shifts again in line eleven, 
stressing the completion of the trope: 'And others feete still 
seem'd but strangers in my way.' Finally, the conclusion of 
the sonnet picks up the s~metry a last time in lines twelve 
and thirteen cnly to contradict them with a line of two pauses, 
both strong. 
The essential rhythm of Sonnet 1 is thus cyclical rather 
than consistently-balanced. Sidney forces it to conform to 
the stages of the narrative, using it to prepare for key state-
ments but muting it for the statements themselves. This re-
peated a~proach to and withdrawal from an even rhythmical con-
tour forms a pattern of its own, but it is not rigid. The 
rhythmical sequence of the first quatrain (Sidney obviousl-y 
wishes only a tempered climax in 'and pitie grace obtaine') 
differs from that of the second, and at the end of the sonnet 
Sidney abandons his narrative and rhetorical strategy to get 
his most telling effect through the blunt force of direct 
speech. He is working here with a serving, rather than a com-
manding, rhythm, allotting symmetry only so much prominence as 
is useful for other purposes." 
4 HASSELKUSS ( 1927, 38) "Dass Sidney tatsa·chlich die Lich-
tungen der Petrarkisten gekannt und eifrig gelesen hatte, um ·. 
fur sich daraus Gewinn zu ziehen, sagt er selbst im 1. Sennett 
zu A. a. St.: 'I sought fit words.J .. 
Aber er wusste sehr wohl, dass die ~uelle wahrer Dichtung 
nicht bei den andern zu finden ist, sondern nur in seinem 
Innern (1/14)." 
6 BOAS (1955, 133) "Astrophel from the outset, in sonnet I, 
stresses that all that he writes is spontaneous and not deriva-
tive. It should be noted that Sidney uses the word 'invention' 
here in almost the opposite of its customary modern meaning; 
it is akin to its Wordsworthian sense of the faculty that pierces 
to the essential reelities, in this case of emotion." 
7 POLLARD (1888, 177) "Cp. Apologie: 'But truly many of such 
writings as come under the name of unresistable love, if I were 
a mistress, would never persuade me they were in love, so cold-
ly they apply fiery speeches, ~~that had rather read lovers' 
writings, and so caught Q2 certain swelling phrases ••••• than 
that in .triith they feel ffiose passions.t 11 
8 sunne-burn 1d. The OED lists the nonce-use "superficially 
learned" from Ascham's Scholemaster (1568): "so many seeming, 
and sonburnt ministers ..... 'whose learning is gotteri in a sommer 
heat, and washed away, witn a Chr1~tmas snow again.a A figurative 
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use as "scorched, parched, or dried up by the he~::t of the sun," 
appears in a phrase similar to Sidney's in Drayton's Mortimeriad 
(1597): "Whilst they boast but of their sun-burnt brayne. 11 
9 stay = support GROSART 6 •. 
12 throwes' = · throes GROSART 6. 
13 trewand = truant POLLARD 177. OED: nidle, lazy, loitering, 
especially of a boyT! staying from school without leave; hence 
wandering, straying' as well as "triv1al. tritR; irlle. vain. 
Obs rare. 1572 Y~ox Hist. Ref •••• We should nott wonder al-
beit that the auld trowane verse be trew, Patrem sequitur ~ 
proles." . 
WILSON (1931, 159 ) "A pretty variation on a familiar line of 
Persius 
Nee caedit pluteum ~ demorsos sapit ungues." 
-
14 SYMONDS (189S, 115) "Sidney's love was sincere; but •..•• he 
first sought expression for it in phrases studied from famous 
models. He wished to please his lady, and to move her pity. 
His efforts proved ineffectual, until the Muse came and said: 
'fLook in thy heart and write.' Like Dante, Sidney then declared 
himself to be one: 
'Che quando, 
Amore spira, noto; ed a quel modo 
Ch 1ei detta dentro, vo significando. 1 
Purg. 24. 52. 11 
HASSELKUSS (1927, 122) lists the idea expressed here as a com-
mon Petrarchan one:"Die Geliebte regt die Dichtung an." 
WILSON (1950, 173) "In the first [sonnet] he imagines himself 
treading the same path as the love poets at whom he laughs, 
and the snlendid last line proclaims in ringing tones that at 
the least he knows where they went wrong." 
OSBORN (1932, 48) "Voici maintenant le passaqe (I) de Du Bellay 
d 1 ou Sidney semble avoir tire cette defense de sa propre origi-
nalite: 
1 Noz bons Ayeulx, qui cest art demenoient, 
Pour en parler, Petrarque n 1apprenoient, 
Ains franchement leur Dame entretenoient 
Sans fard ou couverture.' 
Chez Du Bellay, qui s'etait souvent abreuve a la source de 
Petrarque, ce trait.d 1 ingratitude a beaucoup de piquant, mais 
Sidney ne fut-il pas mille fois mieux inspire par sa muse 
lorsqu 1 elle lui fit trouver en son propre coeur ces vers qui 
semblent imites de 1 1 0de de Du BellayJ" 
YOUNG (1958, 35) remarks that here and in 5.14 is a "structural 
device highly characteristic of Sidney's technique as sonneteer 
the reversal or inversion of th~ movement of a sonnet in the 
last line." 
MONTGOMERY ( 1961, 79, 86) "The last line of Sonnet 1 • . • • rema-ins 
the most famous of Sidney's direct, almost dramatic outoursts. 
Nothing like it exists in the Arcadia poems, but there are many 
parallels in Astroohel and Stella.." "To a degree Sonnet 1 
with its carefully pieced out stages of narrative leading 
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to a decision illuminates the meditative bent of Astrophel's 
mind." 
2 
Not at the first sight, nor with a dribbed shot 
Loue gaue the wound, which while I breathe will bleed: 
But knowne worth did in mine of time proceed, 
Till by degrees it had full conquest got. 
I saw and liked, I liked but loued not, 
I loued, but straight did not what Loue decreed: 
At length to Loues decrees, I forc'~greed, 
Yet with repining at so partiall lot• 
Now euen that footstep of lost libertie 
Is gone, and now like slaue-borne Muscouite, 
I call it praise to suffer Tyrannie; 
And now employ the remnant of my wit, 
To make me selfe beleeue, that all is well, 
While with a feeling skill I paint my hell. 
1 at the first] F; at first Ql-3. 1 dribbed] F; 
dribbing Ql-3. 1 shot] F; ... , Ql-3. 2 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 
2 breathe] F; breath Ql-3. 2 bleed] F; bleede Ql-3. 
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3 knowne] F; ... , Ql-3. 3 mine] F, Q2; tract Ql, Q3. 3 pro-
ceed] F; proceede Ql-3. 5 saw] F, Q3; sawe Ql-2. 5 liked] 
F; lik'd Ql-3. 5 liked] F; lik'd Ql-3. 6 loued] F; lou'd 
Ql-3. 6 straight did not] F; did not straight Ql-3. 6 Loue] 
F; Loue Ql-3. 6 decreed] F; decreede Ql-3. 7 Loues] F; 
Loues Ql-3. 7 fore 'd,] f; first" Ql, Q3; forst" Q2. 
7 agreed,] F; agreede. Ql-3. 8 lot] F, Ql-2; lotte Q3. 
9 footstep] F; foot-steppe Ql-3. 10 slaue-borne] F, Q3; 
slaueAborne Ql-2. 10 Muscouite,] F; Muscouite: Ql-3. 
11 Tyrannie;] F; tyrannie, Ql-3. 12 now] F, Q2-3; nowe Ql. 
12 employ] F; imploy Ql-3. 12 wit,] F, Q3; ... "' Ql-2. 
13 me selfe] F; my selfe Ql-3. 
14 feeling] F, Q2-3; feling Ql. 
13 beleeue,] F; beleeue Ql-3. 
" 
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SYMONDS (1899, 117) "The 2d sonnet describes the growth of 
Sidney's passion. Love, he says, neither smote him at first 
sight, n£r aimed· an upward shaft to pierce his heart on the 
descent. [Footnote 1: This, at least, is how I suppose we 
ought to interpret the word dribbed. In Elizabethan English 
this seems to have been technically equivalent to what in 
archery is now called elevating as opposed to shooting point 
blank.] Long familiarity made him appreciate Stella. Liking 
deenened into love. Yet at the first he neglected to make his 
love known. Now, too late, he finds himself hopelessly en-
slaved when the love for a married woman can yield only torment." 
WARREN (1936, '18) "But if the Stella of the sonnets is to be 
identified with this Lady Rich, how are we to account for 
Philip's attitude towards her as Penelope Devereux? The ex-
planation generally accepted is that when Essex expressed his 
dying wish ror their union, Penelope was too young to attract 
Philip, whilst he was in any case too absorbed in Irish and 
other affairs to be much interested. And then, by the tLme 
tbey were thrown together again at Leicester House, Penelope 
was grown to early womanhood, a clever and fascinating woman 
whose black eyes ·and golden hair Philip would indeed have been 
blind not to admire. Admiration, however, still stayed short 
of love: in his own words (Sonnet II) 'I saw, and liked; I 
liked, but loved not.• But when she was snatched away from 
him in marriage, too late 'like' suddenly blazed into 'love.'" 
BOAS (1955, 139) "He admits in sonnet II, which is a prologue 
to the cycle, that his passion had been of only gradual growth." 
MONTGOMERY (1961, 83, 110) says Sidney "can manage an ironic 
tone even as he recounts the poignancy of Astroryhel's falling 
in love." "In the introductory Sonnet 2 ...... it is 'knowne 
worth' that first saps his resistance, and in the same poem 
he remarks, 'I saw and liked,' a phrase reminiscent of the 
process which Aquinas defines as 'concupiscence of the eyes' 
and regards as mental, not 'fleshly.' When appetite triu.mphs 
over the counsels of reason, the initial result is not overt 
adultery but misplaced idealistic devotion." "When Astrophel 
pauses to reflect, the struggle between reason and passion 
revives, and his state of mind, as well as the status of his 
affair with Stella, becomes crucial to the total development 
of the sequence. As a result he may, at any given moment, un-
derstand what has happened to him but lack the will to subdue 
his anpetite. In the same breath he tries to analyze and ra-
tionalize his emotions, and this simultaneity of wa~vard voli-
tion and rational unders.tanding epitomizes the quality of the 
entire work. It is so presented in Sonnet 2 [lines 9-14]." 
1 dribbed. GROSART. (1877, 7) "I agree with Mr. Collier's 
explanation, and take the sense here to be--not with a weak 
shot elevated that it may reach the mark during its fall, but 
with a straight-driven aim." "'Dribbed' = 'dribb 1d,' is more 
expressive of weakness than· 'dribbed' •••. and the tense agrees 
better with 'gave•.~ .. The folio readin~ is preferred ~because 
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the second clause is lighte~ to sound, and so more in agree-
ment with the sense." 
POLLARD (1888, 178) ~A dribbed shot appears to have been one 
aimed in the air to hit the mark in its fall, as opposed to a 
straight aim." -
WILSON (1931, 160 ) "Aimed high and dropping so that the victim 
is taken unawares." 
OED: To shoot (an arrow) so that it falls short. or wide of 
the mark. 1572 Churchyard • -• .- 'At rouers tbey but shot theyr 
Shafts, and dribbed wyde a skore.' · 
EASSELKUSS (1927, 126) indicates that the idea expressed here 
is a common Petrarchan one: "Amor mit Pfeil das Herz des 
Dichters durchbohrt." 
3 mine. GROSART (1877, 8) "From the word 'conquest,' the 
reference seems to be to the s1ow, unsuspected, yet very sure, 
advancA by mining, then as now much used in sieges." 
POLT"AhD (1888, 178) "A metaphor from mining operations in 
sier-es. Q. 1: 'tract of time': cp. Apologia: 'The whole tract 
of a comedy. '" 
6 POLLARD (1888, 178) "An allusion to his slowness in court-
ship while he was still regarded as Lord Leicester's heir, and 
so a fit match for Stella." 
12 HASSELKUSS (1927, 132) indicates that the idea expressed in 
the following lines is a common Petrarchan one: "Die Qualen 
des Dichters wie die der :B:t>lle." 
3 
Let daintie wits erie on the Sisters nine, 
That brauely maskt, their fancies may be told: 
Or Pindares Apes, flaunt they in phrases fine, 
Enam'ling with pied flowers their thoughts of gold: 
Or else let them in statelier glorie shine, 
Ennobling new found Tropes with problemes old: 
Or with strange similies enrich each line, 
Of herbes or beastes, which Inde or Afrike hold. 
For me in sooth, no Muse but one I know: 
Phrases and Problemes from my reach do grow, 
And strange things cost too deare for my poore sprites. 
How then? euen thus: in Stellas face I reed, 
What Loue and Beautie be, then all my deed 
But Copying is, what in her Nature writes. 
9 
1 daintie] F; Dainty Ql, Q3; Daintie Q2. 1 wits] F; 
wittes Ql-3. 1 erie] F; cry Q2-3; cry, Ql. 2 told] F; 
tolde Ql-3. 3 Pindares] F; Pinders Ql-2; Pyndars Q~. 
3 Apes,] F;~ A Ql-3. 3 they in] F, Q2; in their Ql, Q3. 
4 Enam'ling] F; Enameling Ql, Q3; Enamling Q2. 4 with pied 
flowers their thoughts] F; with pyde flowers their thoughts Q2; 
their pride with flowers Ql, Q3. 4 gold:] F, Q2; golde. Ql, 
Q3. 5 else] F; els Ql-3. 5 statelier] F; stately Ql, Q3; 
statelyee Q2. 6 found] F, Q2; founde Ql, Q3. 6 Tropes] F; 
tropes, Ql, Q3; tropes Q2. 7 strange] F, Q2-3; straunge Ql. 
7 similies] F; similes, Ql-2; similies, Q3. 7 enrich] F; 
inricht Ql-2; enricht Q3. 8 herbes] F; hearbes Ql-3. 
8 Afrike] F; Affricke Ql-3. 9 know:] F; H' Ql-3. 10 do] F, 
Q2; doe Ql, QP. 10 grow] F; growe Ql-3. 11 strange] F, Q3; 
straunge Ql-2. 11 deare] F; deere Ql-3. 11 sprites.] F; ... , 
Ql-3. 12 then?] F, Ql-2; then; QP. 12 thus:] F; thus, Ql-3. 
12 reed] F; reede Ql-3. 13 Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 13 Beautie] F; 
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beauty Ql, QP; beautie Q2. 13 deed] F; deede. Ql, Q3; deede 
Q2. 14 Copying] F; coppying Ql-3. 14 Nature] F; nature Ql-3. 
WILSON (195(!), 174) "The third sonnet, with its thrust at the 
Euphuists who 'with strange similes enrich each line, Of 
herbs or beasts which Ind or Afric hold' develops the same 
theme [as the first, originality]." · 
MONTGOMERY (19(31, 70) "What Astr9phel condemns is not tradi-
tion, but the unimaginative abuse of it. In like fashion he 
objects to an abundance of trite ornament ('everie purling 
spring,' 'everie floure 1 ). Wholesale borrowings and the forc-
ing of unnecessary rhythms and images upon the material blur 
the truth, and Astronhel's sneer at 1daintie wits' implies a· 
similar bias against a cultivated indirectness." 
1 daint ie.. OED: · sometimes over-nice, · ~ 1576 Fleming • .. • • Fine 
fellowes, that bee verie daintie and circumspect in speaking. 
3 Pindares Apes. Pindar, a Greek lyric poet c. 522-443 B.C., 
through compeund words, homely images, frequent similitudes, 
and a dramatic spirit, had developed a style that had much in 
common with the mature style of Sir Philip Sidney. 
WILSON (1901, 160) "The reference here is not to imitators in 
general, but to imitators of Ronsard in particular. Ronsard 
had written: 
Je pillay Thebe.et saccageay la Pouille 
T'enrichissant de leur belle despouille. 
The most impudent of his plagiarists was a protege of Oxford's, 
John Sothern, of whom Puttenham wrote (Arte of English Poesie, 
1587): 'In the end he makes his vaunt that never English singer 
but he hath toucht Pindars string which was nevertheless word 
by word as Ronsard had said before by like braggery. 'I'his man 
deserves to be endited of pety larceny for pilfering other men's 
devices from them and converting them to his owne use." 
Ronsard's braggery was, 
Le premier de France 
J 1 al Pindarise. 
And Sothern's larceny 
.Never man before 
Now in England knew Pindar's string. 
Sothern's volume was printed in 1584, but Sidney may well have 
seen some of his efforts in manuscrint. For Apes compare Defence 
of Poesie. •so that since the ever-praise woorthie Poesie 1s 
full of vertue breeding deli~fltfulnesse, and voyd of no gift 
that ought to be in the noble name of learning, since the blames 
layd against it, are either false or feeble, since the cause 
why it is not esteemed in England; is the fault of Poet-apes, 
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not Poets.'" 
3' flaunt· they in. GROSART ( 1877, 9) "= lP-t them flaunt, may 
they. Our modern taste ~oul~ prefer , .•• ' 'flaunt in. their': 
but the choice must be decided by 1. 4." 
4 pied. OED: pR.rti-coloured; originally, bla_,~k and white 
like a magpie; hence, of any two colours, esp. or white 
blotched with a.nothar colour; also or three or more colours 
in patches or blotches.' 
GROSART (1877, 9) "'their pride with flowers of gold," seems 
at first sight the better; but there is the objection that in 
the enamelled jewels of that day--the then style from which 
this metaphor is taken--it was· not· the enamel that was 
enamelle·d with gold, but the gold that was enamelled with 
coloured paste. Hence Q 2 and A [1598 folio] reading is a 
later alteration, thOUf~ not a happy one, the less so that 
1pindare 1 s apes' was not altered. This phrase we must take 
not in a depreciatory but good sense, just as 'imp' was then 
used in a sense very different f~m its present meaning. Cf. 
1 0 sleep, thou ape of death' (Cymbeline, act ii. sc. 2), where 
ther8 is no intended depreciation of sleep, but rather admira-
tion of the resemblance to the calm placidity into which the 
troubled features mould tremselves. In this line 1pied' is= 
parti-coloured. 11 
5 statelier. GROSA"R.T (1877, 9) "i.e. more stately than mine, 
not more stately than the style of-PTndar and his imitators. 
The 1 stateleyee' [sic] of Q2 I take to be an error." 
6 Ennobling new found Tropes. WILSON (1931, 160) "exalting 
the new style by applying it to old topics." 
7 strange similies. POLLARD (1888, 178) 11 Cp. Apologie: •so 
for similitudes, in certaine printed discourses, I thinke all 
Herbarists, all stories of Beasts, Foules and F'ishes, are 
rifled up, that they come in multitudes, to waite upon any of 
our conceits.'" 
8 GROSABT (1877, 9) "Alluding to the style exemplified in 
Lyly 1 s Court Comedie.s and Euphues (1579?)." 
10 from. 
talus. 
Away from, with a suggestion of the plight of Tan-
WILSON (1931, 160): "at a distance from. cf Hamlet, III, 2. 
Anything so overdone is from thepurpose of playing." 
12 reed. GROSPRT (1877, 90) "read & judge." OED: to make 
out or dis cover the meaning or significance of.· 
12 HASSELKUSS (1927, 122) indicates the idea expressed in the. 
following lines is a common Petrs.rchan one: "Die Geliebte regt 
die Dichtung an." 
4 
Vertue alas, now let me take some rest, 
Thou setst a bate betweene my will and wit, 
If vaine loue haue my simple soule opprest: 
Leaue what thou likest not, deale not thou with it. 
Thy scepter vse in some old Catoes brest; 
Churches or schooles are for thy seate more fit: 
I do confesse, pardon a fault confest: 
My mouth too tender is for thy hard bit. 
But if that needs thou wilt vsurping be, 
The litle reason that is left in me, 
And still th'effect of thy perswasions proue: 
I sweare, my heart such one shall shew to thee, 
That shrines in flesh so true a Deitie, 
That Vertue, thou thy selfe shalt be in loue. 
12 
1 Vertue] F; Vertue Ql-3. 1 alas,] F; (alas )A Ql-3. 
2 setst] F; set 1 s.t Ql-S. 2 will] F, Q2; loue Ql, Q3. 
2 wit,] F; me: Ql; wit: Q2; me, Q3. 3 opprest:] F; w, Ql-3. 
4 likest. not] F;: lik'st not Q2; :l'i'k>•st.·Ql, Q3.' 4':deale not thou] 
F, Q2; and deale thou not Ql, Q3. 5 scepter] F; Scepter 
Ql-3. 5 old] F; olde Ql-3. 5 brest;] F; ~, Ql-3. 6 or] F, 
Q2; and Ql, Q3. 6 schooles] F; Schooles Ql-3. 6 seate] F; 
seat Ql-3. 6 more] F, Q2; most Ql, Q3. 7 do] F; doe Ql-3. 
7 confess e) F1 Q3; confes Ql-2. 7 pardon] F; (pardon Ql-3. 
7 confest:] F; ... , ) Ql-3. 9 needs] F; needes, Ql-3. 9 be,] 
F; bee"' Ql-3. 10 The]. F, Q2; That Ql, Q3. 10 litle] F; 
little Ql-3. 10 me,] F; mee. Ql-3. 11 th'effect] F, Q2; 
the effect Ql, Q3. 11 proue:] F; prooue, Ql-3. 13 Deitie,] 
F; deitie. Ql, Q3; deiti~ Q2. 14 Vertue] F; Vertue Ql-3. 
POLLARD (1888,. 179) "The whole tone of this sonnet suggests 
that the debate referred to is not between morality and im-
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·morality, but between the high ideal of patriotism which bade 
Sidney serve his country fighting • • • and an idle life at 
Court, with Stella." 
SYMONDS ( 1899, 117) !'In the 4th and 5th sonnets two themes 
are suggested, which, later on, receive fuller development. 
The first is the contention between love and virtue; the 
second is the Platonic conception of beauty as a visible 
imarre of virtue." 
YOU}JG (1958, 33-34) "The moral standard that exerts its pres-
sure on Astrophel is considered conventional--though not with 
the same consistency as the social standard--in the sense 
that it is institutionalized, academic, out of touch with 
realities. Sonnet 4 is the moral counterpart of Sonnet 51 •• 
• • Here, however, it is not the naif, but the vir bonus, 
frank and forthright to the point of bluntness. The essential 
conflict in the poem is between the 'flesh' that enshrines 
Stella and the bits, seats, and scepters of the abstr&ction. 
The satirist's thesis here is Stella's triumohal'l;t reality." 
MONTGOMERY (1961, 106) "In the early uoems of the sequence 
the hostility of reason and passion, emerges as wilful argu-
ment against the counsels of virtue. Yet virtue can still 
claim the.weakened support of reason." 
2 bate. OED: contention, strife, discord. 
GROSART (1877, 11) "In this line 'bate' is = debate, contention, 
strife. I would add ths.t, by taking the technical hawking ter.m 
1 to bate' as allied to this, and as meaning not merely to flut-
ter but to flutter strivingly, a much finer sense is given to 
the various passap:es where it is metaphorically employed." 
POLLARD (1888, 178) 111 Bate 1 here= debate, controversy. 
2 will and wit. GROSAR"rT1877, 10-11) "Q 1 has 'love and wit~' 
As Love is an extern deity acting on him (1. 3), and making 
his 'will' wayward and an opponent of his wisdom or wit, 'will' 
is Preferable. Breton made the phrase familiar by his 'Will 
of Wit. 111 
7 YOUNG ( 1958, 33) "This is apparently a parody of the sacra-
ment of confession. The boloness--perhaps even the unpleasant-
ness--of it expresses the intensity of the motivation, and is 
justified by the characterization of 'Vertue' as a cold, insti-
tutionalized ideal, fit only for old Gatos, schools, and 
churches. That characterization is also the justification of 
the more serious parody of incarnation in the next to the last 
line." 
5 
It is most true, that eyes are form'd to serue 
The inward light: and that the heauenly part 
Ought to be king, from whose rules who do swerue, 
Rebels to Nature striue for their owne smart. 
It is most true, what we call Cupids dart, 
An image is, which for our selues we carue; 
And, fooles, adore in temple of our hart, 
Till that ·good God make Church & Churchman starue. 
True, that true Beautie Vertue is indeed, 
Whereof this Beautie can be but a shade, 
Which elements with mortall mixture breed: 
True, that on earth we are but pilgrims made, 
And should in soule vp to our countrey moue: 
True, and yet true that I must Stella loue. 
14 
1 form'd] F; bound Ql, Q3; found Q2. 2 light] F, Q2; 
oart Ql, Q3. 2 heauenly] F, Ql-2; heau•nly Q3. 3 be] F, 
Ql-2; the Q3. 3 king] F; King Ql-3. 3 do] F; doth Ql-3. 
4 Nature] F; nature, Ql-3. 5 we] F; wee Ql-3. 6 image] F; 
Image Ql-3. 6 carue;] F; f;t: Ql-3. 7 And, fooles, adore] F; 
AndA foolesA adore, Ql-3. 7 temple] F; Temple Ql-3. 
8 Church] F, Q3; church Ql-2. 8 &] F; and Ql-3. 8 Churchman] 
F; Churh-men Ql, Q3; Church-men Q2. 9 True,] F; TrueA Ql-3. 
9 Beautie] F; beautie Ql-3. 9 Vertue] F; vertue Ql-3. 
9 indeed] F; indeede Ql, Q3; in deede Q2. 10 Beau tie] F; 
beautie Ql-3• lG be but] F; but be Ql-3. 10 shade,] F; 
~: Ql-3. 11 elements] F; Elements Ql-3. 11 breed:] F; 
breede, Ql-3. 12 True,] F; True~ Ql-3. 12 pilgrims] F; 
Pilgrimes Ql-2; Pilgrims Q3. 12 made,] F; N• Ql-3. 13 soule] 
F; soule, Ql-3. 13 countrey] F; Country Ql-3. 13 moue:] F, 
Ql-2; ~. Q3. 14 True,] F; TrueA Ql-3. 14 yet) F; most Ql-3. 
14 .true] F; true, Ql-3. 
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GROC' 1-J.'P~ (1877 1 liii, 1) "internecine heart- struggles" so V 1'mif!)Jaced.11• 
POLLARD (1888, 179) "A curious commentary on this sonnet by 
Sidney himself, is found in the Apologie: 'Other sorts of · 
poetry almost have we none, but that lyrical kind of songs 
and sonnets: which, Lord, if he gave us so good mindes, how 
well it might be employed, and with howe heavenly fruite, 
both private and publique, in singing the prayses of the im-
mortall beauty: the immortall goodness of that God, who giveth 
us hands to write, and wits to conceive, ofwhich we might well 
want words, but never matter; of which, we could turn our eyes 
to nothing, but we should ever have new budding occasions.'" 
SYMONDS {1899, 118) "Here, at the commencement-of the series, 
Sidney rather plays with the idea [the Platonic conception of 
beauty] than dwells upon it." 
IvlONTGOlVlERY {1961, 108-110) "In Sonnet 5 Astrophel reviews the 
possible dangers of wilful illusion. though finally deciding 
that he cannot and does not wish toe scape them. The extended 
recognition of what constitutes a proper balance in the soul 
(with reason pre-eminent) explores the ways in which this bal-
ance may suffer (by a self-willed exchange of love for relig~us 
devotion), ponders the distinctness of divine and mortal beauty 
.(Stella is merely an imperfect copy of 'true' beauty), and, 
finally, acknowledges the Platonic and Christian vision of man's 
life as a pilgrimage· from the unreality of this life to the 
reality of heaven. But the Platonic sanction involved here 
should be distinguished from the sublimated eroticism derived 
from the Phaedrus. Apparently Sidney invokes one feature of 
Platonism to contradict another, for here in Sonnet 5 Astro-
phel for a moment denies the validity of sensory experience 
and dwells on its discontinuity with spiritual truth. Cupid 
is only a projection of inner desire, and flesh is merely flesh. 
. Furthermore, line fourteen cannot stand simply as a flat 
denial of this structure of orthodox belief; it suggests as well 
a running conflict in Astrophel's mind between religious and 
erotic impulses, between spiritual and amorous conventions. 
(Even within the Petrarchan convention the poem draws on con-
ventionally antagonistic attitudes: a similar division informs 
Petrarch's sequence over its entire range, though Sidney's 
treatment generally differs tonally. It might be said that 
the nexus of conventions in Sonnet 5 is both Petrarchan and 
anti-Petrarchan, though anti-Petrarchism is usually a matter of 
denying the silliness of an exaggerated literary pose.) The 
fact that Astrophel's conflict is internal and occurs prior to 
any action on his part helps us to speeify its debt to Scholastic 
doctrine. Unworthy behavior does not determine his error; his 
preference for Stella as worthy of devotion does. For 'mortal 
sin,' according to Aquinas, 'consists in turning away from our 
last end, which is God, which turning away pertains to the de-
liberating reason, whose function it is also to direct towards 
the end.' The intellectuality of Astrophel 1 s sin is matched by 
the intellectuality of his early feelings for Stella. It may 
be argued that beneath the moral issues and the appeal of Stella's 
virtue and beauty lies an essentially physical urge, but his 
sense of what is happening to him and the tone of the verse is 
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only remotely carnal. Frankly avowed sexuality emerges only 
in later poems and there opposes the more Platonic, 'pure' 
emotion." · 
THOMPSON (1961, 151) "In the lines below [1-8 quoted] there 
is certainly not Donne's degree of cynicism and complexity, 
but metre is used in the same way. And the argument is con-
ducted in a way that can only be callec 'metaphysical, ' 
through contradictions united in an image and in a·line whose 
construction demonstrates the tension of the opposition. 
Here the metre may be said to contribute to the meaning. 
The heavenly part ought to be ring; ou~ht to be, but is not. 
The emphasis does not necessar y exis when the words are 
not written in Sidney's measure." 
1 form'd. GROSART (1877, 11) "That eyes are 'found' to serve 
the inward ligh~ and not the outward show, is contrary to fact, 
and besides is not his own (or his friend's) argument. 'Bound' 
is probably the earlier reading, though inferior to 'form'd·'" 
1 It is most true. SGOTTwESPINER (1929, 40) "Le moule du son-
net V: 'It is most true .... ' se rencontre aussi.eri. italien et 
en frah9ais. ~es Qeb~ts de vers identiques derivent de la 
canzone XV In Vita: 1 S 1I'dissi mai', que tous les poetes de 
la Renaissa~ace-rlPetent a satiate.· Qu'on se rappelle les son-
nets dont chaque quatrain et chaque tercet commence par un 
'fPoich 'e gid. ver', ou bien 'Poiche ~ pur ver 1 , ou 'S 'il a diet 
vray' en frangais, on n'aura pas de difficulte a voir la parente 
de Sidney." 
3 who. GROS.A_RT (1877, 11) "This is plural. Cf. 'rebels strive' 
and 'their' ( l. 4) .'J .. 
13 countrey. POLLARD (1888, 179) "here = heaven, or the true 
home of the soul, as in the medieval use of patria, and the Ger-
man Heimgang." 
14 MONTGmtE"RY ( 1961, 80) 11 Tl:l~ vocal·- qualities of Astrophel _ 
and Stella are usually involved in wit, and when they are, ~id­
ney characteristically turns to figures of repetition for his 
context. .Often the repetition is a form of word play, as in 
Sonnet 5 [1. 14 quoted]." 
6 
Some Louers speake when they their Muses entertains, 
Of hopes begot by feare, of wot not what desires: 
Of force of heau 1nly beames, infusing hellish paine: 
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Of liuing deaths, deare wounds, faire stormes & freesing fires: 
Some one his song in Ioue, and Ioues strange tales attires, 
Bordred with buls & swans, powdred with golden raine: 
Another humbler wit to shepheards pipe retires, 
Yet hiding royall bloud full oft in rurall vaine. 
To some a sweetest nlaint,_ a sweetest stile affords, 
While teares powre out his inke, & sighs breathe out his words: 
His paper pale dispaire, and paine his pen doth moue. 
I can sneake what I feele, and feele as much as :they, 
But thinke that all the Map of my state I display, 
When trembling voice brings forth that I do Stella loue. 
1 speake] F; speake, Ql-3. 1 entertains,] F; ~A Ql-3. 
2 begot] F; begott, Ql; begot, Q2-3. 2 desires:] F; N' Ql-3. 
3 heau'nly] F, Q3; heauenly Ql-2. 3 naine:] F; N; Ql-3. 
4 liuing] F; lyuing Ql-3. 4 deaths,] F; deathe~- _Ql; deathes, 
Q2; deathsA.Q3. 4 deare] F; deere Ql-3. 4 wounds] F, Q3; 
woundes Ql•2. 4 faire] F, Ql, Q3; faire, Q2. 4 stormes] F, 
Ql, QP; stor.mes, Q2. 4 &] F; and Ql-3. 4 freesing] F; 
flashing Ql, Q3; friesing Q2. 4 fires:] F; fyres. Ql-3. 
5 song] F; songes Ql; songs Q2-3. 5 Ioue,] F; IoueA Ql-3. 
5 strange] F, Q3; straunge Ql-2. 5 attires] F; attyres Ql-3. 
6 Bordred] F; Bordered Ql-2; Bord'red Q3. 6 buls] F; Bulles 
Ql-3. 6 &] F; and Ql-3. 6 swans] F; Swannes Ql-3. 
6 powdred] F; poudered Ql-2; poud 1 red Q3. 7 Another] F; 
An other Ql-3. 7 wit] F; witte Ql-3. 7 retires] F; retyres 
Ql-3. 8 bloud] F; blood, Ql-3. 8 rurall] F; Rurall Ql-3. 
9 plaint,] F; plaintA Ql-3. 9 affords] F; affordes Ql-3. 
~0 While] F; Whiles Ql-~. 10 powre] F; poure Ql-3. 10 &] 
F; and Ql-3. 10 sighs] F; sighes Ql-3. 10 breathe] F; 
breath Ql-3. 10 out his word!!:] F; out his wordes. Ql, Q3; 
this nhrase ~ missing ~ ~· 11 dispaire] F; despaire 
Ql-3. 11 pen] F; penne Ql-3. 13 Map] F; mappe Ql-3. 13 
state] F; .. Q3; state, Ql-2. 13 dis play, ] F; ... • Ql-3. 14 
brings] F, Q2-3; bringes Ql. 14 forth] F; foorth, Ql-3. 
14 loue.] F, Ql, Q3; ... Q2. 
A 
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POLLARD (1888, 180) "This sonnet is closely connected with the 
first and third. These three, with the fifteenth, form Sid-
ney's commentary on the unreality and affectation of the out-
pourings of other lovers. His strictures apply with equal 
force to many among the first twenty of these sonnets, notably 
the ninth, which it is hardly possible to believe that he com-
posed after his poetic vision had attained this clearness." 
HASSELKUSS (1927, 38-39) "In diesen Versen fasst Sidney die 
gebr~uchlichsten Bilder der Petrarkisten zusa~nen, viele von 
ihnen finden sich auch in Petrarcas Sonetten schon vor. 
'hopes begot by fear', dazu Petr. 149/6; 44/2; 115/12, 
'force of heavenly beams' etc., dazu Petr. 161/7; c. 18. 2/7, 
'living death', da~u Petr. 102/7; 180/10; c. 41. 3/13; 95~, 
'deare wounds', dazu Petr. 163/4; 102/7; -149/10, 
'freezing fires', dazu Petr. 115/12; 97/4; 149/5, 
'faire storms', dazu Petr. 102/7; 149/12; 172/9; 280/5, 
'Bordered with bulls etc.', dazu Petr. c. 4. 9. 11 
RlTBED (1941, 206) "the dominant figure of Sonnet VI is merismus;" 
[p. 286: "Presentation of a complete idea piecemeal!']. 
YOUNG (1958, 32) "parody of the conventional poetry." 
5-6 WILSON (1931, 161) "I think there is an allusion here to 
Turberville: 
There may you nlainely see 
How Jove was once a Swanne, 
To lurefafre Ledatahis lust 
- When raging-L"ove b'e'gailrie." 
Some other when a Bull, 
-- Some other time a showre 
Of goid6rl arops: as when he coyde 
The closed Nunne in towre. 
Turberville's volume was dedicated to Sidney's aunt, the 
Countess of Warwick. 
The next t"o lines contain a graceful compliment to Spenser. 
Sidney b..ad put his admiration of the Shepherd'~ Calendar on 
record in the Defence, and from W.L.'s prefatory verses to 
the Faerie Queena it would apnear that it was Sidney's ~n­
coura~ement that induced Spenser to go on with the greater 
work. 
~~en Stencer saw the fame was snredd so large, 
Tnr'Oug FaeryJ:an-a-;-onhe~renowned~ueene, 
Loth that his Muse should take ~ great a charge, 
As in such haughty matter to be seene, 
To seeme ~ shepeheard then he made his choice; 
But Sydney heard him sing, and knew his voice." 
8 Yet. OED: · Emphasi.zing an extreme case: = EVEN• · 
8 Vaine. = vein. 
9 some. GROQIIRT (1877, 13) 11= some one. 'l'he construction is, 
A sweetest style affords to some [one] a sweet.est plaint • 11 
' -
7 
When Nature made her chiefe worke, Stellas eyes, 
In colour blacke, why wrapt she beames so bright? 
Would she in beamie blacke, like painter wise, 
Frame daintiest lustre, mixt of shades and light? 
Or did she else that sober hue deuise, 
In obiect best to knit and strength our sight, 
Least if no vaile these braue gleames did disguise, 
They sun-like should more dazle then delight? 
Or would she her.miraculous power show, 
That whereas blacke seemes Beauties contrary, 
She euen in blacke doth make all beauties flow? 
Both so and thus, she minding Loue should be 
Placed euer there, gaue him thiS:mourning weed, 
To honor all their deaths, who for her bleed. 
20 
1 Nature] F; nature Ql-3. 1 Stellas] F, Ql, Q3; Stella's 
Q2.: 2 colour] F; Q3; collour Ql-2. 3 beamie] F; beamy Ql-3. 
3 blacke,] F; N"' Ql-~ •. 3 painter] F; PainterQl-3. 4 lustre,] 
F; ... " Ql"'3. _4 mixt] F; mixte Ql-3. 4 of] F, Q2; with Ql, Q2. 
4 shades] F, Q2; shaddowes ~' Q3. 4 and light] F; light Ql, 
Q3; & light Q2. 5 else] F; els Ql-3. 5 hue] F; hewe Ql-3. 
6 best]·F; ~, Ql-3. 6 to·.lmit and strength] F; to strength 
and knitt Ql-2; to strength and knit Q3. 6 sight,] F; -: Ql-
3. 7 glearnes] F, Q2; beames Ql, Q3. 8 sun-like] F; Sun-like 
Ql-3. 8 should] F, Q2; would Ql, Q3. 8 dazle] F; dazell 
Ql-3. 8 then] F; than Ql-3. 8 delight?] F; -. Ql-3. 9 she] 
F, Ql-2; shee Q3. 9 show] F, Q3; shewe Ql-2. 10 contrary] 
F; contrarie Ql-3. 11 She] F; Shee Ql-3. 11 beauties] F; 
Beauties Ql-3. 11 flow?] F; flowe: Ql-2; flow: Q3. 12 Both] 
F, Q2; But Ql, Q3. 12 thus,] F, Ql, Q3; -; Q2. 12 Loue] F; 
Loue Ql-3. 12 be] F; bee Ql-3. 13 Placed] F;· Plaste Ql-3. 
13 weed,] F; weede: Ql-2; weed: Q3. 14 honor] F; honour 
Ql-3. 14 deaths] F; deathes Ql-3. 14 who] F', Ql, Q3; 
which Q2. 14 bleed] F, Q3; bleede Ql-2. 
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POLLARD (1888, 180) "From Sonnet IX, we learn that 'Gold is 
the covering of that stately place,' so that Stella had the 
striking combination of golden hair and lustrously black eyes. 
Her complexion was that of 8 blonde, •where rose-s gueuls are 
borne in silver field' (Sonnet XIII. ) • " 
SCOTT.-ESPINER (1929, 41-42) suggests that Tasso's "Loda gli 
occhi de la signora Lavinia de la Rovere" is a possible source 
for this sonnet, although "malgre une certaine ressemblance 
dans ces th~mes, les yeux clairs enveloppes de noir, les dif-
ferences sont assez remarquables. Le sonnet de Sidney est 
plus gracieux, plus charmant, moins banal que celui du Tasse. 
La pointe finale de Sidney est plus interessante." 
MYRICK (1935, 237) suggests that when Sidney "departing from 
his almost invariable custom in the New Arcadia, suddenly 
addresses her (Philoclea] in his own-words·, 'And alas (sweete 
Philoclea) how hath my penne till now forgot thy passions, 
since to thy memorie principally all this long matter is in-
tended?' we may suspect a compliment to some lady of Sidney's 
acquaintance. And we may guess at her identity when we remem-
ber that her eyes, like Stella's, were of the unfashionable 
color of black; 'blacke indeed, whether nature so made them, 
that we might be the more able to behold & bear their woder-
full shining, or that she, (goddesse like) would work this 
miracle in her selfe, in giving blacknes the price above all 
beauty.' The very same conceits are further elaborated in 
the seventh sonnet of Astrophel and Stella. E.ven without the 
tradition recorded by Sir wl11iam Alexander and by Tyndale, 
we could reasonably infer that in Philoclea Sidney was giving 
at least a partial and idealized portrait of Penelope Devereux." 
1-2 HASSELKUSS (1927, 39) suggests a comoarison of these lines 
with Petrarch c. 6. 4. 
WILSON (1931, 161) 11 cf Constable's sonnet on Hilliard's por-
trait of Lady Rich: her black sparckling eyes." 
3 beamie. OED: ·emitting beams of light, radiant. 
4 daintiest. OED: delicate. 
6 knit. OED: ··make fast. · 
7 these. WILSON (1931, 161) "I have taken this reading [those] 
from Br: MS thos in preference to Q2 and B. (F] these." 
12 minding. OED: ·remembering. 
14 who. WILSON (1931, 161) "which (in Q2], a miscorrection." 
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Loue borne in Greece, of late fled from his natiue place, 
Forc'd by a tedious proofe, that Turkish hardned hart, 
Is no fit marke ·to pierce with his fine pointed dart: 
And pleasd with our soft peace, staid here his flying race. 
But finding these North clymes do coldly him embrace, 
Not vsde to frozen clins, he straue to find some part, 
Where with most ease & warmth he might employ his art: 
At length he perch'd himself in Stellas ioyfull face, 
Whose faire skin, beamy eyes like morning sun on snow, 
Deceiu 1 d the quaking boy, who thought from so nure light, 
Effects of liuely heat, must needs in nature grow. 
But she most faire, most c0ld, made him thence take his flight 
To my close heart, where while some firebrands he did lay, 
He burnt vnwares his wings, and cannot fly away. 
1 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. :2 Fore 1d] F; Forst Ql-3. 2 hart,] 
F; harts~ 9l; hartA Q2; hartes~ Q3. 3 Is] F; Were Ql-3. 
3 marke] F; markes, Ql, Q3; marke, Q2. 3 pierce] F; pearce 
Ql-3. 3 dart] F,$Q2; 'darts Ql, Q3. 4 pleasd] F, Ql-2; 
pleased Q3. 4 staid] F; staide Ql-3. 4 flying] F; fleeting 
Ql--3. 5 North] F, Q2; colde Ql; cold Q3. 5 clymes] F; 
climes, Ql-3. 5 do] F; too Ql-3. 5 coldly] F; coldlie Ql-3. 
5 embrace] F; imbrace Ql-3. 6 frozen] F, Q3; frosen Ql-2. 
6 clips] F; lippes Ql, Q3; clippes Q2. 6 find] F; finde 
Ql-3. 6 part,] F, Q3; ... " Ql-2. 7 &] F; and _Ql-3. 7 warmth] 
F ·, Ql 3 
.... ' - . 7 employ] F; imploy Ql-2; imploye Q3. 7 art:] 
F; .... Ql-3. 8 he perch'd himself] F; ·himselfe he pearch'd 
Ql, Q3; he preach'd himselfe Q2. 8 ioyfull face] F, Q2; 
face Ql, Q3. 9 skin] F; skinne Ql-3. 9 beamy] F; beamie 
Ql-3. 9 eyes] F; ... , Ql-3. 9 sun] F; Sunne Ql-3. 9 on] F, 
Q2; in Ql, Q3. 9 snow,] F; snowe: Ql; snow: Q2; snowe, Q3. 
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10 thought) F, Ql-2; though Q3. 11 liuely] F; liuelie Ql-3. 
11 heat,) F; heate Ql-2; heat Q3. 11 must needs in nature] 
A A 
F; must needes in nature Q2; in nature needes must Ql, Q3. 
11 grow] F; growe Ql-3. 12 she] F, Ql, Q3; shee Q2. 12 cold,] 
F; colde; Ql-3. 12 thence] F, Q2; there Ql, Q3. 13 heart,] F; 
hart; Ql-2; heart; QP. 13 firebrands] F; fire brands Ql-2; 
fire-brands Q3. 14 wings] F, Q2-3; winges Ql. 
SCOTT-ESPINER (1929, 32-33) "Tous ces sonnets et d'autres en-
core, ou il y a des allusions moins etendues aux exploits de 
Cupidon, ont evidemment subi l'influence anacreontique, mais 
on est souvent bien en peine de dire d'ou le poete a tire ses 
idees. Il s'inspire de ses lectures, mais n'eprouve aucun 
scrupule a les remanier a sa guise. Nous ne pouvons donner 
des precisions (mais combien vagues encoreJ) que pour quel-
ques sonnets, le VIII, le XVII et le LXV'. 
Le debut du VIII paratt ~tre de 1 1 invention de Sidney, mais 
au vers 8, on rencontre une idee qui se trouve assez souvent 
chez les petrarquistes: Amour s'etablissant sur le visage de 
la mattresse. Le reste du sonnet contient egalement des remi-
niscences livre·sques. Le dieu vient au coeur du poete, se 
brule les afles et ne peut plus s'en aller. Cette idee remonte 
a 1 'Anthologie grecque ou, .dans 1 1 epigramme 268, Paul le Silen-
tiaire dit n'avoir plus desormais rien a craindre des fleches 
de Cupidon, qui a vide sur lui tout son carquois, et qui, pour 
ne plus le quitter, s '.est coupe les ailes dans son coeur. Pro-
perce repete la m~me idee: 
In me tela manent, manet et puerilis imago: 
Sed certe pennas perdidit ille suas; 
Evolat heu nostro quoniam de pectore nusquam •.• 
1Les· fleches d 'Amour et son image enfantine res tent dans 
mon coeur; mais sans doute, helasl le dieu a perdu les ailes, 
puisqu'il refuse toujours de s•envoler loin de moi'. Et Cha~ 
ri teo s' inspire de Properce: 
La forma pueril, gli adunchi strali 
Provo di piombo, e quelli d 1 oro inseme, 
Ma di cacciarti altrove nulla sneme 
Mi resta, ch'a 1 1 intrar perdesti l'ali. 
(Endimion, VII). 
Mais c'est peut-~tre de Seraphin que vient l'idee du fe~: 
Tennemi un tempo Amor per suo ricetto, 
finche fe una fornace del mio core: 
ma come spesso per divin concetto 
de la sua opra un fraudulento more 
volando un di dentro al mio ardente petto 
lui s'accese, e non mai piu venne fore. 
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'Amour me prit quelque temps pour sa retraite, jusqu'a 
ce qu'il ftt de mon coeur une fournaise: mais, comme souvent 
par la Providence divine, un trompeur me.urt par son propre 
travail, lui, volant un jour dans rna poitrine en flarrunes, 
prit feu, et n 1 est jamais depuis sortl de la 1 • 
La fin du sonnet anglais est done· une reproduction du theme 
commun, mais 1 1 imitation faite ~ar Sidney est loin d'etre ser-
vile." 
BUXTON (1954, 108) "In the eighth sonnet of Astrophel and Stella 
Sidney plays with the conceit of Cupid coming from Greece to 
these North climes, where he seeks ease and warmth in Stella's 
joyful face. [Lines 12-14 quoted.] Greville 1 s eleventh sonnet 
uses the same fancy, but again with an ironical twist, attribut-
ing the coldness of Northern women to the conflict between prin-
ciple and desire: -
Feare keeping lust there very long at gaze. 
This poem ends with a very characteristic shrug of the shoulders 
at the human predicament, of which Greville was always acutely 
aware." 
MONTGOMERY (1961, 91) "The taint of artificiality also colo~s 
some of the early sonnets. Several of these dramatize myth as 
a form of praise and declaration of love. A brief narration 
of Cupid_'s- search for a home (Sonnet 8) is manipulated so that 
Astrophel may apnroach Stella's cold beauty and his own ardor 
from an extreme esthetic distance,· isolating emotion from im-
mediate circumstance~" 
1 natiue place. WILSON (ls:}~l, 161} "Cyprus, the home of Cupid's 
mother, was taken by the 'l'urks in 1573, while Sidney was living 
in Venice." 
HART (1959, 157) "Cyprus, traditionally held to be the home of 
Cunid 's mother, was captured by the 'J.'urks in 1573• 11 
2 Turkish hardned. POLLARD' (1888, 180) ·"constantinople passed 
into Turkish-hands in 1453, but the outlying depe1adencies held 
out much longer. Cyprus, the special island of Love, was only 
surrendered by the Venetians in 1573." 
WILSON (1901, 161) "A compound adje·ctive like Spanish-led = 
hardened by Turkish onnression." 
HART (1959, 157} "The hearts of the Cypriots are here supposed 
to have been hardened by their conquerors, thus making them un-
suitable targets for the arrows of Cupid." 
3 Is. GROSART (1877, 15} "Ql, 'were•--~ remnant of the 'hearts' 
in the same, and not altered in ~. 11 <. 
4 flying. GROSART (1877, 15) "'flying' agrees better with the 
kind of 'race' noted than 'fleeting.'" 
5 do. GRO<::ART (1877, 15) "This [too] from Q 1 seems preferable 
to 'do•'!' •.. 
POLLARD ( lS88, 181) "The reading do for too of ou'r folio is too 
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weak to be maintained against the Qs. 11 
WILSON (1931, 162) 11 Too, attractive but hardly to be adopted 
against Br: MS·. and ~[F]." 
HART (1959) retains the folio reading a's does Miss Wilson. 
6 clips. GRO.SART ~1877, 15) "Agrees better with 'embrace' 
than 'lippes,' "'i l, and shows a more total coldness." 
Grosart, Pollard, and Hart define clip a.s embrace. 
8 perch'd. GROSART (1877, 15) "Q 2 misprints 'preach 1 d. '" 
9 HASSELKU£S (1927, l26) ~ndicates.t~at this id~a is a common 
Petrarchan one:_ "Die Augen der Ge1i~bten = Sonne." 
10 quaking. POLLARD (1888, lSl) "i.~. ·with cold." 
12 HASSELKuSS (1927, 128) indicates this idea too is a common 
Petrarchan one: "Der Dichter nennt die Gel. kalt wie Eis." 
13 close. OED: :•private, secluded, snug.·· 
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Queene Vertues court, which some call Stellas face, 
Prepar'd by Natures choisest furniture, 
Hath his front built of Alablaster pure; 
Gold is the couering of that stately place. 
The doore by which sometimes comes forth her Grace, 
Red Pornhir is, which locke of uearle makes sure: 
Whose norches rich (which name of cheekes endure) 
Marble mixt red and white do enterlace. 
The windowes now through which this heau'nly guest 
Looks ouer the world, and can find nothing such, 
Vfuich dare claime from those lights the name of best.[,] 
Of touch they are that without touch doth touch, 
Which Cupids selfe from Beauties mind {mine] dlid draw: 
Of touch they are, and poore I am their straw. 
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1 Vertues] F; Vertues Ql-3. 1 court] F; Court Ql-2; 
Courte Q3. 2 choisest] F; cheefest ~1-3. 2 furniture,] F; 
,.,: Ql-3. 3 Alablaster] F, Ql, Q3; Alabaster Q2. 3 pure;] 
F; ,., , Ql, Q3; .... Q2. 4 Gold] F, Q2; Golde Ql, Q3. 
4 stately] F, Q3; statelie Ql-2. 4 place.] F, Ql-2;,.,: Q3. 
5 doore] F; doore, Ql-3. 5 comes] F; runnes Ql, Q3; romes 
Q2. 5 Grace,] F; grace~ Ql-2; grace, Q3. 6 Porphir] F; 
Porphire Ql-3. 6 pearle] F; Pearle Ql-3. 7 porches] F; 
Porches Ql-3. 7 rich] F; ~· , Ql-3. 7 (which] F; with Ql-3. 
7 cheekes] F, Q3; chekes Ql-2. 7 endure)] F; indure, Ql-3. 
8 white] F; white, Ql-3. 8 do) F; doe Ql-3. 8 enterlace.] 
F, Ql-2; ... : Q3. 9 windowes] F; Windowes Ql-3. 9 now] F; 
~, Ql-3. 9 heau'nly] F; heauenly Ql-3. 10 Looks] F; Lookes 
Ql-3. 10 ouer] F; on Ql, Q3; ore Q2. 10 find] F, Q3; 
finde Ql-2. 11 lights] F, Q2; sightes Ql, Q3. 11 best.] F; 
... , Ql-3. 12 are] F; -, Ql-3. 12 doth] F; doe Ql-3. 13 Cu-
pids] F; Cupids Ql-3. 13 selfe] F; ... , Ql-3. 13 mind] F; 
mine Ql-3. 13 draw] F; drawe Ql-3. 14 straw] F; strawe Ql-3. 
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SYMONDS (1899, 116) "Stella is sufficient source of inspira-
tion for him, for them, for every singer. 'l'his theoretical 
position does not, however, prevent him from falling into a 
very morass of conceits, of which we have an early example 
in the 9th sonnet. Marino could scarcely have executed 
variations more elaborate upon the single theme: 
'Queen Virtue's Court which. some call Stella's face. ' " 
SCOTT-ESPINER -(1929, 38-39) "L'idee generale du sonnet IX, 
comparaison de la t&te de Stella i un edifice, a ete evidem-
ment sugp:eree par quelques vers de la canzone 25 de Petrarque: 
Muri eran d 1alabastro e tetto d'oro, 
D'avorio uscio, e fenestre di zaffiro 
'Les murs etaient d'alb!tre et la toiture d'or, laporte 
d'ivoire et les fen&tres de saphir'. Et voici le poete ang-
lais: 'La cour de la reine Vertu--e 'allcuns ·1 'atmellent le · 
visage de Stella--preparee. par les materia~x~l~~ plu~ pre-· 
cieux de la Nature; a la f'aiade faite du plus pur albatre. 
C1est l 1or qui forme la couverture de cet endroit majestueux. 
La porte, par ou sort quelquefois sa Gr~ce, est en porphyre 
rouge, garantie par une serrure de perle', etc. Le sonnet 
continue dans le m~me ton et n'est qu'un developpement de la 
suggestion de Petrarque." 
YOUNG (1958, 11, 14) "The attitude is as fixed as the situation; 
it is not generated by the Pr>Fticular structure but accepted· 
by hypothesis and simply celebrated ••• , • The decorum of the 
poem demands that we understand in terms of an abstract and 
general value, variously suggested by alabaster, gold, por-
phyry, and pearl, and not in terms of the monstrous, mineral 
idolatry the concrete details might suggest. Furthermore, the 
abstractness and impersonality leave a gap where the speaker 
ought to be, and it is signalized by tonelessness, or at least 
a monotone; it is public poetry, employing an editorial 1 I.'" 
11 Sidney~s counter-blason of the bucolic Mopsa in the Arcadia 
focuses on exactly the sort of proceoure we have observed in 
Sonnet 9. !' 
2 choisest. GROSART (1877, 16) "Here and elsewhere 'chief-
est' is changed in A [ F] to '"choicest. ' Cf. Sonnet x. 24." 
WILSON (1931, 162) "Q2. cheefest. This variation occurs in 
two other places: 10, 14, and 43, 14. 11 
3 Alablaster. OED: sixteenth- and seventeenth-century spellmg 
variant of Alabaster. ·''Like alabaster in whiteness, smoothness, 
etc.~ Cf. Arcadia 427 11her Alablaster throate." 
HASSELKUSS ( 1927, 40) would compare this ·us age with Pet rarch' s, 
44/2. 
4 GROSART (1877, 16-17) "Stella's, therefore, was the strange 
beauty of' a golden-haired blonde with dark eyes. Henry Con-
stable in 'Diana' (Son. x.), 'To the Ladie Rich' sings thus 
of her: 
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'A field Of lillies, rose~ p~oper bare 
To stars in chiefe, the crest was waves of gold:' 
and see that other to Mr. Hilliard uuon occasion of a picture 
of my Lady Rich, No. 6, u. 45 (Hazlitt•s ed. 1859). It was 
perhaps this peculiarity of golden hair and fair rosy com-
plexion with dark eyes--a peculiarity whj_ch would.give par-
ticular brilliancy and mark to the eyes--that caused Sidney 
to name her Stella." 
5 comes. GROSA'RT (1877, 17) "Ql has 'runnes, 1 a mistake for 
1rowes' [either Grosar.t's error or that of his printer] of Q 2: 
but I prefer •comes' •.• ~ as expressing better that she 'sent 
forth' her grace or, g:raciousness. 11 
WILSON ( 1931, 162) "Q2. romes. As Ql. has runnes this may be 
an authentic alternative." 
6 HASSELKUSS (1927, 40) suggests comparisons with Petrarch 
167/10 and 184/5. - -
11 GROSA"RT (1877, 17) " = dare claim for themselves the name 
of 'best, i and so dispossess Stella's eyes of that title." 
12 touch. GROSART ( 1877, 17~) "There is a quibble here through-
out. 'Touch,' though used for any costly marble, is properly, 
says Nares, the basanitis of the Greeks, the hard black stone 
of the Rosetta inscription, and he refers to Dean Vincent's 
Commerce of the Andc. ii. 534. Hence its use here, for it 
will be remembered that Stella's eyes were a lustrous black. 
But in 1. 14 he evidently uses the same word in its other mean-
ing, and indicates that her eyes were like lighted tinder or 
matchlock match, and he the straw that they inflamed. Halliwell, 
s.v., gives 'Touch-box, Ec receptable for lighted tinder carried 
by-soldiers for matchlocks.' 1Touchwood' is still in use; and 
cf. Son. xv. 1. 10." 
POLLARD (1888, 181) "According to Hares' Glossary this word •was 
often used for any costly marble; but was properly the basanites 
of the Greeks, a very hard black granite •... Harington des-
cribes a lady with a straw hat,in these "llagnificent metaphors: 
'Ambitious straw, that so high placed is, 
'v\'hat architect this work so strangely matcht? 
An ivorj house, doors, wals, and wihdQwes tuch, 
A golden roof, with straw all over-thatcht. 
Where shall pearl bide when place of straw is such?' 
In line 14 touch is punningly used for a touch, or tinder ... box." 
Grosart had quoted a few of the above lines also; the similarity 
of the two notes is apparent. 
WILSON (1931, 162) "Here is a horrible congestion ot puns. 
Touch (1) refers to Stella's black eyes. Touchstone is a heavy, 
hardstone of fine texture and a deep glossy black. Touch (2) 
is used in the ordinary sense. Touch (3) = act as a touchstone 
trying the value of the observer. To,;ch (4) = touchpowder to 
start a bonfire." 
HART (1959, 157) begins "the meaning of the word here is almost 
lost in a confusion of puns" and continues with a note which is 
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virtually identical with that of Wilson. 
The OED indicates that touchpowder is a fine kind of gunpowder 
connected with the notion of ready ignition; and a touchstone, 
in that it is used for testing the quality of gold and silver 
alloys, serves as a criterion. 
13 mind. GROSART (1877, 18) "Here 'mind' of A (F] is repeated 
in A 1613; but it is 'mine' in 2 qu. and in the Bright MS., 
'myne.' Yet as Donne rhymes it as 'mind'= mine with 'unkind, r 
it would appear that 'mind' is not merely a slip of the pen, 
but an old though incorrFct form of the word, like 1vild. '" 
The OFD indicates that Grosart 1 s conjecture about the old form 
is correct. But it·is also possible that there is in the folio 
reading evidence of oral transmission in typesetting. 
12-14 RUBEL ( 1941, 207-208) "Syllepsis, or 'the double supply, r 
is especially obvious in the sonnets which play on the word 
rich; but there are several other instances of it besides, 
notably the multiple syllep.sis in Sonnet IX [lines 12-14 
quoted]. Here, besides the various usual meanings of the word 
touch, the context shows that Sidney was including also touch-
stone ('from Beauties mine') and touchwood, a highly inflammable 
substance." 
MONTGOMERY (1961, 80) '11.0nJ.y rarely can we accuse Sidney ?f 
reaching beyond the immedi~te pUI'.fJ;JSc;:; 01 t:.ne poem to indulge 
in rhetorical virtuosity. [Footnote: See Sonnet 9 which uses 
the figure syllepsis in its bewildering conclusion.]" 
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Reason, in faith thou art well seru'd, that still 
Wouldst brabling be with sence and loue in me: 
I rather wisht thee clime the Muses hill, 
Or reach the fruite of Natures choisest tree, 
Or seeke heau'ns course, or heau'ns inside to see: 
Why shouldst thou toyle our thornie soile to till? 
Leaue sense, and those which senses obiects be: 
Deale thou with powers of thoughts, leaue loue to will. 
But thou wouldst needs fight both with loue and sence, 
With sword of wit, gluing wounds of dispraise, 
Till downe-right blowes did foyle thy cunning fence: 
For soone as they strake thee with Stellas rayes, 
Reason thou kneel'dst, and offeredst straight to proue 
By reason good, good reason her to loue. 
2 Wouldst] F; Would' st Ql-3. 2 be] F; ... , Ql-3. 
3 wisht] F; wish Ql-3. 3 clime] F; climbe Ql-3. 
4 choisest] F; chiefest Ql-3. 4 tree,] F; H ; Ql, Q3; 
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·~: Q2. 5 heau'ns] F, Q3; heauens Ql-2. 5 heau•ns] F, Q3; 
heauens Ql-2. 5 inside to see] F, Q2; vnusde to thee Ql, Q3. 
6 shouldst] F; should 1st Ql-3. 6 toyle] F; ~, Ql-3. 
6 soile] F; grounde Q1, Q3; soyle Q2. 7 sense,] F senceA 
Ql-3. 7 which] F; that Ql-3. 7 senses] F; sences. 
7 obiects] F, Q2; obiectes Ql, Q3. 7 be:] F; ... , Ql-3. 
8 powers] F; ;.., Ql-3. 8 thoughts,] F; ... · ~ Ql-3. 8 loue] F, 
Q2; thou Ql, Q3. 9 needs] F; needes Ql-3 •. 9 loue] F; 
Loue Ql-3. 10 sword] F; sworde Ql-3. 10 wit] F; witte Ql-3. 
10 wounds] F; woundes Ql-3. 10 dispraise,] F; ~: Ql-3. 
11 downe-right] F, Q3; downe right Ql; down-right Q2. 
11 fence:] F; ... , Ql-3. 12 For] F; So Ql-3. 12 rayes,] F; 
•. Ql-3. 13 Reason] F;;.., Ql-3. 13 .kneel'dst] F; knewst Ql, 
Q3; knewest Q2. 13 offeredst] F; offered Ql-3. 13 proue] F, 
Ql, Q3;;..; Q2. 
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MONTGOMERY (1961, 1G6-108) "Sonnet 10 pursues the theme ... [of 
reason versus passion], with Astrophel still the Devil's ad-
vocate, admonishing reason because it ignores the promptings 
of 'sense' and appetite •· [lines 1-11 quoted]. '11he tone and 
yerbal structure of these lines, their impatience and annoy-
ance and treatment of reason as a bothersome meddler, plainly 
discover that the failure of reason as an instrument of moral 
control is consciously and deliberately willed by Astrouhel. 
His very acknowlegement of traditional dialectical terms elimi-
nates blindness of understanding as a cause of error. 
Wilful error is for that reason not precisely a retreat into 
unreason. Rather Astrophel seeks to invert the normal efficacy 
of his moral judgment in the immediate crisis. Reason must no 
longer dictate to the sensitive appetite but should devote it-
self to impersonal matters; literature ('clime the Muses hill'), 
natural science ('reach the fruite of Natures choisest tree'), 
astronomy ('seeke heav'ns course'), and theology (~eav'ns in-
side to see'). Dealing with 'powers of thoughts' suggests a 
purely contemplative role for the intellect, but the contempla-
tive use of reason divorced from personal moral experience does 
not represent the goal of Astrophel's struggle, only a briefly 
considered alternative •. Ultimately his mind gropes for the 
kind of understanding Sidney mentions in the Defence: "The 
highest end of the mistresse knowledge •.•• stands,.. • • .. in the 
knowledge of a mans selfe, in the Ethike anc. J:-olitique consid-
eration, with the end of well doing, and not of well knowing 
onely. ' 
But the issues in the early poel'!'Js show Astrophel of two 
minds. On the one hand, he attempts to dignify his passion 
for Stella on rational grounds, adopting the familiar posture 
of the Platonic lover by admitting that reason cannot banish 
desire, but may prove the worthiness of its object [lines 
13-14 quoted]. Stella becomes, for the time being, the per-
sonification of an almost religious adoration. Yet from a 
Scholastic point of view, such a compromise is radical error. 
In the Thomistic doctrine of the process of sin the religious 
and moral dignity which Astrophel, aided by his reason, fur-
nishes to love is sophistry. Platonic, courtly devotion, 
representing only one of the impulses to which he is subject, 
thus comes under the pressure of critical reason, and the 
poems exhibiting this critical temper begin, even in the early 
moments of the sequence, to contradict his more sanguine moods. 
Not one, but two, forms of reason act in Astrouhel and Stella: 
the first yields to love after a token struggle, bu~he second 
resists and disapproves." 
2 brabling. HART (1959, 157) defines this as "squabbling, 
quarrelling noisily." 
OED: ;being disposed to cavil or quibble; litigious, quarrel-
some, tumultuous, riotous.~ 
o Nluses-·hibl. 'Either Mt. Qlymp~s or ,'Mt. ·Helicon' :probably the latter. 
5 inside to see. POLLARD (1888, 182) "Q. 1 reads: 'heavens 
unusde to thee,' the second word is worth recording, but the 
last is obviously wrong." 
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13 kneel'dst. GRO.SART (1877, 19) "'knewest in 2 qu. Both 
give good sense, and as the person is Reason, it is hard to 
say which is the better. But 'kneeld'st' is perhaps the more 
forcible and the more agreeable to the custom of the Tilt-yard, 
where the whole metaphor is drawn, and it has the appearance 
of being an after-change, introducing a new image and thought 
in a passage where the 'knowing' is sufficiently expressed by 
'proving by reason good.' I adopt 'kneeld 1st. '" 
14 SCOTT-ESPI~TER (1929, 36) indicates that this theme of 
reason against love is a common one of the Pl~iade poets who, 
while nrofessing to banish all that is medieval, sometimes 
sneak in the same fashion: 
'Amour, tu es trop fort, trop foible est ma raison 
Pour soustenir le ca::np d.'un si rude adversaire; 
Va, badine Raison, tu te laisses desfaire; 
D~s le premier assaut on te meine en prison. 
Et Ronsa.rd, car c 'est lui, ajoute plus loin dans le m~me sonnet: 
· La Raison centre Amour ne peut chose qui vaille. '" 
11 
In truth, d Loue, with what a boyish kind 
Thou doest nroceed in thy most serious wayes: 
That when the heau•n to thee his best displayes, 
Yet of that best thou leau•st the best behind. 
For like a child that some faire booke doth find, 
With guilded leaues or colourd Velume playes, 
Or at the most on some fine picture stayes, 
But neuer heeds the fruit of writers mind: 
So when thou saw•st in Natures cabinet 
Stella, thou straight 1ookst babies in her eyes, 
In her cheekes pit thou didst thy pitfould set: 
And in her breast bopeepe or couching lyes, 
Playing and shining in each outward part: 
But, foole, seekst not to get into her hart. 
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1 truth,] F; truthA Ql-3. 1 S] F; oh Q1-3. 1 Loue,] 
F; Loue: Ql-3. 1 kind] F; kinde Ql-3. 2 Thou doest] F; 
Thou doost Ql-2; Doost thou Q3. 2 proceed] F; proceede, Ql-
3. 2 wayes:] F; waies; Ql-2; waies? Q3. 3 the] F, Q2; thy 
Ql, Q3. 3 heau'n] F; heauen Ql-3. 3 displayes] F; dis-
ulaies Ql-3. 4 behind] F; behinde Ql-3. 5 For] F; That 
Ql-3. 5 child] F; Childe Ql-3. 5 find,] F; findeA Ql-3. 
6 guilded] F; gi1den Ql-3. 6 or] F; of Ql-3. 6 colourd] 
F; colloured Ql-2; coloured Q3. 6 Velume] F; Velom, Ql-3. 
6 playes,] F; N; Ql, Q3; NA Q2. 7 fine] F; faire Ql-3. 
7 stayes,] F; staies, Ql-2; staies; Q3. 8 heeds] F; heedes 
Ql-3. 8 fruit] F; fruite Ql-3. 8 writers] F; Writers Ql-3. 
8 mind:] F; minde. Ql-3. 9 saw 1 st] F; sawest Ql-3. 9 cab-
inet] F; N' Ql-3. 10 lookst] F; lokest Ql-2; look'st Q3. 
10 eyes,] F; H: Ql-3. 11 cheekes] F; chekes Ql-3. 11 pit] 
F; pit, Ql-3. 11 pitfould] F; fitfall Ql-3. 11 set:] F; 
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, Ql-3. 12 breast] F; brest Ql-3. 12 bopeepe] F; to peepe, 
Ql, Q3; bo-peepe Q2. 12 or] F, Q2; a Ql, Q3. 12 couching] 
F; lowting Ql, Q3; touching Q2. 12 lyes,] F, Ql-2; N• Q3. 
14 But, foole,] F; But foole Ql-3. 
A. A 
RUBFL (1941, 206) "The dominant figure of Sonnet XI is 
hypotyposis." 
1 kind. GROSART (1877, 20) defines as nature. 
9 cabinet. OED: a secret receptacle, treasure-chamber, store-
house.· 
10 lookst babies. OED: the small image of oneself reflected 
in the nupil of another's eye; hence to look babies. 
ARBER (1877, 489) nwhat subtle beau tie!" ... \D.'h.at palpable 
on~s. 'thou straight look 1 st babies in her eyes, 1 i.e. the re-
flection of lovers in each other's eyes-;rr:. --
POLLARD (1888, 182) "i.e. amorously; cp. John .t~.ttey's First 
Book of Airs, where Venus addresses Adonis: 
'Come, 0 come, my dearest·treasure, 
And look babies in my eyes.'" 
RUBEL.(l941, 205) "Sonnet XI contains a·variationof a conceit 
that had appeared in Tottel'~ Miscellanx, but had gone unnoticed 
by subsequent poets--that of· •babies. t". };{~pea ted often later. 
HART (1959,.157) combines Pollard's definition with that of the 
OED. 
11 pitfould. = pitfall. OED: "a trap for birds, animals, or 
men. A 'trap' or crafty device to catch by surprise the un-
suspecting or unwary. 
POLLARD .( 1888, 182) "Either word means 'a snare to en trap birds 
or beasts' (Nares)." 
HART (1959, 158) "a concealed pit or trap for the unwary, hav-
ing a diminutive suggestion because the word described a gin 
or snare for small birds." 
12 bopeepe or couching lyes. OED: couching = "lying hi~den or 
in ambush, lurking." 
POLLARD (1888, 182) "'Lies' is clearly used for 'liest'; 'lowt-
ing' (bowing) has no force, and the same .11ay be said of 'touch-
ing,' unless indeed it be connected with the use of 'toucher,' 
for a good archer." 
HART (1959, 158) "Cupid is here described as coming to rest in 
Stella's bosom, either playing the nursery game of bo-peep there 
or revealing himself clearly to the eye in a position of rest 
(couching) after having been seen in her eyes and cheeks." 
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12 
Cunid, because thou shin'st in Stellas eyes, 
That from her lockes, thy daunces {day-nets] none scapes free, 
That those lips sweld, so full of thee they bee, 
That her sweEte breath makes oft thy flames to rise, 
That in her breast thy pap well sugred lies, 
That her Grace gracious makes thy wrongs, that she 
What words so ere she speake perswades for thee, 
That her cleare voyce lifts thy fame to the skies. 
Thou countest Stella thine, like those whose powers 
Hauing got vp a breach by fighting well, 
Crie, Victoria, this faire day all is ours. 
0 no, her heart is such a Cittadell, 
So fortified with wit, stor'd with disdaine, 
That tQ win it, is all the skill and paine. 
1 Cupid,] F; Cupid~ Ql-3. 2 lockes,] F; lookesA Ql-3. 
2 daunces] F; dimnesse Ql, Q3; day-nets Q2. 2 none] F; nowe 
Ql; now Q2-3. 2 free,] F; N: Ql-3. 3 sweld,] F; sweldeA 
Ql-2; sweld-" Q3. 3 bee,] F; be. Ql-3. . 4 her sweete] F; 
sweet Ql, Q3; her sweet Q2. 4 makes] F, Q2; maketh Ql, Q3. 
4 oft] F, Ql, Q3; all Q2. 4 thy] F, Q2; the Ql, Q~. 4 to 
rise] F, Ql, Q3; t 1arise Q2. 5 breast] F; brest Ql-3. 
5 lies,] F; lyes, Ql-2; lyes. Q3. 6 her Grace] F; grace Ql, 
Q3; her grace Q2. 6 gracious makes thy] F, Q2; euen makes 
thy gracious Ql, Q3. 6 wrongs,] F, Q2; N; Ql, Q3. 6 she] 
F; she, Ql, Q3; shee, Q2. 7 words] F; word Ql-3. 7 she] F, Q3; 
shee Ql-2. 7 speake] F; speakes, Ql-3. 7 thee,] F; -: Ql-3. 
8 cleare] F; cleere Ql-3. 8 voyce] F; voice, Ql-3. 8 lifts] 
F1 Q2; lifteth Ql, Q3. 8 thy fame F, Q2; the Sunne Ql, Q3. 
8 to the skies] F; to Skyes Ql, Q3; to the skyes Q2. 9 pow-
ers] F, Q3; powres Ql-2. 10 breach] F; "' , Ql-3. 10 by] F; 
(by Ql-3. 10 well,] F; '-A) Ql-3. 11 Crie,] F; CryA Ql-3. 
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11 Victorie] F; victory Ql, Q3; victorie Q2. 11 faire] F, 
Q2; hanpy Ql, Q3. 11 alll F, Q2; omitted Ql, Q3. 11 ours.] 
F; -: Ql-3. 12 0] F; Oh Ql-3. 12 Cittadell,) F; Cytadell. 
Ql-3. 13 disdaine,] F; -: Ql-3. 14 win] F; winne Ql-3. 14 
paine.] F, Ql, Q3; -, . Q2. 
2 day-nets. OED: nets used by day in darin~ larks or in 
catching small birds.: 
GROSART-(1877, 20-21) "eithe~ 'locks' or 'lookes' might be 
used as= Cupid's 'nets' ('dav-nets'). For 'daunces' Q 1 
misreads 'dimnesse. 1 .A-MS. annotator 1674, in,one of 
our copies of Arcadia, gives 'dancet,' a line in heraldry; it 
is not wavy, but indented or notched or zig-zag, and therefore 
scarcely applies. The curious thing is, that the word of one 
agrees better with the opposite word of the other: 
'looks X day-nets 
locks dances.' 
As the hair is not otherwise mentioned, I adopt 'locks.' Not--
withstanding all this I shall not quarrel with any one who 
prefers 'her looks thy day-nets' seeing that it is not in""or>-
rect to say caught (or snared) £I a look; and that 'eye--
looks,' balpnce 'lips--breath' (11~ :.5-4} •. 1Daunces (A) may 
be explained by the phrase of the eyes 'dancing with aellght.' 
'Day-nets' (Q 2) is given in Halliwell on the authority of 
Diet. Rust[ique] as a net for catching small birds. Query--
a corruption of dare or da·ze-net, where mirrors were used? 
These being necessarily 'day-nets,' in opposition to night-
snares, the corruption was easy." 
POLLARD (1888, 182) "I follow Dr. Grosart in adopting the read-
ing 'day-nets' (nets for catching small birds) in preference 
to'dances' of the folio: cp. Bateson's Madrigal: 
'Her hair the net of golden wire 
Wherein my heart, led by my wandering eyes, 
So fast entangled is that in no wise 
It can, nor will, again retire.' 
The full reading of Q. 2 •.•• is obscure;.Q~ 1 is actually un-
complimentary to Cupid, substituting 'dimnesse' for 'day-nets.' 
Throughout this sonnet Q. 1 is very bad indeed." 
WILSON (1931, 162) "Line 2 is textually interesting. Ql. reads: 
That from her lookes thy dimnesse nowe scapes free. 
What meaning the printer attached to It-we-are not ~nquire. 
Q2. reads: 
That from her lookes thy clay-~ ~ scapes free. 
Br: MS. and B. rightly give lockes for lookes, and none for 
~' but they were puzzled by the word dal-nets. The scribe 
of Br: MS. tried to copy what was before h Til and wrote daynties, 
B. emended to daunces. 
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Aubrey in his Natural His tory of 1f!il tshire writes of larks: 
'They take them by alluring them with a dareing-glasse, which 
is whirled about in a sun-shining day, and the larkes are 
pleased at it, and strike at it, as at a sheepe's eye, and 
at that time the nett is drawn over them. 1ffuile he playes 
vii th his glasse he whistles with his larke-ce.ll of silver, a 
tymnanum of about the diameter of a three-pence.' 
Aubrey adds: 'In the south oa rt of Wiltshire they doe not 
use dareing-glasses but catch these pretty aetheriall birds 
with trammolls.' 
This may explain why the Wilton editor did not understand 
the reference to day-nets. I owe this reference to Mr. ·G. M. 
Young." 
HART (1959, 158) "a method of catching birds by attracting 
them towards pieces of glass placed so as to reflect the sun, 
then throwing a net over them." 
3 sweld. GROSART (1877, 21) "= [are] swelled. Another of 
the not infrequent instances of participles in -ed requiring 
some nart of the substantive verb to be supplied." 
WILSON (1931, 163) "There are eight parallel clauses following 
because in line 1, and as the other seven are in the present 
tense I have printed the present swell for B. sweld, Q2. swelde." 
The present editor follows Grosart, feeling that the picture 
of lips actively swelling themselves in the present tense sug-
gests an unlikely scene. Hart, however, follows Wilson. 
10 breach. OED: ·a gap in a fortification made by a battery. 
13 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120.ff.) suggests that the idea of the 
beloved despising the poet is a common Petrarchan one: "Die 
Geliebte verachtet den Dichter." 
13 
Phoebus was Iudge betweene Ioue, Mars, and Loue, 
Of those three gods, whose armes ~fairest were: 
Ioues golden shield did Eagle sables beare, 
Whose talents held young Ganimed aboue: 
But in Vert field Mars bare a golden speare, 
Which through a bleeding heart his point did shoue: 
Each had his creast, Mars caried Venus gloue, 
Ioue on his helme the thunderbolt did reare. 
Cupid then smiles, for on his crest there lies 
Stellas faire haire, her face he makes his shield, 
'fuere roses gueuls are borne in siluer field. 
Phoebus drew wide the curtaines of the skies, 
To blaze these last, and sware deuoutly then, 
The first, thus matcht, were scantly Gentlemen. 
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1 Iudge] F; ... , Ql-3. 1 betweene] F, Q2; twixt Ql-2. 
1 Ioue, Mars,] F, Q2; Iou~and Mars"' Ql, Q3. 1 and Loue] F; 
in loue Ql, Q3; & loue Q2. 2 gods,] F; Gods"" Ql-3. 2 were]: 
F; Q2~3; weare Ql. 3 shield] F; shielde, Ql, Q3; shield, Q2. 
3 sables] F; Sables Ql-3. 3 be are,] F; ... • Ql, Q3; ... : Q2. 
4 held] F, Q2; holde Ql; bolde Q3. 4 Ganimed] F; Ganimede 
Ql-3. 4 aboue:] F;,... Ql-3. 5 Vert] F; verde Ql-3. 
5 field] F; fieldes, Ql, Q3; fielde, Q2. 5 bare] F, Q2; 
beares Ql, Q3. 5 speare] F; Speare Ql-3. 6 heart] F; 
·heart, Ql-3. 7 creast] F; Crest Ql-2; crest Q3. 7 caried] 
F; carried Ql-3. 7 gloue,] F; .... Ql-3. 8 helme] F; Helme 
Ql-3. 8 thunderbolt] F; Thunder bolte ·Ql; Thunderbolt Q2; 
Thunder bolt Q3. 9 lies] F; lyes Ql-3. 10 faire] F, Q2; 
fayre Ql, Q3. 10 shield,] F; shielde: Ql-2; shield: Q3. 
11 roses] F; Roses Ql-3. 11 gueuls] F; gules, Ql, Q3; 
gueules, Q2. 11 field•~ F;·fielde. Ql-2; fiel~ Q3. 
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12 drew] F; drewe Ql-3. 12 curtaines] F; Curtaine Ql-3. 
12 skies,] F; skyes Ql-3. 13 blaze] F; blase Ql-3. 13 
A 
tl;lese] F; the Ql-3. 13 sware] F; swore Q,l-3. 13 then,] 
F; .... . Ql-3. 14 first,] F; 
-
Ql-3. 14 matcht] F, Q,3; 
A 
macht Ql-2. 14 scantly] F; scarcely Ql-3. 
YOUNG (1958, 20, 21) suggests that sonnet 13 reaffirms the 
traditional identification of Stella and Penelope Devereux, 
and that it like sonnet 65 illustrates "the function of 
identification in the sequence." "Ostensibly this is the 
same kind of poem as 65, an allegory of the most conventional 
sort. The chief difference is that here the allegory is a 
compliment instead of a complaint, and Cupid is allied with 
the lady, not at odds with her. The conceit is a familiar 
one (see Sonnets 11, 12, 17, 20, 29, 43), asserting that 
Stella's beauty, her power to co1"11pel lo~re, is that of the 
god, the universal. The use of 'silver·, in describing her 
face, however, seems unnecessarily malapropos; the figure 
does not require it. One would expect something more like 
Constable's heraldic description of L8 dy Rich, 'A field of 
lilies, roses proper bare. ' Explanation of this anomaly •. 
and a more pointed meaning for the line, may lie. in an allusion 
to the Devereux arms, which were argent ~ fesse gules in chief 
three torteaux. A torteau is a roundel or sphere painted red; 
thus, in the upper part of the shield (above the fesse, or bar) 
were three red spheres on a silver background; an exercise of 
poetic license no more than normal might translate them as 
'roses.' Such an allusion cannot be proven, but its obvious 
appropriateness in the context makes it credible. The point 
of it is to assert that Stella's essential superiority lies 
in the fact that she is real. Whatever ironies there may 
be about the solemnity or enormity of the conventional myth-
ological allusion, the primary argument is that Jove and Mars, 
Venus and Ganymede, are ~cF~ntly anything, they do not exist. 
It might be added that this sonnet comes early in the sequence, 
before any suggestion of Stella's marriage. She is Penelope 
Devereux at this stage, not Lady Rich." Here "is an inversion 
of the allusive procedure of the conventional poem. 1~at pro-
cedure, whether mythological .• , • ~-:·or specifieally~Pe:trarchan .••• 
is a generalizing one." Sidney opposes to it the assertion 
that the lovers are real. 
1 and Loue. The Ql reading "in love" has been crossed out, 
and "and Love 11 added in script in the Cambridge copy. 
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3 sables. WILSON (1931, 163) "Sables for sable is coinmon in 
Elizabethan heraldry." 
OED: ;,heraldic black.·,, 
4 talents. OED: obs. and dial. form of talon; also heraldically 
used as = Bezant, a gold roundel originally signifying the 
bearer had been in the Holy Land. 
5 Vert. OED: heraldic green; Hart notes this. Verde is Italian. 
11 gueuls. OED: heraldic red. Hart·follows this definition also. 
13 blaze. OED: .·to proclaim (as with a trumpet) or to des-
cribe heraldically. ··To blaze one's arms, was used in sense = 
to publish, celebrate, descrlbe•~~- ----
POLLARD (188$, 183) "1. e. 'blason. r 11 
WILSON (1931, 163) "bi'aze = blazon in the technical sense: to 
shew arms in their proper colours. 
The rhymes here are abba baab, a for'n which Sidney nowhere 
else uses. It would be easy to restore abba in the second 
quartet without injury to the sense, but in such a trifle Sid-
ney may not have thought regularity worth while." 
13 these last. GROSART ( 1877, 23) "r the last' [ Ql-3] --·infer- -
ior." 
14 sc·antly. GROSART ( 1877, 23) "As they bore arms, they were 
gentlemen. Hence A's'scantly' is preferable, as showing that 
they wer~ on the borders, but only just within the borders, of 
that rank. 'Scarcely' infers they had hardly reached the rank." 
14 
Alas haue I not paine enough my friend, 
Vpon whose breast a fiercer Gripe doth tire, 
Then did on him who first stale dow.ne the fire, 
While Loue on me doth all his quiuer spend, 
' 
But with your Rubarb words ye must contend, 
To grieue me worse, in saying that Desire 
Doth plunge my wel-form'd soule euen in the mire 
Of sinfull thoughts, which do in ruine end? 
If that be sinne which doth the maners frame, 
Well staid with truth in word and faith of deed, 
Readie of wit and fearing nought but shame: 
If that be sinne which in fixt hearts doth breed 
A loathing of all loose vnchastitie, 
Then Loue is sinne, and let me sinfull be. 
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1 Alas] F;,.., Ql-3. 1 friend] F, Ql-2; frend Q3. 
2 Vpon] F, Q3; Vppon Ql-2. 2 breast] F; ,..,, Ql-3. 2 Gripe] 
F; gripe Ql-3. 2 tire] F; tyre Ql-3. 3 Then] F; Than Ql-3. 
3 him] F; "', Ql-3. 3 stale] F; stole Ql-3. 3 fire,] F; 
fyre; Ql-3. 4 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 4 me] F;,.., Ql-3. 
5 Ruqarb] F; rubarbe Ql-2; Rubarbe Q3. 5 words] F; wordes 
Ql-3. ' 5 ye] F; you Ql-3. 6 grieue] F; greeue Ql-3. 
6 worse,] F;"' .... Ql-3. 6 saying] F; ~-, Ql-3. 6 Desire] F; 
desier Ql-2; desire Q3·· 7 wel-form'd] F; well form'd Ql-3. 
7 soule] F· ... 
' ' 
Ql-3. 7 mire] F, Q3; mier Ql-2. 8 thoughts] 
F; thoughtes Ql-3. 8 do] F; doe Ql-3. 8 end'?] F; ende. Ql-2; 
ende, Q3. 9 maners] F; manners Ql-3. 10 staid] ·stayed Ql-3. 
10 truth] F; trueth, Ql-2; truth, Q3. 10 word] F; worde Ql-3. 
10 deed] F, Q3; deede Ql-2. 11 wit] F; ... , Ql-3. 11 shame:] 
F; ... ; Ql-3. 12 that] F; it Ql-3. 12 sinne] F; sin Ql-3. 
12 hearts] F; hart Ql-3. 12 doth] F; dooth Ql-3. 12 breed] 
F; breede, Ql-2; breed, Q3. 13 loose] F; loost Ql; lose 
Q2; lost Q3. 13 vnchastitie,] F; true chastitie; Ql, Q3; 
vnchastitie; Q2. 14 Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 14 sinne] F; sin 
Ql-3. 14 be] F; bee Ql-3. 
GROSART (18'7'7, liii) contends that this sonnet belongs to 
the period o·f sonnets 8'7 and 62 and is "much too early 
placed." 
POLLARD (1888, 183) "Compare the dialogue on Love between 
Musidorus and ••• Pyrocles," where it is related to lust 
and idleness. 
SYl¥101\TDS (1899, 118-119) "In the 14th he replies to a friend 
who expostulates because he yields to the sinfulzdesire for 
a married woman [lines 9-14]. 11 
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YOUNG (1958, 30-31, 43) "The procedure ••• is more affirma-
tive than in 24; it is to anatomize good instead of evil •••• 
Astrophel in this poem is the hero as martyr, with all the sym-
bolic sugf!estion, pagan and Christian, that the Promet~ean 
image bears. The accent we hear in this case is to a remark-
able extent a function of sheer technical mastery of the two-
part Petrarchan sonnet. It is expressed by the vehemence of 
the violently enjambed lines, running on without pause to make 
the octave a single outburst, dramatically contrasted to the 
stopped lines and balanced phrasing of the sestet, in which 
the lover defines the love his friend has condemned." "It rep-
resents to some extent the collective interests of the world of 
nonlovers. There is the effort to define love in such a way 
that it is in fact reconciled with a virtue conceived in social 
rather than in spiritual terms (sug&>:esting the virtus of the 
courtly traditio~), produced, not fipeded; by love." 
WILSON (1931, 1'76). "The XIVth and XXIst sonnets might be Pyro-
cles replying to the reproachEs of Musidorus." 
MONTGOivr..ERY ( 1961, 5'7) "The impulse to ad-ore and serve high 
worth yields a positive fruit in correct behavior. [Footnote: 
The concept of service is, of course, chivalric and therefore 
older than Petrarcrism.] So Astrophel justifies himself in 
Sonre t 14 [lines 9-14 quoted]." 
2 Gripe. GROSART (18'7'7, 23) "griffin or vulture, says Nares. 
He should have said 'griffin or eagle,' both because it is ap-
plied to the eagle of Prometheus, and because the vulture 
neither tires with sha.rp claws· nor feeds on living animals, 
but on carrion; 'tire' = seize with the beak (Fr. tirer)." 
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POLLARD (1888, 183) "'Gripe,' a vulture; •tire, 1 to seize with 
the beak; cp. Cornelia, ii. 299: 'and the eagle tyering on 
Prometheus.'" 
WILSON (1931, 163) "Grine = vulture. tire = rend with the beak. 
cf J. Howell, Devices, 1581 
-- Your love the gripe that tyres upon ylur harte. 
Hower!, who rs-known to have read the o d Arcadia, had rro-
bably seen this sonnet in manuscript. cf III Henry VI, 1, 1. 
Like an empty eagie 
Tire£!! the flesh of me and of mi-~·" 
Hart agrees w'Itil Wilson in the definitions; and both are in 
agreement with the OED. 
5 Rubarb. GROSART ( 1877, 23) '"Its various kinds, part_ly 
from its real effects, and partly from its colour, were sup-
posed to cleanse the liver, and the liver was the supposed 
seat of desire and fleshly love." 
POLLARD {1888, 183) "medicinal." 
WILSON {1931, 163) "frequently used as a type of cleansing 
bitterness. 
What rhubarb, senna, or what purgative drug 
WOU!d scour these Engiish hence? 
Macbeth V, :4. ;; 
HART (1959, 158) combines the definition of Wilson e:>.nd the 
explanation of Grosart. 
4-8 GROS&RT (1877, liii) "Lines 4-8 are profoundly sugges-
tive of a consciousness of wrong-feeling, not the less so 
that there is a semitone of defiance in the answer [lines 
5-8 quoted]. Like Internecine. heart-struggles are revealed 
all through the later Sonnets." 
10 staid. OED: supported, sustained. 
12 that. GROSART {1877, 24) "Q 2t 'it.' The text preferable. 
Cf. 'that' in 1. 9. Mistake of y =that and yt = it, common." 
13 loose. POLLARD {1888, 183) ".Q. 1: 'A loathing of all loost 
{!·~· lust), true chastitee. '" 
15 
You that do search for euerie purling spring, 
Which from the ribs of old Parnassus flowes, 
And euerie floure not sweet perhaps, which growes 
Neare thereabouts, into your Poesie wring. 
You that do Dictionaries methode bring 
Into your rimes, running in ratling rowes: 
You that poore Petrarchs long deceased woes, 
With new-borne sighes and denisend wit do sing. 
You take wrong waies [;] . those .·far-fet helpes be such, 
As do bewray a want of inward tuch: 
And sure at length stolne goods do come to light. 
But if (both for your loue and skill) your name 
You seeke to nurse at fullest breasts of Fame, 
Stella behold, and then begin to endite. 
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1 do] F, Q2; doe Ql, Q3. 1 euerie] F; every Ql-3. 
2 ribs] F; rybs Ql-3. 2 old] F, Ql-2; olde Q3. 2 Parnassus] 
F, Q2; Pernassus Ql, Q3. 3 euerie] F; euery Ql-3. 3 floure] 
·p; flower Ql-3. 3 not sweet perhaps,] F; (not sweete perhaps),., 
Ql-3. 4 Neare] F; Neere Ql-3. 4 thereabouts] F; there about 
Ql-3. 4 into] F, Ql-2; in to Q3. 4 Poesie] F, Q2; Poems 
Ql-2. 5 You] F, Ql, Q3; Ye Q2. 5 do] F, Q2; doe Ql, Q3. 
5 Dictionaries] F, Q2; dictionary Ql, Q3. 5 methode] F; 
method Ql-3. 6 rimes] F; rymes Ql-3. 6 rowes:] F; N, Ql-3. 
7 poore] F, Q2; old Ql, Q3. 7 woes,] F, Q3; N A Ql-2. 8 new-
borne] F; new borne Ql-3. 8 sighes] F; sighes, Ql-3. 8 and] 
F, Ql, Q3; & Q2. 8 den is end wit] F; wit disguised Ql, Q3; 
deuised wit Q2. 8 do sing.] F; sing; Ql, Q3; do sing; Q2. 
9 waies] F; wayes, Ql-3. 9 helpes] F; helps Ql-3. 10 do] 
F; doe Ql-3. 10 tuch:] F; tutch, Ql-3. 11 do] F; doe Ql-3. 
12 (both] F; both Ql-3. 12 skill)] F; skill Ql-3. 12 your] 
F; you Ql-3. 12 name] F; H' Ql-2; H• Q3. 13 breasts] F; 
brest Ql-3. 14 behold,] F; behold Ql-2; behould Q3. 
A A 
14 to endite] F; to write Ql, Q3; t'endite Q2. 
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POLLARD (1888, 184) "This sonnet is directed against those 
who, in the words of the Apologie, 'apparell, or rather dis-
guise, that honey flowing Matron Eloquence 'one time with so 
farre fet words' (i.e. far-fetched, cp. 'far-fet helps,' 1. 
9), they may seeme monsters: but must seeme strangers to any 
poore Englishman. Another tyme, with coursing of a Letter, 
as if the¥ were bound to follow the method of a Dictionary 
(cp. 1. 5); another tyme, with figures and flowers, extreamlie 
winter-starved' (cp. 1. 3)." 
YOUNG (1958, q'7) "It is the conventional relation of manner 
and matter in contemporary love poetry that is criticized •... 
He is distinguishing his own from the conventional manner in 
order to assert his sincerity." ·"And it is a mild paradox 
that, by the time of the Pleiade, to deny any Petrarchan af-
filiations is an established gambit of the Petrarchan poet." 
MONTGOMERY (1961, 70) "The critical sonnets, especially be-
cause they accord so neatly with remarks in the Defence, have 
more than a casual bearing on that effort. 
Collectively they are a protest that Astrophel mean~ what 
he says and that he is expressing himself as directly and 
plainly as he can. So arguing, he carps at other poets on 
precisely the same grounds Sidney uses against the euphuists 
and Ciceronians in the Defence· [lines 1-11 quoted]. What 
Astronhel condemns is not tradition, but the unimaginative 
abuse of it. In like fashion he objects to an abundance of 
trite ornament ('everie purling spring,' 'everie floure'). 
Wholesale borrowings and the forcing of unnecessary rhythms 
and images upon the material blur the truth.'.' , ' 
THOMPSON (1961, 153) "He is the first English poet to make 
poetry a major subject of his poems. From that, the dichot-
omies march out two by two. The language of poetry and the 
language of feeling [lines 1-2 quoted]." 
2 Parnassus. A mountain of Greece, rising above Delphi, it 
was one of the most holy mountains, hallowed by the worship of 
Apollo, of the Muses, and of the Carycian nymphs, and by the 
orgies of the Bacchantes. 
4 thereabouts. GROSART (1877, 24) "More substantial, and 
therefore better when 'near' is prefixed than 'thereabout.'" 
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5 Dictionaries methode. GROSART (1877, 24) "Alliteration of 
'Dictionaries' or Alphabetical method': and 1. 6 sarcastically 
illustrates this." 
HART (1959, 158) "Sidney's scornful reference to the methods 
used by some of his contemporaries to find extravagant allitera-
tion." 
1-6 WILSON (1931, 164) "Here, as in 6, I think there are al-
lusions to individual writers, namely {11 1-6) George Gascoigne, 
whose _,_P:Gsi.es, divided into Flowers, Hearbes, and Weedest had 
appeared in 1575, with commendatory verses by R. s., beginning--
The pleasant plot wherein these posies grew 
May represent Parnassus' springs indeede. 
He carried alliteration to extravagant lengths." 
7-8 WILSON (1931, 164} "Thomas Watson's Hecatomnathia. T'IJ.e 
whole sonnet reproduces the sense of a passage 1n the ~-
~ence." · 
8 denisend. GROSART {1877, 25) "Q 2, has 'deuised'; Q 1, 'dis-
guised'; both errors. Denisened is = naturalized in English." 
HART (1959, 158) "foreign words and expressions naturalized 
into the language." 
OED: peopled with settlers from another country or district. 
Cheke employed the phrase "denisoned wordes" in Ascham's Schole-
~-~--~er (1556). 
9 far-fet. Grosart and Hart define as far-fetched. 
10 tuch. GROSART {1877, 25) "Not perhans = touch in musical 
technical sense, but as if kindled tinder or coal= fire." 
POLLARD {1888, 184) "'Touch' can hardly here mean kindled tin-
der or fire, as Dr. Grosart suggests, though with this inter-
pretation we might see an ingeniously obscure allusion to Pro-
metheus in the 1 stolne goods' of the next line. But it is 
better to take 'inward touch' as spiritual tact or feeling." 
WILSON {1931, 164) "The sense here = mental or moral perception 
(O.E.D.) appears to be an innovation of Sidney's. Touch seems 
to have been a favourite word with the Sidney family: the Count-
ess of Pembroke has (Psalm CIII): 
And look how much the nearly touching touch 
The 'fa'ther feels towards his son most dear." 
OED: an-impression upon the mind orsouL:-: Cf. Shakespeare, 
Two Gentlemen {1591) 1Didst thou but know the inly touch of 
Love:--;-"'-
14 endite. OED: to compose. 
16 
In nature apt to like when I did see 
Beauties, which were of manie Carrets fine, 
My boiling sprites did thither soone incline, 
And, Loue, I thought that I was full of thee: 
But finding not those restlesse flames in me, 
Which others said did make their soules to pine: 
I thought those babes of some pinnes hurt did whine, 
By my sou~e iudging what Loues paine might be. 
But while I thus with this [young] Lyon plaid, 
Mine eyes (shall I say curst or blest) beheld 
Stella; now she is nam'd, need more be said? 
In her sight I a lesson new haue speld, 
I now haue lear.n'd Loue right, and learn'd euen so, 
As who by being poisond doth poison know. 
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1 like] F; ... , Ql-3. 2 Beauties,] F; ... A Ql-3. 2 ma.nie] 
F; many Ql-3. 2 Carrets] F; Carrects Ql-3. 3 boiling] F; 
boyling Ql-3. 3 sprites] F; spirits Ql-2; spirites Q3. 
3 thither] F; thether Ql-3. 3 soone] F, Q2; then Ql, Q3. 
3 incline] F, Ql, Q3; encline Q2. 4 And, Loue,] F; And .... 
Loue .... Ql-3. 4 thee:] F; ... ; Ql-2; ... , Q3. 5 restlesse] F; 
restles Ql-3. 5 me,] F, Q3; meA Ql; mee .... Q2. 6 Which] F, 
Ql-2; which Q3. 6 their] F, Q2; theyr Ql, Q3. 6 pine:] F; 
pyne, Ql-2; pyne. Q3. 7 pinnes] F; pins Q1-3. 7 whine,] F; 
~·: Ql-3. 8 soule] F; 1oue Ql-3. 8 Loues] F; loues Ql-3. 
8 paine] F; pains Ql, Q3; paines Q2. 9 this Lyon] F; this 
young Lyon Ql-3. 10 Mine] F; Myne Ql-3. 11 Stella;] F; 
,..:,Q1-3. 11 she] F, Ql, Q3; shee Q2. 11 nam 1d] F; nam'de 
Ql-3. 11 need] F; neede Ql-3. 11 said] F; sayd Ql-3. 
12 speld,] F; .... Q1-3. 13 learn 1d] F; learned Ql, Q3; 
learnd Q2. 13 Loue] F; 1oue Ql-3. 13 learn 1d] F; learnd 
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Ql-3. 14 who by] F, q2; they that Ql, Q3. 14 being] F, Q2; 
beeing Ql, Q3. 14 poisond] F; poysoned, Ql, Q3; poysond Q2. 
14 doth poison] F; poyson Ql, Q3; doth poyson Q2. 
1 apt to like. GROSART (1877, 25) " = I being by nature apt 
to like. Hence 'native,' not as usual 'Nature.'" 
2 Garrets. OED: obs. form of carat. 
3 soone. GRO~ART (1877, 26) prefers the Ql reading then. 
"'Soon' ••• is not so expressive of the effect of -great beauty 
apt to· like all things as is 'then. ' 11 
9 this [young] Lyon. GROSART- (1877, 26) "I accept here Q 2. 
In A 1613 'fool' is inserted in parenthesis after 'I·' In 
A it is not, nor is 'young,' thus leaving the line imperfect." 
WILSON (1931, 164) "This common image co111es from Aristophanes 
(and ultimately Aeschylus) through that great repository of 
classical lore, the Adagia of Erasmus." 
9 SYMONDS (1899, 119) "The 16th has one fine line. At first 
Sidney had trifled with love: (line 9 quoted]. [But] I fell, 
he says, a victim to Stella's eyes." 
14 WILSON (1931, 164) "An ungainly line. Ql. has •• • an eas-
ier reading, but not to be adopted against the consensus of 
Q2., Br: MS. and B." 
17 
His mother deare Cupid o£fended late, 
~ecause that Mars growne slacker in her loue, 
With pricking shot he did not throughly moue, 
To keepe the pace of their first louing state. 
The boy refusde for feare of Marses· hate, 
Who threatned stripes, if he his wrath did proue: 
But she in chafe him from her lap did shoue, 
Brake bow, .brake shafts, while Cupid weeping sate: 
Till that his grandame Nature pittying it, 
Of Stetlas browes made him two better bowes, 
And_ in her eyes of arrowes infinit. 
0 how for ioy he leapes, 6 how he crowes, 
And straight t~erewith like wags new got to play, 
Fals to shrewd t~rnes, and I was in his way. 
1 deare] F; deere Ql-3. 2 growne] F; grew Ql-3. 
3 moue,] F, Q3; ... Ql-2. 
A 
4 pace] F, Q2; place Ql, Q3. 
4 state.] F; .... Ql-3. 5 refusde] F; ... Ql-3. 5 hate,] • 
' 
F; .... , Ql-3. 6 threatned] F, Q2-3; thretned Ql. 7 lap] 
F, Q2; lappe Ql, Q3. 8 Brake] F, Q2; Broke Ql, Q3. 
8 bow] F; bowe Ql-3. 8 brake] F, Q2; broke Ql, Q3. 
8 shafts] F, Q2; shaftes Ql, QP. 8 while] F; where 
Ql-3. 8 sate:] F; -, Ql-3. 9 grandame] F; Grandam 
Ql-3. 9 Nature] F; Nature Ql-3. 10 browes] F, Q2; ... , 
Ql, Q3. 10 bowes,] F; ... : Ql-3. 12 ioy] F, Q3; ioye Ql-2. 
12 ~] F, Q1•2; 0 Q3. 12 crowes,] F; ... ; Ql-3. 13 there-
with) F; -, Ql-3. 13 wags] F; wagges Ql-2; wagges, Q3. 
13 play,] F; ... : Ql-3. 14 Fals] F; Falle Ql-3. 14·shrewd) 
F; shrewde Ql-3. 
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SCOTT-ESPINER (1929, 33-34) "Le sonnet XVII est une version 
d'un theme favori de la Renaissance. Le modele commun est 
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une niece de Pontano intitulee De Venere et Amore, ou dans 
d'autres editions De .Stella. (Eridan, li07 I, ed. Henricpetri: 
Bale, 1556, p. 3572; Deliciae cc Ital. Poetarum, vol, II, P• 
477.) . ---
Exhausit nbaretram Veneris puer: at Venus ignes 
Extinxit. Venus hinc, inde et inermis Amor. 
Exhaustam hie pharetram, extinctas flet Cypria flammas. 
Hie arcum lacrimis tingit; at illa faces. 
Neve puer, neu fle mater; dant spicula mille 
Stellae oculi; puer his utere pro pharetra. 
Quin flammas mea corda vomunt; his utere mater, 
Pro face; inexhausta tu face, et hie pharetra. 
Amadis Jamyn donne une traduction assez fidele de ce poeme: 
Amour avoit du tout son carquois epuise 
Des poignans traits dorez dont les coeurs il entame: 
Du brandon ·de Venus esteinte estoit la flame, 
Par qui·tout l'Vnivers d'ardeur est attise. 
L'un et 1 1autre voyant son pouvoir meprise, 
Depouillez de 1 1honneur ensemble avec les ar!lles, 
Bagnoyent, elle sa torche, et luy son arc, de larmes, 
Quand de l'oeil mon vainqueur leur mal s'est avise. 
Ma mere, dist Amour, reloge l'esperance: 
Les beaux yeux d'Artemis ar.ment nostre puissance. La cent traits acerez ne me faudront iamais: 
Il faut que ton flambeau d'autre part se r'allume 
Aux coeurs qu'elle a brule d'un feu qui me consume, 
Recouvrant d'elle seule et nos feux et nos traits. 
Des noesies analogues se rencontrent chez Michel d'Amboise, 
chez J. Vul teius et chez Ms.urice Sceve. Sidney a donne une 
variation de ce theme plus interessante que la piece quelque 
peu monotone de Pontano. Dans le sonnet anglais, .Venus joue 
bien le rdle d'une mere courroucee et Cupidon d'un enfant in-
souciant et irresponsable." 
MONTGOMERY (1961, 83) "He can be facetious a8 in Sonnet 17, 
while he endows myth with drama tic urgency.". 
2 growne. GROSART (1877, 27) "'grew' [Ql-3]--not English."-
4 pace. GROSART (1877, 27) prefers the Ql reading place, al-
though ~ may seem justified by 'move' (1. 3). "But in 
sense here used, a 'state' does not 'pace,' and in no sense 
otherwise than very measuredly; whereas the metaphorical use 
of the technical hawking term 'place' (Q 1), the height to 
which the falcon soars, is most common. Hence I adjudge 'pace' 
to have been an accidental error in MS. or type of Q 2 un-
wittingly perpetuated in A and A 1613, and so r~turn upon Ql 
for 'place.'" 
POLLARD (1888, 184) "Place, according to Nares: 'the greatest 
elevation which a bird of prey attains in its flight'; so 
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Shakespeare (Macb. ii. 4): 'A 
place,-, I follOW Dr. Grosart 
Q. 1, to pate of Q. 2 and the 
Wilson, Har , and the present 
folio and Q2 reading. 
falcon tow'ring in her pride of 
in preferring this reading from 
folio." 
editor retain pace, the 1598 
6 proue. GROSART (1877,. 27) " =·as we say, try." 
OED: to make trial of. 
7 in cha:re. HART (1959, 158) dei!ines·as "•in a pet', an irri-
tation." 
8 while. GRO~.ART (1877, 27) "''lhhile' is so superior to 'where,' 
that I take the latter to be an error. The interchange is not 
uncommon." 
13 wags. ObTI: a mischievous boy (often as a mother's term of 
endearment to a be.by b.oy). Cf. Lyly's Sappho (1584) where 
Venus says to Cupid: "Vnhappy wag, what hast thou done?" 
14 turnes. OED: tricks, wiles, artifices, stratagems. 
18 
With what sharpe checkes I in my selfe am shent, 
When into Reasons audite I do go: 
And by lust counts my selfe a banckrout know 
Of all those goods, which heau'n to me haue [hatb] lent: 
Vnable quite to pay euen Natures rent, 
Which vnto it by birthright I do ow: 
And which is worse, no good excuse can show, 
But that my wealth I haue most idly spent. 
My youth doth w~ste, my knowledge brings forth toyes, 
My wit doth striue those passions to defend, 
Which for reward spoile it with vaine annoyes. 
I see my course to loose my selfe doth bend: 
I see and yet no greater sorow take, 
Then that I loose no more for Stellas sake. 
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1 sharpe] F; strang~ Ql-3. 1 checkes] F, Ql-2; chekes 
Q3. 2 audite] F; Audit Ql-3. 2 do] F; doe Ql-3. 2 go] F; 
goe Ql-3. 3 iust] F, Q2; such Ql, Q3. 3 hanckrout] F; 
Banckerowt Ql, Q3; Bankerowt Q2. 3 know] F, Ql-2; ... , Q3. 
4 goods,] F'; H ,. Ql-3. 4 which] F, ~-2; whic Q3. 4 beau 'n] 
F; heauen Ql-3. 4 haue] F; hath Ql-3. 4 lent:] F; ... , Ql-3. 
5 quite] F;,.. , Ql-3. 6 birthright] F; birth-right Ql-3. 
6 do] F; doe Ql-3. 6 ow] F; owe Ql-3. 7 show] F; showe Ql-3. 
8 idly] F, Ql, Q3; idely Q2. 8 spent.] F;,.., Ql-3. 9 youth] 
F, Q2; wit Ql, Q3. 9 brings] F, Q2; bringes Ql, Q3. 10 striue] 
F; ... , Ql-3. 10 defend, ] F; defende,.. Ql-3. 11 ~hich for] F, 
Q2; With my Ql, Q3. 11 reward] F; rewarde, Ql, Q3; reward, Q2. 
11 spoil it] F; the spoil Ql; spoyle it Q2; the sphile Q3. 
11 with] F, Q2; of Ql, Q3. 11 annoyes.] F; H; Ql-3. 12 course) 
F;,.., Ql-3. 12 loose] F, Ql, Q3; lose Q2. 12 bend:] F; bende. 
Ql-3. 13 sorow] F; sorrowe Ql-3. 13 take,] F, Q3; ... ~ Ql-2. 
14 Then] F; Than Ql-3. 
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POLLARD {1888, 185) "For the tone of this sonnet compare the 
4th, and the note there on 1. 14. 11 
SYMONDS {1899, 119) "The 18th bewails his misemployed manhood, 
somewhat in Shakespeare's vein." 
WILSON {1931, 1'7'7) "Some of these sonnets strike a more inti-
mate and personal note, the note of Sidney's confidences to 
Languet, when he was hanging about the Court, baffled and dis-
appointed after his German embassy." 
YOUNG {1958, 45~ "Tb.e division.ofhis nature between mind 
and heart is not a philosophical problem so much as a private, 
intensely felt experience. Seeing himself, perhans, with the 
eyes of a friend, he cannot reconcile the conflict and seems 
to repudiate the claim of virtuous love made in Sonnet 14. 
Consequently, the effect of the reversal in the final lines, 
which in.Sonnet 5 is subdued, in these two poems [sonnets 18. 
and 19]' is an almost physical wrench." 
MO!IJ"'TGOMERY {1961, 89"':'90, 111} ft.~ha imaP:ery itself may 
create a living world because it can suggest human actlon, 
not by explanation, but by offering a background of movement, 
gesture, and sensation. Sonnet 18 has an energy which may 
be explained partly by vocal tonalities and the kind of flex-
ible structure of discourse we have already noted, but mainly 
by the fact that the imagery is driven towards physical move-
ment. [Sonnet 18 quoted.] Sonnet 18 is logically, not verbal-
ly, formal; or more precisely its logical structure is most in 
evidence ~d helps control and direct the thoughtful tone fit-
ting to introspection of this kind. The controlling image is 
the famil~ar one of casting one's accounts, gain and loss being 
used by Astrophel to gauge his intellectual and moral failure. 
This image draws everything to itself and at the same time it 
is pursued systematically through all fourteen lines. Unlike 
the strained parallels of Sonnet 49 {where at one point Astro-
phel is led to remark, 'A horseman to my horse, a horse to 
Love'), each stage of the comparison here develops easily out 
or-the last. Accounting is succeeded by the recognition of 
bankruptcy, which in turn gives way to the slight tautology, 
an inability to pay. Then Astrophel acknowledges his lack of 
valid excuse and next his continued prodigality, which con-
tinues because its cause persists. The final tercet reaches 
still further: Astrophel sees that he risks a loss of 'selfe' 
and sees also that he does not mind. Liftea out of its con-
ventional moral context, improvidence becomes almost a virtue: 
'I see and yet no greater sorow take / Then that I loose no 
more for Stellas sake.' Moreover a series of strong verbs, 
suggestive of physical 'novement and energy, accompany the 
logical development of the trope: 'shent,' •waste,' 'brings 
forth,' •strive,' 'defend,' 'spoile,' 'bend.' The;se are in 
no sense remarkable; they are commonplace, unobtrusive words, 
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·but Sidney concentrates them toward the movement of emotion~l 
crisis just before the grouping controlled by the repeated 'I 
see··' Logical· method and verbal strength are kept in judicious 
balance, and the sonnet is effective because Sidney is able 
quietly to mix systematic meditation, a valid psycholo~ical 
sequence (the movement of Astrophel's mind from the in1tial 
impulse to self-assessment to confession of guilt, which lasts 
in suite of confession, to the final assertion that his error 
is worthwhileJ, and dramatic, mildly witty surprise without 
strain or appearance of artifice." "In spite of its verbal 
play, Sonnet 18, one of the most searching of the early poems, 
is thoroughly serious and unmistakably central. [Sonnet 18 
again quoted in toto.] Previously discussed for its logical 
strategy, Sonnet-re-can now be seen in the dialectical pattern 
of Astrophel's introsuective drive. There is, in other words, 
a convergence of 'manner and matter' such as Sidney contemplated 
in the Defence. And this indictment of love and its conse-
quences, ~eached through the systematic disposition of trope, 
has its ori~ins in standards identical to those in Sonnet 5: 
ultimately Astrophel owes his endowments and his allegiance to 
heaven, and this debt measures the seriousness of his prodigal-
ity. Yet once again his weighing of the moral issues confronts 
him with the mysterious psychological condition in which under-
standing. is helpleis to control the will or passions, a dis-
continuity immediately rephrased in Sonnet 19. 11 • 
1 sharpe. GROSART ( 1877, 28) "Q 2 1 strange. 1 '.I'he 'checkes' 
by which he in himself is 1shent' are the considerations below, 
as in 11. 9-12; but these, though they might be and would be 
'sharpe'· in one of Sidney's dispositions, could not in any way, 
to a man like him, be 'strange' (2 qu. ). Perhaps the latter 
was a misreading for 'strong'; 'shent' = scolded or punished." 
OED: shent = disgrsced, ruined. HART (1959, 158) "shent: pun-
ished. 
8 toyes. WILSON (1931, 164) "i.e. the Arcadia, 'my toyful book, I 
as he calls it in a letter to Robert, written about this time. 
Remembering Milton's: · 
How soon hath Time, the subtle thief of Youth, 
one might conjecture that this sonnet too was a birthday piece, 
written in November 1580, when Sidney co~pleted his twenty-sixth 
year." 
11 spoile. GROSART (1877, 28) 11 ~despoil.'' 
19 
On Cupids bow how are my heart-strings bent, 
That see my wracke, and yet embrace the same? 
~~en most I glorie, then I feele most shame: 
I willing run, yet while I run, repent. 
My best wits still their owne disgrace inuent: 
My verie inke turnes straigh~ to Stellas name; 
And yet my words, as them my pen doth frame, 
Auise themselues th~t they are vainely spent. 
For though she passe all things, yet what is all 
That vnto me, who fare like him that both 
Lookes to the skies, and in a ditch doth fall? 
0 let me prop my mind yet in his growth, 
And not in Nature, for best fruits vnfit: 
Scholler, saith Loue, bend hitherward your wit. 
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l bow] F; bowe, Ql-3. 1 heart-strings] F; hart strings 
Ql-3. 1 bent,] F; .v? Ql-3. 2 yet] F, Ql-2; yee Q3. 2 em-
brace] F; imbrace Ql .. 3. 2 same,?] F; "' : Ql-3. 3 glorie] F, 
Q2; glory Ql, Q3. 3 shame:] F; ..., ; Ql-3. 4 while] F, Q2; when 
Ql, Q3. 4 run,] F; runne" Ql-3. 4 repent.] F; 
5 wits] F; wittes Ql-3. 5 inuent:] F • ..., ' , Ql-3. 
-. , Ql-3. 
6 verie] F, 
Ql-2; very Q3. 6 inke] F; yncke, Ql, Q3; ynke, Q2. 6 Stellas] 
F, Ql, Q3; Stella•~ Q2. 6 name;] F;"'": Ql-3. 7 words,] F; 
wordes" Ql, Q3; words" Q2. 7 as] F; (as Ql-3. 7 them] F, Q1~2; 
then Q3. 7 pen] F; . penne Ql-3. 7 frame,] F; .., )" Ql-3. 
8 Auise] F; Against Q2. Entire line omitted Ql, Q3. 10 who] 
F, Q2; that Ql, Q3. 10 both] F, Ql-2; "'., Q3. 11 skies,] F; 
skyes ... Ql-3. 11 fall?] F; .... , Ql-3. 12 prop] F, Q2; proue" Ql; 
proue, Q3. 12 growth,] F; grouth ... Ql-3. 13 Natur~] F; nature 
Ql-3. 13 fruits] F, Q2; fruites Ql, Q3. 13 vnfit:] F; -; Ql-3. 
14 Scholler,] F; .... .., Ql-3. 14 saith] F, Ql-2; (saith Q3. 
14 Loue~ F; Loue ... Ql-2; Loue) Q3. 14 your] F, Q2; thy Ql, Q3. 
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MONTGOMERY (1961, 111) "[Lines 1-2 quoted.) There is no 
failure of emotional intens_i ty in these lines, but their re-
markable quality is their degree of self-consciousness. And 
tb~ direction of the early stages of the sequence can be 
traced through the awareness of the internal struggles it 
discovers and encompasses. This movement is by no means 
steady or uninterrupted: Sonnets 21 and 28, for instance, 
reveal Astrophel sensitive to 'shame' but also mark brief 
reversions to an unreflective confidence lacking in Sonnets 
18 and 19." 
2 wracke. OED: destruction, downfall, ruin. 
8 Auise. GROSART (1877, 29) " = advise. In Q l 'accuse.' 
'Advise' ( ~ auise or warn) and 'accuse' seem almost equal; 
but as the fault is not so much in the words as in the speaker, 
'auise' is better." [ Grosart 's. evidence that the Ql reading 
is accuse must be the catchword o~ the preceding page; the 
entire line is omitted in Ql and Q3.) 
POLLARD (1888, 185) "Q. 1 omits this line altogether, but has 
the catchword 'accuse'; Q. 2 reads, 'against,' which gives no 
meaning consistent with grammar." 
20 
Flie, fly, my friends, I haue my death wound; fly, 
See there that boy, that murthring boy I say, 
Who like a theefe, hid in darke bush doth ly, 
Till bloudie bullet get him wrongfull pray. 
So Tyran he no fitter place could spie, 
Nor so faire le~ell in so secret stay, 
As that sweete blacke which vailes the heau'nly eye: 
There himselfe with his shot he close doth lay. 
Poore passenger, passe now thereby I did, 
And staid pleasd with the prospect of the place, 
~hile that blacke hue from me the bad guest hid: 
But straight I saw motions of lightning grace, 
And then descried the glistring of his dart: 
But ere I could flie thence, it pierc•d my heart. 
1 Flie) F; Fly Ql-3. 1 fly,) F; flyeA Ql-2; fly~ Q3. 
1 friends] F, Ql-2; frendes Q,3 •• 1 death] F; deathes Ql-3. 
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1 wound;] F'; .., , Ql-3. 1 fly,] F; flye; Ql-3. 2 murthring] F; 
murthering Ql-3. 3 theefe,] F; thiefe~ Ql-3. 3 darke bush] 
F; a bush Ql-3. · 3 ly) F; .lye Ql-3. 4 Till] F; Tyll Ql-3. 
4 bloudie] F; blooddy Ql-2; bloody QP. 5 So] F; -,.Ql-3. 
5 Tyran] F; tyrant Ql-3. 5 spie] F; spy Ql-3. 6 faire] F; 
farre Ql-3. 6 secret] F; secrete Ql-3. 6 stay,] F; .., : Ql-3. 
7. vailes] F; walles Ql, Q3; veiles Q2. 7 the] F; thy Ql-3. 
7 heau•nly] F; heauenly Ql-3. 7 eye:] F; ... , Ql, Q3; -. Q2. 
8 himselfe] F, Q2; he himselfe Ql, Q3. 8 shot he close] F, Q2; 
shot close ~' QP. 8 lay] F; laye Ql-3. 10 pleasd] F, Q2; 
to see Ql, Q3. 10 with the] F; the Ql, Q3; with Q2. 11 blacke] 
F; black Ql-3. 11 hid:] F • ,.., , ' Ql-3. 12 lightning] F; light-
nings Ql-3. 13 then] F; there Ql-3. 13 descried] F, Q2; dis-
cried Ql, Q3. 13 glistring] F; glisterings Ql-3. 14 pierc 1d] 
F; pearst Ql-3. 14 heart] F; hart Ql-3. 
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1 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates this line contains a 
common Petrarchan idea: "Amor mit Pfeil das Herz des Dichters 
durchbohrt." 
3 darke. GROSART (1877, 30) "As the whole Sonnet plays on 
the darkness of Stella's eyes, no doubt 'dark' of A and A 1613 
is the later change for 1 a 1 of 2 qu." 
5 Tyran. OED:.spelling variant of tyrant. 
6 faire leuell. GROSART (1877, 30) prefers faire to farre [Ql-
3]. "Cupid could get no such secret ambush, nor one where he 
could 1 levelr·so fairly= take so fair or excellent point-blank 
aim." 
POLLARD (1888, 185) "Aim so fairly from so secret an ambush." 
HART (l959, 158) 1'good aim." • 
6 stay. OED: a place of sojourn. HART (1959, 158) "secret 
stay: hidden ambush." 
7 the. POLLARD (1888, 185) "Qs. read: 'thy, 1 which, as the 
sonnet is not addressed to Stella, must be wrong." 
7 F~SSELKUSS (1927, 39) suggests a comparison of this line 
with Petr. 118/6. 
8 HASSELKUSS (1927, 39) indicates the idea of this line is a 
common Petrarchan one: "Amor in den Augen der Geliebten." 
12 straight. OED: = straightway. 
12 lightning. OED: used as an adjective in the sixteenth cen-
tury. GROSART (1877, 31) says of the Q2 readin@: "This is a 
strange phrase, but _llightning grace' is not." 
13 then. GROSART (1877, 31) "while there is a constant inter-
change in MSS. of 1 then 1 and 'there' (Q 1 and Q 2), the former 
agrees better with 1 straight 1 (1. 12) and 'morions1 '[motions]. 
13 glistering. OED: sparkling, glittering. 
13 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed here 
is a common Petrarchan one: "Amor mit Pfeil das Herz des Dichters 
durchbohrt." 
21 
Your words my friend (right healthfull caustiks) blame 
My young mind marde, whom Loue doth windlas so, 
That mine owne writings like bad seruants show 
My wits, quicke in vaine thoughts, in vertue lame: 
That Plato I read for nought, but if he tame 
Such coltish yeeres, that to my birth I owe 
Nobler desires, least else that 'friendly foe, 
Great expectation, weare a traine of shame. 
For since mad March great promise made of me, 
If now the May of my yeares much decline, 
What can be hoped my haruest time will be? 
Sure you say well, your wisdomes golden mine, 
Dig deepe with learnings spade, now tell me this, 
Hath this world ought so faire as Stella is? 
1 friend] F; freends Ql, QP; freend Q2. 1 (right 
healthfull caustiks)] F; me causelesly doe Ql, Q3; right 
helthfull caustickes Q2. 1 blame] F; ... , Ql, Q3;,.,. Q2. 
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2 mind] F; minde Ql-3. 2 marde,] F; ...., " Ql-3 •. 2 whom] F, Q2-
3; whO Ql. 2 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 2 windlas] F; menace Ql, 
QP; windlase Q2. 2 so,] F; -: Ql~3. 3 mine] F; my Ql-3. 
3 showa F; shew Ql, QP; showe Q2. 4 quicke] F; quick Ql-3. 
4 lame:] F;-; Ql-3. 5 read] F; haue reade Ql; reade Q2; haue 
read Q3. 5 he] F, Ql-2; hee Q3. 6 yeeres,] F; yeeres; Ql, QP; 
giers; Q2. 7 desires,] F; ·...,: Ql-3. 7 least] F, Ql; lest Q2-3. 
7 else] F; els Ql-3. 7 friendly] F, Q2; to my Ql, Q3. 7 fo~ ] 
F; ..s ... Ql-3. 8 expectation,] ... A Ql-3. 8 weare] F; were Ql-3. 
8 traine] F, Q2; trayne Ql, Q3. 9 March] F; Mars Ql, Q3; March 
Q2. 9 of] F; to Ql-3. 9 me] F, Ql, QP; mee Q2. 10 May] F, Ql, 
QP; May Q2. 10 yeares] F; yeeres Ql-3. 11 hoped] F; hop'd Ql-
3. 11 be?] F; ~, Ql-3. 12 Sure you say well, your wisdomes] F; 
Sure you say well, your wisedomes Q2; Well said, your wit in 
vertues Ql, Q3. 12 mine,] F; myne Ql-3. 13 Dig] F; Digs 
A 
Ql-3. 13 ?pade,] F; H: Ql-3. 
POLLARD (1888, 185) "In this sonnet Q. 1 offers a series of 
various readings. -All of these are of more than usual 
interest." 
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1 caustiks. OED: Med. A substance which burns and destroys 
living tissue when-orought in contact with it. 
2 windlas. OED: decoy, ensnare. 
GROSART (1877, 31-32) " = catch or ensn~a,re craftily or by in-
direct acts, or perhaps envelop in snaring cords. A windlass 
(not the machine) is a circuitous course (see Golding's Caesar, 
in Richardson, s.v. ), and to 1windlas' is to fetch a windlass 
or compass: and-as such indirectness is generally taken, whether 
in words, hunting, or at bowls, or in any thing else, for poli-
cy's sake and to ensnare or find out, the word is commonly 
used in passages involving these meanings. See Hamlet, act ii. 
sc. 1. Some examples, with the explanation of the word, are 
given in the Edinburgh Review, No. 187. It is a curious in-
stance of th~ association of cr8ft with indirect ways in the 
human mind, that the engine called a windlas~, which by winding 
moves weights that could not be moved by the same force directly 
applied, is called in French singe, the crafty ape. It may be 
added, that though some of the Elizabethan spellings lead to the 
belief that trey adopted the plausible etymology of wind-lace, 
to lace windingly, the verb is doubtless formed from the substan-
tive, and that again is connected with 1windles. '" 
POLLARD (1888, 186) "Windlas, used metaphorically for a subtle 
and indirect attack; cu. Hamlet ii. 1: 
·rAnd thus do we of wisdom and of reach, 
By windlaces and by assays of bias 
By indirections find directions out.'" 
WILSON (1931, 164) "properly wanlace, to cauture game by making 
a circuit." 
HART (1959, 158) "ensnare circuitdmsly or craftily. 11 
5 but. GROSART (1877, 32) "=unless." 
6 yeeres. GROSART (1877, 32) "In Q 2 'giers, 1 which, as= gears, 
can hardly be a variant reading, but = gyres, it might be right, 
and may have been made when or after 1windlas' was substituted 
for 'menace' of Q 1. But as 1yeeres 1 of Q1 is returned to in 
A and A 1613, it is safer to adhere to it. See also •.•• Sonnet 
xxxvi. 1. 2, golden (A) yielding (Q 1 and Q 2). 1.1 • 
POLLARD (1888, 186) "'giers' (gyres), possibly right as carrying 
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on the metaphor in 'windlas. '" 
WILSON (1931, 164) "gires: as with day-nets in sonnet 12, 1. 2, 
I think that here Q2. has preserved the correct reading (mis-
spelt giers) against B. yeeres. Sidney has in mind the passage 
in the Phaedrus, in which Socrates describes the struggles of 
the soul to control the horses by which its chariot is drawn. 
It 'is noteworthy that in Figliucci's translation of the Phaedrus 
the verb girare occurs three times in this passage." 
HART (1959, l58) "a reference to the Phaedrus, where Socrates 
speaks of the struggles of the soul to control the horses by 
which its chariot is drawn." Thus Hart follows Wilson in adopt-
ing the reading gyres or gires, based on Q2 giers. The present 
editor, in agreement with the arguments of Grosart, retains the 
folio reading. 
9 of. GROSART (1877, 32) "The Misprint 'Mars,' Q 1 (but it is 
curious 'mad Mars' occurs in Sonnet _lxxv.) led to 'promise made 
to me,' and the error of 1 to 1 probably escaped'notice in cor-
recting for Q 2, but was altered to the right word 'of' in A." 
10 May. GROSART ( 1877, 34) "It. i:Lprobable that in 1. 10 .• 
there was an intended double conceit, and that it was writ-
ten in May." 
13 GROSART (1877, 33) "'digs' [Ql-3], in error." 
14 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea in this line 
is a commor. Petrarchan one: "Die Geliebte ist die Sch5nste. 
(Ohnegleichen, Wirku.ng ihrer Schonheit auf andere.)" 
12-14 MONTGGrfERY (1961, 79) nr:n. Sonnet 21 direct address 
occupies the entire final tercet, l quoted~. 'l'here is little 
auparent contour to this verse; none of the tight balance so 
familiar in Sidney's ornate work remains; the speHking voice 
seems to create its own order and its own emphasis." 
22 
In highest way of heau'n the Sunne did ride, 
Progressing then from faire twinnes gold'n place: 
Hauing no scarfe of clowds before his face, 
But shining forth of heate in his chiefe pride; 
When some faire Ladies by hard promise tied, 
On horsebacke met him in his furious race, 
Yet each prepar'd with fannes wel-shading grace, 
From that foes wounds their tender skinnes to hide. 
Stella alone with face vnarmed marcht, 
Either to do like him which open shone, 
Or carelesse of the wealth because her owne: 
Yet were the hid and meaner beauties parcht, 
Her daintiest bare went free; the cause was this, 
The Sunne which others burn'd, did her but kisse. 
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1 heau'n] F; heauen Ql-3. 2 then from] F, Q2; from Ql, 
Q3. 2 faire] F; fayre Ql-3. 2 twinnes] F; Twynns Ql-2; 
Twynnes Q3. 2 gold 'n] F; in golden Ql, Q3; golden Q2. 2 place: ] 
F; ~, Ql-3. 3 scarfe] F; maske Ql-3. 3 clowds] F; Clowdes Ql-3. 
4 shining] F, Q2; streaming Ql, Q3. 4 of] F, Q2; his Ql, Q3. 
4 heate] F, Ql; heat Q2-3. 4 in his chiefe] F, Q2; in chiefest 
Ql, Q3. 4 pride;] F; ... , Ql-3. 5 tied,] F; tyde, Ql-2; tyde. Q3. 
7 prepar'd] F; prepar'de Ql-3. 7 fannes] F; Fannes Ql-2; Faunes 
Q3. 7 wel-shading] F; well shading Ql, Q3; well mading Q3. 
9 alone] F; .., , Ql-3. 10 do] F; doe Ql-3. 10 him] F; ,.., , Ql-3. 
10 which open] F, Q2; as carelesse Ql, Q3. 10 shone,] F; showne: 
Ql, Q3; shone: Q2. 11 wealth] F; welth, Ql-3. 11 owne:] F; 
~-. Ql-3 •. 12 the] F, Q2; their Ql, Q3. 13 daintiest] F, Ql, Q3; 
dainties Q2. 13 the cause] F, Ql-2; cause Q3. 14 which] F, Q2; 
that Ql, Q3. 14 burn'd] F; burnt Ql-3. 
GROSART (1877, 34) thinks this sonnet was written either in 
May or "shortly after May." 
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SCOTT-ESPINER (1929, 19) "Le XXII se place a la fin de mai 
et au commencement de juin; de quelle annee, on ne sait pas." 
2 Progressing then. WILSON (1931, 164) "therefore in the first 
fortnight of June when the sun is·passing from Gemini to Cancer." 
2 faire twinnes. POLLARD (1888, 186) "The twins are Castor 
and ·Pollux, the Gemini, in whose constellation the sun is dur-
ing the end of May and the beginning of June. This sonnet, 
therefore, w8 s written in June. We must, therefore, assign it 
to June of some earlier year, probably 1580, for we have no 
proof of Sidney's residence at Wilton after ADril 28th of that 
year." Hart simply repeats the quotation from Wilson above. 
2 GROSART (1877, 33) states that the in ~f Ql was inserted in 
error. 
3 scarfe. GROSART (1877, 33) accepts the Ql-3 reading mask~ 
in place of scarfe, "seeing that as he compares the Sun's face 
with the ladies' and Stella's, it is more fitting, and probably 
later." 
POLLARD (1877, 186) 11 Scarfe. --i.e. veil.". 
4 shining. GROSART (1877, 33) adopts the Ql reading streaming 
"in preference to 'shining' of Q2, A, and A 1613, as more forc-
ible." 
10 which onen shone. GROSART (1877, 34) 11 Ql reads, not happily, 
'as carelesse showne. '" 
POLLARD (1888, 186) "Q. 1: 'as carelesse showne,' a reacing good 
in itself, but conflicting with •carelesse' in the next line." 
13 daintiest. GROSART (1877, 34) "Q2, by 'dainties' corrects 
the error of 1de.intiest• in Ql, A, A 1613, &c." 
14 which. GROSART ( 1877, 34) "I accept 'that' of Ql, as better 
than 'which' of Q2, A, and A 1613." 
23 
The curious wits seeing dull pensiuenesse 
Bewray it selfe in my long setled eyes, 
Whence those same fumes of melancholy rise, 
With idle paines, and missing ayme, do guesse. 
Some that know how my spring I did addresse, 
Deeme that my Muse some fruit of knowledge plies: 
Others, because the Prince my seruice tries, 
Thinke that I thinke state errours to redresse. 
But harder Iudges iudge ambitions rage, 
Scourge of it selfe, still climing slipprie place, 
Holds my young braine captiu'd in golden cage. 
0 fooles, or ouer-wise, alas the race 
Of all rrr.y thoughts hath neither stop nor start, 
But only Stellas eyes and Stellas hart. 
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1 wits] F;· .... ~ :Ql-3. 1 pensiuenesse] F; pensiuenes Ql-3. 
2 eyes,] F; .... : Ql-3. 3 Whence] F, Q2; When Ql, Q3. 3 those] 
F, Q2; these Ql, Q3. 3 melancholy] F; mellancholie Ql-2; 
melancholia Q3. 3 rise,] F, Ql-2; ..... Q3. 4 paines,] F;-,... 
Ql-3. 4 ayme,] F; paines,...Ql, Q3; ayme,... Q2. 4 do] F, Q2; 
doth Ql, Q3. 4 guesse.] F; gesse; Ql-2; ghesse; Q3. 5 how] 
F; N' Ql-3. 5 addresse] F, Q3J adresse Ql-2. 6 Deeme] F, Ql, 
Q3; Deem'd Q2. 6 fruit] F; fruite Ql-3. 6 plies:] F; plyes; 
Ql-2; plyes, Q3. 7 tries] F; tryes Ql-3. 8 thinke] F; think, 
Ql, Q3; thinke, Q2. 8 state] F; State Ql-3. 8 errours] F; 
errors Ql-3. 8 redresse.] F; .... ; Ql-3. 9 Iudges] F; .... , Ql-3. 
9 ambitions] F; ambitious Ql-3. 10 Scourge) F; (Scourge Ql-3. 
10 still) F, Q2; till Ql' Q3. 10 climing] F; clyming Ql-3. 
10 slipprie] F; slippery Ql-3. 10 place,] F; 
....)" Ql-3. 12 or] 
F, Q2; farre Ql, Q3. 12 ouer-wise,] F, Q2; otherwiseA Ql, Q3. 
12 race) F; case; Ql-3. 13 Of) F, Q2; For Ql, Q3. 13 hath] F; 
haue Ql-3. 14 only] F; onely Ql-3. 14 eyes] F'; "', Ql-3. 
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SYMONDS (1899, 119-120) "At this point two well-composed son-
nets [23 and 27], which show how he behaved before the world's 
eyes with the burden of his nascent love upon his heart [both 
sonnets quoted]. 
RTffiEL (1941, 206) indicates that the dominant figure of this 
sonnet is expeditio, which she defines (p. 284) as "A series 
of brief comparisons, often in the regative, all of which are 
rejected as equal to the central subject." 
YOUNG (1958, 45, 46) "Sonnet 23 is onP. of the sonnets respon-
sible for the sense of audience.'·'. nThe sententious idiom -
that characterized the moral friend of Sonnet 21 is even more 
obtrusive in the wits. -In one sense the inflated diction-
is simply the symptom of' irrelevance. Utteriy aeceived by 
the lover's behavior, the wits make judgments that seem to 
have nothing to do with the real situation ••.•.• ,But in an-
other sense their accusations are more relevant than they know. 
They attribute to him the very ambition, and concern for 
achievement, the lack of which disturbs the friend of Sonnet 
21 and Astrophel himself in Sonnets 18 and 19. Part of the 
irony, then, is directed wryly at his own condition, which the 
wits unwittingly have touched unon. The emphasis, nonetheless, 
is on their obtuseness---tf6o1es, or ·over-wise'-.:.and through _ 
them on the inversion of the ethical theme that has taken place. 
The wits have replaced the friend as moral agent, and morality, 
consequently, has degenerated for the lover to mere sententious-
ness, an aspect of social convention." 
1 GROSART (1877, lvii) "In Sonnet xxiii, 1. 1, the 'some' and 
'others' and and 1. 7 [this passaged is confused] show this to 
have been composed after his return to Court in or about October 
1580. How long after is another question." 
2 Bewray. HART (1959, 159) "reveal itself involuntarily." 
6 Deeme. GROSART (1877, 34) 11 Q 2, misreads 'deem'd. '" 
7-8 POLLARD (1888, 187) "Nothing in the various biographies of 
Sidney gives any help to explain this allusion with certainty. 
From Languet's Letters we learn that as early as 1579 Sidney 
was endeavouring to obtain employment from the Prince of Orange; 
again, 'tries' may meen 'put to the test,' and the allusion may 
be to Sidney's opuosition to the French match, the 'Prince' be-
ing the Duke of Anjou; or again, the Prince may be Prince Casi-
mir. But none of these explanations are satisfactory." 
WILSON (1931, 164) "Redressing state errors suggests a domestic 
rather than a diplomatic appointment. Sidney was returned to 
the House of Commons at a by-election some time before January 
20th, 1581. 11 
9 ambitions. GROSART (1877, 35) "More poetic and Elizabethan 
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than 'ambitious' of 2 qu." 
12 race. GROSART ( 1877, 35-:36) "Query--have 'case''?· But I 
doubt whether any example of case = cause, can be found. 1'he 
converse error is made by 2 qu. lxiv. 1. 7, of 'race' for 
'case,' where 11. 2, 3, 6, 7 rhyme together, and where, there-
fore, 1. 7 cannot repeat the 'race of' 1. 2, such repetition 
being unknown in these sonnets. Besides, the words 'stop' 
and 'start 1 seem imperative for· 'race '--the quick nrogres·s 
that sees nothing but the goal; and this is confirmed by two 
parallel pa~sages in the Countess of Pembroke's portion of 
the Psalms, ~·f!• 
'While circling time, still ending and beginning, 
Shall run the race ·when stop nor start appeares.' 
Ps. lxxxtx. st. x. 11. 1,2. 
'Thou makest the sunne the chariot-man of light 
Well knowe the start and stop of dayly race.' 
Ps. civ. st. ix. 11. 3,4. 
'Race' is used similarly in-Sonnet xxii. 1. 6; Sonnet xxvi. 1. 
13 (A), where it or 'case' (2 qu.) may be taken, but where 
'race' seems better and more Sidneian; Sonnet lx. 1. 5, 'For-
tune's race': Sonnet lxiv. 1. 2, where the 'race' of the 
passions is spoken of instead of his thoughts; and, strangest 
use of all, Sonnet cv. 1. 6 .• , ... 'the telescope's dazzling 
race.' May not most of these passages be quoted as strengthen-
ing the original reading of King John (act iii. sc. 3), 'into 
the drowsy race of night'?" 
POLLARD (1888, 187) "Q 2. stands half-way between this [Ql] 
and the folio, reading 'or overwise,' and 'of' with the folio, 
and 'case' and 'have' with Q. 1, to the confusion of meaning 
and gram..'Tiar." 
13 hath. GROSART (1877, 36) "2 qu. read 'have.' As 'race of 
all my thoughts' may mean the race of each of various thoughts, 
one striving against the other, the plural verb might be justi-
fied; but having the choice between it and 'hath' (A and A 1613), 
we adopt the latter. Unless 'have' were determined in the 
plural by the accident of 'thoughts' coming just before it, it 
would go also to nrove 'race' to be the true reading (as above) 
in 1. 12, for 'case' could not_take a verb plural." 
24 
Rich fooles there be, whose base and filthy hart 
Lies hatching still the goods wherein they flow: 
And damning their owne selues to Tantals smart, 
Wealth breeding want, more blist, more wretched grow. 
Yet to those fooles heau'n such wit doth impart, 
As what their h~ds do hold, their heads do know, 
And 1m owing Loue . [ l.oue l, _ and louing- lay apart, 
As sacred things, far from all daungers show. 
But that rich foole who by blind Fortunes lot, 
The richest gemme of Loue and life enioyes, 
And can with foule abuse such beauties blot; 
Let him depriued of sweet but vnfelt ioyes, 
(Exil 1d foray from those high treasures, which 
He knowes not) grow in only follie rich. 
1 filthy) F, Ql, Q3; filthie Q2. 1 hart) F; .... , Ql-3. 
2 Lies] F; Lyes Ql-3. 3 And damning] F, Q2; Damning Ql, Q3. 
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3 their owne selues] F1 Q2; themselues Ql, Q3. 3 Tantals] 
F;-Tantalus his Ql, Q3; Tantal's Q2. 4 Wealth] F; V\elth Ql-3. 
4 blist] F; rich G~-3. 4 grow.] F, Ql, Q3 • .., 
' ' 
Q2. 5 fooles] 
F; .... , Ql-3. 5 he au 1n] F; heauen Ql-3. 5 such wit doth] F; 
doth such wit Ql-3. 6 do] F; doe Ql-3. 6 do] F; doe Ql-3. 
6 know,] F; ..... Ql-3. 7_ Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 7 apart,] F, Ql-2; 
N• Q3. 8 sacred] F; scattered Ql-3. 8 far] F; farre Ql-3. 
8 daungers] F; dangers Ql-3. 9 foole] F; ... , Ql-3. 9 who] F, 
Q2; whom Ql; whome Q3. 9 blind] F, Q2; blinde Ql, Q3. 
10 gernme] F; gem Ql-3. 10 Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 11 can] F, Ql-2; 
came Q3. 11 blot;] F; -: Ql-3. 12 sweet] F; "" , Ql-3. 
12 ioyes,] · F; ... "' Ql-3. 13 (Eitil'd] F; Exilde Ql-3. 13 ay] F; 
aye, Ql-3. 13 treasures,] F; ""• Ql-3. 14 not)] F; not Ql-3. 
14 grow] F; ... , Ql-3. 14 only] F; onely Ql-3. 
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ARBER (1877, 480) "The date when the misery began, has eluded 
our search; that is, the day when Lord RICH contracted his 
unlawful tpough legal marriage with Lady PENELOPE DEVEREUX. 
Now-a-days we could not think it possible that a young Eng-
lish nobleman could--even if surrounding circumstances per-
mitted it--have the audacity, the effrontery, the heartless-
ness to marry against her will a beautiful young English lady 
of high rank; who, from her very soul, detested him. 
Yet this befell SIDNEY's STELLA. 
The revolting sto~r of the ~isery, extending over many 
years, that this bad man brought upon the Lady he thus legally 
apnropriated, was written by him who was, in truth and reality, 
her second husband CHARLES BLOUNT Earl of DEVONSHIRE, to JAMES 
I., and must be told here; [Blount's narration to James I fol-
lows] if we could understand--though he only saw the beginning 
of it--SIDNEY's agony, his continued love for STELLA, and the 
scorn whiCh he has thus ably expressed for that man RICH. 
POLLARD (1888, 187, xxii) "This is the first of tbA.S011nets play-
ipg upon the· name of Lord Rich, Pepelope Devereux's en-forced -hus-
band. It is obviously written after their marriage." "The pres-
ence of Sonnet xxiv. in this group of poems must be attributed 
to a desire on the part, perhaps of the writer himself, perhaps 
of a copyist or editor, to mislead too curious readers." 
BOURNE (1891, 240) "Much fiercer words than the Earl of Devon-
shire used in ~rose about Lord Rich four and twenty years after 
the marriage were used in verse by Sidney within a short time 
of the event." 
SYMONDS (1899, 120-121) "Now, too, begin the series of plays 
upon the name Rich, and invectives ag·ainst Stella's husband. 
It seems certain that Lord Rich was not worthy of his wife. 
Sidney had an unbounded contempt for him. He calls him 'rich 
fool' and 'lout,' and describes Stella's bondage to him as 'a 
foul yoke.' Yet this disdain, however rightly felt, ought 
no_t to have found vent in such sonnets as Nos. 24 and 78." 
WALLACE (1915, 251) suggests that in the 33rd sonnet Sidney 
had not heard that Stella was forced into marriage, and his 
references to her new name in sonnets 35 and 37 "are unaccom-
panied by the fierce invective against her husband which char-· 
acterizes the misplaced Sonnet XXIV." 
WILSON (1931, 18l)."Lord Rich had already made his sorry ap-
pearance in the sequence--[sonnet 24 quoted in full]. 
Without doubt this fierce indictment of Stella's husband 
was nlaced purposely out of its chronological order. Sidney 
gave copies of his sonnets to friends, but he did not mean his 
story to be too nlain to the casual reader." 
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WARREN (1936, 125-126) "The circumstantial nature of both of 
these sonnets [57 and 24] is apparent. The second, ·moreover, 
shakes free of the creaking artifice that spoils the first and 
.reveals a very real anger: clearly it is directly aimed at 
some one who has robbed the poet of that which he most desired. 
And the key word in both, of course, is 'Rich.' Now in 1581, 
only a few months after Languet had written to Philip entreat-
ing him to 'lurk' no longer in a rural seclusion and to abandon 
the melancholy that was so long keeping him from fulfilling his 
ra1e in his country's service, Penelope Devereux had become 
'Lady Rich." 
RUBE~ (1941, 206) indicates that the dominant figure in this 
· sonnet is syllepsis, whichshe defines (p. 289) as the use "of 
one word to supply several clauses, often with a punning effect." 
BOAS (1955, 137-138) "The significant play upon his name in 
XXIV puts it beyond doubt that it is he [Lord Rich] whom Sidney 
had in mind." 
YOUNG (1958, 29, 46, 47) "When the lover is presented with a 
threat to his central values that must be taken seriously, and 
he cannot pretend detachment, we see him in another role, the 
opposite of the naiT, and we hear a new voice ••.•.• -Dominating 
this sonnet, with the obvious play on the name, is the metaphor 
of the miser. . , . 
Implicit in the metaphor, and translating the nun, is the 
parable of the rich man--the~ 'Dives '--to:romented in. Hell like·. 
Tantalus, 'Exil 'd for ay' from Heaven, a 'rich foole' to v:hom 
knowledge comes too late. 'ntis' Dives, then,· loving money, 
contemptuous of love •.• ; is :virtually Anth·Love incarnate." 
Astrophel has assumed the role of "the champion of good, ful-
filling his responsibility to identify and combat evil--good. 
and evil always understood, however, from the single point of 
view of the dramatic character.·· 
"The process by which the moral terms are inverted suggests, 
it seems to me, a possible account of Sonnet 24, the invective 
against Lord Rich as miser •.• ~-.'·which may make the ·placing.of 
that poem less of an anomaly than it haE seemed to most commen-
tators." "M&1re·the<logic ·is reversed [cf •. "s'ennet 14r'and he 
defines virtue--er :·more precisely; yice ...... in··ter.ms..;: of .love... r • 
The relationship to the preceding poem, then, is quite pointed: 
the ordinary standards of the court society, expressed by the 
wits, are irrelevant to the lover, a mere convention, and there-
fore false; Rich as evil is 'real,' an actual character who is 
part of a 'real' world. The violent tone, as a means of empha-
sizing a 'real' distinction, is perhaps justified by this con-
trast." 
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1 Rich. RUBEL (1941, 207) indicates that this sonnet contains 
an example of epanalepsis, extended to an envelope figure, in 
that like sonnet 79 it begins and ends with the same word. 
HART (1959, 159) "The first of the sonnets in which Sidney plays 
on the name of Lord Rich, Stella's husband." 
3 Tantals. GROSART (1877, 36) "Q 1 has 'Tantalus his 1 --~rob~ · 
ablY .. a corrector's attempt to amend some error in his copy, 
for the genetival form 'Tentalus his' is not found elsewhere 
in A & S. 11 
HART (1959, 159) "Tantalus, mythical king of Phrygia, and son 
of Zeus, was condemned to stand in Tartarus up to his chin in 
water for betraying the secrets of the gods. The water receded 
when he tried to drink, and the fruit above his head always 
evaded his grasp." 
4 blist. GR0'3ART (1877, 36) "So [rich) in 2 qu. and preferable 
to 'blest' of A and A 1613, seeing the whole sonnet is a sar-
castic play on the name of Lord 'Rich.'" 
POLLARD (1888, 187) "Our folio reads 'blist,' but 'rich' of the 
Qs. is so much better as to claim adoption into the text." 
WILSON (1931, 164) "Q2. rich, which Sidney may well have writ-
ten, and altered to avoia-the 'rattling row' of r 1 s, and to 
sharpen the contrast of wealth and want, bliss and wretchedness." 
Hart adopts the quarto reading recomT<ended by Grosart and Pol-
lard; the present Ad1tol" agrees with Miss Wilsoh in her argument 
'f'or the retention~·'Of the: folio r.earling. 
5 POLLARD (1888, 188) "Heaven makes these fools wise enough to 
know what they have got (i.e. money], knowledge makes them love 
it, love makes them treasure it as too sacred to touch. But 
there is one rich fool [i.e. Lord Rich) who uses no such absti-
nence, and for his nunishment is exiled from all knowledge of 
the treasures of Stella's mind. This seems obvious enough, 
but Dr. Grosart finds it 'puzzling nonsense,' and by reducing 
the punctuation in lines 7 and 8, to commas.after 'love' and 
'things,' elicits as the meaning: 'and knowing [what their hands 
hold] they lay love and loving apart (as they would sacred things) 
far from even the show of danger 1 l 11 
8 GROSART (1877, 37) "This has been hitherto punctuated into 
puzzling nonsense. I have re-punctuated so as to bring out the 
sense= 'and knowing (what their hands hold], they lay love 
and loving apart (as they would sacred things) far from even 
the show of danger.' 'Scattered' of Q 2 is a misreading of 
'sacred.'" 
25 
The wisest scheller of the wight most wise, 
By Phoebus doome, with sugred sentence sayes, 
That Vertue if it once met with our eyes, 
Strange flames of Loue it in our soules would raise. 
But for that man with paine this truth descries, 
Whiles he each thing in senses ballance wayes, 
And so nor will, nor can behold those skies, 
Which inward sunne to Heroicke minde displaies.[,] 
Vertue of late with vertuous care to ster 
Loue of her selfe, tooke Stellas· shape, that she 
To mortall eyes might sweetly shine in her. 
It is most true, for since I her did see, 
Vertues great beautie in that face I proue, 
And find th 1effect, for I do burne in loue. 
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2 sayes,] F;,...: Ql-3. 3 Vertue] F; vertue Ql-3. 3 met] 
F; meete Ql-3. 4 Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 4 raise] F; rayse Ql-3. 
5 descries] F, Q3; discries Ql-2. 6 Whiles] F; ~hile Ql-3. 
6 senses] F; sences Ql-3. 7 so] F; H' Ql-3. 7 will'] F; ,... A 
Ql-3. 7 skies] F; skyes Ql-3. 8 sunne] F; Summe Ql-3. 
8 Heroicke] F; heroicke Ql-3. 8 minde] F; mindes Ql-3. 
9 ster] F; stir Ql-3. 10 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 10 her selfe] F; 
himselfe Ql-3. 10 tooke] F; take Ql, Q3; takes Q2. 10 she] F; 
hee Ql-3. 12 her did] F, Q2; did her Ql, Q3. 13 that] F; her 
Ql-3. 14 find] F; finde Ql-3. 14 th'effect,] F, Q2; defect; 
Ql, Q3. 14 do] F; doe Ql-3. 
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YOUNG (1958, 47) "The point is that Astrophel, like all lovers, 
especially Petrarchan lovers, is creating his own metaphysics. 
Stella is his supreme value, and therefore good and evil must 
be defined in terms of her. Sonnet 25 is thus the logical 
sequel to 24, celebrating her precisely as the ~~ bonum, 
the Platonic Idea, by means of a witty manipulation of the 
term 'virtue' •••• 'lihs two sonnets top;ether.produce a. 
complex attitude in which the conventional hyperbole is modi-
fied on the one hand by the speaker's ironic self-contemplation 
and on the other by the practical facts of the situation, where 
there is a real husband, and an extraordinarily unpleasant one." 
MONTGOIII!ERY (1961, 51) "Sidney's familiar-;tty with Plato is evi-
dent in Astrophel and Stella, Sonnets 5, 21, and 25, the latter 
being a clear rendering of Plato's notion of the affective 
powers of virtue (Phaedrus, 254-255J." 
1 G!10SART (1877, 37) "I have deleted comma (,) after 1 wise' as 
obscuring the sense. Socrates was pronounced by the oracle 
'the wisest of men': Plato, his scholar, snoke as in text." 
POLLARD (1888, 188) "Plato, the scholar of Socrates, whom the 
oracle of Apollo at Delphi pronounced the wisest of men." 
YOUNG (1958, 36) "In Sonnet 25 the ambiguous virtues are 
represented by the structure of the Platonic Idea as the good 
and the beautiful, to agathon and to kalon. The specific 
reference is to the~eatific vision-in the Phaedrus. But the 
witty, mannered, and elaborately alliterative way in which 
Astrophel 'Pl_atonizes' (the Platonic lover as ingenu) suggests 
that the reference is not made very seriously." 
2 Phoebus doome. HART (1959, 159) "the judgment of the oracle 
of Apollo at Delphi. The oracle declared that Socrates was 
the wisest of men (of the wight most wisel; his wisest scholar 
is Plato, and the reference hereiS"t'O'"PTato speaking of virtue 
in the Phaedrus•" 
3 met. GROSART (],877, 38) "2 qu. misread 'meete' = if it once 
did meet. So in 1. 10 the past tense is required." 
1-4 WILSON (1931, 165) "As in 21, Sidney has the Phaedrus in 
mind. The first quatrain contains a literal trE;nslation of a 
sentence of Plato, which had, it is true, become a commonplace 
through Cicero's rendering: 
Formam honesti video •.• !~· ~uae 'si octilis cerneretert 
mirabiles amores excitaret. 
3-4 HASSELKUSS (192'7, ,120 ff.-}·Petrarchan idea: J,ove leads to good. 
6 Whiles. GROSART (1877, 38) " = during the time when, more 
substantial than 'while' (Q 1 and Q 2), and hence 'whiles' 
better here." 
8 sunne. GROSART (1877, 38) "2 qu. misread 1 summe. '" 
9 ster. GROSART (1877, 38) "stir.". 
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10 her selfe. GROSART (1877, 38) "2 qu. here and throughout 
read 'himself.' Virtue •.• ~.is,always persdnified as a fe~ale 
(even virtue; manly valour), and thera is no necessity here 
for changing the sex. Cf. also Son. lx. 1 Queen Virtue.'" 
· WILSON ( l93l, 165) "Q2. makes virtue masculine, bimselfe and 
hee." 
10 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed 
here is a common Petrarchan one: "Tugend u. Sch~nheit, Gegen-
satz." 
13 that. GROSART (1877, 38) "2 qu. 1her.' The 'her' may 
have come from 'her' just above, or may have been the Author's; 
but strictly speaking, 'that face' (A and A 1613) is more cor-
rect, seeing it was not Stella's face only, but ~ supu. Vir-
tue's and Stella's. It is Virtue's great beauty that he sees." 
13 proue. OED: make trial of, try, test. 
14 th'effect. GROSART (1877, 38) "Q 1 had 'defect'--a curi-
ous instance of error from sound." 
14 R~SSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates that the idea expressed 
here is a common Petrarchan one: "Das Feuer der Liebe hat den 
Dichter ganz ergriffen." 
YOUNG (1958, 37) "Rhetoric in Plato is virtually dialectic; to 
know the best means of pers~asion is to know the Truth. It is 
rhetoric that makes the Platonism approuriate here. As dis-
tinguishes, as in Sonnet 68, between the respective 'virtues' 
of goodness and beauty; his syllogism proves the Platonic 
theorem by the Petrs.rchan fire-.-.JI do burne .in love.'. He 
has changed the philosopher's virtutis amor to the lover's vir-
tus amoris." 
26 
Though dustie wits dare scorne Astrologie, 
And fooles can. thinke those Lampes of purest light, 
Whose numbers weighs [waies] greatnesse eternitie, 
Promising wonders, wonder do inuite: 
To haue for no cause birthright in the skie, 
But for to spangle the blacke weeds of night: 
Or for some brawle, which in that chamber hie, 
They should still daunce to pleas·e a gazers sight. 
For me, I do Nature vnidle know, 
And know great causes, great effects procure: 
And know those Bodies high raigne on the low. 
And if these rules did faile, proofe makes me sure, 
Who oft fore-iudge my after-following race, 
By only those two starres in Stellas face. 
1 Though) F, Ql-2; Thought Q3. 1 dustie] F; duskie 
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Ql-3. 1 dare] F, Q2; doe Ql, Q3. 2 Lampes] F; lampes Ql-3. 
3 numbers] F; number Ql, Q;3; number, Q2. 3 weighs] F; waies 
Ql, Q3; waies, Q2. 3 greatnesse] F; greatnes Ql, Q3; greatnes, 
Q2. 3 eternitie,] F, Q2; ..... Ql, Q3. 4 wonders,] F; wondrous" 
Ql-3. 4 wonder] F; wonders Ql-3. 4 do) F; to Ql-3. 4 in-
uite:] F; N' Ql-3. 5 birthright] F; birth-right Ql-3. 5 skie,] 
F; skyes. Ql-3. 6 weeds] F; weedes Ql-3. 6 night:] F; Night, 
Ql-3. 7 brawle,] F; braue ... Ql, Q3; Braule .... Q2. 7 whichiin] F.,:.Q2; 
within Ql, Q3. 7 chamber] F; Chamber Ql-3. 8 should] F, Q2-3; 
shold Ql. 9 me,] F; me,.. Ql, Q3; mee ... Q2. 9 do Nature vnidle] 
F; doe Nature vnjdle Q2; nature euery deale doe Ql, Q3. 10 pro-
cure:] F; ... , Ql-3. 11 Bodies] F; bodies Ql-3. llhigh] F; 
"'• -Ql-3. 12 faile] F; fall Ql, Q3; fayle Q2. 13 fore-iudge] 
F; bewraies Ql, Q3; foresee Q2. 13 after-following] F; after 
following Ql-3. 13 race] F; case Ql-3. 14 only] F; onely 
Ql-3. 14 Stellas] F, Ql, Q;3; Stella's Q2. 
WILSON (1931, 172) "As the style matures the affection seems 
to deepen--{ sonnet 26 quot·ed in' full]. n, 
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OSBORN (1932, 51) "En lisant la Delie de Maurice C!ev"', nous 
nous semmes aper~u que les traits generaux, les themes, cer~ 
taines images et surtout le style de ces poemes, sont un peu 
du genre de Sidney, mais d'un Sidney plus sobre, plus austere. 
Cette ~essemblance echappe en general a l'analyse, sauf pour 
quelques exemple~ qu'ils ont tires tous les deux des Italiens, 
et un seul ou les vers de Seve paraissent avoir influence le 
poete anglais. Voici quelques vers du dizain 243: 
'Ces tiens, non yeulx, mais estoilles celestes 
Ont influence et sur l'Ame, et le Corps: 
Combien qu'au Corps ne me scient trop molestes 
En l'Ame, las, causent mille discordz, 
Mille debats, puis soudain ~ille accordz, 
Selon qu'est ma pensee agitee.' 
Sidney a dit quelque chose d'analogue au sonnet XXVI: [lines 
1, 9-14 quoted]. 
Nous y voyons la m~me image astrologique:--les ye~x de la 
bien-aimee sont des etoiles qui exercent une influence profonde 
sur les corps et les ames. Sans doute ce n'est pas un cas 
unique de son emploi, mais dans ces vers le traitement est 
assez semblable chez l'un et l'autre pour nous y faire entendre 
un echo du poete lyonnais." 
1 dustie. OED: rnean-y worthless, uninteresting. 
GROSART (1877, 39) "Better than 'duskie' of Q 1 and Q 2, as = 
earth-lord." · 
WILSON (1931, 165) "duskie, I have adopted this reading from 
Q2. in preference to B. dustie. Dusky, in the metaphorical 
sense, is Elizabethan: 
In the darke ~ of dusky misery. 
(Marston) 
whereas dusty in the sense dry-as-dust does not seem to occur 
before the xixth. century~ The O.E.D. is in error here: in 
Psalme XXXIX, 9, Sidney wrote: 
Who dwell in dusty place (qui habitant terram): dusky 
is a XIXth century misprint." 
3 weighs [waies]. GROSART (1877, 39) " = ways, not 'weighs.'" 
POLLARD (1888, 188) "Waies (i.e. ways).--a reading from the 
Qs. OUr folio has 'weighs. ,w -
4 wonders, wonder. GROSART (1877, 39) "2 qu. read 'Promising 
wondrous wonders to inuite.' There seems no sense in this, 
while A is clear, which says--who'senumbe·rs, ways, &c.,.as. 
they promise wonders to the inquirer, so do tney invite vwond.er." 
5 skie. GROSART (1877, 39) "2 qu. 'skyes'--error •. cr.·rhymes 
'eternitie,' 1. 3, and 'hie,' 1. 7." 
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7 brawle. OED: a kind of French dance, resembling a cotillon. 
POLLARD (1888, 189) "a French dance; cp. Love's Labour's Lost, 
iii. 1: 'Master, will you win your love with a French brawl?''' 
WILSON (1931, 165) "a kind of cotillion; it was of French origin 
and became popular in England in 1569. cf Arcadia "holding hand 
in hand dance as it were in a braule." -
9 vnidle. GROSART (187'7, 39) "Here and elsewhere 'idle' does 
not mean wholly uassive or resting, but frivolously or trifling-
ly employed. Cf. 'idle toys. '" 
POLLARD (1888, 189) in explaining, though not adopting, the Ql 
reading: "'every deale'= in every respect, every whit." 
13 fore-iudge. GROSART (1877, 40) on fore-see: "I adopt this 
from Q 2, as more ac·curate than 'fore-iudge' (by the stars). 
Q 1 has 1bewraies. '" 
13 race. GROSART (1877, 40) "Looking well to it in itself and 
to the other examples quoted, while probably Sidney did write 
1 case' here as in Q 1 and Q 2, ·I think on revision he changed 
it to 'fore-see •••• race.' in the sense of progress of events. 
Thus teken it seems more poetic, and the sense more comprehen-· 
sive." 
14 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea in this line 
is a cormnon Petrarchan one: "Die Augen der Geliebten = Sterne." 
27 
Because I oft in darke abstracted guise, 
Seeme most alone in greatest companie: 
With dearth of words, or answers quite awrie, 
To them that would make speech of speech arise. 
They deeme, and of their doome the rumour flies, 
That poison foule of bubling nride doth lie: [omit :] 
So in my swelling breast that only I 
Fawne on me selfe, and others do despise: 
Yet pride I thinke doth not my soule possesse, 
Which lookes too oft in his vnflattring glasse: 
But one worse fault Ambition I confesse, 
That makes me oft my best friends ouerpasse, 
Vnseene, vnheard, while thought to highest place 
Bends all his powers, euen vnto Stellas grace. 
2 companie:} F.; company, Ql-3. 3 or] F; and Ql-3. 
3 answers] F; aunswers Ql-3. 3 awrie,] F; awry, Ql-2; awry. 
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Q3. 4 speech of speech] F, Q2; naked speech Ql, Q3. 4 arise.] 
F; ~; Ql-3. 5 rumour] F; rumor Ql-3. 6 poison] F; poyson Ql-
3. 6 lie:] F; ... A Ql-3. 7 breast] F; brest, Ql-3. 7 only] F; 
onely Ql-3. 8 Fawne] F; Faune Ql-3. 8 me selfe] F; my selfe 
Ql-3. 8 and] F; all Ql-3. 8 do] F; doe Ql-3. 8 despise; F, 
Q3; dispise Ql-2. 9 I thinke] F; (Ithinke) Ql-3. 10 Which] F; 
(Which Ql-3. ·10 his] F; this Ql-3. 10 vnflattring] F; vn-
flattering Ql-3. 10 glasse:] F; glasse) Ql-3. 11 fault] F; 
~, Ql-3. 11 Ambition] F; ambition Ql-3. 12 friends] F; freends 
Ql-3. 12 ouerpasse] F; ouer-passe Ql-3. 13 Vnseene,] F, Q3; 
~A Ql-2. 
THOMPSON (1961, 153) "He is the first EnQ'lish poet to make 
poetry a major subject of his poems. From that the dichoto-
mies march out two by two. The language of poetry and the 
language of feeling. Any language, and feeling [lines 1-3, 
13-14 are quotedJ." 
5 doome. HART (1959, 159) "judgment." 
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8 and. GROSART (1877, 40) "2 qu. 'all.' This is more taking, 
but it ~akes an ambiguous sentence ( = it might be myself [whom] 
all others do despise--a meaning not the Author's; and by '-~' 
instead of ,.,_, the rhythm is worsened." 
10 his. GROSART (1877, 41) "Ql and Q 2, 'this.' The soul 
looks in 'his vnflattering glasse'; but it is difficult to 
see how he could look in 'this,' because there is nothing to 
which 'this' can refer. A common misinterchange." 
12 ouernasse. OED: pass by. 
I 
i 
I 
28 
You that with allegories curious frame, 
Of ethers children changelings vse to make, 
With me those paines for Gods sake do net take: 
I list not dig so d eepe for bras en fame. 
When I say, Stella, I do meane the same 
, Princ.esse of Beaut ie, for whose only sake, 
The raines of~ I loue, though neuer slake, 
And loy therein, though Nations count it shame. 
I beg no s ubiect to vse eloquence, 
Nor in hid wayes d·o guide Philosophie: 
Looke at my hands for no such quintessence; 
But lmow that I in pure simplicitie, 
Breathe out the flames which burne within my heart, 
Loue onel y reading vnto me this art. 
1 frame,] F; N Ql-3. 
A 
2 ch~gelings] F, Q2-3; 
changlings Ql. 3 me] F, Ql, Q3; mee Q2. 3 Gods sake] F; 
God-sake Ql, Q3; good now Q2. 3'do] F; doe Ql-3. 3 take:] 
F; -, Ql-3. 5 say,] F; see Ql-3. 5 do] F; doe Ql-3. 
.. 
6 Beautie] F; beautie Ql-3. 6 only] F; onely Ql-3. 7 
raines] F; raynes Ql-3. 7 Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 7 slake,] 
F; -; Ql-3. 8 therein] F, Q2; therin Ql, Q3. 8 shame.] 
F; ~: Ql-3. 9 beg] F; begge Ql-3. 10 in hid] F, Q2; 
hidden Ql, Q3. 10 wayes] F; waies Ql-3. 10 do] F; to 
Ql-3. 10 Philosophie:] F; ..-, Ql-3. 11 quintessence;] F; 
... , Q1-3. 13 Breathe] F, Q1, Q3; Breath Q2. 13 heart] F; 
bart Q1-3. 14 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 14 reading vnto me] 
F; leading me into Ql-3. 14 art] F; arte Ql-3. 
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POLLARD (1888, 189) "This sonnet connects itself with the 
first, third, and fifteenth; its chief interest lies in its 
proof that Sidney was in the habit of showing his love poems." 
WILSON (1950, 173) states, after quoting sonnets 26 and 28 
in full, "But even if these last, to use Sidney's own phrase, 
express something more than 'mouth love,' they still leave us 
with the feeling that Astrophel's devotion to Stella is a 
poetic habit rather than an overmastering passion." 
·:r, 
. YOUNG (1961, 25-26, 48) "Thus, in Sonnet 28, though the theme, 
stated in the last three lines • • • is exactly the same as in 
64 and 90, it is arrived at by a different process. Astrophel 
does not simply ass~rt that he is sincerely in love, he de-
fends himself against the imputation that he is not. The re-
sult is simplicity in a somewhat different form ••••.•. The· 
singleness of mind and heart •.•• is given. here a metaphysical 
value; Astrophel 's 'pure simplici tie' is played off' ironically 
against the 'quintessence' of the philosophers. But the effec-
tiveness of the witty metaphysics depends upon the brusque and 
impatient tone that makes the character of the speaker concrete 
and immediately apprehensible; he is too forceful, too frank, 
too plain-spoken a man to mean anything but \'lhat he says. The 
firm sense of the personality is supuorted by racy, colloquj- _ 
a.l rhythms." "In Sonnet 28 he counters the charge of allegoriz-
ing that the hyperbole of 25 and 26 might suggest by insisting 
on the 'pure simplicitie' of his attitude and his symbol •••• 
and by opposing it to the 'quintessence 1 of the philosophers." . 
1-3 THOMPSON (1961, 153) "He is the first English poet to make 
poetry a major subject of his poems. From that, the dichotomies 
march out two by two. The language of poetry and the lanrruage 
of feeling •.. Thought, and experience [Tines 1-3 quoted]." ~. 
3 Gods sake. GROSART (1877, 41) "Q2, 1 good now' seems an at-
tempt to soften down 1God 1 s sake' (Ql) to which A and A 1613 
return." 
4 brasen. OED: fig. Hardened in effrontery; shameless. 
5 say. GROSART (1877, 41) "2 qu. 1 see'--an evident error.". 
7 slake. Q-ROSART (1877, 42) "slack." Mart repeats this. 
7 GROSART (1877, 42) u = though the reins are never slack, and 
by their tight curbing pain me." 
9 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed here 
is a com...rnon Petrarchan one: "Die Geliebte regt die Dichtung an." 
10 do. GROSART (1877, 42) 11 2 qu. 1 to 1 Either might be with 
Q 2 and A reading, but Q 1 reading 'hidden ways' rather requires 
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'do' yet has 'to.' Hence, as frequently, we may take this as 
an error which escaped correction in the altered copy of Q 1, 
from which Q 2 was nrinted; fetched probably from 'to' of line 
above." 
9-11 OSBORN (1932, 48) "Le troisieme example de l 1adaptation 
par Sidney de cette Ode ·[ef Du Bellay against the 'Petrarchists'] 
est moins frappant, mais non moins certain. Le voici. Apres 
avoir parle des imitations de poetes latins comme Ovide, Tibulle 
et Catulle, Du Bellay s'exprime ainsi: 
'Quelque autre encor la terre dedaignant 
Va du tiers ciel les secrets enseignant, 
Et de 1 1Amour, ou il va se baignant, 
Tire une quinte essence. ' 
Ces vers paraissent avoir inspire a Sidney le passage suivant 
du sonnet XXVIII [lines 9-11 quoted]. 
Sans doute, les idees sont loin d'~tre identiques, mais la 
ressemblance entre les deux morceaux est evidente." 
13 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed here 
is a common Petrarchan one: "Das Feuer der Liebe hat des Dichters 
Herz entzlindet." 
14 reading vnto. GROSART (1877, 42) "Looking to the arts of 
eloquence (1. 9) and philosophy (1. 10), which were in technical 
language 'read' in the Schools, I prefer the probably after-
change 'reeding' (A and A 1613), and 'unto' to 'leading' •.•• 'in-
to ' ( Q 1 and Q 2) • " 
First song. 
Doubt you to whom ~ Muse these notes entendeth, 
Which~ Sl oreas~orecliarg 1 d to Musicke lendeth: 
To you, to you, all sonf of praise is due, · 
Only in you !!!I_ song beg ns and endeth. 
Who hath the eyes which marrie state ~ith pleasure, 
Who keepes the key of Natures chiefest treasure: 
To you, to you, all song of praise is cue, 
Only for you the heau•n forgate all measure. 
\Vho hath the lips, where wit in fairenesse raigneth, 
Who womankind at ~ both deckes and stayneth: 
To you, to you, all song of praise is due, 
Onely £l you Cupid his crowne maintaineth. 
Who hath the feet, whose step of sweetnesse planteth, 
Who else for whom Fame worthy trumpets wanteth: 
To tou, to yoh, all song of praise is due, 
One y toyou erSCepter Tenus grantetn:-
Who hath the breast, whose milke doth passions nourish, 
Wh'Osegrace-is such, that when itChides doth cherish, 
To you, to yoh all shng of praise ~ due, . 
Oneiie throug you ~ tree of life doth flour1sh. 
Who hath the hand which without stroke subdueth, 
Who long dead~utie with increase reneweth: 
To tou, to you, all song of praise is due, 
One y at you all enuie honelesse rueth. 
~~o hath the haire which loosest fastest tieth, 
Who ~s a man liue then glad when he dieth: 
To you, to you, all song of praise is due: · 
Only of you the flatterer neuer lieth. 
~~o hath the voyce, which soule from sences sunders, 
WhOse-fOrce-but yours the bolts of beautie thundErs: 
To you, to you, all song of praise ~ due: 
Only,with you not miracles~ wonders. 
Doubt you to whom !!!! 1V:use these notes intendeth, 
Which now !!!l breast orecliarg'd to Musicke lendeth: 
To you,_ to you, all bong of "JraTSe is due: 
Only in you !!!l song egins and endeth. 
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1 entendeth] F; intendeth Ql-3. 2 breast] F; brest 
Ql-3. 2 orecr~arg'd] F; surchargd Ql-2; surchargde Q3. 2 to] 
F; with Ql-3. 2 Musicke] F; musick Ql-3. 2 lendeth:] F; .... ? 
Ql-3. 3 you] F; you Ql-3. 3 you,] F; you. Ql-3. 4 Only] F; 
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Onely Ql-3. 4 you] F; you. 7 you] F; you Ql-3. 7 you,] F; 
you, ~-2; you" Q3. 7 all] F, Q2-3; al Ql. 7 is] F; be Ql-3. 
8 Only] F; Onely Ql-3. 8 you] F; you Ql-3. 8 heau 1n] F; 
heauens Ql-3. 8 forgate] F; forget Ql-3. 9 ·lips,] F; 
Ql-3. 9 in] F; with Ql-3. 9 fairenesse] F; fairenes Ql-3. 
10 womankind] F; womenkinde Ql-3. 10 deckes] F; decks Ql-3. 
10 stayneth] F; staineth Ql-3. 11 you] F; you QJ-3. 11 you,] 
you 
A 
Ql-3. 11 all] F, Q2-3; al Ql. 11 praise] F, Ql, Q3; 
paise Q2. 12 you] F; you 13 feet,] F; feet" Ql-2; feete, Q3. 
13 step] F; steps Ql-3. 13 of] F; al QJ..; all Q2-3. 13 sweet-
nesse] F; sweetnes Ql-3. 14 else] F, Q3; els Ql-2. 14 worthy] 
F; worthie Ql-3. 15 you] F; you Ql-3. 15 you,] F; xou ... Ql-3. 
15 is] F, Q3; be Ql-2. 16 you] F; you Ql-3. 16 Scepter] F; 
scepter Ql-3. 17 breast,] F; brest" Ql-3. 17 milke] F, Q3; 
milk Ql-2. 17 passions] F; patience.Ql:0,3., 17:nmiri~h}-F,--Q2-3; 
nurish QJ... 18 cherish,] F; ~: Ql-3. 19 you] F; you Ql-3. 
19 you] F; vou Ql-3. 19 all] F, Q2-3; al Ql. 19 is] F, Q3; be 
Ql-2. 20 Onelie] F; Onely Ql-3. 20 you] F; you Ql-3. 
20 flourish] F, Ql, Q3; floorish Q2. 21 subdueth,] F, Q3; ... 
" 
Ql-2. 22 dead] F; hid Ql-3. 22 increase] F; encrease Ql-3. 
22 reneweth] F; renueth Ql-3. 23 you] F; you Ql-3. 23 you,] 
F; you ... Ql-3. 23 all] F, Q2-3·; al Ql. 24 you] F; you Ql-3. 
24 all] F, Q2-3; al Ql. 24 rueth] F; endeth Ql-3. 25 loosest] 
F; most loose Ql-3. 25 fastest] F; most fast Ql-3. 27 you] F; 
you Ql-3. 27 you,] F; you" Ql-3. 27 all] F, Q2-3; al Ql. 
27 is] F, Ql, Q3; be Q2. 27 due:] F; ... , Ql-3. 28 Only] F; 
Onely Ql-3. 28 you] F; you Ql-3. 28 flatterer] F, Q2; flattrer 
Ql, Q3. 29 voyce,] F; N~ Ql-3. 29 sences] F; senses Ql-3. 
30 bolts] F; bolt Ql-3. 30 thunders:] F, Q2; N? Ql, Q3. 
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31 you] F,· you Ql-3. 31 you ] F· Q1 3 , , you~ - • 31 all] . F, Q2-3; 
al Ql. 31 due:] F; N, Ql-3. 32 Only] F; Onely Ql-3. 32 you] 
F; you Ql-3. 32 not] F; no Ql-3. 34 orecharg'd] F; orechargd 
Ql-2; orecharged Q3. 34 to] F; ·with Ql-3. 34 !viusicke] F; 
musicke Ql, Q3; Musick Q2. 34 lendeth:] F; N? Ql-3. 35 you] F; 
you Ql-3. 35 you,] F; you 4 Ql-3. 35 all] F, Q2-3; al Ql. 
35 due:] F; N, Ql-3. 36 Only] F; Onely Ql-3. 36 you] F; you 
Ql-3. 
SCOTT-ESPINER · (1929, 49) "Ces chansons vivront aussi a cause 
de 1 1harmonie du vers: La· qualite lyrique est bien plus mar-
quee que dans les sonnets~ Dans toutes, la forme·a une im-
portance capitale. La beaute,de-la premiere, par exempls, 
~st due en partiw • cette repetition de voyelles musicales en 
1ou 1 : 
To you1 to you1 all song of Praise is due: 
Only in you, rrry song begins and endeth." 
BOAS (1955, 142-143) says of the last line just quoted above 
(1. 4 of the song) "This is literally true for the la ft verse 
repeats the first, and in those between which pay tribute to 
Stella's different attractions there is no variation in the 
third line. The climax is in the penultimate verse [lines 
29-32 are quotedJ~" 
YOUNG (1958, 61-62 "The mounting exuberance of the sonnets 
overflows here in a lyric outburst, the crest of the rising 
tide of wit and gaiety, the first of the eleven songs •••• 
The structure of the song is extremely formal, and constitutes 
an 'envelope,' as the last stanza is a repetition of the first 
--'Only in you my song begins and endeth.' The intervening 
stanzas make up, in question and answer form, the catalogue 
of the conventional blason. • • • The total effect of this 
general celebration of Stella's 'virtues' is one of summing 
up Petrarchan tbemes presented earlier in the sequence, drawn 
together here in a single form. The high formality of struc-
ture and the ritualistic hyperbole, insisting on Stella as 
deity, modify the effect·of the sonnets immediately ureceding. 
Having treated her gaily and not altogether respectfully in 
an effort to make her identify herself as a woman, Astrophel 
now sings his Te Deam. But the glorification is by no means 
solemn. It is a jUbilation. 
The dramatic effect of the song, emerging from the son-
nets that precede it, is heightened by the too.rked shift of 
tone and technique in the sonnets that follow it." 
MONTGOMERY (1961, 56, 73, 86) "To endow love with the lan-
guage and attitudes of religious worship does not seem to be 
the real measure of blame or approval; rather the adoration 
of an image of perfection who is at the same time a human 
being emerges as a prime ingredient in love of all kinds and 
annears in a great variety of uoems, vvhether the lover is 
Musidorus intoning, 
You that are borne to be the worldes eye, 
(Works, II, 26) 
or Astrophel, extolling Stella. [lines 5-8 quoted]." 
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"Sidney's fondness for amplitude and rhythmical balance sur-
vives, especially in the songs. [A footnote cites I, VI, VII.]" 
"Like the Arcadia lyrics they are set pieces, abstracting emo-
tions from the main flow of the sequence and giving them a 
more emphatic Hnd extended voice. (lines 1-4 are quoted]. • 
2 orecharg'd. POLLARD (1888, 203) "is the form used in the 
last s~anza and in sonnet 63. 11 Grosart prefers surcharged. 
8 forgate = forgot. 
10 deckes = adorns. 
10 stayneth. POLLARD (1888, 203) "Stella's beauty made the 
rest of her sex seem plain." 
OED: to throw into the shade by superior beauty or excellence. 
Cf. Arcadia, III, 344, 0 voice that doth the Thrush in shril-
nesse staine. 
13 sweetnesse. POLLARD (1888, 203) "must not be taken with 
'step,' but as e. partitive genitive. The sense is thus nearly 
the same as in the reading of the Qs." Grosart prefers the latter. 
WILSON (1931, 173) "The B~.reading step of sweetnesse has no 
mea.'l"li!lg, and I have a3 ~u.ltted a misprint: llie sense is that 
Stella's path lies only through sweetness. 
Q2. has the less probable reading steps al sweetnes.n Thus 
she emends of to on. The present editor agrees with Pollard. 
13 planteth-.- WILSON (1931, 172) "used intransitively by Sidney 
= plants itself in Psalms XXV. 
To such ~ keep his Covenant 
and on His testimonys plant.1r 
20 tree of life. OED: tree symbolic of life or immortality. 
25 loosest fastest. POLLARD (1888, 203) refers to the quarto 
reading as smoother, but in his text retains the folio reading. 
29 
Like some weake Lords, neighbord by mighty kings, 
To keepe themselues and their chiefe cities free, 
Do easly yeeld, that all their coasts may be 
Ready to store their campes of needfull things: 
So Stellas heart finding what power Loue brings, 
To keepe it selfe in life and liberty,--
Doth willing graunt, that in the frontiers he 
Vse all to helpe his other conquerings: 
And thus her heart escapes, but thus her eyes 
Serue him with shot, her lips his heralds arre: 
Her breasts his tents, legs his triumphal! carre: 
Her flesh his food, her skin his armour braue, 
And I, but for because my prospect lies 
Vpon that coast, am giu'n vp for a slaue. 
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1 some] F, Ql-2; som Q3. 1 Lords,) F; .... " Ql-3. 1 neigh-
bard] F; neighbours Ql, Q3; Neighbord Q2. 1 mighty) F, Ql, Q3; 
mightie Q2. 2 cities) F; Citties Ql, Q3; Cities Q2. 2 free,] 
F, Q2; - " Ql, Q3. 3 Do] F; Doe Ql-3. 3 easly] F; easily Ql-3. 
3 yeeld) F; yeelde Ql-3. 3 their] F, Q2; theyr Ql, Q3. 
3 coasts] F; coast Ql-3. 4 Ready) F; Readie Ql-3. 4 store) F; 
serue Ql-3,. 4 campes) F; Campe Ql-3. 5 heart] F; hart Ql-3. 
5 Loue) F; Loue Ql-3. 6 liberty] F; libertie Ql-3. 7 graunt,] 
F; ~" Ql-3. 7 frontiers] F; Frontire Ql-3. 8 helpe] F, Ql, Q3; 
help Q2. 8 conquerings:) F; -. Ql-3. 9 heart] F; hart Ql-3. 
10 heralds) F; Herralds Ql, Q3; Heralds Q2. 10 arre:] F; are, 
Ql-3. 11 breasts] F; brests Ql-3. 11 tents] F; Tents Ql-3. 
11 legs] F; legges Ql-3. 11 triumphal!) F; tryumphall Ql-3. 
11 carre:] F; Chare, Ql-3. 12 Her flesh] F; Herselfe Ql-3. 
12 food) F; foode Ql-3. 12 armour] F; Armor Ql, Q3; Armour Q2. 
12 braue,] F; .... Ql-3. 13 And I,] F; And I" Q2; omitted Ql, Q3. 
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13 but] F, Q2; But Ql, Q3. · 13 my prospect] F', Q2; my chief-
est prospect Ql, Q3. 13 lies] F; lyes Ql-3. 14 that] F, Q2; 
the Ql, Q3. 14 am] F, Q2; I am Ql, Q3. 14 giu 1n] F; giuen 
Ql-3. 14 for a slaue] F, Ql, Q3; for slaue Q2. 
SYMONDS (1899, 114) "He adheres more closely to Italian models, 
especially in his handling of the octave; although we find only 
two specimens (Nos. 29, 94) of the true Petrarchan species in 
the treatment of the s~stet~" 
YOUNG (1958, 48-49) "It is an allegory, with the distinction 
between Stella's beauty and her inaccessible heart that is made 
in Sonnets 8, 11, 12, and it uses the blason form of 9, with 
a similar catalogue of charms ••••.•. It is more effective 
than the earlier sonnets because of the opera t..J.on or· the se-
quence. This elaborate image of Stella as a country, with 
coasts and frontiers, developed by the conventional military 
conceit, constitutes a kind of microcosm which is i~mediately 
contrasted, in Sonnet 30, to the macrocosm of the real world, 
with all its w~rs located and identified item by item •.. · 
• • • Because the two sonnets are paired, the biographical 
particularity of the one modifies and qualifies the conven-
tional generality of the other." 
3 coasts. GROSART (1877, 43) "(A) [F) is more correct, as 
more than one lord and one kingdom is spoken of; besides, 
the plural was often used in this sense, even when one king-
dom or province was spoken of; witness our English Bible: 
e•E• 'all the coasts of Egypt,'·" .so that 'coast' of Ql 
and Q 2 is an error." 
4 store. GROSART (1877, 43) "2 qu. 'serve.' One 'serves' 
a mean or a puest, but 'stores' (A) a camp; and 'stores' is 
also the stronger." 
7 frontiers. GROSA..llT (1877, 43) "2 qu. 'frontire. 1 Either 
might be adouted; but as he enumerates different frontiers be-
low • • . • 'frontiers' (A) is adhered to." 
11 carre. OE'D: Chare [Ql-3] obs. form of chair, a chariot or 
car; carre = chariot of war, triumph, or pageantry. 
GROSART ( 1877, 43) "' chare, 1 old form of 'car. '" 
12 flesh. GROSART (1877, 43) "2 qu. 'selfe'--a mistakef Qf 
which there are several examples in Donne, for 'flesh.' 1 
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13 but. GROSART (1877, 43) "only." 
13 prospect. WILSON (1931, 167) "because my gaze is constantly 
directed to Stella's frontiers, 1·~· her beauty." 
14 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed here 
is a cornmon·Petrarchan one: "Der Dichter ist ein Sklave." 
50 
Whether the Turkish new-moone minded be 
To fill his homes this yeare on Christian coast: 
How Poles right king meanes without leaue of hoast, 
To warme with ill-made fire cold Moscouy. 
If French can yet three parts in one agree, 
~hat now the Dutch in their full diets boast, 
How Holland hearts, now so ~ood townes be lost, 
Trust in the shade of pleasing Orange tree. 
How Vlster likes of that same golden bit, 
Wherewith my father once made it halfe tame, 
If in the Scotch Court be no weltring yet. 
These questions busie wits to me do. frame; 
I cumbred with good maners, answer do, 
But know not how, for still I thinke of you. 
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1 new-moone] F; new Moone Ql-3. 1 be] F; -, Ql-3. 2 his] 
F; her Ql-3. 2 this yeare on] F; this yeere on Q2; vppon the 
Ql, Q3. 2 coast:] F, Q3; N' Ql-2. 3 Poles right king] F; 
Polands King Ql-3. 3 meanes] F; mindes Ql-3. 4 ill-made] F; 
ill made Ql-3. 4 Moscouy.] F; Muscouie, Ql-3. 7 Holland] F; 
Holland Ql-3. 7 hearts] F; harts Ql-3. 7 townes] F; Townes 
Ql-3. 7 be] F; are Ql-3. 8 Orange] F; Orange Q2. Entire line 
omitted in Ql and Q3. 9 Vlster] F; Vlster.Q,2. 9 that] F; the 
Q2. 9 bit] F; bitt Q2. Entire line omitted in Ql and ~· 
10 father] F; Father Ql-3. 10 once made it] F; made it once 
Ql-3. 11 Scotch] F; Scottish Ql-3. 11 no weltring] F; welter-
ing Ql-3. 11 yet.] F; ... ; Ql-3. 12 frame;] F; ..;: Ql-3. 
13 cumbred] F; cambered Ql-3. 13 maners] F; manners Ql-3. 
13 answer] F; aunswere Ql-3. 13 do] F; doe Ql-3 •. 14 of] F; 
on Ql-3. 14 you] F; you Ql-3. 
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GROSART (1877, 1, lvi~lx) considers this sonnet "self-evidently 
misplaced" in the series. "Languet's letters to Sidney are de-
cisive as to a later date [later than the spring of 1580]. 
Writing on the 28th October 1580, he says: 'The Archduke Jlf:athias 
has heard from Vienna that peace is made between the Turks and 
Persians, and letters from Constantinople imply the same, but 
do not directly affirm it. They add that the Sultan has com-
manded Ochiali to have a number of new galleys built, so that 
it is expected he will make some attempt against the Spaniards 
next Summer. It certainly concerns him in the highest degree 
that the Spaniards should not conquer Portugal, lest they 
should deprive Egyp~ of their traffic with India through the 
Red Sea, ' &c. Now Languet' s intelligence was likely to be as 
early, if not earlier than any that got abroad at Cork; nor 
is it probable that the report as to the Turks would have got 
abroBd earlier than the cessation of the year's c&~paign at 
the time of going into winter-quarters. So long as the Per-
sian war lasted, the Sultan could not have undertaken a 
European one, and, as it turned out, the Persian war did go on; 
and therefore the intention, if intention there were, of going 
to war with Spain came to nothing. Fence the date of the Son-
net necessarily falls between the middle, say, of Nov. 1580 
and June 1581, and the words 1 this year' rather point to some 
early month in 1581. With regard to the Polish War, Languet 1 s 
news of 21st November 1579 shows that Stephen could not then 
have been meditating invasion, as he had only just recovered 
Polotzk, and was beseiging Smolensk. Similarly, on 6th Febru-
ary 1580 he writes (Pleskow being then beseiged by Stephen): 
'The Muscovite prince is said to be at Pleskow (i.e. for its 
relief) with a large force, with which it is expected he will 
invade Livonia.' Late in the year, I think on 24th September, 
he mentions a report that Stephen had been killed by his own 
people; and in October, immediately after the quotation about 
the Turks, adds: 'What we heard about the death of the King 
of Poland is not true. They say he has penetrated with his 
victorious army into the heart of Muscovy, and that the Mus-
covite is suing to him for peace.' The query therefore that 
Sidney alludes to was probably whether Stephen would again 
enter Muscovy or make peace. 'Muscovy' seems to have had a 
stro.nge interest for Sidney. It is introduced into the earli-
est of the Sonnets. Had he a prophetic glimpse of the after-
offer of Poland's crown to him?" Pollard agrees: early 1581. 
BOURNE (1891, 224-225) "From one of the few 1Astrophel and 
Stella' sonnets, in which he touched on public events, it may 
be inferred that he regarded them with but languid interest 
and scant_approval. In this sonnet he curiously sums up the 
chief political problems that perplexed and irritated others 
beside himself in the autumn of 1580 or soon after. He refers 
not only to the Dutch disasters of this year, which included 
the Spanish acquisition, by force or guile, of Maastricht, 
Mechlin, Groeningen, and other towns, but also to the threatened 
Ottoman crusade against Italy; to the designs of Stephen Bathori, 
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the newly elected King of Foland, against Russia; to the tur-
moils in France, where Henry of Navarre was preparing to seize 
the crown and change his creed; to the blundering efforts of 
Lord Grey of Wilton to carry out Sir Henry Sidney's policy in 
Ireland; and to the new broils in Scotland between the parti-
sans and enemies of the imprisoned Q;ueen Mary. 11 · 
WALLACE (1915, 259) "Mr. Pollard thinks that these allusions 
agree better with the first few weeks of 1581 than with any 
other date. No one of them is absolutely definite in its 
reference to a specific event, but I am inclined to assign 
the sonnet to the last months of 1580. The reference to the 
Turks and Poles would seem to have been suggested by the fol-
lowing extract from Languet's last letter to Sidney--that 
of October 28, 1580. [The extract, appearing above iiJ. Grosart 1 s 
quotation, runs from "The Archduke Matthias" to "sueing to him 
for peace."] Stephen Bathori's success against the rtussians 
was not complete until the next year. On August 22, 1581, he 
besieged Pskov, until, on December 13th, Ivan the Terrible con-
cluded peace with him at Zapoli by ceding the whole of Polotsk 
and Livonia. The three parties in France of course were the 
Huguenots, the Catholics, and the Politiques led by Catherine 
de' Medici and her sons. The boasting of the Dutch in their 
diets and elsewhere was proverbial in England, They had suf-
fered during the past year from a kind of 'epidemic treason'; 
De Bours, governor of Mechlin, had surrendered· the city and 
fled to Parma, and a few months later Count Renneberg traitor-
ously handed over Groningen to the enemy. These were probably 
the good towns to which Sidney referred. Ulster at this time 
was in comparative quiet. The Desmond rebellion which had 
raised the South and West had had little effect on the North 
where the work of suppression which had b.een carried out by 
Sir Henry Sidney was showing its effects. 1Weltring' was the 
normal condition of the Scottish Court, where Protestant and 
Catholic, French and English influences were in perpetual con-
flict, and where the country's fate depended largely on the 
boy-king's whims in choosing favourites. Morton, President 
of the Council, the friend of England and Protestantism, had 
failed to carry out a plot against the life of Lennox, the 
representative of French influences, the Guises and Catholicism. 
In the last months of 1580 Lennox had Morton at his mercy, and 
England was waiting to learn what special form the inevitable 
1weltring' would take." 
WILSON (1931; 167) "As Mr. Pollard has shewn, the historical 
allusions in this sonnet, though not conclusive, point to a 
date early in 1581 before the campaigning season had opened 
(lines 1 and 2) and after Anjou (line 7) had accepted the 
sovereignty of the southern Netherlands in January. Languet, 
writing from Antwerp on October 28th, 1580, reported that a 
Turkish descent on Spain was expected in the following summer. 
About the same time Stephen Bathori retreated from an unsuc-
cessful invasion of Russia with the intention of repeating it 
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in the following year. The disagreement of the three parties 
in France, Catholics, Protestants and Folitiques, was chronic. 
The allusions to Orange and Ulster have no special dating value. 
In line 11, I think Sidney's text has been deliberately altered 
by the B. Editor. Welterin~ I!!, i.~. still vacillating, was 
a natural question to put to a young statesman in 1581, when 
the vacillations of the Scotch court following on the return 
of D'Aubigny from France were a subject of anxious interest to 
English observers. In 1598, especially in a text which Sidney's 
admirer, James VI, was certain to read, no weltering~= still 
staunch, was more diplomatic." -
YOUNG ( 1958, 16-17) "The possibility of a real as well as a 
dramatic context seems to be extended in other sonnets. . • • . 
The rhetorical subject of this poem is the rejection of the busy 
wits. Astrophel, like all Petrarchan lovers, must exclude from 
his experience irrelevant or unsympathetic attitudes and inter-
ests, but he is not allowed simply to ignore them; they exert 
a palpable pressure that must be resisted. The topical allusion 
sharpens this effect, for the world rejected for love seems to 
be a real world, and a world in which the lover has been deeply 
involved. The involvement, furthermore, corresponds to Sidney's 
own. His correspondence with Languet, with Leicester, Burghley, 
and Walsingham, as well as his three tracts, demonstrate how 
closely the interests mentioned here parallel his actual inter-
ests and activities." 
HART (1959, 159) "The historical events referred to.would seem 
to place this sonnet early in 1581. A Turkish campaign was ex-
pected (11. 1, 2). Henry of Valois had left the throne of 
Poland for France, and the Polish nobles hao elected Stephen 
Bathori in 1575. In 1581 he had retreated from an unsuccessful 
campaign against Russia, with the intention of repeating it 
(11. 3,4). The election of Stephen had been much contested, 
hence Sidney's insistence on right king. (There seems little 
doubt that Sidney himself was offered the throne of Poland.) 
The disagreements between Catholics, Protestants and 1poli-
tiques' in France (1. 5). Reference to events in Holland in 
1581 (11. 6-8): the Dutch States could not agree to accept the 
sovereignty of the Duke of Anjou, although the Prince of Orange 
was in favour of it. The Hollanders would not accept any other 
governor than the Prince of Orange, and the states were divided 
into two friendly confederations with Anjou at the head of one." 
1 the Turkish new-moone. POLLARD (1888, 190) After quoting 
the first two sentences from Languet 1 s letter to Sidney given 
under GROS:ART above: "As peace with Persia was a necessary 
preliminary to war with Christendom, and the negotiations of 
which Languet here speaks, by the date of his letter, had al-
ready fallen through~ this single reference is almost decisive 
as to the time of composition of this sonnet." 
I· 
2 his. GROSART (1877, 44) "The Author, thinking rather of 
the Turk, has 'his' (A and A 1613); but 'her' {2 qu.) is more 
correct, and I adopt it." All succeeding editors) however, 
retain the folio reading, with the exception of Drinkwater. 
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3 Poles right king. GROSART (1877, 44) "2 qu. 'Poland's king. 1 
The folish monarchy was elective, and when the foreigner, 
Henry of Valois, left the throne of Poland to take that of 
France, the nobles elected Stephen Bathori, a Pole (1575). 
Hence 1 the Poles' right king' of A and A 1613. Both, however, 
were probably written by Sidney, for the after-change of A 
was not a prudent phra8e in 1581, when 'Monsieur' came over 
to woo Elizabeth, and when Sidney had already been outspoken 
beyond what seemed prudent, and could only await results. 
There seems no doubt that, directly or indirectly, Sidney him-
self was offered the throne of Poland." 
POLLARD (1888, 190) "Stephen Bathori, who§le election to the 
throne so precipitately vacated by Henry III. of France, had 
been greatly disputed; hence the emohasis here on the word 
·'right.' Sidney's earlier draught,- as represented by the Qs., 
ran: 'How Poland's King.'" Wilson asserts rif~ is eulogistic. 
3 without leaue of hoast. POLLARD (1888, 190 In 1580, 
Bathori, after capturing several Russian towns, was obliged, 
at the approach of autumn, to beat a retreat, partly from 
want of supPlies, partly ap~arently because the army was 
weakened by the plague. After having with great difficulty 
obtained a grant from the nobles, he invaded, the next year, 
the great district of Novgorod with complete success. The 
words, 'without leave of host,' refer to his difficulties in 
the autumn of 1580; for to take host, as meaning the Muscovites 
seems weak." 
5 three parts. POLLARD (1888, 191) "An allusion to the three 
parties, the intolerant Catholics, the ·Huguenots, and the Poli-
tiques or moderates." 
7 be. GROSART (1877, 44) 11 2 qu. 'are.' English idiom allows 
'be,' and with good effect." 
8 pleasing. GROSART ~1877, 45) "2 qu. [?] 'pleasing' -- but 
'pleasant' (A and A 1613) the better epithet for a tree." 
6-8 POLLARD (1888, 191) "This and the two following lines ap-
pear to refer to the meetings of the States on the subject of 
the acceptance of the sovereignty of Elizabeth's suitor, the 
Duke of Anjou~ Though the Prince of Orange was in favour of 
this, the Hollanders refused any other governor than himself, 
and the States were thus to be divided into two friendly con-
federations, of one of which Anjou accepted the sovereignty in 
January, 1581, the month in which it is probable this sonnet 
was written. It is better to refer the loss of the good towns 
as referring to these which preferred Anjou to Orange, rather 
than to the treachery of Count Renneberg in the matter of 
Groningen." 
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9 that same. GROSART (1877, 45) 11 2 qu. 'the same.' Sidney's 
father's successes were remarkable, and never more so than on 
the third occasion of his being sent over; and 'that' seems 
to call attention to this, and to be stronger, ana therefore 
preferable." 
POLLARD (1888, 192) "Philip's father, Sir Henry Sidney, was 
thrice Lord Deputy of Ireland, the third time from 1575 to 
1578." 
11 no weltring. OED: weltring = political agitation. 
GROSART (1877, 45) "'No weltering' is stronger and more ex-
pressive of the turbulence and broils of the Scotch Court. 
Hence I nrefer A and A 1613 to 2 qu. 'If in the Scottish 
Court be weltering yet.'" 
POLLARD (1888, 192) "A reference to the turbulent scenes 
which preceded the Raid of Ruthven, in August, 1581." 
HART (1959, 160) defines weltring ~vacillation, apparently 
failing to perceive that Miss Wilson was explaining (see P• 
89) not defining the word •. "The editor of the 1598 edition 
altered this to read 'no weltring', an understandably diplo-
matic gesture to James VI, whereas in 1581 the notorious 
vacillation of the Scottish Court would have been a more 
justifiable comment." 
14 of. GROSART (1877, 45) 11 2 qu. 'on': 'of' is a favourite 
particle with Sidney, and to 'think of' is stronger and more 
expressive of full-given thought than'on. '" 
14 YOUNG (1958, 49) "This is the first direct address to 
Stella, and it marks a transition. [In sonnet 30] Astrophel 
is constructing the ritual image he opposes to the world. 
The following sonnet introduces a new movement dealing with 
the consequences of rejecting the world." 
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With how sad steps, ~ Moone, thou climb 1 st the skies, 
How silently, and with how wanne a face, 
What may it be, that euen in heau'nly place 
That busie archer his sharpe arrowes tries? 
Sure if that long with Loue acquainted eyes 
Can iudge of Loue, thou feel•st a Louers case; 
I reade it in thy lookes, thy languisht grace 
To me that feele the like, thy state descries. 
Then eu'n of fellowship, S Moone, tell me 
Is constant Loue deem'd there but want of wit? 
Are Beauties there as proud as here they be? 
Do they aboue loue to be lou'd, and yet 
Those Louers scor.ne whom that Loue doth nossesse? 
Do they call Vertue there vngratefulnesse. 
1 steps,] F; ... ,.. Q,l-3. l S] F, Ql-2; 0 Q3. 1 Moone,] F; 
~. Ql-3. 1 climb'st] F; clim'st Ql-3. 1 skies] F; skyes Ql-3. 
2 wanne] · F; meane Ql-3. 3 heau 1nly] F; heauenly Ql-3. 
3 place] F; ... , Ql-3. 4 archer] F; Archer Ql-3. 4 arrowes] F; Q3; 
Arrowes Ql-2. 4 tries] F; tryes Ql-3. 5 Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 
6 Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 6 feel'st] F; feelst Ql-2; feelest Q3. 
6 a] F; of Ql-3. 6 case;] F; ... , Ql-3. 7 it in] F;. within Ql-3. 
7 lookes,] F; ... ,.. Ql-3. 7 grace] F .... 
' . 
Ql-3. 8 me] F, Q3; mee 
' Ql-2. 8 thy) F; my Ql-3. 8 descries] F, Q3; discries Ql-2. 
9 Then] F, Ql-2; Them Q3. 9 fellowship, ] F• ... 
' " 
Ql-3. 9 S] F, 
Ql-2; 0 Q3. 9 Moone,] F·· ... 
' " 
Ql-3. 9 me] F· ... ' , Ql-3. 10 Loue] 
F; loue Ql-3. 10 deem'd] F; deemde Ql-3. 11 Beauties] F; 
beauties Ql-3. 11 there] F; ... , Ql-3. 11 proud] F; proude Ql-3. 
11 here] F, Q2; heere Ql, Q3. 11 they] F; there Ql-3. 12 Do] 
F; Doe Ql-3. 12 aboue] F;~, Ql-3. 13 scorne] F; ... , Ql-3. 
13 Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 14 Do] F; Doe Ql-3. 14 Vertue] F; ver-
tue Ql-3. 14. vngratefulnesse.] F; ,._.,, Ql-3. 
POLLARD (1888, xxvi) "The 31st and 32nd in their calm and 
splendid beauty form a magnificent pause before the turbid 
eloquence of their successors. If they were not written 
before the news of Stella's marriage, it was a fine liter-
ary judgment which assigned them their position." 
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YOUNG (1958, 49-50) "This is deservedly one o"f Sidney's 
best-known sonnets. It is an impressive performance •••• 
In the first two lines Astrophel is performing the familiar 
ritual, seeing analogues of his condition everywhere; it :is 
a kind of hyperbole, a means of emphasing the extentr of his 
melancholy, that appears at first to be the basic theme of 
the poem. In the next two lines this idea is treated as a 
discovery, a surprising one-- 'VVhat, may it be' 1.--but the 
surprise, of course, is feigned, and the wry, faintly ironi-
cal tone involved in the pretense seems to be a recognition 
of the fsct that it is he who is melancholy, not the moon. 
Though the pretense is sustained • • • the real discovery 
is dealt with in the sestet, the discovery, that is, of the 
speaker's own personal position as not only wretched but 
ridiculous, forced into making appeals to the moon. The 
point seems to be that Astrophel is deliberately trying to 
universalize his experience, to relate himself to the symbol 
provided by the Endymion myth, as a means of organizing his 
lover's world and transcending the limitations of his per-
sonal despair. 
The effect of the poem depends upon the skill with which 
the conventional form is maintained while the personal im-
pulse works against it •••• 
This SOnnet SUgD"ests the situation with w:qich the sequence 
began. Astrophel is again in isolation, writing in the con-
ventional mode. • • • 
He must face the facts of his situation, isolated not only 
from the world but from Stella too. As a result, in this 
group of sonnets (31 through 40) there is a new attitude of 
melancholy and of reproach, even bitterness." 
2 wanne. GROSART ( 1877, 45-46) "So, in A, 'wan'; but in 2 
qu. and other Arcadia texts 'meane. ' With our present sense 
'meane' is intolerable; but in Sidney's time it may have been 
an adjectival use of mean or·mene =lamenting." 
7-8 GROSART (1877, 46-47) "These lines, according to reading 
and punctuation of 2 qu. • • • form each a clause. But though 
one reads 'in' out of or through, to read a thing within one's 
looks is a strange Phrase, and it is difficult, if not im-
possible, to understand how one can read an outward and vis-
ible sign like the moon's lanr,ruisht grace, i.e., her 'wen· 
face' of 1. 2, 'within her looks.' Again, Tf-1. 8 be a dis-
tinct clause, the stete descries--what? The rhythm too 
agrees in making 'looksf end one clause, and 'descries' the 
other. But if so, 'I read within thy looks' is not sense, 
whereas 'I read it in thy looks' (A and A 1613) is. And 
again, in the next clause, the construction is, To me that 
feel the like {my sympathy giving me the insight) thy lan-
guisht grace, thy wan (pale) face, descries= points out 
'thy' state. Since, therefore, 0 Moon, I have rightly 
divined your state, then of fellowship tell me, &c. 'My' 
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is clearly one of those frequent pronominal interchanges 
that transcribers make unwittingly, or to give a fancied 
sense of their own. It would be absurd of the Moon to point 
out to Sidney his own state. 'Descries' is now used in the 
reflective sense of pointing out to oneself, ~r rather per-
haps in the sense of seeing out or beyond; but in Sidney's 
day it had also the meaning of pointing out to another.'·'. 
POLLARD {1888, 192) refers to readings for 11. 7-8 in the 
quartos as "difficult and obscure." 
11 they. GROSART (1877, 47) "This is more indefinite and 
therefore better than 'there' (2 qu). 'There' implies that 
there are others in the world not proud; but in his love 
Stella is all the world and all womankind to him, and so is 
she in his bitterness and despair. That the correct reading 
is 'they' is also shown by 'they' of 11. 12 and 14." 
11· HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed 
here is a common Petrarchan one: "Die Geliebte ist stolz.tt 
12 This idea(! too, is Petrarchan: "Die Geliebte vers.chtet 
den Dichter. ' 
32 
Morpheus the liuely sonne of deadly sleepe, 
Witnesse of life to them that liuing die: 
A. Prophet oft, and oft an historie, 
A Poet eke, as humours fly or creepe, 
Since thou in me so sure a power doest keepe, 
That neuer I with close [~los'd} vp sen,e do lie, 
But by thy worke (my Stella) {on\.it () LI descrie, 
Teaching blind eyes both how to smile and weepe. 
Vouchsafe of all acquaintance this to tell, 
Whence hast thou Iuorie, Rubies, pearle and gold, 
To shew her skin, lips, teeth and head so well? 
Foole, answers he, no Indes such treasures hold, 
But from thy heart, while my sire charmeth thee, 
Sweet Stellas image I do steale to mee. 
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1 deadly] F; deadlie Ql-3. 1 sleepe] F; Sleepe. 2 Wit-
nesse] F; Wi tnes Ql-3. 3 oft,] F; Q~; ... 4 Q1, Q3. 3 and oft 
an historie,] F; and oft an Historie, Q2; of hidden mysterie; 
Q1, Q3 • 4 eke,] F; eake 4 Ql-3. 4 humours] F; humors Ql-3. 
4 fly] F; flye Ql-3. 4 or] F; and Ql-3. 4 creepe,] F; "': Ql-
3. 5 power] F, Q2; hold Ql, Q3. 5 doest] F; doost Ql-3. 
5 keepe] F; Ql-2; kepe Q3. 6 close] F; clos'd Ql-3. 6 sense] 
F; sence Ql-3. 6 do] F; doe Ql-3. 6 lie] F; lye Ql-3. 
7 worke] F• ... 
' ' 
Ql-3. 7 (my Stella)] F; my Stella Ql-3. 7 des-
erie] F; discry Ql-2; descry Q3. 8 blind] F, Ql-2; blinde Q3. 
-
8 weepe.] F; ~; Ql-3. 10 pearle] F; Pearle, Ql-3. 10 gold] 
F; Golde Ql-3. 11 her] F; her Ql-3. 11 teeth] F; ~, Ql-3. 
12 Foole, answers he,] F; (Foole 4 aunswers heA) Ql-3. 13 heart] 
F; hart Ql-3. 13 sire] F; Sire.Ql-3. 14 Sweet] F, Q2; Sweete 
Ql, Q3. 14 image] F; Image Ql-3. 14 do] F'; Q2; doe Ql, Q3. 
14 mee] F, Q2; me Ql, Q3. 
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1 HASSELKUSS (1927~ 120 ff.): a common Petrarchanism, "living 
death." 
1 Morpheu.s. In Roman mythology, one o'f the sons of Somnus, 
the god of sleep, he was a personification, apparently in-
vented by Ovid (Metam. xi. 635), of the power that calls up 
human shapes of all kinds to the dreamer. His brothers 
Phobetor and Phantasus assumed the for.ms of all kinds of 
animals and inanimate things. 
1 louely. GROSART (1877, 48) "= life-like or motioning." 
POLLARD (1888, 192) "'Lively' may possibly here= life-like, 
but more probably, as in the •lively heat• of VIII. 11, or 
the 1lively repentance' of the Prayer Book, makes a dignified 
approach to its modern meaning." 
3 POLLARD (1888, 192) "In this line the reading 0f Q. 1 
••• plainly represents an earlier draught of the poem." 
4 or. GROSART (1877, 48) 11 2 qu. 'and'--a mistake." 
l-4 SYMONDS (1899, 121-122) "What can be more quaintly ac-
curate in its condensed metaphors than the followlng per-
sonification of dreams?--[lines 1-4 quoted]." 
7 descrie. OED: get sight.of, discover. 
9 of all acquaintance. WILSON (1931, 167-168) "for this 
idiom cf Midsummer Night's Dream, II, 2. . 
Speak, of all loves,-! swoon almost with fear." 
Of all love= for love's sake. Thus Sidney's phrase= for 
acquaintance's sake. 
10 pearle. HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) a common Petrarchanism: 
"Die Zlhne = Perlen." 
13 sire. GROSART (1877, 48) " = SomzlUs or Morphems (1. 1). 
'Fire, 1 a modern error, as in Gray, &c. It is 'Sire' in 
2 qu and A 1613, &c." 
33 
I might, vnhappie word, S me, I might, 
And then would not, or could not see my blisse: 
Till now wrapt in a most infernall night, 
I find how heau 1nly day wretch I did misse. 
Hart rent thy selfe, thou doest thy selfe but right, 
No louely Paris made thy Hellen his: · 
No force, no fraud, robd thee of thy delight, 
Nor Fortune of thy fortune author is: 
But to r.rry selfe my selfe did giue the blow, 
While too much wit (forsooth) so troubled me, 
That I respects for both our sakes must show: 
And yet could not by rising Morne foresee 
How faire a day was neare, 3 punisht eyes, 
That I-had bene more foolish or more wise. 
1 might] F; Might Ql-3. 1 vnhappie] F; vnhappy Ql-3. 
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1 8 me,] F; (woe me)~ Ql-3. 2 or] F, Ql, Q3; nor Q2. 3 Till] 
F, Q2; Tyll Ql, Q3. 3 now] F; rv' Ql-3. 3 night] F; Night 
Ql-3. 4 find] F; finde, Ql-3. 4 heau 1nly] F; heauenly Ql-3. 
4 wretch] F; (wretch) Ql-3. 4 I did] F; did I Ql-3. 4 misse.] 
F;' ... ; Ql-3. 5 doest] F; doost Ql-3. 5 right,] F;"". Ql-3. 
6 Hellen] F; Helen Ql-3. 6 his:] F; -, Ql-3. 7 fraud] F; 
fraude Ql-3. 8 Nor] F, Q2; No ·Ql, Q3. 8 Fortune] F, Ql, Q3; 
fotune Q2. 8 author] F; Author Ql-3. 8 is: ] F; rv ; Ql-3. 
9 selfe] F; ... , Ql-3. 10 (forsooth) ] F; forsooth Ql-3. 
10 troubled] F, Ql, Q3; trubled Q2. 11 show:] F; showe. Ql; 
show. Q2; show, Q3. 12 yet could] F, Q2; could I Ql, Q3. 
12 rising] F; rysing Ql-3. 12 Morne] F; morne Ql-3. 
12 foresee] F; fore-see, Ql-3. 13 neare] F; neere Ql-3. 13 3 
punisht eyes,] F; (~ punisht eyes)~ Ql; (d pnnisht eyes)~ Q2; 
(0 punisht eyes)A Q3'. 14 bene] F; beene Ql-3. 14 foolish] F; 
... , Ql-3. 
ARBER (1877, 474) "If the former letter [from Sidney to 
Languet, now missing, which referred to the former's 
possible ·TJarriage to a specific lady]--which must have been 
written subsequent to SIDNEY's return home on the 31st of 
May 1575 though 'written long ago'--could be recovered, we 
might then know for certain who this Lady was, to whom he 
thus significantly refers. After the expression in WATER-
HOUSE's letter [alluding to the engagement treaty between 
Sidney and Penelope Devereux], there is a high presumption 
that it was STELI.A: and this presumption is increased to a 
moral certainty by SIDNEY's own words in the following Son-
net [33].'J,, 
GROSART (1877, lvi-lvii, lxviii) "Turning to Sonnet xxxiii., 
it is usually supposed that Sidney here speaks ~f Stella's 
marriage, and laments his error in not marrying her. I ask 
the student-reader to open at this Sonnet and read it slowly. 
This interpretation seems altogether opposed to the facts 
and to the wording of the Sonnet itself." Grosart argues 
that this sonnet constitutes no 'might be' regret for a lost 
love, but rather "the tone of the Sonnet, the word 'day' in 
1. 4, explained as it is by its repetition in 11. 12-14, 
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the 'respects' spoken of in 1. 11, and most of all 11. 12-14, 
show that he is merely lamenting that slanderers should talk 
that he showed so much respect to her and to himself as to 
absent himself on some especial occasion when he might have 
met her. 'Fit~y-punisht eyes' agrees with this, but is an 
absurd phrB.se if he were lamenting his loss in not marrying 
her; and the whole of this early Sonnet--except in so far as 
'In'respects' shows an early phase ~f her love--is similar to, 
and ~ay be profitably compared with, Sonnet cv. on a somewhat 
similar occasion. Very trivial things in love were then mag-
nified." "Y~t nothing can obliterate tenderness--that hallowed 
lingering of memory which seems to say, 'Thou art not mine,--
I have ceased to hope or even wish it so; but no one can ever 
be to me in thy stead, anc at any time I would give my life 
to uour out blessinr:s upon thee and thine." 
POLLARD (1888, 193) "Two different interpretations of this 
sonnet are possible: the first, chiefly supuorted by 1. 9, 
[ 1. 6] ''No lovely Paris made thy Helen his, 1 cons trues it as 
Sidney's lament for his failure to win Stella while yet he 
was regarded as a suitable match for her; the second, which 
is Dr. Grosart's, sees in it only an even-tide repentance 
for the stupidity which had foregone an opportunity of seeing 
Stella. If we imagine the sonnet to have been written soon 
after Sidney heard of Stella's marriage, when he was ignorant 
of the sore compulsion to which she had yielded, the line 
'No force, no fraud rob'd thee of thy delight,' is not an 
insurmountable objection to the deeper of the two interpre-
tations while the 'respects for both our sakes' are suffi-
ciently' explained by the uncertainties of Sidney's position. 
But the words '0 punisht eyes' can hardly refer to anything 
but a failure to see Stella, and this is the interpretation 
which I reluctantly adopt." 
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SYMONDS (1899, 122) "In the 33d sonnet we find the first hint 
that Stella might have reciprocated Astrophel's love. 
This sonnet has generally been taken to refer to Sidney's 
indolence before the period of Stella's marriage; in which 
case it expands the line of No. 2: · -
'I loved, but straight did not what Love decrees.fsic].' 
It may, however, have been written upon the occasion of some 
favourable chance which he neglected to seize; and the master 
phrase of the whole composition, 'respects for both our sakes,' 
rather points to this interpretation. We do not know enough 
of the obstacles to Sidney's match with Penelope Devereux to 
be quite sure whether such 'respects' existed while she was 
at liberty." 
WALLACE (1915, 251) "With the thirty-third sonnet the atmos-
phere has changed. Stella is now the wife of another man 
and Sidney's first thought is one of self-reproach for his 
own inertia.", , 
WARREN (1936, 136-137) "Almost a third of them [the sonnets] 
are mainly interesting from a technical point of view; they 
are frankly experimental, and in their inspiration they are 
almost entirely literary. Then with the XXXIIIrd Sonnet 
this literary inspiration gives instant place to a direct-
ness, an actuality, that had no equal in his own day, and 
was hardly matched by any of his predecessors after Chaucer." 
RUBEL (1941, 208) analyzes rhetorically this sonnet as one 
of the m0st complex: epanale~sis (1. 1), zeugma (1. 2), an-
titheton (1. 4), nloce (1. 5 , expeditio (1. 6), antanaclasis; 
hysteron proteron (1. 8), epizeuxis (1. 9), ecphonesis (1:-!3), 
antitheton (1. 14). 
WILSON (1950, 179) "With this cry from the heart of Astrophel 
the whole s.tmosphere changes. The later sonnets are not the 
exnression of 'vague and unlocalised feelings': they are, as 
Lamb says, 'full, material, and circumstantiated. Time and 
place apnropr:l:ate every one of them.'" 
BUXTON (1954, 84) "Sidney's first meeting with Penelope 
Devereux, the Earl's twelve-year-old daughter, meant little 
to him, as he regretfully admits in the thirty-third sonnet 
of Astrophel and Stella." 
YOUNG (1958, 51) "Discovery of ••• the realization of,Stell~g's 
importance to him and of the distance that separates them, is 
the subject of these poems [31-40] as a group. It is expressed 
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most strikingly in Sonnet 33 •••• This is an inversion of 
the conventional innamoramento, a restatement of the account 
given in Sonnets 2 ••• and 16. Though it is difficult to 
read as a reference to anything but Stella's marriage [1. 6] 
••• that does not mean that Astrophel has just learned of 
it. On the contrary, it seems more satisfactory to read it 
as a response not to an immediate event but rather to a situ-
ation that is made immediate by the lover's sudden and over-
whelming realization of his total involvement, with the bit-
terness of a backward glance at his folly, his failure not 
just to take advantage of his opportunities berore the mar-
riage but to anticipate seriously the present situation." 
NONTGO:MERY (1961, 112) "The controversial Sonnet 33 appears 
to be a momentary repudiation of moral controversy, for As-
trophel, discovering Stella to be the property of another, 
now regrets that his preoccupation with intellectual subtle-
ties has kept his relations with her discreet. 
"The poem is usually interpreted as Sidney's discovery 
that Penelope Devereux had married Lord Rich, though Grosart, 
The Complete Poems of Sir Philin Sidney, 3 vols., I, lvii, 
argues that it merely reflects his disappointment at having 
missed a rendezvous with her. The bitterness and self-re-
proach in it would seem to grow from something more crucial. 
It is at least plain that Astronhel for the moment feels 
alienated from Stella ('I find how heav'nly day wretch I did 
misse'; 'Hart rent thy selfe ••• no force, no fraud, robd 
thee of thy delight') and feels that hesitation has lost him 
his chance." 
1-2 WILSON (1950, 204) "Sometimes,. as in that sonnet where 
he blames his own blindness for the loss of Stella, the lines 
seem to follow one another in successive gasps of pain." 
2 or. GROSART (1877, 49) "2 qu. 'nor,' but 'or' gives the 
better sense, because Sidney represents hirr:self as doubtful 
of which might be the reason." 
4 I did. GROSART (1877, 49) "Better than 'did I' of 2 qu. 
from A and A 1613." 
4 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea of the poet's 
wretchedness is a common Petrarchan one: 11 Der Dichter nennt 
sich ein elendes Wesen." 
11 respects. WILSON (1931, 168) "for the sense = prudential 
considerations cf Fulke Greville, Alaham: 
So blind are men or with resuects asleeu. 
and Shakespeare;-sonner-LXIX: 
When as thy love hath cast his utmost sum 
Call 'd to that au~~viSed respectS:""'' 
34 
Come let me write, and to what end? to ease 
A burthned hart, how can words ease, which are 
The glasses of thy dayly vexing care? 
Oft cruel fights well pictured forth do please. 
Art not asham 1 d to publish thy disease? 
Nay, that may breed my fame, it is so rare: 
But will not wise men thinke thy words fond ware? 
Then be they close, and so none shall displease. 
What idler thing, then speake and not be hard? 
What harder thing then smart, and not to speake? 
Peace foolish wit,, with wit my wit is mard. 
Thus write I while I doubt to write, and wreake 
My harmes on Inks poore losse, perhaps some find 
Stellas great powrs, that so confuse my mind. 
2 burthne¢1] F; burthened Ql-3. 2 hart,] F, Ql-2; ... " 
Q3. 2 how] F; (how Ql-3. 3 dayly] F; daily Ql-3. 3 care?] 
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F; ""?) Ql-3. 4Oft] F, Q2; Oh, Ql, Q3. 4 do] F, Q3; doe Ql-2. 
4 please.]- F, Ql, Q3; · .... , Q2. 6 breed] F; breede Ql-3. 
6 rare:] F;-, Ql-2; .... Q3. 7 thinke] F, .Ql-2; think Q3. 
7 fond] F; fonde Ql-3. 8 so none shall] F; they shall none 
Ql-3. 8 displease.] F; ,... , Ql-3. 9 thing,] F; ~ " Ql-3. 
9 then] F; than Ql-3. 9 hard] F; heard Ql-3. 10 then] F; 
then Ql-3. 10 smart,] F; ... " Ql-3. 11 mard.] F; marde; Ql-3. 
13 on] F; in Ql-3. 13 Inks] F; ynkes Ql-3. 13 find] F; 
finde Ql-3. 14 powrs] F; power Ql-3. 14 confuse] F; con-
fus1d Ql-3. 14 mind] F; minde Ql-3. 
GROSART (1877, 50) "There are propositions and questioning 
answers here between his passion wit and his more essential 
or intellectual wit ••. "" •. I have made the punctuation--
hitherto mere confusion--accorci herewith." 
RUBEL (1941, 206) indicates that the dominant figure of 
sonnet 34 is anthypophora, which she aefines (p. 277) as 
"asking questions and answering them, either for argumenta-
tion, in order to anticipate objections, or for amplifica-
tion, to emphasize a point." 
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YOUNG (1958, 51) "The consequences for the poet of the lover's 
discovery are presented in terms that suggest a reprise of 
Sonnet 1. But the linked clauses that exnressed the labori-
ous study in the first sonnet are replaced by a technique of 
question and answer, expressing a sense of crippled purpose." 
MONTGOMERY (1961, 80-81, 85) "Besides the use of rhythmical 
balance to set off antithesis or word play, he favors devices 
which move away from symmetry to the appearance of a casual 
irregularity. Sonnets 47 and 74 both use a line broken by 
strong pauses at irregular intervals, but Sonnet 34 goes 
even further to give a meditative structure the semblance of 
vocal spontaneity [sonnet 34 quoted in full]. The form is 
governed by an old convention (that used in medieval debates 
between the body and the soul), but the use of two speakers· 
to represent inner debate is none the less convincing. Stylis-
tically, the sonnet divides after line eleven where the dia-
logue ceases and Astrophel explains and sums up the condition 
he has tried to expose dramatically. The change in voice 
forces some increase in formality, and line twelve has two 
figures of repetition. But the figures are not responsible 
for transforming the style, for the heaviest frequency of 
rhetorical devices occurs earlier in the sonnet. Instead the 
style owes much of its freshness to the quietness of the 
figures. There is full freedom in the vocal pattern. 
Sonnet 34 is at once thoughtful, psychologically accurate; 
wryly humorous ('Peace foolish wit, with wit my wit is mard'), 
and perfectly controlled. It seems to present Astrophel's 
mind to us debating an urgent problem and unencumbered by 
the poet's strategies. Under the microscope the sonnet has 
a definite, observable structure, but it is a structure per-
fectly controlled. It seems to present Astrophel's mind to 
us debating an urgent nroblem and unencumbered by the poet's 
strategies. Under the microscone the sonnet has a definite, 
observable structure, but it is a structure perfectly apt to 
suggest a mind in the act of thinking and feeling. Because 
Sidney betrays no need to cultivate symmetry, he is able to 
use 'ornament' efficiently and naturally and here at least he 
is convincing without the orator's habit of repeating for 
emphasis." "Sonnet 34 and several following it demonstrate 
Sidney's plainer mode (in reality a manner never entirely ab-
sent at any stage of the sequence).'·' : · 
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1-2 THOMPSON (1961, 151) "Somewhat similar to this employment 
of metre is the sheer surnrise caused by the appearance of 
abrunt phrases which are yet ordered by the metrical nattern 
behind them." [Lines 1-2 are quoted as an example.] 
1-4 HASSELKUSS ( 1927, 42).. says of Sidney and Petrarch: "Be ide 
empfinden lebhaft das Bedurfnis, ihr Herz ourch Dichtung zu 
erleichtern." He suggests a comparison of these first four 
lines with Petrarch 276/3, c. 20. 1/1. 
9 GROSART (1877, 50) says that both the quarto and folio read-
ings "will ~uit, but A [F] is the later; probably for this 
reason 2d Wit objects what 'wise men' will think. lst Wit 
answers according to 2 qu. that if kept close none will be 
displeased; and Sidney seeing this makes him solicitous as 
to whether he displeases fools as well as wise--the multitude 
as well as the few--seems to have altered it to make 'none' a 
nominative agreeing with 'words.' The construction, however, 
is awkward. Indeed, after all, 'none' may be = not at all, 
and in such case 2 qu. offer the better reading." Close= secret • 
. 
9 Grosart and Pollard both indicate that hard = heard. 
9-14 MONTG01'fERY (1961, 112) "A5!, sonnet 34 (a debate be-. 
tween his 1wit 1 and self) demonstrates, the need to turn in-
ward remains undiminished, and pondering the difficulty of 
writing under emotional and moral pressure, he concludes 
[lines 9-14 quoted)." 
12 doubt. OED: hesitate, scruple, delay. 
12 wreake. OED: avenge. 
13.-14 perhaps". n •. my mind. HART (1959, lGO) "'although I am 
so confused, perhaps others will understand'." 
35 
What may words say, or what may words not say, 
Where truth it selfe must speake like flatterie? 
Within what bounds can one his liking stay, 
Where Nature doth with infinite agree? 
What Nestors counsell can my flames alay, 
Since Reason selfe doth blow the cole in me? 
And ah what hope, that hope should once see day, 
~here Cupid is sworne page to Chastity? 
Honour is honour 1d, that thou doest possesse 
Him as thy slaue~ and now long needy Fame 
Doth euen grow rich, naming. my Stellas name. 
Wit learnes in thee perfection to expresse, 
Not thou by praise, but praise in thee is raisde: 
It· is a praise to praise, when thou art praisde. 
1 say,] F; H? Ql-3. 2 flatterie] F; flattery Ql-3. 
3 bounds] F, Q2; boundes Ql, QP. 3 liking] F; lyking Ql-3. 
4 infinite] F, Q2; excellence Ql, Q3. 5 alay] F; allay Ql-3. 
6 Reason] F; Reasons Ql-3. 6 cole] F; coles Ql-3. 6 in] F; 
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to Ql-3. 7 ah] F; H' Ql-3. 7 hope,] F; H~ Ql-3. 8 Chastity?] 
F; Chastitie; Ql-2; Chastitie?;Q3. 9 honour'd] F; honoured 
Ql-2; honored Q3. 9 doest] F; dost Ql-3. 9 possesse] F, Ql-2; 
4 Q3. 10 needy] F; needle Ql-3. 11 naming] F; meaning Ql-3. 
11 name.] F;-; Ql-3. 12 thee] F; thee Ql-3. 13 thou] F; 
thou Q1-3. 13 thee] F; thee Q1-3. 13 raisde:] F; raised, Ql-2; 
raised. Q3. 14 praise] F; -... ' Q1-3. 14 praise,] F; -" ~1-3. 
14 when] F; where Ql-3. 14 thou] F; thou Ql-3. 14 praisde] F; 
praysed Ql, Q3; praised Q2. 
GROSART (1877, 1) "much too early placed in the series." 
WILSON (1950, 181-182) "With Stella's betrothal the debate 
between Love and Reason is ended. Love, guarded by Honour, 
has now to face a more dangerous enemy, Desire. [Sonnet 35 
is quoted in full.]" 
4 infinite. POLLARD (1888, 194) "The opposition between 
'nature' and 'infinite' is so unfinished that the reading 
or Q. 1, 'with excellence' appears happier, despite 'within 
what boundes 1 in the preceding line." In the text, however, 
Pollard retains the folio reading. 
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5 Nesters. HART (1959, 160) "Nestor was a Homeric hero, 
famous for his age and wisdom. A common allusion in poetry 
to suggest 'a wise old man'·" 
5 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea here is a 
common Petrarchan one: "Das Feuer der Liebe hat den Dichter 
ganz ergriffen." 
6 in. GROSART (1877, 51) 11 2 qu. 'to.' As he speaks of 'his 
flames, 1 and a.s the coal is the love within him, and as he 
means his inward Reason itself increases the flame of love 
'in' him, 'in' (A and A 1613) seems preferable, and so 1 coale 1 
(ib.) as generic rather than 'coals' (Q 1 and Q 2). This 
[blow the coal] was a proverbial expression at and before 
the time Sidney wrote.'!: . · 
11 rich. GROSART (1877, 52) "Another play on 'Rich'--Stella 
being Lady Rich." 
POLLARD (1888, 194) "For the play on Stella's name, as Lady 
Rich, cp. Sonnets XXIV. and XXXVII." 
11 naming. GROSART (1877, 52) "I adopt this [Ql-2 meaning] • 
• . in preference to 'naming. 1 Pinkerton has stated that 
'mean' is still used in Scottish law phraseology as ''declaring, ' 
or as we would say, setting forth.'! .. · 
lJ.O 
Third song. [Folio titles are retained.] 
If O:rtpheus voyce had force to breathe such musicke.s loue 
'Through pores of sencelessetrees, as it could make them~: 
If stones good measure daunc'd, the~eoan walles to build, 
To cadence of the tunes, which Amphyons lyre did yeeld, 
More cause a like effect at leastwise bringeth: 
C!Stones, a-t~, learne~earing, Stella singeth. 
If Loue might sweet'n so a boy of shenheard brood, 
'TO make !:; Lyzard dulT to taste Loue~ daintie food: 
Tf ~e fierce cOUIC ~ in Grecian Mayd delight, 
As h1s light~ her eyes, her death his endlesse night: 
Earth ~a~e~cthat Loue,· h~aii'n l tr9w Loue refineth: · 
0 beas s, S'"'"'6"I'rd'SI06ke, Loue: lo, Stella shinetFi. 
The birds, beasts, stones and trees feele this, and feeling 
And if the trees, E£E stones-stirre ~ the same to proue, 
Nor be.asts, nor birds do come vnto th1s "5''essed gaze, 
Y..now, that sm:arl Loue is quiCke, an"'dg"reat Loue doth amaze: 
They are amaz'd, but .12!! with reason armed, Q eyes, deares of me~ow are you charmedJ 
1 musickes] F; musicks Ql-3. 1 loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 
Loue 
[loue]: 
2 sencelesse] F; senseles Ql-3. 2 moue:] F, Q2; H ; Q1, Q3. 3 
daunc'd,] F; daunst Ql-3. 3 Theban] F; Thebane Ql-3. 3 walles] 
" 
F; walls Ql-3. 3 build] F; builde Ql-3. 4 cadence] F, Ql, Q3; 
cad ens Q2. 4 tunes,] F; ... Ql-3. 4 Amphyons] F; Amphions 
A 
Ql-3. 4 lyre] F; Lyre Ql-3. 5 leastwise] F; least wise Ql-3. 
5 bringeth:] F; Q3; .... Ql-2. 6 S] F, Ql-2; 0 Q3. 6 singeth.] 
F, Q2; ... , Ql, Q3. 7 sweet'n] F; sweeten 'U-3. 7 shepheard] 
F; ShepheardsQl-3. 8 daintie] F; omitted Ql-3. 9 Mayd] F; 
maide Ql-3. 10 his light was her eyes] F; her eyes were his 
light Ql-3. lOnight:] F, Ql-2; H' Q3. 11 heau'n] F; heauen 
Ql-3. 11 I trow] F; (I trow) Ql-3. 11 refineth:] F; H. Ql..;3. 
12 beasts] F; Beasts Ql-3. 12 S] F, Ql-2; 0 Q3. 12 birds] F; 
Birds, Ql-3. 12 looke,] F; ... Ql-3. 12 Loue,] F; "" ; Ql-3. 12 
lo,] F; for Ql-3. 13 birds, beasts] F; beasts, birds Ql-3. 
13 and] F, Q3; & Ql-2. 13 and] F, Q2-3; & Ql. 13 Loue] F; 
1,11 
loue Ql-3. 14 proue,] F, Ql, Q5; -. Q2. 15 do] F; doo Ql-3. 
15 gaze,] F; -'; Ql, Q3; ,..: Q2. 16 Know,] F; ,.. Ql-3. 
'" 
16 small] F, Q2-3; smal Ql. 16 quicke] F; quick Q,l-3. 
16 amaze:] F; Q2; -; Ql, Q3. 18 eyes] F, Q2-3; eies Ql. 
18 S] F; 0 Ql-3. 18 charmedJ] F; ... ? Ql-3. 
YOUNG (1958, 70) "The attitude toward Stella in this sonnet [83] 
--possessive, sensual, ironic, and highly individual--is at 
one extreme. 1'he attitude in the Third Song, which follows 
it, is at the other. Like the First Song, the Third is in 
blason form, a ritual celebration. It presents, in ascending 
order, Stella's great powers over the inanimate world ••• 
the animal world • • • and finally over the world of men. 
This hierarchy of hearing, sight, and reason comprises the 
threefold charm of beauty to which Neoplatonic love is limited. 
'Love regards as its end the enjoyment of beauty; beauty per-
tains only to the mind, sight, and hearing. Love, therefore, 
is limited to these three, but desire which rises from the 
other senses is called, not love, but lust or madness.'" 
1 Orpheus. Said to move rocks and trees by the strains of his 
lyre. 
4 Amphyons. Thebes was said to have been built when huge 
blocks of stone formed themselves into walls at the sound of 
A.111phion 's lyre. 
4 WILSON (1931, 177) "I have relieved Sidney of a shocking 
fe.lse quantity by omitting which before Amphion. He scans it 
correctly in. Sonnet LXVIII." See Grosart's explanation in the 
note on sonnet 78. 
7 sheuheard. GROSART (1877, 157) "better and more usual than 
''s,' 2 qu." . 
7 brood. WILSON (1931, 177) " = breed, tf Sidney to Hatton 
October 17th, 1581, 1hee is in deede a good honest fellowe, 
accordinge to the broode of that nation,' and Spenser 
The virgin .borne of heavenly broode." 
8 daintie. GROSART (1877, 157) 11 2 qu. badly drop this word. 
The construction is--to make a dull lizard taste, &c." 
7-12 GROSART (1877, 157-158) "'This story, and such-like, 
give great colour of truth to that which Democritus reporteth, 
namely, Thoas in Arcadia saued his life by means of a dragon. 
This Thoas being but a very childe, had loued this drag?n 
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when he was but young, very well, and nourished him; but at 
last, being somewhat fearfull of his nature, and not well 
knowing his qualities, and fearing withal the bignes that now 
he was growne vnto, had carried him into the mountains and 
deserts; wherein it fortuned that he was afterward set vpon 
and invironed by theeves, whereupon he cried out, and the 
dragon knowing his voice, came forth and~escued him.' Hol-
land's Pliny, N. H. 1. viii. c. 17: cf. AElian. 1. vi. c. 63. 
'As her eyes were his light,' 2 qu.: better than 'As his 
lightwas her eyes.' "~'"There hapned a marvellous example a-
bout the city Sestos of an Egle; for which in those parts 
there goes a great name of an egle, and highly is she honored 
there. A yong maid had brought vp a yong egle by hand: the 
egle ag&in to requite her kindnes would first, when she was 
but little, flie abroad a birding, and euer bring part of 
that shee had gotten vnto her said nurse. In processe of 
time bein.g grown .bigger and stronger, would set vpon wild 
beasts also in the forrest, and furnish her,yong mistresse 
continually with store of venison. At length it fortuned that 
the damosell died; and when her funere.ll fire was set a burn-
ing, the·egle flew into the mids of it, and there was consumed 
into ashes with the corps of the said virgin. For which cause, 
and in memoriall thereof, the inhabitants of Sestos and the 
parts there adjoyning, erected in that very place a stately 
monument, such as they call Heroum, dedicated in the name of 
Jupiter and the virgin, for that the egle is a bird consecrated 
vnto that god. t Pliny, N. H. 1. x. c. -5." 
POLLARD {1888~ 211) "The allusions in this stanza are to two 
stories in Pliny's Natural History, the first of a certain 
Thoas in Arcadia, who was rescued from robbers by a dragon 
which he had nurtured; the second of an eagle which a maid 
of Sestos had brought up, ana which, after providing her with 
venison during her life, flew into her funeral fi:c·e, and was 
there consumed." 
WILSON (1931, 177) "The two stories are to be found in Pliny, 
Hist. Nat. VIII, 61, and X, 18. 11 
12 lo. GROSART (1877, 158) "preferable to 'for,' 2 qu." 
16 quicke = lively. 
36 
Stella, whence doth this new assault arise, 
A conquerd golden {yoldeh] ra.nsackt heart.to winne? 
Whereto long since through my long battred eyes, 
Whole armies of thy beauties entred in. 
And there long since, Loue thy Lieutenant lies, 
My forces razde, thy banners raisd within: 
Of conquest, do not these effects suffice, 
But wilt now warre vpon thine owne begin? 
With so sweete voice, and by sweete Nature so 
In sweetest strength, so sweetly skild withall, 
In all sweete stratagems, sweete Arte can show, 
That not my soula, which at thy foot did fall, 
Long since forc'd by thy beames, but stone nor tree 
By Sences priuiledge, can scape from thee • 
. 
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1 this] F; these Ql-3. 1 new] F; newe Ql-3. 1 assault] 
F; assaults Ql-3. 2 conquerd] F; ,.. , Ql-3. 2 golden] F; yeeld-
ing,Ql-3. 2 heart] F; hart Ql-3. 2 winne] F; win Ql-3. 
3 since] F; ... , Ql-3. 4 armies] F; Armies Ql-3. 4 thy] F; thi 
Ql-3. 4 in.] F; .... , Ql-3. 5 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 5 Lieutenant] 
F; Lieuetenant Ql-3. 5 lies] F; lyes Ql-3. 6 razde] F; raztd 
Ql-3. 6 raisd] F; rais 'd Ql-3. 6 within:] F; ,.. ; Ql, Q3; ,.. " Q2. 
7 conquest,] F1 Q2; ... _ Ql, Q3. 7 do not] F; what doe Ql, Q3; 
what do Q2. 7 suffice] F; Q3; suffise Ql-2. 8 now] F; new 
Ql-3. 8 vpon] F; vppon Ql-3. 8 begin?] F; ... , Ql-3. 9 sweete] 
F; sweet Ql-3. 9 voice] F; voyce Ql-3. 9 sweete] F; sweet Ql-3. 
9 Nature] F; nature Ql-3. 9 so) F; ... , Ql-3. 11 sweete] F; 
sweet Ql-3. 11 stratagems,) F• ,.. Ql-3. 
' " 
11 sweete] F, Ql, Q3; 
sweet Q2. 11 Arte] F, Ql, Q3; Art Q2. 11 show,] F; shew: Ql-3. 
12 sou.le,] F; ,.. " Ql-3. 12 foot] F, Q2; foote Ql, Q3. 12 fall,] F; 
;;.. "Ql-3. 13 since) F, Q2; sithence Ql, Q3. 13 forc'd] F; forst 
Ql-3. 13 beames,] F; N; Ql-3. 14 Sences] F; sences Ql-3. 
14 priuildege,] F; ·;." Ql-3. 
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RUBEL (1941, 208-209) indicates that this is, rhetorically, 
one of Sidney's more complex sonnets, employing erotema (1. 2), 
~ (1. 3), syllepsis (1. 5), antanaclasis; antitheton (1. 
6), euanalepsis; plo(i (1. 9), traductio (1. lO), syllepsis 
(1. ll), eplphonema • 13). . 
2 golden [yolden]. GROSART (1877, 53) adopts the Ql-2 reading 
~eelding, "as 'golden' of A and A 1613 seems to be the same 
ind of mistake as 'giers' for 'years' (Q 1 and A) in Sonnet 
xxi. 1. 6. Cf. also 'this held' (Q 1 and Q 2) for 'though 
gald,' later A: Sonnet xcviii. 1. 7." 
POLLARD ( 1888, 194) "Yolden. --1. e., the old past participle 
of yield, restored here for the misprint 'golden' of the folio, 
and in preference to yeelding of the Qs., which does not agree 
with 1 conquer'd' and 'ransackt. '" Wilson follows Pollard, as 
does the present editor. Hart follows Grosart. OED: yolden = 
surrendered, esp. of surrendering a military position or forces 
to an enemy. 
5 there. POLLARD (1888, 194) "It seems better, on the whole, 
to connect these two lines with those that follow, by t.s.king 
'there' as used for 'where,' than to carry on the sense from 
'where to' of 1. 3." 
6 forces. WILSON (1931, 168) emends to fortress. "Q2. and B. 
both read forces, but you cannot raze forces, or raise banners 
within them. Forces may very likely have been a· slip of the 
nen in the autograph. 
That a poet may stumble in transcribing his own verses is 
illustrated by the case of Keats who in copying 'Bright star' 
into his Shakespeare transposed two words and spoilt they rhyme." 
But the banners are within his heart, and razde (OED)= destroyed. 
6 GROSART (1877, 53) "All the editions agree in[.] after 'in' 
(1. 4), but 2 qu. have no stop after 'within' (Ql doesJ] (1. 
6) = thy banners of conquest, while A punctuates within: = 
effects of conquest. A continuation of the clause into the 
first part of the next line is frequent in these sonnets, and 
the 'what' of 2 qu. (1. 7) favours the view that Sidney meant 
banners of conquest, and the plural 'assaults' (1. 1) and 
'new' (1. 8) seem to apnrove their readings of this sonnet. 
Accordingly I accept 'these assaults' for 'this assault' A 
and A 1613): 'doth' = from what 'doth' arrive these new assaults. 
I read in 1. 7 'do not, ' else there would be for these sonnets 
the unusual foot /Of conquest/, and besides, without 'not' 
(as in Ql and Q2) the clause is meaningless." 
9 GROSART (1877, 54) ''The sense is at first sight obscure. 
The construction is, with so sweet voice and by sweet Nature 
[formed] so [i.e. so sweet] in sweetest strength. On the sup-
position that-there is an ellipse, 'and by sweet Nature [formed] 
so [sweet] in sweetest strength' we have tautology, albeit 
not uncharacteristic lingering over 'sweet.'" 
11 GROS.ART "(1877, 54) "The punctuation has been hitherto 
ruined by the lavish use of commas. 'With •••• strength' 
is a clause telling what Nature did: 'so sweetly •••• show' 
is a clause telling what Art has done. I have punctuated 
accordingly." 
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13 but. GROSART (1877, 54) "This is supposed to contain 
the negative expressed above and' afterwards, and to be equal 
to 'but not' or 'but now. 111 
37 
My mouth doth water, and my breast doth swell, 
My tongue doth itch, my thoughts in labour be: 
Listen then Lordings with good eare to me, 
For of my life I must a riddle tell. 
Toward Auroras Court a Nymph doth dwell, 
Rich in all beauties which mans eye can see: 
Beauties so farre from reach of words, that we 
Abase her praise, saying she doth excell: 
Rich in the treasure of deseru'd renowne, 
Rich in the riches of a royall hart, 
Rich in those gifts which giue th'eternall crowne; 
Who though most rich in these and euerie part, 
Which make the patents of true worldly blisse, 
Hath no misfortune, but that Rich she is. 
Entire sonnet omitted in .9J:, Q2, and Q3. 
GROSART (1877, 1) "much too early placed in the series." 
POLLARD (1888, 194) "This sonnet, like the Bleventh Song 
and part of the Eighth, first appeared in the 1598 folio." 
:ll6 
BOURNE (1891, 240, 243) "More poetry and neater punning [than, 
in sonnet 24] were in another of 5idney's sonnets. 
"Another point should be mentioned. There are many passages 
in 'Astrophel and Stella' which, in so far as they refer, even 
in fun or jest, to the married 'nymph' who, rich in all beau-
ties of mind and heart as well as of body, 'hath no misfortune 
but that Rich she is,' are hardly in good taste when judged 
by modern standards. But there was nothing that could be con-
sidered in the least indelicate by those who first read them, 
provided they were read simply as inventions, designed to com-
pliment in fictitious terms the lady whom, both before and 
after marriage, Sidney elected to be his patroness in the tilt-
yard, for whom he evidently had honest liking, and whose suf-
ferings as a wife may well have aroused in him tender sympathy 
and respectful homage." 
WARREN (1936, 124) "It is to one of these additional poems 
(Sonnet XXXVII) that we owe the personal interpretation which, 
almost by general consent, has been put upon the sequence. It 
is quite possible that the poem was omitted from the first edi-
tion, since that edition was pirated from a manuscript copy in 
the possession of one of Philip's friends; and if the construc-
tion we put upon it is correct, Philip is hardly likely to have 
included so revealing a sonnet in any distributed copies." 
WILSON (1950, 179-180) "The clue to the story is given by a 
sonnet, which was not circulated by Sidney, but appears for 
the first time in the folio edition. [Sonnet 37 is quoted 
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in full.] This leaves no doubt that the Mira of Philisides 
and the Stella of Astrophel is that Penelope Devereux to 
whom as a child Sidney had sent verses from Holland, for 
whose entertainment he had written a pastoral dialogue played 
at Wilton. 'l'he emotional crisis of the sequence is her be~ 
trothal to Lord Rich." 
YOUNG (1958, 22, 31, 52) "In the Rich sonnets ••• the lover 
identifies himself with the convention as a world of love 
threatened by an inimical reality beyond it. • • • It is on 
a theme that fascinates the· Petrarchan poet, the paradox of 
love ( '0 dilettoso male') ex-oressed in the conventional form 
of a blason of the lady as 'dolce nemica. ' 
Sidney follows the conventional pattern to the extent that 
he describes Stella as a kind of secular divinity--'Rich in 
those sifts which give th'eternal crowne' and 'the patents 
of true worldly blisse'; her 'flaw,' however, is not that she 
is proud or hard of hear-t, but 'that Rich she is.' There is 
no question here of a 'dolce nemica'; it is more than a way 
of putting it, in a worn-out poetical fashion: the enemy is 
the husband, in itself a rarity in Petrarchan noetry, and 
he is therefore 'real, ' in the sense that he has an objective 
dramatic existence independent of the lover. But even more, 
he is a nroper name, Lord Rich; the purged and circumscribed 
isolation of the Petrarchan lovers opens on what, in this 
poem, is the dark world of actual fact. 
"The exordium of Sonnet 37 [ll. 1-2] ••• suggests the 
apologia of the satirist. 
"The dramatic sequel of the discovery in Sonnet 33 is the 
riddle sonnet, 37. It comes as the third in a series of 
blasons celebrating Stella's transcendent powers, but it 
breal.cs the blason form with the identification of Rich in the 
last line." · 
HART (1959, 160) "This sonnet apneared for the first time in 
the Folio of 1598. It has doubtless been excluded from the 
earlier editions because of its transparent references to 
Stella's husband, Lord Rich." 
3 Lordings. OED: 1589 Puttenham English Poesie: Such termes 
are vsed to be giuen ••• for a kind of contempt, as when we 
say Lording for Lord. 
5 Toward Auroras Court. WILSO~ (1931, 168) "i.e. Essex. 
Penelope's mot~er as Countess of Leicester had a house at 
Wanstead in Essex; Lord Rich's estates were at Leighs in the 
same county." Hart repeats this information. 
5 Nymph. HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates this term is 
a common Petrarchan one: "Die Geliebte eine Nymphe." 
13 natents. OED: documents conrerring some ~rivilege, right, 
office. 
9-14 HASSELI0JSS (1927, 42) suggests the puns upon the name 
Rich are comparable to Petrarch's Laura-lauro. 
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This night while sleepe begins with heauy wings 
To hatch mine eyes, and that vnbitted thought 
Doth fall to stray, and my chiefe powres are brought 
To leaue the scepter of all subiect things. 
The first that straight my fancies error brings 
Vnto my mind, is Stellas image, wrought 
By Loues owne selfe, but with so curious drought, 
That she, me thinks, not onely shines but sings. 
I start, looke, hearke, but what in closde vp sence 
Was held, in opend sense it flies away, 
Leauing me nought but wailing eloquence: 
I seeing better sights in sights decay, 
Cald it anew, and wooed sleepe againe: 
But him her host that vnkind guest had slaine. 
1 This] F, Q2; Thus Ql, Q3. 1 begins] F; N, Ql-3. 
1 heauy] F; heauie Ql-3. 2 hatch] F; close Ql-3. 2 that] 
F, Ql, Q3; the Q2. 2 vnbitted] F, Q2; my·troubled Ql, Q3. 
3 powres] F; powers Ql-3. 4 things.] F; N, Ql-3. 5 error] 
F; errour Ql-3. 6 mind] F; minde Ql-3. 6 image] F; Image 
Ql-3. 7 Loues] F; Loues Ql-3. 7 drought] F; draught Ql-3. 
8 she,] F; N~ Ql-3. 8 thinks,] F; thinks~ Ql, Q3; thinkesA 
Q2. 8 sings.] F;N: Ql-3. 9 looke, hearke,] F; looke, harke, 
Q2; looke hart, harke, Ql,Q3. 9 in closde] F; inclos'd Ql-3. 
10 held,] F, Q3; helde, Ql; helde~ Q2. 10 opend] F; open Ql-
3. 10 sense] F; view Ql, Q3; sence Q2. 10 flies] F; flyes 
Ql-3. 11 wailing] F; wayling Ql-3. 11 eloquence:] F; N. Ql-
3. 12 better] F; bitter Ql, Q3; Better Q2. 12 sights¥ F; 
sighes Ql-3. 13 Cald it] F, Ql, Q3; Conclude Q2. 13 anew] F, 
Ql, Q3; a new Q2. 13 wooed] F; woed Ql-3. 13 sleepe] F; 
Sleepe Ql-3. 13 againe:] F; N' Ql-3. 14 host] F; hoast Ql-3. 
14 that] F, Q2; her Ql, Q3. 
OSBORN (1932, 52) "Le sonnet XXXVIII de Sidney res~,emble de 
tr~s pr~s au sonnet XIV de l'Olive de Du Bellay, du moins 
pour ce qui concerne la forme et la dispdsition des idees, 
mais il differe d'avec lui par sa chastete, sa discretion 
et nar 1 1 absence d 1 images concretes. Sidney a opere par 
la un changement qui est caracteristique de sa race." 
~ hatch. OED: close (from the closing of a door with a 
hatch 6r half door}. 
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GROSART (1877, 55) " = shut or close--it is 'close' in 2 qu. 
2 that. GROSART (1877, 55) "For 'that' (A and A 1613) 2 qu. 
read 1 the 1--the former far better= while that, because it 
separates 'his thought' from the extraneous power 'sleep, r 
while 'the' rather connects them. Cf. also 'my chief powres, r 
which is also against 'the.'" 
2 vnbitted. OED: unbridled, unrestrained. 
5 error. OED: the action of roaming or wandering. 
9-10 GROSART (1877, 56) " = was held in the closed-up senses. 
2 qu. misread 'inclos'd-up, 1 which is not English; nor does 
it give sense in this passage~" 
10 ooend. GROSART (1877, 56) "2 qu. 'open': the former al-
most de~anded by 'clos 1d 1 ; and Sidney is speaking of awakened, 
i.e. opened sense, not of open sense. There are at least 
seven instances of the omission of a final d in the transcript 
of these poems, and several where d has been wrongly added." 
12 sights decay. GROSART, (1877, 56) 11 2 qu. 'sighes '--the 
latter a mistake. He says that in sight's decay, i.e. in 
sleep, he sees better sights, that is Stella's image~ than 
when awake." 
POLLARD (1888, 194) "Qs.: 'sighs, 1 with other misnrints in 
this sonnet." 
13 Cald it anew. GROSART (1877, 56) "'conclude anew, 1 Q2. 
Probably variations like 'close' and 'hatch'; but 'conclude' 
= shut up [my lids] is strange and harsh, and so probably 
thought Sidney after the novelty of the change waR over, for 
A (as A 1613), which in this sonnet agrees ever~where else 
with Q 2 against Q 1, here returns to the reading of the 
latter, 1 Cald.' 
"Q 2, 'a new'--only one of the old ways of writing 1anew, 1 
like 'a bed' for 'abed.'" 
HART ' ( 1959, 160) it "refers back to 1 Stella's image 1 in 1. 6. 11 
39 
Come sleepe, S sleepe, the certaine knot of peace, 
The baiting place of wit, the balme of woe, 
The poore mans wealth, the prisoners release, 
Th'indifferent Iudge betweene the high and low; 
With shield of proofe shield me from out the prease 
Of those fierce darts, dispaire at me doth throw: 
0 make in me those ciuill warres to cease; 
I will good tribute pay if thou do so. 
Take thou of me smooth pillowes, sweetest bed, 
A chamber deafe to noise, and blind to light: 
A rosie garland, and a wearie hed: 
And if these things, as be!ng thine by right, 
Moue not thy heauy grace, thou shalt in me 
Liuelier then else-where Stellas image see. 
l21 
1 sleepe] F; Sleepe Ql-3. 1 S] F, Ql-2; 0 QP. 1 sleepe] 
F; Sleepe Ql-3. 2 baiting] F; bathing Ql-3. 2 wit] F; wits 
Ql-3. 3 pris~ners] F; prysoners Ql-3. 4 Th'indifferent] F; 
The indifferent Ql-3. 4 high] F, Q2; hie Ql, QP. 4 low;] F; 
lowe, Ql-3. 5 shield] F, Q2; shielde Ql, Q3. 5 proofe] F; 
"' ~ Ql-3. 5 shield] F, Q2; shielde Ql, QP. 5 prease] F; presse 
Ql-3. 6 those] F; these Ql-3. 6 darts] F, Q2; dartes Ql, Q3. 
6 dispaire] F; Dispayre Ql, QP; Dispaire Q2. 6 throw:] F; ~; 
Ql-3. 7 cease;] F; ~: Ql-3. 8 tribute] F; trybute Ql-3. 
8 do] F, Q2; doe Ql, QP. 8 so] F, Q2-3; soe Ql. 10 to] F; of 
Ql-3. 10 noise] F; noyse Ql-3. 10 blind] F; blinde Ql-3. 
10 to] F; of Ql-3. 10 light:] F; ... , Ql-3. 11 hed:] F; head. 
Ql-3. 12 things,] F; H A Ql-3. 12 as] F; (as Ql-3. 12 by] F; 
in Ql-3. 12 right,] F; ;., ) " Ql-3. 13 Moue] F, Q2; Mooue Ql, QP. 
13 heauy] F; heauie Ql-3. 13 me] F, Q3; mee Ql-2. 14 Liuelier] 
F; (Liuelier Ql-3. 14 then] F, Ql, QP; than Q2. 14 else-where] 
F; els) rare Ql, Q3; els where Q2. 14 image] F; Image Ql-3. 
SYMONDS (1899, 124) "From the midst of this group shine 
forth, like stars, two sonnets of pure but of very dif-
ferent lustre: [sonnets 39 and 41 quoted in .full]. 11 
WILSON (1950, 185-186) "Astrouhel has recorded his dreams 
of Stella i!l exquisite verse-·· [sonnet 39 quoted in full]. 11 
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YOUNG (1958, 53) "Like Sonnet 31 this is a highly successful 
tre2tment of thoroughly conventional material; and as before, 
the lover first universalizes his situation--associating 
himself with all of suffering mankind, longing for release--
then makes the particular apnlication, here by :'leans of the 
personal appeal. 1be success of the poem is to a large ex-
tent the result of sheer technical skill, not just in the 
various phonetic devices but in the way the whole structure 
is arranged, moving from the slow, repetitive definition, 
the incantatory invocation, of the octave to the sudden, in-
tensely sensory evocation of the sestet." · 
1 knot. WILSON (1931, 169) "to be taken as the correlative 
to knit = the place where peace frayed by day is knitted up 
again. cf Macbeth, II, 2: 
Sleep that knits ~ ~- ravell 'd sleeve of care." 
2 baiting. OED: stopping at an inn to rest, to make a brief 
stay or sojourn •. 
GROSART ( 1877, 57) 11 ~ qu. erroneously read 'bathing'; = re-
freshinr:<: ulace. 11 
POLLARD-- (l888, 195) "Qs.: 'bathing-ulace.' Both readings 
denote 'refreshment,·, though o.f different kinQ.s." 
2 wit. GROSART ( 1877, 57) 11 2 qu. reao 1wi ts' ::: v,;itty men." 
4 Th'. GROSART (1877, 57) "The variations 'Th'' 'The, 1 are 
mere scribes' carelessnesses." 
1-4 RUBEL (1941, 207) indicates these lines contain an in-
stance of asyndeton, which she defines (p. 280) as a "series 
of phrase~, short clauses, or short sentences in parallel 
construction and without conjunctions." 
5 of proofe-. OE~: proved or tested, prease = press. 
6 those. GROSART (1877, 57) "2 qu. 'these'; but 'those' 
more agrees w~th the sense, and is required by 'those civil 
warrs, ' 1. 7. 11 
7 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed 
here is a common Petrarchan one: "Die Geliebte .f'lihrt Krieg 
ge gen ihn." 
10 to. GROSART (1877, 57) "I take 1of 1 as more Sidneian, from 
Q 1 and Q 2, and think 1 to •••• to,' the Countess's or Editor's 
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improvements. So too 1 in' ( 1. 12) for 'by. '" 
1-10 BOAS ·( 1955, 139-14()') "ln· d.ines that have. in themselves a 
somnolent rhythm he. seeks refuge from his anguish in sleep." 
11 rosie garland. GROSART (1877, 58) "'rosie garland, 1 
as the garland of silence (sub rosa)--a pun that would 
have delighted Thomas Fuller;-and Charles Lamb if he had 
noticed it. For a curious instance of the same use of 
'rose' for 'silence,' see H.S. •s address prefixed to the 
Arcadia." ' 
POLLARD (1888, 195) "Cupid, it is said, dedicated the rose 
to Harpocrates, the ~od of silence, as a reward for his 
assistance in the intrigues of Venus. The rose is thus tne 
emblem of silence, hence the appropriateness of the adjec-
tive." 
14 GROSART ( 1877, 58) "Q 1 has 'rare Stella' s·t--an early 
reading, altered probably because it required a11 awkward 
elision, Stella's image." 
9-14 WARREN (1936, 131-132) "They [the sonnets] can lull 
with the anodyne of words as only the Elizabethan knew how 
to make them--as in the famous invocation to Slee~ (lines 
9-14 quotedJ." 
40 
As good to write as for to lie and grone, 
0 Stella deare, how much thy power hath wrought, 
That hast my mind, none of the basest, brought 
My still kept course, while other[s] sleepe to mGne. 
Alas, if from the height of Vertues throne, 
Thou canst vo"uchsafe the influence of a thought 
Vpon a wretch, that long thy grace hath sought; 
Weigh then how I by thee am ouerthrowne: 
And then, thinke thus, although thy beautie be 
Made manifest by such a victorie, 
Yet noblest Conquerours do wreckes auoid. 
Since then thou hast so farre subdued me, 
That in my heart I offer still to thee, 
0 do not let thy Temple be destroyd. 
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1 write] F; -, Ql-3. 1 grone] F; groane Ql-3. 2 deare] 
F; deere Ql-3. 2 thy] F; thy Ql-3. 3 mind,] F; minde~ Ql-3. 
3 none] F; now Ql-3. 3 basest,] F; "'"' Ql-3. 3 brought] F; -, 
Ql-3. 4 course,] F; ... "' Ql-3. 4 other] F; others Ql-3. 
4 mone.] F;-·moane; Ql-3. 5 Alas,] F; "'" Ql-3. 5 fr~m] F, Q2; 
thou, Ql, Q3. 5 height] F, Ql-2; hight Q3. 5 throne] F; 
throane Ql-3. 6 Thou canst] F, Q2; ·Canst but Ql, Q3. 6 thought] 
F; -, Ql-3. 7 wretch,] F; "' 4 Ql-3. 7 that] F; which Ql-3. 
7 thy] F; thy Ql-3. 7 sought;] F; -, Ql-3. 8 Weigh] F; Way 
Ql-3. 8 how I by thee] F, Q2; by thee how I Ql, Q3. 8 ouer-
throwne:] F; "'; Q.l-3. 9 then,] F; ... "' Ql-3. 9 thy] F; thy Ql-3. 
10 manifest] F; ... , Ql-3. 11 Conquero~rs] F; Conquerers Ql-3. 
11 do] F; doe Ql-3. 11 wreckes] F; wreaks Ql, QP; wreake Q2. 
11 auoid.] F; auoide; Ql-3. 12 thou] F; thou Ql-3. 13 heart] 
F; hart Ql-3. 13 thee) F; thee Ql-3. 14 do] F; doe Ql-3. 
14 destroyd] F; destroide Ql-3. 
GROSART (1877, l) "self-evidently misplaced" in the series. 
SYMONDS (1899, 123-124) "He prays to her, as to a 6eity 
raised high above the stress and tempest of his vigilant 
desires~ [lines 5-8 quoted]. It is here, too, that the 
pathetic outcry, 'my mind, now of the basest,' now (that 
is) of the lowest and most humbled, is 'forced from him." 
2 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed 
in this and the following lines is a common Petrarchan one: 
"Die ungluckliche Liebe stort dem Dichter Rube und Schlaf." 
3 That. GROSART (1877, 58.) "A [F] has 'Thou.' I accept 
'That.'" [One wonders about Grosart's copy of the 1598 
folio, or about his accuracy. All copies of this edition 
which the present editor has seen--more than a dozen to 
date--read-- That.] · 
3 none. GROSART (1877, 58) "I:ra.2 qu. there is the.very 
remarkable reading of •nowe,' which I adopt. Granted that 
'w' is a cow~on error for 'n'; granted also that a mind may 
be wrecked while becoming base is quite a different thing. 
But is no~ this 'different thing' just what we long for a 
recognition of by Sidney in the conditions under which these 
Sonnets were composed? Is 'nowe' not that sharp cry of 
mingled penitence and fascination one would wish to hear'?" 
POLLARD (1888, 195) "The Qs. unite in the reading, 'Now of' 
the basest,' which agrees with much in the tone of this son-
net. But with the reading of the folio we may compare son-
net XIV.: 'Desire doth plunge my well-f'ormed soul ev'n in 
the mire,' etc., and this is exactly the case in which it 
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is dangerous to depart from the authority of the best edition. 
It is open, however, to anyone to believe that Sidney himself 
wrote 'now, ' and that the sisterly affection of the Countess 
of Pembroke is responsible for our reading." 
WILSON (1931, 169)."riow.of the basest: an obvious misprint, 
as in XII, 2, which, .however, some Editors have taken seri· 
uusly." ~ · 
' 2-4 MONTGOMERY (1961) "And his concern for his own mental 
state remains uppermost in Sonnet 40, for Stella has managed 
to reach his 1Jride·. [lines 2-4 quoted]." 
5-6 POLLARD (1888, 195) "Q. 1 had the excellent alternative 
reading [for these lines]." 
7 HASS~LKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the self-condemnation 
here is typically Petrarchan: "Der Dichter nennt sich ein 
elendes Wesen." 
11 wreckes. OETI: vengeance; revenge. 
GROSART (1877, 59) "Q 1 and A and A 1613 agree in s. There 
is in this sonnet no question of Stella revenging herself 
or having cause for revenge; but he speaks in previous lines 
of the 'wreck' he is becoming, ano (in 1. 14) asks her not 
to destroy that which is her temple, viz. himself. Perhaps 
one of the most noticeable of these sonnets autobiographically." 
Grosart also indicates .that he accepts the folio reading 
noble, although again the question arises of either his copy 
or his accuracy. All collated copies of this edition read 
noblest. 
POLLARD (1888, 196) refers to "the attractive reading 'wreake' 
(i.e. wanton vengeance) for 'wreckes. '" 
41 
Hauing this day my horse, my hand, my launce 
Guided so well, that I obtain'd the prize, 
Both by the iudgement of the English eyes, 
And of some sent from that sweet enemie Fraunce. [ ] 
' 
Horsemen my skill in horsmanship aduaunce: 
Towne-folkes my strength, a daintier iudge applies 
His praise to sleight, which from good vse doth rise: 
Some luckie wits. impute it but to chaunce: 
Others, because of both sides I do take 
My bloud from them, who did excell in this, 
Thinke Nature me a man of armes did make. 
How farre they shot awrie? the true cause is, 
Stella lookt on, and from her hau 1nly face 
Sent forth the beames, which made so faire my race. 
1 day] F· ... , ' Ql-3. 1 launce] F; Launce Ql-3. 2 ob-
tain'd] F; obtaind Ql-3. 3 iudgement] F, Ql, Q3; iudgment 
4 some] F, Ql, Q3; sum.e Q2. 4 from] F, Q2; by Ql, Q3. 
4 enemie] F; erunie Ql-3. 4 Fraunce.] F; Fraunce, Ql-3. 
5 Horsemen] F; Horsmen Ql-3. 5 horsmanship] F, Ql, Q3; 
hormanship Q2. 5 aduaunce:] F; aduaunce, Ql, Q3; aduaune, 
12'7 
Q2. 
Q2. 
6 Towne-folkes] F; Towne folke Ql-3. 6 strength,] F; "': Ql-3. 
6 iudge] F; Iudge Ql-3. 7 sleight] F; slight Ql-2; flight Q3. 
8 wits] F; H, Ql-3. 9 of] F;- from Ql-3. 9 do] F; doe Ql-3. 
10 b1oud] F; blood, Ql.-2; blood" Q;3. 10 them,] F; ,.." Ql-3. 
10 who] F; that Ql-3. 10 did] F; doe Ql-3. 11 of] F; at Ql-
3. 11 armes] F; Armes Ql-3. 12 shot] F; shoote Q1, Q3; shoot 
Q2. 12 awrie.?'] F; awry; Ql-2; away? Q3. 12 true] F, Ql-2; 
truth Q3. 13 hau'nly] F; heauenly Ql-3. 13 face] F; ,.. , Ql-3. 
14 my] F; a Ql-3. 
ARBER (18'7'7, 4'79) "If any·date in the series of Sonnets can 
be fixed with certainty, this jousting on May 1581, is that 
referred to in the following one, and therefore establishes 
the presence thereat of the Lady PENELOPE DEVEREUX." 
GROSART (18'7'7, 1, lvii-lviii) "self-evidently" misplaced in 
the series. 
"Sonnet xli. is a very noticeable one chronologically. 
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On Whit-Monday 15th May 1581, after hasty but great prepara-
tions, a gorgeous tournament was held by and before Queen 
Elizabeth, in honour of the French Ambassadors who had arrived 
to treat of her marriage with the Duke of Anj-ou. Sidney was 
one of the challengers who attacked the fortress in which 
Queen Elizabeth, as the Queen and Virgin BEauty, was enthroned." 
Grosart acknowledges that the sonnet may not refer to this 
time and event but, "it is most probable that the Sonnet does 
refer to it; for had Sidney been vanquished, then he would 
hardly boast of those F'rench and English having been spectators, 
and awarders of the minor prize of some ordinary tilting, the 
very mention of which has not come down to us." 
POLLARD (1888, 196) "The mention of •some sent from that sweet 
enemie France' makes it nrobable that this sonnet was composed 
during the visit of the lt'rench Embassage sent to arrange the 
marriage of Anjou and Elizabeth; i.e., between April 15 and 
August, 1581, and probably nearer-the former of these dates, 
as on May 15th and .16th, Sidney, with the three other 'Children 
of Desire,' was seriously discomfited in the great tourneying 
before the Queen, and would hardly have been writing then on 
this theme." 
BOURNE (1891, 236-23'7) ''Worsted, as one of the l<'our Foster 
Children of Desire, in the battle for possession of the For-
tress of Perfect Beauty on the 15th and 16th of May, Sidney 
may have triumphed in one or more of the separate encounters 
that occupied him on the second of the two days. Or it may 
have been, and probably it was, after some other contest of 
a like kind, during the weeks given up by the English Court 
to the entertainment of the F'rench ambassadors, that he wrote 
the following sonnet [sonnet 42 quoted in full]. 
This sonnet is perhaps more autobiographically accurate 
than any of the others in 'Astrophel and Stella.' We may 
accept as a precise record of fact Sidney's statement that 
one day while the French ambassadors were in London he took 
the prize in the tilt-yard and pleased himself by imagining 
that his success was due, not to his skill or strength, to 
training or to chance, but to the ardour roused by Stella's 
smile. By the courtly exaggeration in which he here indulged 
we can measure the significance of other sonnets containing 
far more extravagance of phrase and far more affectation of 
earnestness." . 
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SYMONDS (1899, 110-111) "Sonnet 24, 35, and 37 clearly allude 
to Stella's married name. Sonnet 41, the famous 'Having this 
day my horse, my hand, my lance,' may refer to Sidney's as-· 
sault upon the Castle of Perfect Beauty; but since he was 
worsted in that mimic siege, this seems doubtful. The men-
tion of 'that sweet enemy F'rance' might lead us equally well 
to assign it to the period of Anjou's visit. In either case, 
the date would be after Stella's betrothal to Lord Ltich." 
WILSON (1931~ 169) "This probably refers to one of the tilts 
given for the entertainment of the French commissioners who 
were in London between the middle of April and August 1581. 
It does not suit the snectacle of the Foster Children of De-
sire given at Whitsuntide, which was arranged to conclude 
with the defeat of ~idney and his party." 
MYRICK (1935, 312) "In the well-known forty-first sonnet Sid-
ney finds the true cause for his victory in the tiltyard is 
that 
Stella lookt on, and from her heavenly face, 
Sent forth her beames. 
If Sidney loved her as Launcelot loved Guinevere, doubtless 
he meant this chivalric language to be taken literally. To 
me it seems but a graceful compliment." 
WILSON (19n0, 185) "They are seeing one another constantly 
at Court. Astrophel in the tilt-yard is inspired by the 
sight of Stella looking on: or shall we say that Penelope 
Devereux, the betrothed, if not yet the wife of Lord Rich, 
is present at the Whitsuntide tournament, held in honour of 
the Anjou marriage embassy, when Philip ~idney distinguished 
himself?" 
YOUNG (1958, 16, 54) "In method this sonnet resembles some 
of the attacks on conventional poetry •. Tae.conceit at the 
end, on which the poem turns, gives another version of Stella's 
inspirational powers. T:he manners of the poets are replaced 
by the manner~ of the contemporary society, its members busy 
with their opinions, each opin~on faithfully reflecting the 
type, all wrong. The detail of the poem creates a powerful 
sense of audience, the !Jresence of a concrete, emphatically 
solid background. Some of the solidity, however, seems to be 
more than dramatic. Astrophel talks almost as if he were 
Philip Sidney. The fourth line seems to refer to the French 
envoys who were in England • • • to arrange a marriage between 
Elizabeth and the Duke of Anjou. Sidney we know was involved 
in the various tournaments arranged for their entertainment. 
He was also involved in the actual question of the ~arriage 
and earned the Queen's displeasure by vigorously opposing it. 
The Petrarchan phrase, 'that sweet enemie Fraunce,' seems to 
be a witty and ironic allusion to the purpose of the French 
mission." 
"After the intensity of Sonnets 31 through 40 there is a 
diminuendo as Astrophel seems to recover sufficiently from 
his melancholy to return to the world. In Sonnet 41 • • • 
the dark night seems to be over; action replaces the stasis 
of the preceding poems, and the audience of horsemen, town-
folk, wits, and so forth ends the lover's isolation." 
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HART (1959, 160) "The whole sonnet probably refers to the 
tilts given in London in the summer of 1581 to entertain the 
French commissioners, who had come to negotiate the :'Tiarriage 
of Elizabeth and the Duke of Anjou." 
9 of. GROSART (1877, 60) "'of' (A and A 1613) implies, and 
in that day still more implied, relationship, as in offspring; 
besides, the double 'from' (Q 1 and Q 2) is awkward; 'from 
both sides he took his blood from them. J" --
9 both sides. WILSON (1931, 169) "Both Sidney's father and 
grandfather and his uncle, Leicester, hac been distinguished 
in their youth in the tilt-yard." 
HART (1959, 166) "Sidney had ancesto..:•s on both sides of his 
family who had distinguished themselves in the tilt-yard." 
11 of. GROSART (1877, 60) "I take 'at' (Q 1 and Q 2) rather 
than 'of' (A and A 1613), because 1at 1 is our present form, 
and both were then used." All subsequent editors prefer the 
1'oli6 reading lJastead, except Drinkwater. 
14 my. GROSART (1$77, 60) "'~' (A and A 1613)--sunerior to 
'a ' ( Q 1 and Q 2 ) • " 
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0 eyes, which do the Spheares of beautie moue, 
Whose beames be ioyes, whose ioyes all vertues be, 
Who while they make Loue conquer, conquer Loue, 
The schooles where Venus hath learn'd Chastitie. 
0 eyes, where humble lookes most glorious proue, 
Only lou'd Tyrants, lust in cruelty, 
Do not, a do not from POOre me remoue, 
Keepe still my Zenith, euer shine on me. 
For though I neuer see them, but straight wayes 
My life forgets to nourish languisht sprites; 
Yet still on me, S eyes, dart downe your rayes: 
And if from Maiestie of sacred lights, 
Oppressing mortall sense, my death proceed, 
Wrackes Triumphs be, which Loue (high set) doth breed. 
1 eyes] F; Eyes Ql-3. 1 do] F; doe Ql-3. 1 Spheares] 
F; Spheres Ql-3. 2 be} F; all Ql-3. 2 be,] F ..... ' . Ql-3. 
3 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 3 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 4 schooles] F; 
Schooles Ql-3. 4 learn 1d] F; learnd Ql-3. 4 Chastitie.] F; 
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"'; Ql-2; ... : Q3. 6 Only] F; Onely Ql-3• 6 lou'd Tyrants, lust 
in] F; loued tyrants" lust in Q2; loue tasting of your Ql, Q3. 
6 cruelty,] F; crueltie. Q1 ... 3;- 7 Do,not, a do not] F; Doe not, 
doe not, Ql-3. 7 from poore me] F; from poore me, Q2; from me, 
poore me, Ql, Q3. 7 remoue ] F, .Ql, Q3; once remoue Q2. 8 me. ] 
F; -; Ql-3. 9 though] F, Q2; thoughts Ql, Q3. 9 I] F, Q2; 
eye Ql·, Q3. 9 see] F, Q2; sees Ql, Q3. 9 wayes] F; wales Ql-
2; wayes: Q3. 10 sprites;] F; sprights: Ql-3. 11 me, e eyes,] 
F; me"(~ eyes)~·Ql-2; me" (0 eyes)" Q3. 11 rayes:] F; -; Ql-3. 
12 lights,] F; Lights" Ql-3. 13 sense] F; sence Ql-3. 13 pro-
ceed,] F; proceede: Ql-3. 14 Wrackes] F; Wrecke~.Ql-3. 
14 Triumphs] F; tryumphs Ql-3. 14 be] F; best Ql-3. 14 Loue] 
F; Loue Ql-3. 14 (high set)] F; hie set Ql-3. 
MONTGOMERY (1961, 42) "Justification for the address is fur-
nished by the commonplace notion that the eyes, both in love 
and in other kinds of experience, are the most important of 
the senses, the means through which the intelligence and the 
passions can react to what happens outside the self; thus 
they had a special value for the Petrarchan lover, and con-
ceits based on them are far from rare. Here, the background 
of convention makes the role of the eyes as symbolic of the 
lady herself perfectly normal, even though Sidney adds a 
number of disparate images. It is worth mentioning, also, 
that the links between these images are extremely tenuous 
(for instance, 'conquer' and 1 schooles' seem far apart, and 
the reader is nerhaps meant to supply the concept of authority 
to relate them); a form of logical ellipsis apnears to be at 
work, lending the poem something of a 'metaphysical' flavor. 
More obviously, however, the form of the discourse is based 
on a series of epithets describin.:r the lady herself, over-
stating her beauty, chastity, and humility, with definition 
of the meaning and effects of these qualities a complicating 
factor." 
2 beames be. GROSART (1877, 61) "Q 1 and Q 2 'all'--at first 
an attractive reading: but if the 'beames' be 'all' joys, 
then the joys cannot be all virtues, or virtuous." 
6 Tyrants. GROSART (1877, 61) alone of all the editors adopts 
the spelling tyrans, indicating [incorrectly] that this is the 
folio spelling, and adding "It is to be noted that in A, where 
the spelling, on the whole, has been carefully attended to, 
'tyrant' is invariably, as in Ben Jonson, and in agreement 
with its derivation, 'tyran,' and plural •tyrans.' We may 
take this therefore to have been Sidney's own spelling." 
6 POLLARD (1888, 196) finds the Ql reading for this line 
"very attractive"--but he does not adopt it. 
8 Keepe still my Zenith. WILSON (1931, 169) " = remain fixed 
above me." Hart repeats this explanation. 
14 Wrackes. OED: downfalls ruins. 
14 be. GROSART (1877, 61) ~2 qu. ree.d stupidly 'best. '" 
43 
Faire eyes, sweet lips, deare heart, that foolish I 
Could hope by Cupids helpe on you to pray; 
Since to himselfe he doth your gifts apply, 
As his maine force, choise sport, and easefull stay. 
For when he will see who dare him gainesay, 
Then with those eyes he lookes, lo by and by 
Each soule.doth at Loues feet his weapons lay, 
Glad if for her he giue them leaue to die. 
When he will play, then in her lips he is, 
Where blushing red, that Loues selfe them doth loue, 
With either lip he doth the other kisse: 
But when he will for quiets sake remoue 
From all the world, her heart is then his rom·e, 
Where well he knowes, no man to him can come. 
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1 deare] F; deere Ql-3. 1 heart] F; hart Ql-3. 2 helpe] 
F' Q3; -, Ql-2. 2 pray;] F;- : Ql-3. 4 choise] F; chiefe Ql-3. 
5 gainesay] F, Ql, Q3; gainsay Q2. 6 those] F, Ql-2; these Q3. 
6 lo] F; loe Ql-3. 6 by] F; -, Ql-3. 7 Loues] F; Loues Ql-3. 
7 feet] F; feete Ql-3. 8 her] F; her Ql-3. 9 her] F; her Ql-2; 
hir Q3. 9 he is] F, Q2; his eye Ql, Q3 • 10 Loues] F; Loues 
Ql-3. . 10 them] F, Ql-2; then Q3. 10 doth] F; doe Ql, Q3; do 
Q2. 11 kisse:] F; -. 
' 
Ql-3. 13 her] F; her Ql-3. 13 heart] F; 
hart Ql-3. 13 rome,] F; roome: Ql-3. 
1~4 
YOUNG (1958, 54) "Sonnet 43, which it seems to me appropriate 
to consider as concluding the first section of the sequence, 
summarizes the dramatic development to this point. • • • This 
is an allegory of the sort with which the sequence began, but 
Cuuid has changed sides; the heart that was impregnable to 
him is now his refuge •••• The melancholy of Sonnets 31-40 
lingers here, then, but it is qualified by a kind ofwry ac-
ceptance, an acknowledg·~ent of the ironies of the lover 1 s 
situation. He is looking back on his earlier attitude, re-
calling his performance in such allegorical sonnets as 11 and 
12. The urouriety of the allegorical form here is that it 
suggests the comparison, expressing, nerhaps, Astrophel's 
rueful awareness of the difference between performing the 
conventional exercise and feeling the conventional situation 
as a reality." -
2 Both Grosart and Pollard point out that ~ = prey. 
4 choise. GROSART {1877, 62) "2 qu. 'chief 1 --a third instance 
of this change, showing it to be intentional." 
6 by and by. GROSART {1877, 62) =·instantly. 
WILSON {1931, 169) " = at once, still the most common meaning 
in SiQ~ey's time; though the modern use was beginning to oust 
it; cl' the development of presentli·" 
10 doth. GROSART (1877, 62) "2 qu. 1 doe. 1 As in Donne and 
other MSS., there is a constant yet inconstant interchange 
of 'doth' and 'doe.' A and A 1613 almost always correct in 
this." 
13 rome. GROSART (1877, 62) ·:w ··place. 
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My words I know do well set forth my mind, 
My mind bemones his sense of inward smart; 
Such smart may pitie claime of any hart, 
Her heart~ sweete heart, is of no Tygres kind: 
And yet she heares, and yet no nitie I find; 
But more I erie, lesse grace she doth impart, 
Alas, what cause is there so ouerthwart, 
That Noblenesse it selfe makes thus vnkind? 
I much do guesse, yet find no truth saue this, 
That when the breath of my complaints doth tuch 
Those daintie dores vnto the Court of blisse, 
The heau'nly nature of that place is such, 
That once come there, the sobs of mine annoyes 
Are metamorphosd straight to tunes of ioyes. 
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1 do] F; doe Ql-3. 1 set] F; Q2; sette Ql, Q3. 1 mind] 
F; minde Ql-3. 2 mind] F; N' Ql-3. 2 sense] F; sence Ql-3. 
2 smart;] F; -: Ql-3. 3 pitie] F; pittie Ql-3. 3 hart,] F; 
-; Ql-3. 4 Her] F; Her Ql-3. 4 heart] F; hart Ql-3. 4 heart] 
F;.hart Ql-3. 4 Tygres] F; Tygers Ql, Q3; Tygets Q2. 4 kind:] 
F; kinde, Ql-3. 5 And] F, Ql, Q3; Aud Q2. 5 she] F; she Ql-3. 
5 yet no pitie I] F; I no pittie Ql-3. 5 find;] F; finde, Ql-3. 
6 erie] F; cry Ql-3. 6 she] F; she Ql-3. 6 impart,] F; -; Ql-
3. 8 Noblenesse] F; Noblenes Ql-3. 8 unkind] F; unkinde Ql-3. 
9 do] F; doe Ql-3. 9 guesse] F; gesse Ql-3. 9 find] F; finde 
Ql-3. 9 saue] F, Q2; but Ql, Q3. 10 com9laints] F, Ql, Q3; 
complaint Q2. 10 doth] F; doe Ql-3. 10 tuch] F; touch Ql-3. 
11 dores] F; doores Ql-3. 11 blisse] F; Blisse Ql-3. 
12 heau'nly] F; heauenly Q2. 12 such,] F; -: Q2. Entire line 
omitted Q1 and Q3. 13 mine] F; my Ql-3. 13 annoyes] F; -, Ql-3. 
14 metamorphosd] F; metamorphos 1 d Ql-3. 14 ioyes.] Fl Ql-2; N' Q3. 
YOUNG (1958, 56) "The emphasis, that is to 'say, has shifted 
from the poet-lover to the lady, and the poem ends on a new 
note, the 'tunes of joyesl~ • • • It seems to announce a 
shift in the direction of the sequence, the beginning of a 
new movement in which the lady's 'virtue,' her metamorphic 
power to transform the lover, is felt in a new way." 
5 And yet. GROSART (1877, 63) "The repetition of 1 and yet' 
is in the true mannerism of the time, and hence is "9referable 
to 'And yet •••• and,' it being understood that there is 
an elision at 'pitie 1 I.' Cf. Sonnet lvii. 1. 5, &c. The 
'yet' is used in double sense; the firs.t 1yet' being as often 
= 'still' or continually, the second= 1 st111 1 or up to this 
time." 
7 ouerthwart. GROSART (1877, 63) "= opposite, cross." 
OED: adverse; perverse. 
10 complaints. GROSART (1877, 63) "Better than 'complaint' 
of 2 qu. cr. 11. 6, 13, 14." 
45 
Stella oft sees the verie face of wo 
Painted in my beclowded stormie face: 
But cannot skill to pitie my'disgrace, 
Not though thereof the cause her selfe she know: 
Yet hearing late a fable·, which did show 
Of Louers neuer knowne, a grieuous case, 
Pitie thereof gate in her breast such place, 
That from that sea deriu'd teares spring did flow. 
Alas, if Fancy drawne by imag'd things, 
Though false, yet with free scope more grace doth breed 
Then seruants wracke, where new doubts honor brings; 
Then thinke my deare, that you in me do reed 
Of Louers ruine some sad Tragedie: 
I am not I, pitie the tale of me. 
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1 verie] F, Q2; very Ql, QP. 1 wo] F; woes Ql-3. 2 be-
clowded] F, Q2; bewrinckled Ql, Q3. 3 pitie] F; pittie Ql-3. 
3 disgrace,] F; -; Ql-3. 4 Not] F; No Ql-3. 4 thereof the 
cause] F, Q2; the cause heereof Ql, Q3. 4 her selfe] F; her-
selfe Ql, QP; her selfe Q2. 4 she] F; she Ql, Q3; shee Q2. 
4 know:] F; knowes. Ql-3. 5 hearing] F, Q2; Hermes Ql, Q3. 
5 late] F, Q2; ~, Ql, Q3. 5 fable,] F; Fable 4 Ql, Q3; fable 4 
Q2. 5 which] F, Q2; who Ql, Q3. 5 show] F; -, Ql-3. 6 a 
grieuous case,] F; ~a grieuous case)A Q2; (a pittious case)4 
Ql, QP. 7 Pitie] F; Pittie Ql-3. 7 gate] F; got Ql-3. 
7 her] F; her Ql-3. 8 Ql, Q2, and ~ read: As from her eyes, 
a Spring of teares did flow. 9 Fancy] F; Fancie Ql-3. 
9 drawne) F; Ql-2; drowne Q3. 9 imag 1d) F; fained Ql, Q3; 
ymag'd Q2. 10 scope) F, Q2; store Ql, Q3. 10 breed) F; 
breede Ql-2; breede, Q3. 11 seruants) F; Seruants Ql-3. 
11 wracke] F; wreck Ql-3. 11 doubts] F·, Q2; doubt Ql, Q3. 
ll brings;] F; bringes, Ql, Q3; brings, Q2. 12 'l'hen] F'; 
Than Ql-3. 12 deare] F; Deere Ql-3. 12 -you in me] F; 
in me you Ql-3. 12 do] F; doe Ql-3. 12 reed] F; reede 
Ql-3. 13 sad] F, Ql, Q3; thrise sad Q2. 13 Tragedie] F, 
Q3; Tragaedie Ql-2. 14 I am not I] F, Q2; And if not me 
Ql, Q3. 14 pitie] F; pittie Ql-3. 
POLLARD (1888, 197) "In this sonnet Q. 1 has a whole series 
of earlier readings. • • • Two other readings deserve spe-
cial mention; viz., 1. 8, 'As from her eyes a spring of 
teares did flow'; and l. 14, 'And if not me, pittie the tale 
of me.' On the other hand, the version of 1. 5, 'Yet Hermes 
late a fable, who did show, 1 is quite unintelligible." 
YOUNG (1958, 8-9, 27, 56) "Stella, like the conventional 
poets, is accused of indulging a passion that is purely 
literary, a fiction. Her sentimental susceptibility to love 
in fiction as opposed to Astrophel, love in fact, is a ver-
sion of the tynical schizophrenia--the Venus and Diana--of 
the conventional Petrarchan mistress. Astrophel's response 
to this phenomenon is to extend the parody of Sonnet 74 be-
yond the manner to the mimetic principle itself. If Art 
( 1 imag 1d things/ Though false') is more. persuasive than 
Nature, then let Nature imitate Art: 'I am not I, pitie the 
tale of me.'" 
Astrophel is described as adopting in this sonnet the 
"role of the na'!f, or ingenu." 
l3B 
"The actual transformation is from the despair of the 
earlier sonnets to the amusement of this one, from the pros-
trate victim pleading for mercy--'0 do not let thy Temp1A be 
destroyd '--to the parodist, playing the role of ingthru. •.•.•• 
It is in part Astrophel's previous behavior that is being 
parodies here: his 'grievous case' now seems no more than a 
tale." 
1 wo. GROSART (1877, 64) "Better than 'woes' (2 qu.) as 
in a 'man of woe.'" 
3 skill. OED: with inf.: To know how to do something. 
WILSON (1931, 169) "a curious use. Sidney has apparently 
taken the imnersonal it skil~not =it makes no difference, 
and invented- a persona! sense = will not take-rrouble. The 
ordinary meaning = know how to does not fit." 
HART (1959, 160) "an impersonal fo:rm, 'it skills not•--it 
makes no difference, here used personally--'Stells. cannot be 
bothered to pity me.'" 
4 know. GROSART (1877, 64) "'know:' again better than 
'knows, 1 as being more grammatiCarly correct. Besides the 
's' form does not rhyme, as it must do, with 11. 5-8, see-
ing there is no instance throughout these sonnets of there 
being more than two rhymes in the first ei~ht lines. The 
'No' of 2 qu. for 'not' is a mistake, due to the 1t' of the 
next word, and A and A 1613 return to Q 1, reading 'Not.'" 
8 GROSART (1877, 64) "In this sonnet Q 1 is clearly the earli-
er, and A and A 1613 change in 1. 8 'That from that sea de-
riv'd tears suring did flow!· ••• decisively shows the latter 
to be the later, the new image being according to the then 
philosophy of the rise of springs by 'privie ways in the earth 
from the ocean.'" 
WILSON (1931, 170) "It is noteworthy that this reading [Q2] 
was restored in the folio of 1655. 11 
9 Alas, if Fancy. WILSON (1931, 170) " = if fiction working 
freely has more effect on you than a true story involving the 
additional complication between love and honour." 
HART (1959, 160-161) "It would be a pity if fiction produced 
by the free workings of the imagination had ~ore effect on 
yo'J. th~n the true story of my ruin, which involves the further 
complication between love and honour." 'OED: imag'd;::: conceived. 
10 scope. OED: reach or range of mental activity. 
12 you in me. GROSART (1877, 65) indicates this is the 
correct reading because "an emphasis is thrown on the 'me,' 
which points out that he would be considered as the sad trag-
edy." 
12 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates this and the following 
lines contain a typically Petrarchan idea: "Der Dichter bittet 
urn Mitleid." 
13 sad. GROSART (1877, 65) "I could not resist the temptation 
of the epithet here 'thrise' from Q2. Against it is the earli-
er Q 1, and A and A 1613 return to the earlier. Still the very 
inevitable elongation in reading seems the more to tell of the 
'sad tragedy. '" All succeeding editors resist this temptation. 
46 
I curst thee oft, I pitie now thy case, 
Blind-hitting boy, since she that thee and me 
Rules with a becke, so tyrannizeth thee, 
That thou must want or food, or dwelling place. 
For she protests to banish thee her face, 
Her face? 0 Loue, a Rogue thou then shouldst bel 
If Loue learn6Jnot alone to loue and see, 
Without desire to feed of further grace. 
Alas poore wag, that now a scheller art 
To such a schoole-mistresse, whose lessons new 
Thou needs must misse, and so thou needs must smart. 
Yet Deare, let me his pardon get of you, 
So long (though he from booke myche to desire) 
Till without fewell you can make hot fire. 
1 curst] F; Curst Ql-3. 1 pitie] F; pittie Ql-3. 
2 Blind-hitting] F; Blinde hitting Ql, Q3; Blind hitting Q2. 
2 boy] F; Boy Ql-3. 2 she] F; shee Ql-2; she Q3. 3 tyran-
nizeth] F; tyranniseth Ql~3. 4 food,] F; foode~ Ql-3. 
4 place.] F;-; Ql-3. 5 she] F; she Ql, Q3; Shee Q2. 
5 banish] F, Q2; bannish Ql, Q3. 5 her] F; her Ql-3. 
5 face,] F; ... • Ql-3. 6 Her] F; Her Ql-3. , 6 face?] F; face" 
Ql-3 •. 6 0 Loue,] F; (6 Loue) 4 Ql-2; (0 Loue)" Q3. 6 Rogue} 
F; roge Ql-2; rogue Q3. 6 thou then shouldst] F; thou then 
should•st Q2; then should'st thou Ql, Q3. 6 bel] F; bee, 
Ql-2; be, Q3. 7 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 8 feed] F; feede Ql-3. 
9 wag] F; wagge Ql-3. 9 scheller] F; Scholler Ql-3. 
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10 schoole-mistresse] F; Schoo1e-mistris Ql-3. 11 needs] F; 
needes Ql-3. 11 needs] F; needes Ql-3. 11 smart.] F; ... ; Ql-3. 
12 Deare] F; deere Ql-2; deare Q3. 12 his] F; this Ql-3. 
12 you] F; you Ql-3. 13 (though] F; though Q2. 13 myche] F; 
mich Q2. 13 desire)] F; desire, Q2. Ql and Q3 read: That 
he so long may sport him with desire, 14 fewell] F; Fuell, 
Ql-3. 14 you] F; thou Ql-3. 14 hot] F; hote Ql-3. 
YOUNG (1958, 28-29, 56-57) "In Sonnet 46, though the treat- · 
ment of Stella has ••• irony, the use of persona appears 
in a somewhat more complicated form. • • • The complication 
is produced by the presence of the Anacreontic Cupid between 
the lover and the lady. Cupid represents her beauty; and 
therefore her attempts to be tyrannical, to banish him, are 
delightfully futile. But he is also a projection of the 
lover's own desire; as he is characterized ••• he is a kind 
of surrogate persona, who performs the conventional role, 
smarting under the rod, while the speaker looks on sympatheti-
cally. The essential irony of the poem lies just in this 
urbane detachment, in the role of the observer, interested 
but not involved." 
ttsonnet 46 • • • is an allegory in which her beauty is 
celebrated by the presence of Cupid, her coldness deplored 
by having him banished. But to Astrophel contemplating her 
from a new point of view, the douce adversaire the allegory 
usually involves is a eource of urbane amusement; she can 
no more banish her beauty than she can banish his love. With 
ironic detachment he points out the impossibility and makes 
frank acknowledgment of desire for the first time in the se-
quence. • • • Astrophel is not distinguishing here between 
beauty and a cold, cold heart, but between what he considers 
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a pose, an affectation of the coy and conventional mistress, 
and the nature of the real woman. The pose he mocks; the 
woman he appeals to on the basis of good sense and good humor •. 
His detachment is for the benefit of the coy mistress, but 
there is an effect of familiarity, perhaps intimacy, with the 
woman, suggesting that he feels (as conventional lovers never 
do) that her intractability is not permanent; it is subject 
to will, and he expects it to be changed. Such an attitude 
obviously imnlies a confidence that is new in the sequence." 
3 becke. OED: the slightest indication of will or cormnand. 
5-6 RUBi:L (1941, 206) ind ica'tes :that these two lines contain 
an example of ar.l.ad:iplosis', .the· repetition of a word or 1phrase 
at the end.o.f a ·Ifne ·at the beginning· of the ·next 'liri~·1;- -
.. ; 
7 alone. POLLARD (1888, 197) "must be taken with the words 
that follow, ar.l.d .. in the sense 6f''only.' The meaning is, 'un-
less love learn to love and gaze without any further desire.'" 
11 misse. OED: fail to apprehend. 
13 long. GROSART (1877, 66) "He asks for Cupid's pardon un-
til &c. There is no kind of pardon mentioned, and therefore 
2 qu. are wrong in reading 'this pardon. ' 11 
13 myche. GROSART (1877, 66) " = to play truant: 1 to miche' 
is a modern error not in A texts." OED: = to play truant. 
POLLARD (1888, 197) 111 Myche 1 here may be rendered as 1to 
skulk off'; in ~lizabethan English it is usually coupled 
with the word 'truant': cp. Euphues, ~~~at made the gods so 
often to trewant from heaven and mich here on earth?'" 
WILSON (1931, 170) " = nlay truant. The sense is 'you must 
treat the lover's lapses into desire as inevitable, and 
therefore pardonable. 111 
F..ART ( 1959, 161) "play truant. The sense here is: 'you must 
forgive the lover's lapses into desire.'" 
14 you. GROSART (1877, 66) 111 Thou 1 of 2 qu. disagrees with 
1you' of 1. 12, and requires 'can'st.'" 
47 
~hat haue I thus betrayed my libertie? 
Can those blacke beames such burning markes engraue 
In my free side? or am I borne a slaue, 
1Nhose necke becom.es such yoke of tyranny? 
Or want I sense to feele my miserie? 
Or snrite, disdaine of such disdaine to haue? 
Who for long faith, tho dayly helpe I craue, 
May get no almes but scorne of beggerie. 
Vertue awake, Beautie but beautie is, 
I may, I must, I can, I will, I do 
Leaue following that, which it is gaine to misse. 
Let her do [go]= :soft, but here:she ·comes, go to, 
Vnkind, I loue you not: 0 me, that eye 
Doth make my heart giue to my tongue the lie. 
1 What] F; .... , Ql-3. 1 betrayed] F; betraide Ql-3. 
1 libertie?] F; ,.. , Ql-3. 2 blacke] F, Ql, Q3; black Q2. 
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2 beames] F;,.,, Ql-3. 2 markes] F, Ql, Q3; marks Q2. 3 side?] 
F;,., , Ql-3. 4 tyranny] F; tyrannie Ql-3. 5 sense] F; sence 
Ql-3. 5 miserie?] F; ... , Ql-3. 6 sprite,] F; spirit, Ql-2; 
spirit 4 Q3. 6 haue?] F; ... , Ql-3. 7 faith,] F; "' 4 Ql-3. 7 tho] 
F; some Ql, Q3; the Q2. 7 dayly helpe I] F; gentle pittie Ql, 
Q3; daily helpe I Q2. 8 May] F, Q2; Yet Ql; Yee Q3. 8 almes] 
F; ,.. , Ql-3. 9 Beautie] F; beautie Ql-3. 9 is,] F • - • 
' ' 
Ql-3. 
10 do] F; doe Ql-3. 11 that,] F; "'"' Ql-3. 11 misse.] F; ... , 
Ql'!"3. 12 do] F; goe Ql-3. 12 here] F'· 
' 
there Ql-3. 12 go] F; 
goe Ql-3. 13 Vnkind,] F; ... 4 Q1-·3. 13 you] F; ,., ' Ql-3. 13 not:] 
F; 
,., ' Ql-3. 13 0 me,] F; (woe me) 4 Ql, Q3; (0 mee)"' Q2. 
13 eye] F, Q2; I Ql, Q3. 14 Doth] F, Q2; Must Ql, Q3. 14 heart] 
F; hart Ql-3. 14 giue to] F, Q2; thus glue Ql, Q3. 14 the] F, 
Ql, Q3; a Q2. 14 lie] F, Q3; lye Q1-2. 
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POLLARD (1888, 198) "Compare with the whole tone of this son-
net the admonition of Musidorus to Pyrocles in Arcadia, Book 
I.: 'Remember, for I know you know it, that if we will be 
men, the reasonable part of our soul is to have absolute com-
mandment; against which, if any sensual weaknesse arise, we 
are to yield all our sound forces to the overthrowing of so 
unnatural a rebellion. ~~erein how can we want courage, since 
we are to deal with so weak an adversary, that in itself is 
nothing but weakness? Nay, we are to resolve thst if reason 
direct it, we must do it; and if we must do it, we will do it; 
for to say I cannot, is childish; and I will not, womanish.' 
The similarity of the last sentence to 1. 9 is remarkable." 
WILSON (1931, 170) "The remarkable similarity between the 
beginning and end of this sonnet and two passages of Hamlet 
can hardly be accidental. 
1 3.· cf 1 0 what a rogue and peasant slave am I.' II, 2. 
11 12-14-.- 'Soft you now~ The fair •••• I loved you not •••• 
Go to, I'll no more on 1 t.' III, 1. 11 
RUBEL (1941, 209-210) analyzes in detail the rhetorical basis 
of this sonnet: erotema (1. 1); dialysis (1. 3); homoeoteleuton 
(1. 5); ploce, hysteron proteron (1. 6); apostrophe, ~toce 
(1. 9); auxesis, asyndeton (1. lO); aposiopesis (1. 1 ; ~-
lepsis (l. 13). · 
YOUNG (1958, 23~24, 27, 57) "This is a Petrarchan meditation 
in which Astrophel contemplates himself in the wretched condi-
tion of the conventional lover and vows to cast off his chains. 
And it is a contemplation in the grand ~l'anner. The exaggera-
tion of the diction seems to be calculated and suggests that 
the speaker is aware of the rebel as of the slave, and that 
the rebel is even more the subject of tbe incredulous rhetoric. 
• • • The verve with which Astronhel plays his role is amusing 
because he is so thoroughly aware that it is a role. The point 
is that he is not a rebel at all, but a most willing lover: one 
who, far from sufforing bis condition, enjoys the contemplation 
of it. The shift from monologue to dialogue as he burst out, 
'Go to, Unkind, I love you not, ' and the sudden wrench in the 
last line, are managed with a dramatic effect that is surpris-
ing within the formal limits of a sonnet. It is almost a vir-
tuoso demonstration of the lyric attitude as gesture, as pos-
ture, as incipient act. The persuasive factor of the poem is 
not Stella's power, for that is entirely the lover's dramatic 
creation. It is rather this aualitv of attitude." 
Here again Astrophel plays -the "~ole of the na'if, or ingenu." 
"The impulse to parody carries over into Sonnet 47, where 
the subject is the conflict of Love and Virtue that was so pain-
ful in some of the earlier sonnets. The snecific reference 
seems to be the Platonic context of Sonnet- 5, 'true Beautie 
Vertue is indeed.' Here Astrophel purports to be in rebellion; 
'Vertue awake J ' he erie s, 'Beau tie but beau tie is' • • • and 
then makes a profound obeisance, demonstrating the true 'vir-
tue' of beauty, and involving them both in the parody." 
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MONTGOMERY (1961, 113-114) "Sonnet 47 is an urgent reassess-
ment of the cost of his devotion: [sonnet 47 quoted in full]. 
'That which it is geine to misse' effectively recalls the 
religiously informed skepticism of the earlier '!)Oems, while 
the shame and self-reproach of the octave are sufficient 
testimony of Astrophel's wounded self-esteem, and the need 
for 'almes' seems more than a demand for recognition. The 
·motive of physical possession is implicit and insistent, and 
although the idealistic tributes to Stella's beauty and vir-
tue reveal him still inclined to Platonic devotion, it is 
equivocated by the increasingly aggressive demands of his 
libido. Finally, we may recall that here in Sonnet 47 Sid-
ney's flexible style serves to translate this co~plex of 
warring impulses from a meditative to a dramatically immedi-
ate mode of presentation. Astrophel's comparatively detached 
perspicuity becomes involved in the crisis of the active will 
('Let her go') and retreats at the sign of sunerior force 
('That eye')." 
3 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates that the idea expressed 
here--"Der Dichter ist ein Sklave"--is a common Petrarchan 
one. 
7 tho. GROSART (1877, 67) "In 2 qu. misprinted 'the.'" 
11 misse. OED: fail to attain. 
12 do [go]. GROSART (1877, 67) "A and A 1613 misread 'do,' 
Probably from the nrevious 'do' and 'to. ' I adopt 2 qu." 
i2 here; GROSART ( 1877, 67) "'here' in Q 1 and A and A 1613, 
'there' in Q 2--the latter a repetition of the 't' of 'but.'" 
13 HASS:ELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates this accusation is a 
co111l'!lon Petrarchan one: "Der Dichter nennt sie [tne beloved] 
unfreundlich." 
14 giue to my tongue the lie. GROSART (1877, 67) adopts the 
reading to ~ive (in place of giue to) which he asserts [incor-
rectlyj IS rom Ql. All subsequenreditors retain the folio 
reading. Grosart is in agreement with them, however, ih re-
jecting the Q2 reading ~ lie. 
48 
Soules ioy, bend not those morning starres from me, 
Where Vertue is made strong by Beauties might, 
Where Loue is chastnesse, Paine doth learne delight, 
And Humblenesse growes one with Maiestie. 
~~at euer may ensue, a let me be 
Couartner of the riches of that sight: 
Let not mine eyes be hel-driu'n from that light: 
0 looke, a shine, a let me die and see. 
For though I oft my selfe of them bemone, 
That through my heart their beamie carts be gone: 
Vfuose curelesse wounds euen now most freshly bleed: 
Yet since my death-wound is already got, 
Deare Killer, spare not thy sweet cruell shot: 
A kind of grace it is to slay with speed. 
14E) 
2 Vertue] F; vertue Ql-3. 2 Beauties] F; beauties Ql-3. 
3 Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 3 chastnesse] F; chastnes Ql-3. 3 Paine. 
doth learne] F; paine doth learne Q2; scorning youthes Ql, Q3. 
4 Humblenesse] F; humblenes Ql-3. 4 growes one] F; growes on 
Q2; is linckt Ql, Q3. 4 Maiestie.] F; maiestie; Ql-3. 5 a] 
F; ah Ql, Q3; 0 Q2. 6 riches] F, Q3; ritches Ql-2. 7 eyes] 
F, Ql-2; eies Q3. 7 hel-driu'n] F; blinded Ql, Q3; driuen Q2. 
7 light:J F; H; Ql-3. 8 oJ F; oh Ql, Q3; a Q2. 8 SJ F, Q2; 
oh Ql, Q3. 8 a] F, Ql-2; 0 Q3. 8 see.] F; N' Ql-3. 10 heart] 
F; hart Ql-3. 10 their] F, Ql-2; there Q3. 10 gone:] F; N' 
Ql-3. 11 wounds] F, Q2; woundes Ql, Q3. 11 now] F; nowe Ql-3. 
11 bleed:] F; bleede; Ql-3. 12 death-wound] F; deaths wound 
Ql-3. 13 Deare] F; Deere Ql-3. 13 Killer] F'; killer Ql-3. 
' 
13 thy] F; thy Ql-3. 13 sweet] F; sweete Ql-3. 13 shot:] F; 
-, Ql-3. 14 kind] F; kinde Ql-3. 14 slay] F; kill Ql, QP; 
slaye Q2. 14 speed] F; sneede Ql-3. 
MYRICK (1935, 310) 11 The forty-eighth ••• begins in the 
language of reverent devotion which appears to justify 
John Addington Symonds [p. 123, 189~ edition] in taking 
it seriously' [lines 1-2 quoted]. The passion would seem 
real enough were it not for the three concluding lines. 
[These lines are quoted.] Sidney or Lady Rich must have 
been wonderfully lacking in humor to take this courtly 
speech for the language of the heErt. I susnect it is the 
modern critics who lack humor. By taking the sonnet too 
seriously, moreover, they have missed the finish and deft-
ness of Sidney's art. How could one beg more gracefully 
for a glance from a lady's eyes?" 
YOUNG (1958, 57) "The performance is continued in Sonnet 
14? 
48, which presents the consequence of rebellion. The lover 
now is in utter slavery, anpealing to his mistress for mercy. 
• • • Comparison of the two sonnets provides a good illus-
tration of the way Sidney exp~oits the force of context. 
Sonnet 42, while not a particularly solemn poem, is more or 
less conventional in effect; Sonnet 48, though the same type 
of poem, has almost the effect of burlesque. The difference 
results primarily from the function of the context, the fact 
that Sonnet 48 follows and seems to be a continuation of the 
mock ritual in 47." 
MONTGOIViERY (1961, 58) "Astrophel, from time to time, feels 
himself utterly engulfed by his attraction for ~tella. He 
sees all his 'good' in her (Sonnet 60), and in Sonnet 48 
brings together a full statement of the terms of his alle-
giance [lines 1-8 quoted]." 
7 hel-driu'n. GROSART (1877, 68) calls the ql variant 
blinded "inferior." 
12 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed 
here is a common Petrarchan one: "Die Geliebte hat den Tod 
des Dichters auf dem Gewissen." 
14 grace. OED: an instance or ~anifestation of favour. 
49 
I on my horse, and Loue on me doth trie 
Our horsmanships, while by strange worke I proue 
A horsman to my horse, a horse to Loue; 
And now mans wrongs in me poore beast descrie. 
The raine wherewith my Rider doth me tie, 
Are humbled thoughts, which bit of Reuerence moue, 
Curb'd in. with feare, but with guilt bosse aboue 
Of Hone, which makes it seeme faire to the eye. 
The Wand is Will, thou Fancie Saddle art, 
Girt fast by memoria, and while I spurre 
My horse, he spurres with sharpe desire my hart: 
He sits me fast, how euer I do sturre: 
And now hath made me to his hand so right, 
That in the Manage my selfe takes delight. 
1 on] F; On Ql-3. 1 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 2 horsman-
ships] F; horsmanship Ql-3. 2 by] F, Q2; two Ql, Q3. 
2 strange] F, Q2; strong Ql, Q3. 2 worke] F', Q2; works 
Ql, Q3. 2 proue] F; H' Ql-3. 3 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 4 des-
erie] F; discry Ql-2; descry Q3. 5 raine] F; raines Ql-3. 
5 my] F, Q2; the Ql, Q3. 5 Rider] F; ryder Ql-3. 5 tie.,] 
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F; .... "' Ql-3. 6 humbled] .F; reuerent Ql-3. 6 Reuerence] F; 
reuerence. 7 Curb'd] F; Curbde Ql-3. 7 guilt] F; gilt Ql-3. 
8 Hone] F; hope Ql-3. 8 eye.] F'; .... : Ql-3. 9 Wand] F; wande 
Ql-3. 9 Will] F; will Ql-3. 9 Fancie] F; fancie Ql-3. 
9 Saddle] F; sad.dle Ql-3. 10 memorie,] F; memory; Ql, Q3; 
memorie; Q2. 11 desire] F; desires Ql-2; desieres Q3. 
11 hart:] F; H, Ql-3. 12 fast,] F; - ~< Ql-3. 12 do] F; doe 
Ql-3. 12 sturre:] F; ~, Ql-3. 14 Manage] F; manage" Ql, Q3; 
manage, Q2. 14 my selfe] F, Q2; I my selfe Ql, Q3. ·14 takes 
delight] F; delight Ql, Q3; do take delight Q2. 
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1 doth. GROSART (1877, 68) "Agreeing with the nearer nomina-
tive, as in Latin." 
4 GROSART (1877, 68) "= the wrongs done by man I 'descrie' 
in me = myself." 
6 humbled. GROSART (1877, 69) "Better than 'reuerent' of 
2 qu." 
7 Curb 1 d. = checked; as an unruly horse is checked by a 
chain or strap fastened to the bit. 
7 guilt= gilt. 
9 Wand. OED: a stick or switch for urging on a horse. 
14 Manage. = menage. OED: The training, handling, and di- · 
rectingof a horse in its paces; a training to good paces. 
HART (1959, 161) "display of skilled horsemanship." 
50 
Stella, the fulnesse of my thoughts of thee 
Cannot be staid within my panting breast, 
But they do swell and strug~le forth of me, 
Till that in words thy figure be exprest. 
And yet as soone as they so formed be, 
According to my Lord Loues owne behest: 
With sad eyes I their weake proportion see, 
To portrait that which in this world is best. 
So that I cannot chuse but write my mind, 
And cannot chuse but put out what I write, 
~bile these poore babes their death in birth do find: 
And now my pen these lines had dashed quite, 
But that they stopt his furie from the same, 
Because their forefront bare sweet Stellas name. 
1 fulnesse] F; fulnes Ql-3. 1 of my thoughts 
F, Q2; cannot staled be Ql, Q3• 2 Cannot be staid] 
of 
F; 
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thee] 
Cannot be stayed Q2; Of hidden thoughts, Ql, Q3. 2 breast,] 
F; brest: Ql-3. 3 do] F, Q2; doe Ql, Q3. 4 exprest.] F; 
. 
... , Ql-2; ..., Q3. 5 so] F, Q2; thus Ql, Q3. 6 Loues] F; Loues 
Ql-3. 6 behest:] F; ... , Ql-3. 7 see,] F; .... Ql-3. 8 portrait] 
F; portract Ql-3. 8 that] F; what Ql-3. 8 which in] F; 
within Ql-3. 8 best] F, Q2; blest Ql, Q3. 9 mind) F; minde 
Ql-2; mynde Q3. 10 what) F, Q2; that Ql, Q3. 11 these) F; 
those Ql-3. 11 do] F; doe Ql-3. 11 find:] F; find; Ql-2; 
finde; Q3. 12 pen] F; penne Ql-3. 12 lines) F; lynes Ql-3. 
13 stopt] F; stop Ql-3. 13 same,] F; -: Ql-3. 14 forefront) 
F; fore-front Ql-3. 14 bare) F'; beares Ql-3. 
1-4 ARBER (1877, 489) refers to these lines as a noble des-
cription of Sidney's poems. 
8 portrait. WILSON (1931, 170) "for the verb cf Spenser 
To portrait Beautie's Queene. 
8 tha~ GROSART {1877, 69) "'what within,' 2 qu. indiffer-
ent, but text nerhaps stronger." 
8 best. POLLARD (1888, 199) "Q. 1 (wrongly) 'blest' for 
'best.'" 
10 Wilson·, reueated by Hart: nut out = cancel. 
11 these. GROSART {1877, 70) 11 2 qu. 'those' = sonnets of 
11. 9-10: hence 'these,' as in A and A 1613." 
14 bare. GROSART (1877, 70) "stopt ..... bare'; 2 qu. 'sto:e_ 
•••.• beares'; but 'had dashed' requires theformer." 
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Pardon mine eares, both I and they do nray, 
So may your tongue still fluently proceed, 
To them that do such entertainment need, 
So may you still haue somewhat new to say. 
On silly me do not the burthen lay, 
Of all the graue conceits your braine doth breed; 
But find some Hercules to beare, ins teed 
Of Atlas tyr'd, your wisedomes heau'nly sway. 
For me, while you discourse of courtly tides, 
Of cunning fishers in most troubled streames, 
Of strayin~ wayes, when valiant errour guides: 
Meane while my heart confers with Stellas beames, 
And is euen irkt that so sweet Comedie, 
By such vnsuted speech should hindred be. 
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1 do] F; doe Ql-3. 2 your] F; your Ql-3. 2 fluently] 
F; flauntingly Ql-2; flantingly Q3. 2 proceed] I<'; proceede 
Ql-3. 3 do] F; doe Ql-3. 3 entertainment] F; entertainments 
Ql-3. 3 need,] F; neede; Ql-3. 4 you] F; you Ql-3. 4 some-
what] F, Q2; something Ql, Q3. 4 say.] F; ....... Ql-3. 5 silly] 
F; sillie Ql-3. 5 me] F; ... , Ql-3. 5 do] F; doe Ql-3. 5 the] 
F; your Ql-3. 5 lay,] F; - ,. Ql-3. 6 conceits] F; conceipts 
Ql-3. 6 your] F; your Ql-3. 6 breed;] F; breede: Ql, Q3; 
breede; Q2. 7 Hercules] F; -, Ql-3. 7 beare,] F; - Ql-3 • 
..... 
7 in steed] F; (in steede Ql-3. 8 tyr'd,] F; tyrde) .... Ql-3. 
8 your] F; your Ql-3. 8 heau'nly) F; heauenly Ql-3. 8 sway.] 
F;-, Ql-3. 9 me,] F; .... " Ql-3. 9 tides] F; tydes Ql-3. 
10 cunning] F; cunningst Ql-3. 10 fishers] F; Fishers Ql-3. 
11 wayes,] F; waues .... Ql-3. 11 guides:] F, Q2; ... . 
' 
Ql-3. 
12 heart] F, Q3; hart Ql-2. 13 And is euen irkt that] F; And 
is euen woe that Q2; As nittie tis Ql' Q3. 13 so sweet Comedie,] 
F, Q2; so sweete a Come die Ql, Q3. 14 "Vtnsu ted] F, Q2; vnfitted 
Ql, Q3. 14 speech] F; ~, Ql-3. 14 hindred] F; hindered 
Ql-3. be.] F; ~, Ql-3. 
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YOUNG (1958, 32, 59) "In sonnet 51, the archetypal butt of 
social satire, False-Wit, Osric, the pretentious bore, in-
trudes on the lover's world. • • • Astrophel ironically 
renounces the heroic role so formidable an adversary requires, 
and declares himself the naif. 
"In Sonnet 51 he is fending off one of the busy wits who 
would disturb his concentration. • • • The form and procedure 
are very close to the sonnets on the same theme in the first 
section, but the satirical exorcism is performed more sharply 
and dramatically and involves an important difference. Astro-
phel seems to enjoy flapping this bug; the enthusiasm and 
vigor of the preceding sonnets are continued here. F'urther-
more, he turns back, not to the contemplation of his misery, 
but to a 'sweet comedie. '" 
2 fluently. GROSART (1877, 70) adopts flauntingly from Ql~ 
as it is '"preferable, as it introduces something cifferent 
from the 1new 1 of 1. 4. 11 
WILSON (1931, 171) who retains the folio reading points out 
that "Warner 158\:1 has fluent tongue, but fluently is not re-
corded ( O.E.D.) before 1613. n··-
5 silly. POLLARD (1888, 199) "In its old sense of 'innocent,' 
as in the Apolop;ie it is Bpulied to poetry." Hart also gives 
this definition. 
5 the. GROSART (1877, 70) 11 2 qu. 1your 1 wrongly." 
10 cunning. GROSART (1877, 71) adopts the Ql-2 reading cun-
ningst as "a better rePding decidedly than 'cunning,' ana-
later than A and A 1613. 11 All subsequent editors retain the 
folio reading. 
11 wayes. GROSART (1877, 71) "2 qu. misreac;l 1waues 1--a 
scribe's improvement, to be in (supposed) harmony with F'ishers, 
&c." 
11 valiant. OED: strong,firm. 
13 irkt. GROSART (1877, 71) adopts the Q2 reading woe, regard-
in the folio reading as inferior. 
52 
A strife is growne betweene Vertue and Loue, 
While each nretends that Stella must be his: 
Her eyes, her lips, her all, saith Loue do this, 
Since they do weare his badge, most firmely proue. 
But Vertue thus that title doth disproue, 
That Stella (S deare name) that Stella is 
That vertuous soule, sure heire:of hea~'nly blisse: 
Not this faire outside, which our hearts doth moue. 
And therefore, though her beautie and her grace 
Be Loues indeed, in Stellas selfe he may 
By no nretence claime any maner place. 
Well ~' since this demurre our sute doth stay, 
Let Vertue haue that Stellas selfe; yet thus, 
That Vertue but that body graunt to vs. 
1 strife] F; Strife Ql-3. 1 Vertue] F; Vertue Ql-3. 
1 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 2 pretends] F; ,..,, Ql-3. 2 must] F, 
may Ql, Q3. 3 Her] F, Q2; Her Ql, Q3. 3 her] F, Q2; her 
Ql, Q3. 3 her all, saith Loue do] F; her all, saith Loue 
Q2; Loue saith that he owes Ql, Q3. 4 do] F; doe Ql-3. 
4 proue.],.. ; Ql-3. 5 Vertue] F; Vertue Ql-3. 5 thus] F; 
Ql-3. 5 disnroue,] F; ~ • Ql-3. 6 Stella] F; ... , Ql-3. 6 
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Q2; 
doe 
,..,, 
8] 
F, Ql-2; 0 Q3. 6 de are] F; deere Ql-3. 6 is] F; ... , Ql-3 •. 
7 soule] F; Soule Ql-3. 7 heire] F; heyre Ql-3. 7 heau 1nly] 
F; heauenly Ql-3. 7 blisse] F; Blisse Ql-3. 8 hearts] F; 
hart Ql-2; heart Q3. 8 moue.] F; "'; Ql-3. 9 her] F; her Ql-3. 
9 beautie] F; beauty Ql-3. 9 her] F; her Ql-3. 9 grace] F; ... , 
Ql-3. 10 Loues] F; Loues Ql-3. 10 indeed] F; indeede Ql-3. 
11 maner] F; manner Ql-3. 12 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 12 demurre) 
F; Demurre Ql-3. 12 stay] F; staie Ql-3. 13 Vertue] F; Vertue 
Ql-3. 13 selfe;] F; "", Ql-3. 14 Vertue] F; Vertue Ql-3. 
POLLARD (1888, 199) "With the thought of this sonnet compare 
the trial of the faith of Argalus by ParthB~ia in ArGa~ia, 
Book I., and his ans'f, er to her, 'With whose beauty if I had 
only been in love I should be so with you, who have the same 
beauty; but it was Parthenia's self I loved and love, which 
as likeness can make one,' &c. The sonnet must of course be 
taken as Sidney's playful raillery of his own Platonic medi-
tations." 
RUBEL (1941, 206) indicates that the chief rhetorical figure 
of this sonnet is epanodos, whichshe defines (p. 283) as the 
"expansion of a statement by repeati~g each nart with ampli-
fication." 
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YOUNG (1958, 58-59) "It [desire] is aclmowledged again in 
Sonnet 52 with considerably more force and quite a different 
effect. • • • It is expressed in the last three lines with 
the blunt and dramatic intrusion of his personality into the 
'strife!; • • • The tone which resolves the 'strife' sug-
gests not a choice so much as a judgment of what 'that Stellas 
selfe' really is. But the criterion Astrophel depends upon 
keeps the element of choice in the poem: the determinant real-
ity is his feeling, his desire, because it is concrete. Op-
posed to it everything else becomes unreal or absurd." 
3 GR0'3ART (1877, 71) 11 2 qu. 'Loue saith that he owes' = owns, 
but A and A 1613 preferable." 
11 mane.r. GROSART (1877, 72) "An archaism very common in 
Batman on Bartholomew: 'There is a manner running water' 
( 1. 13' c. 21 ) • " 
53 
In Martiall sports I had my cunning tride, 
And yet to breake more staues did me addresse: 
While with the peoples shouts I must confesse, 
Youth, lucke, and praise, euen fild my veines with pride. 
When Cupid hauing me his slaue descride, 
In Marses liuerie, prauncing in the presse: 
~fuat now sir foole, said he, I would no lesse, 
Looke here, I say, I look'd and Stella spide: 
Who hard by made a window send forth light, 
My heart then quak 1d, then dazled were mine eyes, 
One hand forgat to rule, th'other to fight. 
Nor trumpets sound I heard, nor friendly cries; 
My Foe came on, and beat the aire for me, 
Till that her blush taught me my shame to see. 
1 sports] F, Ql, Q3; sportes Q2. 1 tride] F; tryde 
Ql-3. 2 staues] F; Staues Ql-3. 2 did me] F; I did Ql, Q3; 
I did mee Q2. 2 addresse:] F; adresse., Ql-2; addresse 4 Q3. 
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3 with the] F; that the'Q2; omitted Ql, Q3. 3 peoples] F; 
people] Ql, Q3; peopl's Q2. 3 shouts] F; shoutes: Ql, Q3; 
showtes: Q2. 3 I] F, Q2; indeede I Ql, Q3. 4 lucke] F; luck 
Ql~3. 4 euen fild] F; filled Ql, Q3; euen filld Q2. 4 veines] 
F; vaines. Ql-3. 4 pride.] F; ... ; Ql-3. 5 descride] F, Q2; 
discride Ql, Q3. 6 Marses] F; Mars his Ql-3. 6 presse:] F; 
..., Ql-3. 7 What now] F, Q2; Nor what Ql, Q3. 7 foole,] F; "' 4 
Ql-3. 7 he,] F; ..... Ql-3. 7 I would no lesse,] F; (I would no 
lesse)., Ql-3. 8 here,] F; heere., Ql-3. 8 say,] F, Ql, Q3; ..-; 
Q2. 8 look 1d] F; lookt, Ql-3. 8 spide:] F, Ql-2; ,., .. cqJ,3. 9 by] 
F, Q2; ... , Ql-3. 9 made] F; through Ql-3. 9 send] F; sent Ql-3. 
9 forth] F, Q2; her Ql, Q3. 9 light,] F; "'; Ql-3. 10 heart] F; 
hart Ql-3. 10 quak'd] F; quakt Ql-2; quakte Q3. 10 dazled] F; 
daz'led Ql-3. 10 mine] F; my Ql-3. 11 forgat] F; forgot Ql-3. 
11 fight.] F • ... 
' ' 
Ql-3. 12 Nor] F; No Ql-3. 12 trumpets] 
F; Trumpet Ql-3. 12 friendly] F; freendly Ql-3. 13 Foe] 
F; foe Ql-3. 13 beat] F; beate Ql-3. 13 airel F; ayre 
Ql-3. 13 me] F; mee Ql-3. 14 blush] F; -, Ql-3. 
SYMONDS (1899, 125) "Sometimes he draws strength from the 
same passion; at another time the sight of Stella well-nigh 
unnerves his trained bridle-hand, and susnends his lance in 
rest. This from the tilting-ground is worth preserving: 
(sonnet 53 quoted in full]." 
3 GRO~.ART (1877, 72) considers the Ql and Q2 readings of 
this line "erroneous." "This (line] and the whole Sonnet 
su~~ested perhaps by Tasso, G.L. c. vi. st. 26-28." 
WILSON (1931, 171) "The: after showtes is left over from Ql., 
otherwise this (Q 2] is very attractive." 
5 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates that here again Sidney 
is employing a common Petrarchan term: "Der Dichter ist ein 
Sklave." 
6 lVIarses. GROSART (1877, 73) "So in Sonnet xvii. The 2 qu. 
'Mars his'--a transcriber's variant spelling. Sidney in As-
trophel and Stella nowhere uses, if I err not, the falsely-
supposed primitive form '--his. '" 
7 I would no lesse. GROSART (1877, 73) 11 = I wanted nothing 
else than that epithet, I being filled with pride would have 
had it least of all things. The phrase is analogous to 
11 tis nothing less'= it is anything rather than (Richard II. 
act ii. sc. 2). 11 
POLLARD (1888, 199) "The meaning appears to be, 'I would 
stop for nothing short of this,' rather than (with Dr. Grosart) 
'there was no euithet I wished for less. 111 
~ILSON (1931, 1~1) "Is Love or Astrophel speaking? If Love, 
the meaning is 1 this is the opportunity I have been waiting 
for'; if Astrophel, 1I was delighted to be addressed by Love.' 
Lamb evidently read it in the former sense as appears from 
his nrinting." 
OED: have no desire for, do not wish for, don't want, refuse, 
decline. 
9 made. GROSART (1877, 73) "2 qu. 'through.' 'l'he former 
nreferable, because it does not so carry the mind to a can-
dle behind a window, which is the light one generally sees 
'through' a window.· as t-o the sun's da~zling light that one 
so often sees (reflected but seemingly) in it. Stella, it 
must be remembered, is constantly 'his sun. '" 
POLLARD (1888, 200) asserts thet the Ql reading is expressed 
"less ooetically." 
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13 beat the a ire. GRO':,ART (1877, 73) " = beat space instead 
of me in his prancing and feats of the manege. Shakespeare 
adapts and revises the phrase when Angelo (lfeasure for Measure, 
act ii. sc. 4) would rather be · 
'an idle plume 
Wnich the air beats for vain. ' 
= which the air sways first one way and then another, as 
though it were an empty thing, lighter and more variable than 
itself. Both Sidney and Shakespeare doubtless thought of a 
Biblical phrase, I Corinthians, ix. 26." 
WILSON (1931, 171) "i.e •. the opnonent reached the middle of 
the lists and found no-one there." 
54 
Because I breathe not loue to euerie one, 
Nor do not vse set colours for to weare, 
Nor nourish speciall lockes of vowed haire, 
Nor glue each speech a full point of a grone. 
The courtly Nymphs, acquainted with the mone 
Of them, who in their lips Loues standerd beare; 
What he? say they of me, now I d are sweare, 
He cannot loue: no, no, let him alone. 
And thinke so still, so Stella know my mind, 
Professe in deed I do not Cupids art; 
But you faire maides, at length this true shall find, 
That his right badge is but worne in the hart: 
Dumbe Swannes, not chatring Pies, do Louers proue, 
They loue indeed, who quake to say they.loue. 
1 euerie] F; euery Ql-3. 2 do] F; doe ~1-3. 2 set] 
F; sette Ql-3. 2 colours] F; Colours Ql-3. 2 weare,] F; -: 
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Ql-3. 3 lockes] F; locks Ql-3. 3 of] F; with Ql-3. 4 grone.] 
F; ~, Ql-3. 5 courtly] F; Courtly Ql-3. 5 Nymphs,] F; 
Nymphes 4 Ql-3. 6 who] F; which Ql-3. 6 Loues] F; Ql-3. 
6 standerd] F; Standard Ql-3. 6 beare;] F; ~; Ql-3. 7 he?] 
F; '..,, Ql-3. 7 say ~hey of me,] F; (say they of me) ... Ql-3. 
7 now] F, Q2; no Ql, Q3. 9 so Stella] F, Ql-2; Stella Q3. 
9 mind,] F; minde. Ql-3. 10 Professe] F, Q2; Protest Ql, Q3. 
10 in deed] F; indeede, Ql, Q3; in deede, Q2. 10 do] F, Q2; 
know Ql, Q3. 10 Cupids] F, Ql, Q3; Cupid'~ Q2. 10 art;] F; 
dart: Ql, Q3; art. Q2. 11 you] F, Q2; how Ql·; Q3. 11 .maides] 
F; Maides Ql-3. 11 true] F, Ql-2; truth Q3. 12 badge] F; ... , 
Ql-3. 12 but worne] F, Q2; learned in Ql, Q3. 12 hart:] F; 
.... Ql-3. 13 Swannes] F; Swans Ql-3. 13 chatring] F; chattering 
Ql-3. 13 Pies,] F; Pyes • Ql-3. 13 do] F; doe Ql-3. 
14 indeed] F; indeede Ql, Q3; in deed Q2. 14 quake F, Q2; 
dare Ql, .Q3. 14 to] F, Q2; not Ql, Q3. 14 they] F, Ql-2; 
the Q3. 
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POLLARD (1888, 200) ''Spencer, in his 'Astrophel,' writes how 
'Full many maidens often did him woo, Them to vouchsafe a-
mongst his rimes to name. ' This sonnet represents the ill-
natured remarks of these leap-year suitors~" 
SYl\WNDS ( 1899, 125-126) "The quaint au thor of the Life and 
Death of Sir Philip Sidney, prefixed to the Arcadia, relates 
how: 'many nobles of the female sex, venturing as far as 
modesty would permit, to signify their affections unto him; 
Sir Philip will not read the characters of their love, though 
obvious to every eye.' This nassage finds illustration in 
the next sonnet: [sonnet 54 quoted in full]." 
OSBORN (1932, 47) "L'Ode de Du Bellay contre les Petrarquistes 
(I) debute ainsi: . 
'J'ay oublie l'art de Petrarquizer, 
Je veulx d '.amour franchement devizer, 
Sans vous flatter, et sans me deguizer: 
Ceux qui font tant de plaintes, 
N'ont nas le quart d'une vraye amitie, 
Et n'ont pas tant de peine la moitie, 
Comme leurs yeux, pour vous faire pitie, 
Jettent de larmes feintes.' 
Sidney, sans doute, n'a pas traduit ou paraphrase ces vers 
et fait pHsser s2. version pour une poesie originale. Mais il 
nous semble incontestable qu'il en e. laisse une adaptation 
dans son sonnet LIV d'Astrophel. [lines 1-8, 13-14 quotedJ." 
YOUNG (1958, 59) "A similar development [cf. sonnet 51] is 
apparent in Sonnet 54, where Astrophel is involved with the 
ladies of the court. 'lhey are just as mistaken as the curious 
wits of the earlier sonnets, but their error is significantly 
different. They are sure 1 He cannot love' because he is not 
acting like a conventional lover; the specific symptoms he 
lacks-are absurdly superficial--'set colours' and 'lockes of 
vowed haire'--but at least b~ imnlication he lacks even the 
symptoms which excite( the curiosity of the v'lits in the earlier 
sonnets. The coquettes seem to dismiss him because he is too 
normal, too heal thy, too sane to be a proper lover·." 
2 use. OED: to be accustomed to. 
3 GROSART (1877, 74) "Here is explained the origin, apparently 
hitherto overlooked, of the after well-known 'love-locks,' 
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though this at first love-Nazarite vow seems to have become 
a mere fashion. With, I presume, interruptions-.;_for later 
writers Beem to call it, or some variation of it, a newly-
imported French custom--it lasted through several generations, 
preserved by the opnosition it met with and by its having 
become a party badge. Every one will remember one 'Deformed, 1 
who, as Dogberry says, they say 'wears a key in his ear and 
a lock han~ing by it. 1 Here the 'key' was probably an earring, 
or it may have been a jewel attached to the 1lock 1 ; for in 
early times at least the 1 lock 1 was worn with a silk twist or 
ribbon in it, often probably the colour or 0ift of the lady-
mistress." 
10 Professe. POLLARD (1888, 200) "Q. 1 reads •Protest indeed 
I know not, ' where 'protest' must refer to the courtly nymphs." 
13 'Pies. P.cART (1959, 161) =magpies. 
14 POLT.ARD ( 1888, 200) "The 'who d~1re not say' of Q.. 1 sinks 
into meanness before this splendid line." 
YOUNG (1958, 26-27) "The gnomic last line is Petrarchan--'Chi 
pd dir com' egli arde, e 1n picciol foco 1 ; that it appears in 
~ne midst of considerable body of verse devoted to saying how 
he loves is neither ironic nor absurd; it is a means of iden-
tifying, in an almost official way, the persona that the 
other sonnets present." 
55 
Muses, I oft inuoked your holy ayde, 
With choisest flowers my speech to engarland so; 
That it despisde in true but naked shew, 
Might winne some grace in your sweet grace arraid. 
And oft whole troupes of saddest words I staid, 
Striuing abroad a foraging to go; 
Vntill by your inspiring I might know, 
How their blacke banner might be best displaid. 
But now I meane no more your helpe to ·trie, 
Nor other sugring of my speech to proue, 
But on her name incessantly to erie: 
For let me but name her whom I do loue, 
So sweete sounds straight mine eare and heart do hit, 
That I well find no eloquence like it. 
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1 inuoked'] F, Q2; haue crau 1 d ~' Q3. 1 holy] F, Ql, Q3; 
whole Q2. 2 flowers] F; flowres, Ql-3. 2 to eng&rland] F; 
t•engarland Ql-3. 2 so;] F; N' Ql-3. 3 despisde] F; disguisde, 
Ql-3. 3 but naked] F; (but naked) Ql-3. 3 shew] F; show Ql-3. 
4 .grace ]2 F; skill Ql-3. 4 arraid.] F; arraide; Ql-3. 5 staid] 
F; said Ql, Q3; stayde Q2. 6 abroad] F; abroade, Ql-3. 
6 foraging] F; forraging Ql-3. 6 go;] F; goe, Ql-3. 8 their] 
F, Q2; the Ql, Q3. 8 banner] F; banners Ql-3. 9 now I meane] 
F,. Q2; I meane now Ql, Q3. 9 trie,) F; proue. Ql, Q3; trye. Q2. 
10 Nor] F, Q2; No Ql, Q3. 10 sugring] F; sugaring Ql-3. 10 of 
my speech] F; of speech Ql-3. 10 proue] F, Q2; try Ql, Q3. 
11 her) F; her Ql-3. 11 incessantly] F; vncessantly Ql-3. 
11 erie:] F; cry. Ql-3. 12 her] F; her Ql-3. 12 do] F; doe 
Ql-3. 13 sounds) F;. sounde Ql-3. 13 mine] F; my Ql-3. 13 eare] 
F; eares Ql-3. 13 heart) F; hart Ql-3. 13 do] F; doe Ql-3. 
14 find] F; finde Ql-3. 14 like) F, Q2; to Ql, Q3. 
POLLARD (1888, 200) "The Qs. reverse the order of this and 
the following sonnet. The thought here is similar to that 
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in the first." Wilson (1931) rem~rks rinoti this trans~Osition 
of sonnets 55 and 56 in the quartos. 
1 holy. GROSART (1877, 75) asserts 'whole' [Q2] is a mis-
print. 
3 despisde. GROSART (1877, 75) indicates 'disguisde' of 
Ql-2 is a bad reading. , 
4 sweet. grace. GROSART (1877, 75) "For this second 'grace, ' 
2 qu. read 'skill'; but as 'grace' is such a sought mannerism 
of the time, and agrees so much better with 'engarland,' I 
believe it a later change, as in A and A 1613." 
5 staid. OED: stonped, arrested, checked. 
9 trie. OED: subject to a severe test or strain. 
11 incessantly. = vncessantly [Ql-3] the 15th - 17th century 
form. 
56 
Fy schoole of Patience, Fy, your lesson is 
Far far too long to learne it without booke: 
What, a whole weeke without one peece of looke, 
And thinke I should not your large precepts misse? 
When I might reade those letters faire of blisse, 
Which in her face teach vertue, I could brooke 
Somewhat thy lead'n counsels, which I tooke, 
As of a friend that meant not much amisse: 
But now that I alas do want her sight, 
What, dost thou thinke that I can euer take 
In thy cold stuffe a flegmatike delight? 
No Patience, if thou wilt my good, then make 
Her come, and heare with patience my desire, 
And then with patience bid me beare my fire. 
1 Fy] F; Fie Ql-3. 1 Fy] F; fie Ql-3. 1 lesson] F; 
Lesson Ql-3. 2 long] F; ... , Ql-3. 3 we eke] F; ... , Ql-3. 
3 without one peece ofl F, Q2; and get not halfe a Ql, Q3. 
3 looke,] F; ~? Ql-3. 4 misse?] F; ... , Ql-3. 5 those] F, Q2; 
these Ql, Q3. 5 letters] F; Letters Ql-3. 5 faire] F, Q2; 
fayre Ql, Q2. 6 Which in] F, Q2; Within Ql, Q3. 6 her] F; 
her Ql-3. 6 teach] __ F, Q2; each Ql, Q3. 6 vertue,] F, Q2; ....... 
Ql-3. 6 brooke] F; .... , Ql-3. 7 Somewhat] F, Q2; From what 
Ql, Q3. 7 thy] F, Q2; the Ql, Q3. 7 lead'n] F; leaden Ql-3. 
7 counsels,] F; .... ,. Ql-3. 7 which] F, Ql-2; that Q3. 7 tooke,] 
F; ... : Ql-3. 8 of a friend] F; of a freend Q2; a freende Ql, Q3. 
8 that] F, Q2; which Ql, Q3. 8 amisse:] F; .... Ql-3. 9 that I 
alas] F; alas, that I Ql-3. 9 do] F; doe Ql-3. 9 her] F; her 
Ql-3. 10 Villat,] F; "'11. Ql-3. 10 dost] F; doost Ql-3. 10 thinke] 
F, Ql-2; think Q3. 10 euer take] F; euertake, Ql; euer take, 
Q2-3. 11 cold] F; colde Ql-3. 11 stuffe] F; strife, Ql, Q3; 
stuffe, Q2. 11 flegmatike] F; phlegmatick Ql-3. 13 heare] F, 
Q2-3; heere Ql. 13 desire,] F; ~: Ql-3. 
6-7 POLLARD (1888, 200) "Q. 1 has instead of these lines: 
'Within her face each vertue I could brooke, 
From what the leaden counsels that I tooke. 1 
The first of these variants points to a 1JOss·ible earlier 
readin.~; of the second nothing can be made. 11 
11 stuffe. 
misprint. 
GROSART ( 1877, 77) calls the Ql strife a bad 
12 wilt = desire. 
14 HASSELKlJSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates this line contains 
the common Petrarchan idea, "Das Feuer der Liebe hat den 
Dichter ganz ergriffen." 
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Wo, hauing made with many fights his owne 
Each sence of mine, each gift, each power of mind, 
Growne now his slaues, he forst them out to find 
The thorowest words, fit for woes selfe to grone, 
Honing that when they might find Stella alone, 
Before she could prepare to be vnkind, 
Her soule arm'd but with such a dainty rind, 
Should soone be pierc'd with sharpnesse of the mone. 
She heard my plaints, and did not only heare, 
But them (so sweete is she) most sweetly sing, 
With that faire breast making woes darknesse cleare: 
A prety case I hoped her to bring 
To feele my griefes, and she with face and voice, 
So sweets my paines, that my paines me reioyce. 
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1 Wo,] F; WoeA Ql-3. 1 fights] F; sighs Ql-3. 2 mine, 
F;,.. ; Ql-3. 2 mind,] F; minde A Ql-3. 3 find] F; finde Ql-3. 
4 thorowest] F; throwest Ql-3. 4 woes] F, Q2; Woes Ql, Q3. 
5 find] F; finde Ql-3. 6 she] F; she Ql-3. 7 Her] F; Her 
Ql-3. 7 arm'd] F; (armed Ql-3. 7 but with] F; with Ql-3. 
7 dainty] F; daintie Ql-3. 7 rind,] F; rinde,) Ql-3. 
8 pierc 1d] F; hurt Ql-3. 8 sharpnesse] F; sharpnes Ql-3. 
8 mone.] F, Ql-2; ... , Q3. 9 She] F; She Ql-3. 9 only] F; 
onely Ql-3. 10 them] F, Ql, Q3; ... , Q2. 10 (so sweete is she)] 
F; so sweet is. she, Q2; so sweet, she did Ql, Q3. 11 breast] 
F; brest, Ql-3. 11 woes] F; Woes Ql-3. 11 darknesse] F; dark-
nes Ql-3. 11 cleare:] F; cleere, Ql-3. 12 A] F, Q2; My Ql, Q3. 
12 prety] F; priuie Ql, Q3; prittie Q2. 12 case] F, Q2.; cares 
Ql, Q3. 12 hoped] F, Q2; holpe to Ql, Q3. 12 bring] F; ,.. , Ql-
3. 13 feele] F, Q2; tell Ql, Q3. 13 griefes] F; griefe Ql-3. 
13 voice] F, Ql-2; voyce Q3. 14 sweets] F; sweetes Ql-3. 
POLLARD (1888, 201) "This sonnet must refer to some 'song of 
a lover's com:olaint,' which Sidney had sent to Stella and 
had heard her sing. It is not likely that the song is one 
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of the eleven handed dovm to us in Astronhel and Stella. The 
next sonnet is on a similar theme to this. Com::are with them 
both so::met the 44th." "Phe belief of the present eO.itor in 
the likelihood of its relatioh.r:-to "one· of the eleven 
handed dovm to us 11 is set forth in the in-croauction. 
1 firhts. GROSAR'I' (1877, 77) 11 Q 2, 'sighs. 1 The latter looks 
a tempting reading, but it is an error probably caused by in-
fluence of 'woe.' The context, especially 1. 3, favours 
1 fights, ' and Vioe fighting by means of sighs is an ima;;;:e in-
congruous with that of slaves finding words fit for Woe's self 
to groan (1. 4). 11 
3 Growne. Grosart indicates this = being g-rown. 
4 thorowest. OED:. com:oletr;ly apt or sui ts.ble. 
7 but. - GROSART (187?, 77) "Wrongly omitted in Q 1. 11 
? HASSELKUSS (lS27, 40) sup:n:ests a comnarison of this line 
with Petr. c. 28. 3/7. 
8 pierc 1 d. GROSART (1877, 78) "Better than 'hurt' (2 qu. ), 
because, as evider1ced by 'thorowest' and 1 sharpnesse, 1 the 
words w~re to nierce like a lance or to winged arrows. See 
1. 9 of next Sonnet." 
14 HASSE'LK1JSS (192U, 41) sup;gests a co:rnnarison of this line 
with Petr. 68/10. 95/5. 149/10. 
Sixt song • 
..Q you thttt heare this voice, 
0 you that ~ this face, 
Say whether of the choice 
Deserues the former place: 
Feare not~ iudge this bate, 
For it-rB void of hate. -
-- -- -- --- -- ---
This side doth beauty take, 
For that doth ~uslke sneake, 
Fit O"""ratou:rs-to make 
The strongest-rudgeffients weake: 
The barre to plead their r~ght, 
Is only true delight. 
Thus doth the voice and face, 
"TE:'e"Se--geriti'eLa~ers wage, 
Like louin~ bro~ers case, 
For fathers heritage:---
That each while each contends, 
It se~to othe~nds. 
For beautie beautifies, 
With heauenly hew and grace, 
The heauen~z harmonies; 
And in this faultlesse face, 
The perfeCt beauties be---
A perfect harmony. 
Musicke more loftly swels 
In speec~nobly placed: 
~auty ~ farre Excels, 
In action aptly rrraced: 
Afriend each uarty drawes, 
To countenance his cause: 
Laue more affected seemes 
To beauties loueiY light, 
And wonder more esteemes 
Of Mus ike w'Ori'drous might: 
But botb to both so bent, 
As both inboth are "'S'Derit. 
-------
Musike doth witnesse call 
The eare, his truth to trie: 
Beauty brings ~ the nall, 
Eye-iudgement of the eye, 
Both in their obiects such, 
As nol9xcentions tutch.---
The common sence, which might 
Be Arbiter of this, 
To be forsoOth --vpright, 
To both sides nartiall is: 
He 'l'Sj6s on this side Jom~_f ;j~•J cb.iefe praise. 
Chiefe praise on that he lai -~ 
Then reason Princesse ~' 
WhOSe throne is in the mind, 
Which Musicke can in ~ky 
And hidden beauties flnd, 
wiy whether thou wiltCrowne, 
h 1imit1esse-renowne. 
1 you) F; You Ql-3. 3 choice] F; ~, Ql-3. 4 former] 
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F; better Ql-3. 4 place:) F; ... , Ql-3. 6 void] F; voide Ql-3. 
7 beauty] F; Beautie Ql-3. 8 Musike] F; Musicke Ql, Q3; 
Musick Q2. 9 oratours] F; Orators Ql-3. 9 make] F; ... , Ql-3. 
10 weake:] F; ... , Ql, Q3; .... Q2. 11 their) F; the Ql-3. 12 
only] F; onely Ql-3. 13 voice] F, Ql-2; voyce Q3. 14 These] 
F; The Ql-3. 14 Lawyers] F; Lawiers Ql-3. 16 fathers] F; 
Fathers Ql-3. 16 herit2ge:] F; -, Ql-3. 19 beautie] F; 
Beautie Ql-3. 19 beautifies,] F; ... Ql-3. 20 hew] F; view 
A 
Ql-3. 21 harmonies;] F, Ql; harmonie; Q2; harmonies: Q3. 
22 faultlesse) F; faultles Ql-3. 22 face,] F; ... Ql-3. 23 
A 
beauties] F, Ql-2; ... , Q3. 23 be) F; bee, Ql-2; omitted Q3. 
24 harmony] F; harmonie Ql-3. 25 Musicke] F, Ql, Q3; Musick 
Q2. 25 loftly) F; lustie Ql-3. 26 nobly) F, Q2; noblie Ql, 
Q3. 26 placed:) F; ... , Ql-3. 27 Beauty] F; Beautie Ql-3. 
27 excels,] F; - Ql-3. 28 action] F; actions Ql-3. 28 
" 
graced:) F; -. Ql-3. 29 party) F; partie Ql-3. 30 cause:] 
F; ... • Q1, Q3; ... , Q2. 32 beauties] F; Beauties QJ.-3. 32 
light,) F' Q~-2; Q3. 33 wonder] F, Q2; Wonder Ql, Q3. 
" 
1?0 
34 Mus ike] F,· Music1rs Ql-3. 34 might·] F· • Ql -z '~ , • ' ""' -v • 3? 
Musike] F; Musicke Ql-3. 3? witnesse] F; witnes ,:;u_-3. 
38 eare,] F, Ql, Q3; ,.. Q2. 39 Beauty] F, Ql, Q3; Beau tie 
"' Q2. 39 hall,] F; ,.. Ql-3. 40 Eye-iudge~ent] F; The iudge-A 
ment Ql-3. 40 eye,) F; eie: Ql-3. 42 tutch] F; tuch Ql-3.-
43 sence,] F; ,Sense Ql-3. 44 Arbiter] F; arbitrer Ql-3. A 
44 this,] F, Ql-2; 
"" 
A 
Q3. 4? layes] F; laies Ql-3. 4? 
side] F; omitted Ql-3. 49 by] F; hie Ql-3. 50 mind,] F· 
' 
minde; Ql-3. 51 sky] F; skie, Ql-3. 52 beauties] F; 
Beauties Ql-3. 52 find,] F; finde: Ql-3. 53 Say] F; "", 
Ql-3. 53 crowne,] F; "" Ql-3. 
A 
WILSON (1931, 178) "John Hoskyns in his manuscript 'censure' 
of the Arcadia lB. M. Harleian MS. 4604) notes as a catachre-
sis or abuse Sidney's phrase a voice beautiful to his ear. 
He might much better have selectee the line: - -- --
0 voice that doth the thrush in shrillness staine. 
It is-curlous that the O.E.D. should give no example of beau-
tiful used of sounds before the 19th. century. 'l'he Editors 
overlooked the Arcadia and Burke, Sublime and Beautiful, III, 
25. 11 --
YOUNG (1958, 76) "In the Sixth Song the strife between the 
lovers is replaced by a ritualistic 'bate, 1 whether voice 
or face is the more beautiful; both are so perfect that 
choice is impossible, and the formal and delicate balancing 
of the verse maintains the balance between them." 
3 whether. GROSART (15377, .l73) "Cf. stanza ix.·--1. 5, in "both 
'whether' = which of the two." Hart repeats this citation 
and explanation. 
5 bate. Grosart: contention. Pollard: quarrel. Hart: de-
bate, controversy. OED: contention, strife, discord. 
7 doth. GROSART- (1877, 173) "All the editions have 'doth' 
with a nominative which being double is plural, but where 
there is only one on each side, and the action of each separ-
ate." 
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11 their. GROSART (1877, 173) "not 'the,' as in 2 qu. Both 
could not nlead 'the right.' The construction is, Only-true 
delight is the barat which they plead, or rather where each 
pleads his ritzht." 
20 hew. GROSART (1877, 174) "2 qu. misprint 'view.'" 
22 faultlesse. WILSON (1931, 179) "in this sense is found 
in Middle English and reappears in the 17th century. The 
O.E.D. has overlooked this reference." 
25 loftly. GROSART (1877, 174) "2 qu. 'lustie '--a misplaced 
epithet, albeit its meaning ha.s much changed since." 
WILSON (1931, 179) "the only recorded examnle of loft as 
adjective is found in Surrey." 
28 action. GROSART (1877, 1'74-175) "more idiomatic and 
technicel than 'actions.' Hence in i. 1. 4, 'former' (A and 
A 1613) = the first of two, is probably the later, as it is 
superior to 'better' of 2 qu." 
40 Eye-iudgement. GROSART (1877, 175) " = the special or 
'expert' judgment of that organ: far more vivid than 'The 
judgement' of 2 qu." Pollard and the present editor agree. 
WILSON (1931, 179) "Both rhythm and sense seem to require 
'The judgement of the eye,' responding to 'The eare his 
truth to trie.' I have therefore followed Q 2. and assumed 
a misprint in B." Hart agrees with Wilson; both have over-
looked the fact that there are no Q2 revisions in any of 
the songs, so thst to "follow Q2 11 is of no more authority 
than to follow Ql. 
41-42,obiects. ,OED: objections. 
exceptions. OED: a plea made by a defendant in bar of the 
plaintiff's actions: in Scots Law= Defence. 
WILSON (1931, 179) "i.e. their competence as witnesses can-
not be challenged." Hart repeats this explanation. 
43 com::non sence. WILSON (1931, 179) "a technical term of 
Aristotelian philosophy, defined by Sidney's friend Bryskett as 
'a faculty of the sensitive soul and tberefore ca.Lu;;d common 
because it corn.rronly receives the forms or images which the 
exterior senses present unto it and distinguishes the one 
from the other.l" Hart repeats this. 
47 side. POI·LARD (1888, 215) "Against metre and all the 
other editions our folio inserts 'side' after 'this.'" 
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Doubt there hath bene when with his golden chaine, 
The Oratour so farre mens harts doth bind, 
That no pace else their guided steps can find, 
But as he them more short or slacke doth raine. 
Whether with words this soueraignty he gaine, 
Cloth'd with fine tropes, with strongest reasons lin 1d, 
Or else pronouncing grace, wherewith his mind 
Prints his owne liuely forme in rudest braine: 
Now iudge by this, in piercing phrases late, 
The anatomy of all my woes I wrate, 
Stellas sweete breath the same to me did reed. 
0 voice, a face, maugre my speeches might, 
Which wooed wo, most rauishing delight, 
Euen those sad _words, euen in sad me did breed. 
1 bene] F; beene, Ql-3. 1 chaine,] F; N 4 Ql-3. 2 Ora-
tour F; Orator Ql-3. 2 bind,] F • "' • 
' . 
Ql-3. 3 pace] F, Q2; 
place Ql, Q3. 3 else] F; els Ql-3. 3 guided] F, Q2; giddie 
Ql, Q3. 3 can] F, Q2; could Ql, Q3. 3 find,] F; -; Ql-3. 
4 he] F, Ql, Q3; in Q2. 4 short or slacke] F; shorte or slacke 
Q2; slacker short Ql, Q3. 4 doth] F, Q2; did Ql, Q3. 4 raine.] 
F; Ql-2;~ , Q3. 5 this] F, Q2; his Ql, QP. 5 soueraignty] F; 
sou'raigntie Ql-3. 6 Cloth'd] F; Clothed Ql, Q3; Clothde Q2. 
6 tropes,] F; ~. Ql-3. 6 with strongest reasons] F; with strong-
est reason Q2; as his strongest Ql, Q3. 6 lin 1 d] F, Q2; linde 
Ql, QP •. 7 else] F; els Ql-3. 7 mind] F; minde Ql-3. 8 liuely 
forme] F; liuely forme, Q2; forme liuely, Ql, Q3. 8 braine:] 
F; braine. Ql-2; brain. QP. 9 piercing] F; pearcing Ql-3. 
9 late,] F; -. Ql-3. 10 The anatomy] F; The Anatomie Ql, QP; 
Th'Anatomie ~--··. 11 reed~ F; ~reede Ql-3. 12 0] F; Oh Ql-3. 
12 voice] F; voyce Ql-3. 12 e] F; oh Ql-3. 12 maugre] F; 
mauger QJ-3. 13 Vvhich] F; With Ql-3. 13 wo] F; words Ql, 
Q3; woe Q2. 14 those sad words, euen in sad me] F; those 
sad words a ioy to me Ql, Q3; in sad mee a ioy to me Q2. 
14 breed] F; breede Ql-3. 
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YOUNG (1958, 37, 38, 59) "The lover's rhetoric is presented 
in Aristotelian rather than Platonic terms, with an allusion 
to a traditional rhetorical problem, whether the speech or 
the sneaker is the more persuasive factor. • • • The mis-
tress as muse is the source of good poems; as orator, or 
rhetor, she transcends poetry •. 
"The principle involved is what in Aristotle's Rhetoric 
is the f:irst of the three 'proofs' furnished by a speech (as 
opposed to actual evidence), the ethos of the speaker: 'moral 
character constitutes the most effective means of proof. r 
Mona Wilson thinks that the sonnet alludes to the discussion 
of Antonius and Crassus. in Cicero's De oratore. 
"In Sonnet 58 tne phenomenon of 'metamorphosis' with which 
this second section of the sequence began is restated in 
rhetorical terms, as an illustration of the Aristotelian 
'proof' furnished by the ethos of the sneaker." 
l·Doubt there hath bene. WILSON (1931, 171-172) "It is for 
example, the main topic of the debate between Crassus and An-
tonius in the first book of Cicero, De Orators. Sidney's 
interest in rhetoric led hi~ to translate the first two books 
of Aristotle's Rhetoric. Possibly it was the third, in which 
several of his own prose mannerisms are selected for condemna-
tion, that deterred him from finishing his revision of the 
Arcadia." 
4 he. GROSART (1877, 78) "2 qu. 'in.' One cannot rein horses 
'in' slack, and if one could, Sidney would have written 'them 
in.' Moreover. with 'in' the exnression is bad and obscure." 
3-4 WILSON (1931, 172) "Cicero's flexanima oratio, a transla-
tion of the Platonic 1VV~£~~;rla. 
6 with. GROSART (1877, 78) "2 qu. 'as his' --a blunder from 
'this' above." 
6 trope. OED: a fLmre of speech which .consists in the use 
of a word or phrase in a sense other than that which is prop-
er to it; also, in casual use, a figure of sneech. 
6 lin'd. WILSON (1931, 172) "backed, supnorted: in this meta-
phorical sense earlier than the first recorded use, O.E.D." 
Hart repeats the definition. 
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7 Or else pronouncing grace. GROSART (1877, 79) "!·~· [with] 
pronouncing grace. It may, however, be doubted whether Sid-
ney intended the 'with' of 'with words' to be understood here, 
or whether it is _to be taken out of 'wherewith.' This latter, 
though strange to us, can be exemplified by passages in our 
elder writers, who disliked such reduplications. See our 
DONNE; and there are these two from Henry Constable: 
'An angell's face had angell 1 s puritye, 
And thou an angell's tongue didst speke withall.' 
2d Sonnet to St. Katharyne. 
'Yett, if those graces God to me impart 
Vfuich He inspyr'd thy blessed brest withall. 1 
3d Sonnet to St. M. Magd. 
where we should require [with] an angel's tongue, and [with] 
which--" 
POLLARD (1888, 201) "i.e., 1or else (by] grace of utterance,' 
a singularly harsh construct ion." 
10 wrate = wrote. 
12 maugre. OED: in spite of, notwithstanding. 
12-14 GROSART (1877, '19-8)) '111. 13-14. The construction is--
Maugre the might of my sad speeches which wooed woe (11. 5-6 
and 9-10), even those sad words bred even in sad me ravishing 
delight when breathed by Stella's pronouncing grace (1. 7). 
The 2 qu. readings, 
'With-wooed words' most rauishing delight 
Euen in bad mee a loy to me did breede,' 
do nothing with 'ravishing delight. 1 Hence 'with' i~h-pro­
bagly the frequent mistake for 'which,' due to the w and 
w0 of MSS. The rest is puzzling; perhaps the conjectural 
change of some one who saw the sense intended,- but could not 
construe the -oassage." 
POLLARD (1888, 201) says of the Ql reading "Here 'ravishing' 
might anply to the victory of Sidney's carefully chosen words 
of woe over delight, but the construction is very forced." 
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Seuenth song. 
Vvhose senses in so euill consort, their stepoa:m.e Nature laies, 
That rauishing-deiight in them most sweete tunes do not raise; 
Or if they do delip:ht thereiii"; ~ ~ E.£ closde with wit, 
As with sententious lins to set a title vaine on it: 
Olet them heare ·thesesacred tunes, & learne in wonders schooles, 
To be in things ~ bounds of wit fooles, if thev be not fooles. 
Who haue so leaden eyds, as not to ~ sv;eet beauties show, 
Or seeing, haue so wo den wits, as not that worth to know; 
Or knowing, haue so muddy iiiiilcis, as not to be in loue_; __ 
Or louing, haue ~ frothy thoughts, ~ easly thence to ~: 
0 let them~ these heauenly beames, and in faire letters reede 
A lesson fit, both sight and skill, loue anc firme loue to breede. 
Heare then, but then witr wonder heare; ~ but adoring ~' 
No mortall gifts, ££earthly fruites, no~ here descended be: 
See, do you see this face? !. face?' nay image of the skies, 
Of which the two life-gluing lights ~ figured in her eyes: 
Heare you this soule-inuading voice, and count it but ~ voice? 
The ~ essence of their tunes, when Angels do reioyce. 
1 euill] F, Ql, Q3; euil Q2. 1 consort,] F; comfort 
" QJ_-3. 2 do] F; doth Ql-3. 2 raise; ] F; ... , Ql-3. 3 do] F; 
doe Ql-3. 3 therein,] F, Q2; "' Ql, Q3. 3 closde] F; cloid 
" Ql-3. 4 title] F; little Ql-3. 5 heare] F, Q2-3; hear Ql. 
5 learne] F, Q2-3; learn Ql. 5 schooles] F; scholes QJ_-3. 
6 in] F; (in ·Q.l-3. 6 bounds] F, Q2-3; bouds Ql. 6 wit] F; 
wit) Ql-3. 7 sweet] F; sweete Ql-3. 7 beauties] F; Beauties 
Ql-3. 7 sho~,] F; showe: Ql-3. 8 wodden] F; wooden Ql-3. 
8 wits,] F; "' Ql-3. 8 know] F; knowe Ql-3. 9 knowing,] F, 
'" 
Ql, Q3; "' Q2. 9 muddy] F; muddle QJ_-3. 9 minds] F; mindes 
" Ql-3. 10 haue] F, Ql-2; hath Q3. 10 frothy] F; frothie Ql-3. 
10 thoue:hts] F; hearts Ql-3. 10 easly] F; easie Ql-3. 11 0] 
F; ... , Ql-3. 11 beames] F, Ql-2; beams Q3. 11 faire] F, Ql, Q3; 
~, Q2. 11 reede] F; reed Ql-3. 12 lesson fit,] F; lesson, fit 
" 
Ql-3. 12 loue] P; Loue Ql-3. 12 and] F, Q2-3; & Ql. 12 loue] 
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F; Loue Ql-3. 12 breede] F; breed Ql-3. 13 Heare] F, Ql, Q3; 
Hear Ql. 13 heare] F, Q3; bee.r Ql-2. 13 see] F; ... , Ql-3. 
13 adoring] F; a emir ins Ql-3. 13 see,] F, Q2; .... , Q.l, Q3. 
14 mortall] F; mortal Ql-3. 14 fruites,] F; frutes Ql, Q3; 
"" 
fruts Q2. 14 here] F, Q1, Q3; he are Q2. 14 descended] F; 
"" 
discerned Ql, Q3; diserned Q2. 14 be] F; bee Ql-3. 15 do] 
F; doo Ql-3. 15 face?] F; .... . Ql-3. 15 face·n F; ...., Ql-3. 
15 skies,] F, Q3; skyes, Ql, skyes: Q2. 16 which] F; ... , 
Ql-3. 16 1ife-giuing] F, Ql, Q3; life-giuen Q2. 16 eyes;]. 
Ql-2; eies Q3. 17 voice] F; voyce Ql-3. 17 and] F, Q2; & 
" 
Ql, Q3. 17 voice?] F; voyce, Ql-3. 18 very] F; verie Ql-3. 
18 Angels] F, Ql; Angls Q2; angels Q3. 18 do] F; doo Q1-3. 
18 reioyce] F, Q2-3; reoyce Ql. 
WILSON (1931, .179} "It is tempting to tbink of this song 
as written for nerformance on St. Cecilia's Day. In that 
case the gifts and fruits of III are the flov;ers brought 
down by St. Cecilia's angel. Unfortunately there is no 
evidence for any celebrations of St. Cecilia in :t;ngland 
before 1683, though they were regularly held at Evreux 
from 1571 onwards." 
YOUNG (1958, 76, 77) "The Seventh Song is almost a reprise 
of the Third, in the same three-stanza structure, involving 
not stones and beasts but men so dull of ear and eye as to 
be unmoved by beauty; let them learn by seeing and hearing 
Stella. 
"Both of these songs reassert the attit~de ~~~raoteristic 
of all the rituals, and like the Third Song they are con-
fined to the two senses in which, along with reason, Love 
alone resides, according to the Platonist. That is, the de-
sire which has led to Astrophel 's rejection is specifically 
omitted." 
F, 
1 consort. GROSA>=?T (1877, 176) "as against 'comfort' (2 qu.) 
is proved by 'tunes' and l. 2 generelly, and by the accentua-
tion." 
1-2 HART (1959, 163) "The senses here are likened to a group 
of instruments (consort) playing out of tune." 
2 do. GROSART (1877, 176) "not 'doth' (2 qu.). The nomina-
tive is 'tunes, 1 and 'delight' is the accusative." 
3 closde. GROSART (1877, 176-177) "The 2 qu. have 1 cloi 1d. 1 
The former is preferable, for he does not ·:'l'leon to represent 
them as having a superabundance of wit, but only as 'closed 
up 1 in their own aPPreciation of their wit, anc closed up 
against the deli?ht they would otherwise welcome and enjoy. 
This is borne out by. 1. 4. Here 1 it 1 might, at first sight, 
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be supposed to refer to 'wit'; but 'a title vain' is the 
epith.et they 0'ive, expressive of their view of its foolishness, 
that is, of the foolishness of the delight, or of the music 
that caused the delight. I say 'music, 1 bece.use the inter-
mediate 'therE: in' seems to have led Sidney to refer to sweet 
tunes, or rather to the main thought--the music contained 
in them--by a pronoun in the singular. Such ideal, rather 
than 9'ramma tical, concord was not unco~"'"illl.On in Elizabethan 
writings, and is not uncommon in conversation at the present 
day. n 
4 sententious. OED: full of meaning or of wisdor.1. The ironic 
use may in part be responsible for its later unfavorable mean-
ing. 
4 title. GROSAR'I' (1877, 177) "2 qu. stupidly misprint 'little. 111 
4 to set a title vaine on it. POLLARD (1888, 218) 11 i.~., to 
stigmatize as foolish." 
8 wodden. Grosart: = foolish. 
10 frothy. OED: not firm; vain, emPty; unsubstantial, shallow. 
10 thou~hts. GROSART (1877, 178) "2 qu. 'hearts.' The latter 
seems to agree better with 'loving, 1 but 'thoughts' agrees 
better with 'frothy, 1 and this was a phrase frequently used a 
little later, as in Marston's Satires, &c. It will also be 
noted, that in the three lines all is referred to the intellect 
--'wooden wits 1-- 1muddie minds'--'frothie thoughts.' In 
'eas'ly,' A and A 1613, and 'easie' (2 qu.), the reading is 
indifferent." 
13 adoring. GROSART (1877, 178) "is stronger, and agrees 
better with following lines, than 'admiring' (2 qu.); l. 4, 
1 life-g.;iuing, 1 A and A 1613. The 2 qu., in error, re&d 'life-
giuen' .. ::::: the sun and moon, whose beams were life-giving in old 
-ohilosophy." 
14 descended. GROSART ·( 1877, 178-179) " 1 discerned 1 ( 2 qu. ) • 
Each may be a mistake for the other; but as both give sense, 
probably they are Author's variants. No gifts such as are 
given to mere mortals, no merely earthly fruits, are to be 
viewed here or 'discerned, 1 or have here 'descended' from the 
heavens.n 
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Deare, why make you more of a dog then me? 
If he do loue, I burne, I burne in loue: 
If he waite well, I neuer thence would moue: 
If he be faire, yet but a dog can be. 
Litle he is, so litle worth is he; 
He barks, my songs thine owne voyce oft doth proue: 
Bid'n perhaps he fetcheth thee a gloue, 
But I vnbid, fetch euen my soule to thee. 
Yet while I languish, him that bosome clips, 
That lap doth lap, nay lets in spite of s~ite, 
This sowre-breath'd mate tast of those sugred lips. 
Alas, if you graunt only such delight 
To witlesse things, then Loue, I hope (since wit 
Becomes a clog) will soone-eise me of it. 
1 Deare] _F; Deere Ql-3. 1 why] F, Ql, Q3; ~hy Q2. 
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1 dog] F; dogge Ql-3. 1 then] F; than Ql-3. 2 do] F; doe 
Ql-3. 2 I burne, I burne] F; alas I burne Ql-3. 2 loue:] F; 
N; Ql-3. 3 moue:] F; N; Ql-3. 4 dog] F; dogge Ql-3. 4 be.] 
N; Ql-3. 5 Litle] F; Little Ql-3. 5 litle] F; little Ql-3. 
5 he;] F; H : Ql-2; N• Q3. 6 barks] F; barkes Ql-3. 6 thine 
owne voyce] F; thyne owne voyce Q2; in one voice Ql, Q3. '6. ·p:t>d>ue:] 
F; N; Ql-3. 7 Bid 1n] F; Bidden, Ql, Q3. 7 perhaps] F; (per-
haps) Ql-3. 7 thee] F; thee Ql-3. 7 gloue,] F; N; Ql, Q3; N? 
Q2. 8 thee.] F; thee, Ql; thee" Q2; thee. Q3. 10 spite] F; 
snight Ql-3. 10 spite,] F; spight" Ql-3. 11 sowre-breath 1 d] 
F; fauning Ql, 'Q3; sour breath'd Q2. 11 tast] F, Ql-2; taste 
Q3. 11 lips.] F; N; Ql-3. 12 you] F; you Ql-3. 12 only] F; 
onely Ql-3. 13 witlesse] F; witles Ql-3. 13 Loue;] F; LoueA 
Ql-3. 13 hope] F; ~, Ql-3. 14 clog] F; clogge Ql-3. 
YOUNG (1958, 27, 60) "Simplicity here is simple-mindedness, 
exnressed in the abject humility and earnestness with which 
Ascrophel looks upon the dog as a serious rival. It is 
this quality, the result of accepting and sustaining the 
role, that distinguishes Sidney's treatment from that in 
such an analogue as Ronsard's sonnet, 'Petit barbet,' where 
the irony is more studied, less dramatic. 
The offer to relinquish his wits--like the offer to re-
linquish his reality in Sonnet 45 ••• is a way of pro-
testing against Stella's o~n behavior: the love of a dog 
is witless; she is witless to prefer the dog, and her per-
versity is making the lover witless by making him assume 
the posture and perform the service of the conventional 
lover. There may be a further sug~estion • • • that she 
too is playing a role--that of a teasing coquette. Part of 
the humor is that, though he solemnly contrasts himself to 
the dog as spirit to sense, it is the sensual advantages of 
the dog that he resents. 
This preposterous performance is designed to laugh the 
lady into reason and thence into love. It continues in the 
three sonnets that follow in the sequence." 
l-79 
A son..YJ.et'like 59 gives "a concentrated demonstration of 
the lover as naff, presented as the 'proof' of Stella's meta-
morphic power (she has transformed him) and at the same time, 
as an antic role, his chief defense against it. Thus, in 
Sonnet 59· he returns to the method of 45." 
1 POLLARD (1888, 202) "It is lamentable that there is no 
alternative reading to record in this line, for it is the 
very worst in all the sonnets." 
2 HASSELKIJSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed here 
is a common Petrarchan one: the fire of love affecting the poet. 
' . . 
4 GROSART (1877, 80) "Supply,[he] can ~e but a dog." 
9 clips. HART.(l959, 161) = embraces •. 
11 sowre-bre<:.th•d. POLLARD (1888, 202) finds the Ql reading 
fauning less vivid but less unpleasant. However he retains 
the folio reading. 
10-11 RUBEL (1941, 206) indicates these lines contain an exam-
ple of antanaclasis (use of homonyms to give the effect of 
Dunning) and metanoia (qualification of a nositive statement 
by recalling it ana exnressing it in a better way, often by 
using a nega.tive). lap= enfold careseingly. mate= companion. 
13-14 GROSART (1877, 80) "alluding, as does Donne, to the say-
ing that a lover cannot be wise." 
14 clog. OED: a block or heavy piece of wood, or the like, 
attached to the leg or neck of a man or beast, to impede·motion 
or prevent escape. 
60 
Vfuen my good Angell guides me to the ulace, 
Where all my good I do in Stella see, 
That heau'n of ioyes throwes onely downe on me 
Thundred disdaines and lightnings of disgrace: 
But 1Nhen the ruggedst sten of Fortunes race 
Makes me fall from her sight, then sweetly she 
With words, wherein the Muses treasures be, 
Shewes loue and pitie to rrry absent case. 
Now I wit-beaten long by hardest Fate, 
So dull am, that I cannot looke into 
The ground of this fierce Loue and louely hate: 
Then some good body tell me how I do, 
Whose presence, absence, absence presence is; 
Blist in my curse, and cursed in my blisse. 
··lao 
1 place,] F, Q3; ... " Ql-2. 2 Where all] F; Where's al Ql; 
where'al Q2; Where's all Q3. 2 good} F, Q2; "'; Ql, Q3. 2 do] 
F, Q2; doe Ql, Q3. 3 heau 1n_of] F; Heauenly Ql, Q3; Heauen of 
Q2. 3 onely] F, Ql, Q3; only Q2. 4 disdaines] F'; ... , Ql-3. 
4 lightnings] F; Lightning Ql~3. 4 disgrace:] F; "'; Ql-3. 
5 Fortunes] F, Ql, Q3; fortune.s Q2. 6 her] F; her Ql-3. 6 she] 
F; she Ql-3. 7 wherein F, Ql, Q3; whereing Q2. 7 Muses] F; 
Muses Ql-3. 7 treasures] F; Treasures Ql-3. 8 nitie] F; pittie 
Ql-3. 9 I] F, Ql-2; (I Q3. 9 wit-beaten] F; (with beating Ql, 
Q3; (witt-beaten Q2. 9 long] F; ... , Ql-3. 9 Fate,] F; fate) ... 
Ql-3. 11 Loue] F; loue, Ql-3. 11 louely] F; louing Ql-3. 
11 hate:] F; ... ; Ql, Q3; ... ? Q2. 12 I] F; to Ql-3. 13 presence,] 
F;... Ql-3. 13 is;] F; ... : Ql-3. 14 Blist] F; Blest Ql-3. 
A 
14 cursed] F, Q3; curssed Ql;: durssed Q2. 
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WILSON (1950, 187) "The dispassionate reader, even if he 
choose to ignore the handsome figure of young Charles Blount 
in the background, may have concluded by this time that 
Stella was something of a minx." 
YOUNG (1958, 28, 60) "The sign of perplexity here is the 
Petrarchan jargon. It relates both the lover and the phe-
nomenon that perplexes him to the artifice of the convention. 
Use of this jargon in ~arody, like the studied clumsiness in 
Sonnet 74 ••• is characteristic of Astrophel 1 s language in 
the role of the na'i f. 
"In Sonnet 60 it is the power of the Petrarchan coquette, 
and uroduces the conventional oxymoron. The ingenuous lover, 
bewildered by her perversity unable to understand 'This fierce 
Love and lovely hate,' asks for assistance." 
MONTG00ffiRY (1961, 58) "Astronhel, from time to time, feels 
himself utterly engulfed by his attraction for Stella. He 
sees all his 'good' in her (Sonnet 60)." 
2 ~~ere. GROSART (1877, 81) says of the superfluous apostro-
phe in the Q2 reading that when the 's' of Q 1 was struck out 
the "faithful printer" kept the apostrophe. 
4 GROSART (1877, 81) 11 2 qu.: and A 1613 seems to me to give, 
without intent, an unpleasant reference to her voice, whereas 
the allusion is to the black and thunder-bearing clouds of 
her disdainful looks. 'Lightnings' in nlural rather than 
singular of 2 ~u. agrees bewt with sense and with 'disdains' 
and 1 glances. '' 
11 GROSART (1877, 81) indicates the Ql-2 reading louing is a 
misprint. 
12 I. GROSART ( 1877, 81) "is preferable to 1 to' of 2 qu." 
61 
Oft with true sighes, oft vdth vncallec teares, 
Now with slow words, now with dumbe eloquence 
I Stellas eyes as2aid, inuade her eares; 
But this at last is her sweet breath'd defence: 
That who indeed infelt affection beares, 
So cantiues to his Saint both soule and sence, 
That wholly hers, all selfnesse he forbeares, 
Then his desires he learnes his liues course thence. 
Now since her chast mind hates this loue in me, 
With chastned mind, I straight must shew that she 
Shall quickly me from what she hates remoue. 
0 Doctor Cunid, thou for me reply, 
Driu'n else to graunt by Angels sonhistrie, 
That I loue not, without I leaue to loue. 
2 eloquence] F; eloquence, Ql, Q3; eloquene, Q2. 3 
assaid] F; assailde Ql-3. 3 inuade] F, Q2; I closde Ql, Q3. 
3 her] F; her Ql-3. 3 eares;] F; ... , Ql-3. 4 her] F; her 
Ql-3. 4 sweet] F; sweetest Ql, Q3; sweete Q2. 4 breath'd] 
F, Q2; omitted Ql, Q3. 4 defence:] F; ""; Ql, Q3;"" , Q2. 
5 indeed] F; ~ndeede Ql-3. 5 infelt] F; a sound Ql-3. 
6 sence] .F, .Q2; mind Ql, Q3. 7 wholly] F; wholie Ql-3. 
7 hers] F; Hers Ql-3. 7 selfnesse] F; selfnes Ql-3. 7 he] 
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F, Q2; hee Ql, Q3. 7 forbeares,] F; .... Ql-3. 8 Then] F; 
Thence Ql-3. 8 desires] F; desire Ql-3. 8 learnes] F; 
learnes, Ql-2; learns, Q3. 8 thence.] F; "" , Ql-3. 9 her] F; 
this Ql-3. 9 ch&st] F, Ql-2; chaste Q3. 9 mind] F; loue, Ql-
2; loue 4 Q3. 9 me,] F; mee; Ql-3. 10 mind,] F; minde 4 Ql-3. 
10 shew] F; ... , Ql-3. 10 she] F; shee.Ql-3. 12 reply,] F;"" 
Ql-3. 13 Driu'n] F; Driuen Ql-3. 13 else] F; els Ql-3. 
13 Angels] F; Angell Ql-3. 13 sophistrie] F; Son~istry Ql-3. 
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YOUNG (1958, 28, 60) "The method in Sonnets 61 and 62 is the 
same, the chief difference a change in the form of Stella's 
perversity from that of the coquette to that of the Petrarchan 
platonique, whose ingenious logic and subtle semantics threat-
en to turn the lover's language against him. His response in 
each case is to call for help. 
"In 61 and 62, like the Muse of 44 and the rhetor of 58, 
. she turns his own terms against him, but her newer is now the 
'virtue' of the Petrarchan platonique." 
1 vncalled. GROSART (1877, 82) " = called forth on slight and 
insufficient nrbvocation." 
3 assaid. GROSART (1877, 82) "Same sense as 'assaild' of 2 
qu.; but shows (what he supposed was the fact) less power in 
the attacking and less result on the attacked party." 
POLLARD (1888, 202) "Qs.: 1assaild,' which has less of a lov-
er's modesty, but agrees with 'invade.'" The folio reading 
is, however, retained in the text. 
WILSON (1931, 172) "I have printed assaile for B. assaid, Q2. 
assaild. It seems to me more likely that two transcribers 
should be in error than that Sidney should have put a past 
and present tense in such jingling juxtaposition." Miss Wil-
son overlooks the fact that as said refers to the ·oast action 
of line 1, whereas inuade refers to the present a~tion of line 
2. -
5 infelt. GROSART (1877, 82) "Really felt in the soul, in 
the better self, not seated merely in the liver and flesh. 
This, therefore, is a better reading than 'sound,' 2 qu." 
The OED lists this as the first usage of the word, the next 
not appearing until 1774. 
7 selfnesse. GROSART (1877, 82) "Query~-a coinage by Sidney1" 
WILSON (1931, 172) "apnarently a coinage by Sidney, and a fa-
vourite word of Greville's, e.g. Humane Learning: 
The ~ound foundation no~ on sandy narts 
Of l~ght opinion, selfnesse, wordes of men." 
The OED lists this usage also as the first. 
8 Then. GROSART (1877, 82) "His desires are already existent, 
and she says 'then' he learns how evil those are, and 'then' 
learns what they should be. There is also a greater fulness 
of thought in 'then' and 'thence' than in 'thence' only, 2 qu." 
9 her. GROSART (1877, 82-83) "As yet in the progress of his 
sonnets and of his love she has confessed no 'love' (2 qu.), 
but is a 'sEint.' Cf. Sonnets lxii. lxvi. lxvii. lxix. Be-
sides, she says, since her 'chaste mind' hates this love in 
Sidney, so he, if with in-felt affection he is captived to her 
with 'chast'ned mind,' then she can remove him from such love. 
And against 'this' (2 qu.) there are two arguments: (a) 
that there is no love of hers previously spoken of in the 
sonnet; (b) that the sent(nce is a continuation of her words 
repeated in the third person. In all these cases A and A 
1613.give the better readings, and hence and from the same 
'desires' is nreferable to 'desire' (2 qu. )." 
14 OED: without = unless; leaue = cease. 
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62 
Late tyr'd with wo, euen ready for to pine 
With rage of Loue, I cald my Loue vnkind; 
She in whose eyes Loue though vnfelt doth shine, 
Sweet said that I true loue in her should find, 
I ioyed, but straight thus watred was my wine, 
That loue she did, but loued a Loue not blind, 
Which would not let me, whom she loued, decline 
From nobler course, fit for my birth and mind: 
And therefore by her Loues authority, 
Wild me these temuests of vaine loue to flie, 
And anchor fast my selfe on Vertues shore. 
Alas, if this the only mettall be 
Of Loue, new-coind to helpe my beggery, 
Deare, loue me not, that ye may loue me more. 
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1 wo] F; woe Ql-3. 2 Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 2 cald] F; 
call Ql-3. 2 vnkind;] F; vnkinde. Ql-3. 3 She] F; Shee 
Ql-3. 3 eyes] F;H, Ql-3. 3 Loue] F; loues Ql, Q3; loue Q2. 
3 though] F, Q2; fyres Ql, Q3. 3. doth] F, Q2; doe Ql, Q3. 
4 Sweet] F; Sweetlie Ql, Q3; Sweetely Q2. 4 said] F; saide; 
Ql-3. 4 that] F; omitted Ql-3. 4 should] F, Ql-2; shoulde 
Q3. 4 find,] F; finde. Ql-3. 5 ioyed] F, Q2; ioy Ql, Q3. 
5 wine,] F; ... : Ql-3. 6 loued a Loue] F; with a loue Ql-3. 
6 blind,] F; blinde. Ql-3. 7 whom] F; whome Ql-3. 7 loued,] 
F; lou 1dA Ql-3. 7 decline] F; H' Ql-3. 8 nobler] F; Nobler 
Ql-3. 8 mind:] F; minde. Ql-3. 9 Loues] F; loues Ql-3. 
9 authority,] F; Authoritie; Ql-3. 10 Wild] F, Q2-3; Wilde Ql. 
10 these] F, Ql, Q3; those Q2. 10 tempests] F; Tempests Ql-3. 
10 flie,] F; flee: Ql-3. 11 anchor] F; Anchor Ql-3. 11 Ver-
tues] F; vertues Ql-3. 12 Alas,] F; ... A Ql-3. 12 only] F; 
onel ie Ql, Q3; onely Q2. 12 be] F; - , Ql-3. 13 Loue,] F; loue 
Ql-3. 13 new-coind] F; newe coyn'd Ql-3. 13 helpe] F, Ql, Q3; 
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help Q2. 13 beggery,] F; N: Ql-3. 14 Deare] F; Deere Ql-3. 
14 ye] F; you Ql-3. 
GROSART (1877, liii) "I find in Sonnets lxxxvii. lxii. and 
elsewhere, de~onstration that the triumph was not all on one 
side, and that side Sidney's." 
SYMONDS (1899, 126) "Up to this po:i:nt·stella has been Sidney's 
saint, the adored object; remote as a star from his heart's 
sphere. Now at last she confesses that she loves him. But 
her love is of nure and sisterly temper; and she mingles its 
avowal with noble counsels, little to his inclination." 
RUBEL (1941, 206) indicates the dominant figure in this sonnet 
is traductio, which she defines (p. 291) as "repeating a word 
in different for:r,s--a kine of wordplay." 
YOUNG (1958, 60) "The demonstration ['of the lady's :netamor-
phic power over lan~uage'] is particularly full in ~onnet 62, 
where it is cow~itted to the working out of the rhetorical 
fi~ure, traductio, or the 'tranlacer,' a kind of word play in 
which the same word is repeated in diffc,rent forms." 
2 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates this line contains a 
common Fetrarchan idea: "Der Dichter nennt sie [the beloved] 
unfreundlich." 
3 Loue though. GROSART (1877, 83) "Q 1, 'loue's fyres'--in-
al?nropriate to her described state, and hence altered." 
4 Sweet said that I. GROSART (1877, 83) "This (A & A 1613) 
in rhythm is nreferable to 'Sweetely said I,' especially as 
'I' com.mences a new clause." Sweet is used here as an adverb 
= sweetly. 
6 loued a Loue. GROSART (1877, 24) "This (A and A 1613) gives 
the sense intended, and such as is ~iven by 2 qu.; but prob-
ably Sidney, who was fond of such repetitions, r~eant to alter 
•with a loue' of 2 qu. to 'loued with loue,' and having left 
the words below, the editor struck out 'with' below 'loued,' 
instead of 'a.'" 
10 these. GROSART (1877, 84) "i.e. such as he mentions 1. 2, 
and v•hich caused her to sneak; hence better than 'those; (2 
qu.)." 
Fourth song. 
Onely ioy, ~ here you ~' 
Fit to heare and ease rrry care: 
Let my wh1snermg"""VOYce o"Otai.ne, 
~e~ reward for sharuest uaine: 
Take me to the~ana thee to me. 
No, no, no, no, my Dea.r€; letoe. 
Ni17,ht hath closd all in her cloke, 
Tw!nck~ starres-Loue-~ughts prouoke: 
Danfer hence rood care doth keepe, 
Iea ous ie it "'Se!fedO'th--si'eepe: 
Take me to~hee, ancrtliee to me. 
No, no, no, no, ~ Dear€, Tetoe. 
Better place no wit can find, 
Cupids yoke toloose-or ""6Tiii: 
These s~ ~ewers onifine bed too, 
Vs in their best langua~oo:- ---
"Takeme to t'he"e; and thee "£0me. 
No, no, no, no, my Deare; Tetbe. 
This small light the Moone bestowes, 
serlies try beames but to disclose, 
So to ra se 2:!:1 han ~ hie; 
Feare not else, none can vs spie: 
Take 11":8to thee ,--and thee to me. 
No,. no, no, no, !!!Jl Deare; let be. 
That yol heard was but a Mouse, 
numoe s eepe hoiOetn-alT the house: 
Yet a sleepe, me thinRB8 rfey ~' 
YonR-folkes, talie time wh e you may: 
Take me to thee, and thee to ~· 
No, !!£' no, no, .!!!flJeare, Iet be. 
Niggard Time threats, if we misse 
This largeoffer of ourbiTsse: 
Long stay ere he graunx the same: 
Sweet then-;-whiTe each th!ilg doth franie: 
Take me to thee, and thee to me. 
No, no,- no, no, .!!!fl:Jes:re; let be. 
Your faire mother is a bed, 
candles out, and curtaines spread: 
She thin'keS you do letters write: 
Write, but let me first endite: 
Take me-re thee-,-and thee to me. 
No, no, no, no, !!i15eare; Ietoe. 
18!'1 
Sweet alas, why striue you thus? 
Concor~tter fitteh [fitteth] vs: 
Leaue to Mars the force of hands-,-
Your power in your beautTe stands: 
Take thee to ~' and me to thee. 
No, !!£, !!£, !!£, !!!I_--r5eare, let be. 
Wo to ~' and do you sweare 
Me to hate, but I forbeare, 
Cursed ~-!!!laestines fdestnies] all, 
That brought ~ ~ high to fall: 
Soone with my death 1 will praise thee. 
No, !!£, !!_£, !!£, !!2-l. Deare, let be. 
1 ioy] F; ~ Ql-3. 2 care:] F, Q2; -; Ql, Q3. 3 ob-
taine,] F; ... Ql-3. 4 reward] F; rewards Ql-3. 5 me] F, 
" 
mee Ql-2. 6 No, no, no, no,] F; No. no no no, Ql-3. 
" " " 
6 Deare,] F; ... Ql-3. 6 be] F, Q3; bee Ql-2. 7 closd] F; 
" 
closde Ql-3. 8 Twinck1ing] F, Ql, Q3; Twinkling Q2. 
8 Loue-thoughts] F; 1oue thoughts Ql-3. 8 urouoke: ] F .... 
' ' 
Q3; 
Ql-3. 10 Iealous ie] F; Iealozie Q1; Ielouzie Q3; Iealouzie 
Q3. 11 me] F, Q3; mee Ql-2. 12 No, no, no, no,] F; No no 
A A 
no no, Ql-3. 12 De are,] F; •·• Ql-3. 12 be] F, Q3; bee Ql-2. 
A A-
13 find,] F; finde Ql-3. 14 Cuuids] F; Cupids Ql-3. 
" 
14 yoke] F; knot Ql-3. 14 bind:] F; binde, Ql-3. 15 sweet] 
F; sweete Ql-3. 15 flowers] F; ... , Ql-3. 15 on] F; our Ql-3. 
16 woo] F; wooe Ql-3. 17 me] F, Q2-3; mee Ql. 17 me.] F, QP; 
mee: Ql-2. 18 No, no, no, no,] F; No no no no, Ql-3. 
A A A 
18 Deare,] F; ,.. Ql-3. 18 be] F, Ql, Q3; bee Q2. 19 small] 
A 
F, Q2-3; smal Ql. 19 bestowes] F; bestoes Ql-3. 20 but] F; 
for Ql-3. 21 hap] F; heart Ql-3. 21 hie·] F Ql• ... : Ql-3. 
' ' y ' 
22 not] F; .... , Ql-3. 22 else,] F; els Ql-2; else Q3. 
" 
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23 thee,] F, Q2-3; ..., Qlo 23 me] F, Q3; mee Ql-2o 24 No, no, 
"' 
no, no,] F; No no no no, Ql-3. 24 Deare,] F; ..., Ql-3. 
"' "' "' "' 
24 be] F, Q3; bee Ql-2. 25 Mouse] F; mouse Ql-3. 26 sleepe] 
F, Q3; Sleepe Ql-2o 26 house:] F; -, Ql-3 o 27 sleepe,] F; 
Ql-3o 27 me thinkes] F; (me thinkes) Ql, Q3; (me thinks) 
Q2o 28 folkes] F; fooles Ql-3. 29 me] F, Q3; mee ~-2o 
30 No, no, no, no,] F; No no no no, Ql-3. 30 Deare,] F; ,.. 
A 
"' 
Ql-3o 30 be] F, Q3; bee Ql-2o 31 Time] F; time Ql-3o 
31 threats,] F; threates Ql-3. 32 blisse:] F; ... , Ql-3o 
A 
33 he] F; she Ql-3o 34· Sweet] ·F, Ql, Q3; Sweete Q2o 34 each] 
F, Q3; ech Ql-2o 34 frame:] F; ..., Ql-3o 35 thee,] F· Q2-3; 
A 
, 
.... Qlo 35 me] F, Q3; mee Ql-2. 36 No, no, no, no,] F; No 
"' "' 
no no no, Ql-3o 36 Deare,] F; ..., Ql-3. 36 be] F, Q3; bee 
"' 
A 
"' Ql-2o 37 mother] F; N!otp_er Ql-3~ 38 spread: ] F; spred; 
Ql-3o 39 She] F, Ql, Q3; Shee Q2o 39 do] F, Q2; doo Ql; doe 
Q3o 39 write] F, Ql, Q3; wtite Q2o 40 let me first] F; first 
let me Ql-3o 40 endi te:] F; .. Ql-3o 41 me] F, Q2-3; mee Ql. • 
41 me.] F, Q3; mee: Ql-2. 42 No, no, no, no,] F; No no no 
"' 
... 
"' 
no, Ql-3. 42 De are,] F; - Ql-3o 42 be] F, Ql, Q3; bee Q2o 
• 
43 Sweet] F; Sweete, Ql-3o 43 alas,] F; ... Ql-3o 44 fitteh] 
A 
F; fitteth Ql-3. 44 vs:] F· H • 
' ' 
Ql-3. 46 stands:] F· ..., 
' . 
Ql-3. 
47 thee] F; me Ql-3o 47 me] F; th~e Ql-3o 47 me] F; thee 
Ql-3o 47 thee] F; mee Ql-2; me Q3. 48 No, no, no, no,] F; 
" " ... 
48 De are,] F; ... Ql-3 o 
• 
48 be] F, Q3; No no no no, Ql-3. 
bee Ql-2o 49 Wo] F; Woe Ql-3. 49 me] F, Q3; mee Ql-2o 
49 do] F, Q2; doo Ql, Q3o 49 sweare] F, Ql;...,, Q2-3. -50 hate,] 
F; ..., Ql-3. 50 forbeare,] F; ... ? Ql-3o 51 Cursed] F; Curst 
"' 
Ql-3. 51 destines] F; destnies Ql; destinies Q2-3. 52 me] 
F, Q3; mee Ql-2. 53 I will] F; Ile Ql-3. 54 No, no, no, no,] 
A A A 
54 De are,] F; ... Ql-3. 
A 
54 be] F, F; No no no no, Ql-3. 
Q3; bee Ql-2. 
SYMONDS (1899, 131) "And now a change comes over the spirit 
of Sidney's dream. It is introduced, as the episode of the 
stolen kiss was, by a song. We do not know on what occasion 
he may have found himself alone with Stella at night, when 
her husband's jealousy was sleeping, the house closed, and 
her mother in bed. But the lyric refers, I think, clearly 
to some real incident--perhaps at Leicester House." 
BOAS (1955, 144) "If Sidney was.here pleading to Lady Rich, 
one would have thought that not her mother but her husband 
would have been her-guardian. It has to be assumed that, 
in Miss Mona Wilson's words, 'he rides down to see her 
mother's house in the country, believing that at last she 
will surrender'." 
YOUNG (1958, 71-72) "The climax so eagerly expected in 
these two sonnets [84, 85] is presented in the Fourth Song, 
which follows Sonnet 85. The climactic action occurs in a 
song rather than a sonnet, and in both cases the song sug-
gests a tradition different from that of the sonnets, the 
'nocturne' here, perhaps, related to the medieval serenade •• 
• • The romantic atmosphere of the Second Song, though cer-
tainly present here, is qualified by details that are sharp~ 
ly realistic and concrete." Details "have an almost comic 
practicality, as Dart of a literal seduction." 
MONTGOMERY ( 1961, 62) asserts there e.re some pieces "which 
might properly be called lover's laments and in which there 
are distinct changes in attitude or situation." Among them 
"are the Fourth and Fifth Songs from Astrouhel and Stella, 
which carry narre_tive and rev~rsal of attitude some diste.nce. 
The latter two, although they render Astrophel's frustration, 
go well beyond the USU8l Petrarchan complaint." 
4 paine. GROSART. (1877, 159) "countenances 'reward,' A and 
A 1613, rather than rewards,' 2 qu." 
10 it selfe. GROSART (1877, 160) 11 'himself, ' 2 qu.: bett~r 
than 1 itselfe, 1 A and A 1616, albeit Jealousy is nG>t = Lord 
Rich, for stanza vii. shows Stella was away from home, i.~. 
from Lord Rich." 
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14 yoke. GROSART (1877, 160) "'knot,' 2 qu.: better than 
'yoke,' A and A 1613, which is not appropriate." Subsequent 
editors, however, retain the folio reading, except Drinkwater. 
15 on. GROSART (1877, 160) "'our, 1 better than 'on,' A and 
A 1613. II . --
POLLARD (1889, 212) suggests that the quartos have "the 
rather better reading, 'these sweet flowers our fine bed 
too. 111 However he retains, as do subsequent---editors, the 
folio reading. 
20 but. GROSART (1877, 160) "'for, 1 2 qu., badly." 
21 hap. GROSART (1877, 160) 11 = good luck: 'heart, 1 2 qu., 
gives a doubtful sense." 
28 folkes. GROSART (1877, 161) "'fooles,' 2 qu.--gayer and 
yet deeper than 1 folke 1 of A and A 1613, which is corrJnon-
place." 
33 he. GROSART (1877, 161) "2 qu. 1 she 1 ; but 'l'ime is never 
feminine." 
34 frame. GROSART (1877, 161) " = design or build up [it, 
the time or onnortunity]." 
OE'J: suit, fit. 
47 thee to me. A reversal of the phrase as it is found in 
the other stenutfl and in this line in the quartos, "me to 
thee." 
GROSART (1877, 162) "I adopt the transposition of 'thee' 
and 1me, 1 made by A and A 1613 against 2 qu. in this stanza 
only. 'Take me' is contradictory to the previous four lines; 
so he says, Do nothing, agree; take thee to me." 
POLLARD (1888, 212) "The Qs. give this line in the same form 
as in the other stanzaw, and it is doubtful if its change in 
the folio has much meaning." Eut he retains the folio reading. 
\'YILSON (1931, 177) "There seems to be no reason why the re-
frain should vary in this stanza, and I have thE:refore taken 
the quartos 1 reading." Hart follows Wilson; the nresent editor, 
Grosart and Pollard. 
63 
0 Grammer rules, ~ now your vertues show; 
So children still reade you with awfull eyes, 
As my young Doue may in your precepts wise 
Her graunt to me, by her owne vertue know. 
For late with heart most high, with eyes most low, 
I crau'd the thing which euer she denies: 
She lightning Loue, displaying Venus skies, 
Least once should not be heard, twise said, No, No. 
Sing then my Muse, now Io Pean sing, 
Heau'ns enuy not at my high triumphin8: 
But Gram~ers force with sweet successe confirme: 
For Grar>J.11er sayes .(a this deare Stella nay [way],) 
For Grammer sayes (to Grammer who sayes nay) 
That in one sneech two Nafatiues affirme. 
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1 0] F; Oh Ql-3. 1 a] F; oh Ql-3. 1 show;] F; showe, 
Ql-3. 2 children] F; Children Ql-3. 2 reade] F; read Ql-3. 
2 awfull] F, Ql-2; awful Q3. 3 young] F, Q2; younge Ql, Q3. 
3 wise] F; .... , Ql-3. 4 me,] F; ..... " Ql-3. 4 know] F; knowe Ql-3. 
5 heart] F; hart Ql-3. 5 high] F; hie Ql-3. 5 low,] F; lowe; 
Ql-3. 6 which] F, Ql-2; wich Q3. 6 denies:] F; ..... ~-3. 
7 She] F; Shee Ql-3. 7 lightning] F, Q2-3; lightening Ql. 
7 Loue~ F; Loue Ql-3. 7 skies] F; skyes Ql-3. 8 once] F; one 
Ql-3. 8 heard,] -A Ql-3. 8 twise] F; ~, ~-3. 8 said,] F; 
said. Ql-2; saideA Q3. 8 No,] F; no. Ql-3. 8 No] F; no Ql-3. 
9 Io Pean] F; I do Paean Q2. Entire line omitted in .9!_ and .9e• 
9 sing,] F; ""'• Q2. 10 Heau'ns] F; Harken<, Ql; Heauens Q2; 
Harken, Q3. 10 enuy] F; Enuy Ql-3. 11 sweet] F; sweete Ql-3. 
11 confirme:] F; .... , Ql-3. 12 (~] F; ah Ql-3. 12 this] F; 
(this Ql-3. 12 deare] F; deere Ql-3. 12. nay,)] F; way A) Ql-3. 
14 sneech] F; ... , Ql-3. 14 Ne~atiues] F; negatiues Ql-3. 
14 affirme.] F, Ql-?; .... , Q3. 
POLLARD (1888, 202) "It is curious to find a sonnet written 
in 1581 on this Particular gr~cm_mar rule, which English drama-
tists successfully defied for another half century--curious, 
~nd, at this exact conjuncture in the sonnets, disapPointing. 
V'.e may comnare a madriga_l by Thomas 'A'eelkes: 
'Yet there is hope we shall agree, 
For double !!.£ importeth yea. · 
It that be so, my dearest, 
With no, no, no, my heart thou cheerest.'" 
---
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MYRICK (1935, 310-311) "Equally light in touch is the sixty-
third sonnet •••• No wonder he shifts his measure and breaks 
into song." 
YOUNG (1958, 61) "The perfor:nance of the baffled and exasper-
ated narf reaches a comic climax in Sonnet 63.where, with a 
sudden leap of enthusiasm, he seizes an opportunity to turn 
the tables •••• Here is a metamornhosis indeed. Stella's 
'owne vertue 1 in the precedinp: sonnets, Astrophel argues, has 
been no more than a capricious tyranny over woras, a power 
that res ides in gramrrar rules and is therefore available to 
lovers as v1ell a~ ladies. 1'he amiable absurdity of this, with 
perhaps an epithalamial sup:gestion in 'Sing then my Muse, then 
Io Paean sing, ' is its ovm justification." 
2 reade. GROSART (1877, 84) " = So [may] children still read 
you." 
4 vertue. GROSART (1877, 85) " = the grant which she has made 
to me by the vehemence of her vertue, which could not be con-
tented without saying 1no 1 twice over." 
8 once. GR09ART (1877, 85) "contrasts better with 1 twise 1 
than 'one' of 2 qu." 
11 successe. GROSART (1877, 85) " = result, as frequently in 
those days." 
12 d. GROSATT (1877, 85) "2 qu. 'ah'--not .:::-idneian." 
12 nay [way]. POLLARD (1888, 202) "Our folio has_the obvi?us 
misprint 'nay'; •way' of the Qs. = weigh." The present ed1tor 
adonts the quarto reading way = weigh, in that Astrophel is 
attempting to persuade Stella to judge, not to co:m:ment (~). 
Other editors, from Grosart on, simply follow the 1621 edition 
emendation E..N_• 
64 
No more, my deare, no more these counsels trie, 
0 giue my passions leaue to run their race: 
Let Fortune lay on me ber worst disgrace, 
Let folke orecha~g'd with braine against me erie. 
Let clouds bedimme my face, breake in mine eye, 
Let me no steps but of lost labour trace: 
Let all the earth with scorne recount my case, 
But do not will me from my Loue to flie. 
I do not enuie Aristotles wit, 
Nor do asnire to Caesars bleeding fame; 
Nor ou~ht do care, though some aboue me sit: 
Nor hope, nor with [wish] another course to fr&me, 
But that which once ~ay win thy cruell hart, 
Thou art my Wit, and thou my Vertue art. 
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1 more,] F; ... " Ql-3. 1 de are] F'; deere Ql-3. 1 coun-
sels] F; Counsels Ql-3. 1 trie] F; try Ql-3. 2 run] F; runne 
Ql-3. 3 a is grace,] F; .... Ql-3. 4 folke] F; Folke Ql-3. 
4 orecharg'd] F, Q2; orechargde Ql, Q3. 4 erie.) F; cry, Ql-3. 
5 clouds] F; Cloudes Ql-3. 5 bedimme) F; be dimme, Ql-3. 
5 face,] F; fate" Ql, Q3; face" Q2. 5 breake] F, Q2; bereaues 
Ql, Q3. 5 mine] F; myne Ql, Q3; my Q2. 6 trace:] F; try, Ql-
3. 7 with] F; in Ql-3. 7 case,] F; race; Ql-3. 8 do] F; aoe 
Ql-3. 8 Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 8 flie] F; fly Ql-3. 9 do] F, 
Q2; doe Ql, Q3. 9 enuie] F, Q2; enuye Ql, Q3. 10 do] F, Q2; 
doe Ql, Q3. 10 fame;] F; ... : Ql-3. 11 do] F; to Ql-3. 
11 care,] F; "'• Ql-3. 11 s·it:] F'; -; Ql-3~ 12 hone,] F; ... ,. 
Ql-3. 12 with] F; wish Ql-3. 12 another] F, Q2; an other Ql, 
Q3. 12 frame,] F; -: Ql-3. 13 win] F; winne Ql-3. 14 Wit,] 
.F; wit; Ql-3. 14 Vertue] F; vertue Ql-3. 
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ARBER (1877, 485) "Sidney in his devouring affection for this 
his only love, would have lost himself altogether, as this 
impassioned anneal shows." 
WARREN (1936, 132) "And they {the sonnets] can achieve the inevi-
tability arid ricli.simnlicity thaf·resnlt'fro:m notbin~Z less than a 
perfect fusion of form and content Lsonnet 64 quoted in full]." 
YOUNG (1958, 24-25, 62) "At the opposite extreme from the 
frank and exuberant theatrics [of sonnet ·7] is the direct 
sincerity of Sonnet 64 •••• The effectiveness of the con-
trast • ~ • is precisely in the omission of the role, the 
sense of the speaker in propria persona. • • • 
His 'proof' is to repudiate worldly ambition, to deliver 
a general indictment of the world in terms of vanitas vanita-
tis •••• It shows what kind of man he is: a man of princi-
ple, unuretentious, utterly sincere, utterly devoted, the 
honest man in a world of error. · 
"Sonnet 64 continues the celebration of Stella's transcen-
dent powers, but in an intensely personal, rather than con-
ventional, way. • • • In contrast to the lyric extravagance 
of the song, the effect of the sonnet is of utter simplicity, 
and in place of encomium, an assertion of direct sincerity •• 
• • The first line • • • seems to be a reference to the Pla-
tonizing admonitions of Sonnets 61 and 62, to which he is 
responding now not by parody but by anpeal. • • • In contrast 
to the elaborate roles adopted in the sonnets before the song, 
the effect here is of no role at all, the lover sneaking in 
his own voice." 
MONTGmmRY (1961, 114) "Yet even the impassioned Sonnet 64, 
a direct appeal for Stella's surrender, shows him still an-
swering to the moral standards he violates and the shame he 
risks [lines 1-8 quotedJ. Here the nsychology is more com-
plex than one might suppose: line ei~ht ~ay be simply a plea 
to be allowed to remain in Stella's presence, but the capi-
talization and italicization of 'Love' suggest a reference 
to Cupid and therefore to AstropheiTS own emotion. The am-
biguity may quite reasonably be interpreted to include a 
com-oulsive wish to cling to -passion as well as the more ob-
vious desire to remain at Stella's side. Read in these terms 
tbe line announces Astrophel's co!nmitment both to his mistress 
and to the wilful nourishing of somethin~ within, despite all 
consequence." 
5 bedimme. POLLARD (1888, 204) In the Ql reaa1ng "'be dimme' 
should of course be read as one word governine 'myne eye.'" 
5 WILSON (1~31, 173) "The quarto renderin,~s of this line are 
worth renroducing to shew what. an Elizabethan printer could 
do. [ Ql and Q2 quoted] ~ 
The B. reading, given in the text, is not altogether satis-
factory. It is more natural for the clouds to break in 
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the traveller's face as they do in Shakespeare, Sonnet XXXI'/, 
6. 
To d r-v the rain .£!:! SY_ storm-beaten face. 
In the same sonnet Shakespeare speaks of the 'rotten 
smoke' of clouds, and I suspect that Sidney wrote: 
Let cloudes bedimme my face, bereeke myne eye." 
6 trace. GROSART (1877, 86) tt2 qu. 1 try 1--the latter an er-
ror caught from the rhyme 1 eye 1 above. So too in 1. 7 'rase' 
is an error in 2 qu. for 1case,' for 'race' has already oc-
curred in 1. 2. Hence too I accept 'with' for 'in' in 1. 7; 
but in 1. 12 'with' of A and A 1613 is a misnrint for 'wish' 
of 2 qu. In 1. 5, Q 1 reads badly 1bereaues. mine eyes.'" 
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Loue by sure proofe I may qall thee vnkind, 
That giu'st no better eare to my iust cries: 
Thou whom to me such my good turnes should bind, 
As I may well recount, but none can prize: 
For when nak'd boy thou couldst no harbour find 
In this old world, growne now so too too wise: 
I lodg'd thee in my heart, and being blind 
By Nature borne, I gaue to thee mine eyes. 
Mine eyes, my light, my heart, my life, alas, 
If so great seruices may scorned be: 
Yet let this thought thy Tygrish courage passe: 
That I nerhaps am somewhat kinne to thee; 
Since in thine armes, if learnd fame truth hath spread, 
Thou bear'st the arrow, I the arrow head. 
1 Loue] F; ~, Ql-3. 1 vnkind] F; vnkinde Ql-3. 
2 giu 1 st] F; giues Ql-3. ~ eare] F; eares Ql-3. 2 cries] 
F; cryes Ql-3. 3 me] F; ~ Ql-3. 3 should] F; shouldst 
' 
Ql-3. 3 bind] F; binde Ql-3. 4 recount] F, Q2; account 
Ql, Q3. 4 none can] F, Q2; cannot Ql, Q3. 4 prize;] F; 
prise. Ql-3. 5 boy] F; .... 
' 
Ql-3. 6 find] F; .fin de Ql-3. 
6 old] F; olde Ql-3. 6 growne] F; (growne Ql-3. 6 too] F, 
Ql, Q3; to Q2. 6 too] F, Ql, Q3; be Q2. 6 wise:] F; wise) 
Ql-3. 7 lodg'd] F; lodg'de Ql-3. 7 heart,] F; -; Ql, Q3; 
-: Q2. 7 blind) F; blinde Ql-3. 8 Nature] F; nature Ql-3. 
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8 mine] F; my Ql-3. 9 my heart, my life,] F; my li.fe, my hart 4 
Ql-2; my life. my hart~ Q3. 11 Tygrish] F, Q2-3; Tygirsh Ql. 
11 passe:] F; -, Ql-3. 12 kinne] F; kin Ql-3. 12 thee;] F, 
Ql, Q3; -: Q2. 13 if learnd fame] F; if learn'd fame Q2; 
of Fame Ql, Q3. 13 truth hath spread] F; truth hath spred Q2; 
mos~_truely snred Ql, Q3. 14 bear'st] F; bearst Ql-3. 
14 arrow) F; Arrowe Ql-3. 14 arrow head] F; Arrowhed Ql-2; 
Arrowhead Q3. 
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SYMONDS (18~9, 127) "Then he seeks relief in trifles. Play-
ing upon his own coat of arms ('or, a ~heon azure'), he tells 
Love how he nursed him in his bosom, and how they both must 
surely be of the same linea~e [lines 5-8, 11-14 quoted~." 
SCOTT-ESPINER (1~29, 34) "Le LXV, particulierement le deuxieme 
quatrain, contient probablement une reminiscence de l'Amour 
mouille ••• d 1Anacreon: 'Quand, enfant nuJ tune pouvais 
trouver d'asile dans ce vieux monde, devenu de nos jours 
beaucoup trap prudent, je te logeai dans man coeur, et puis-
que t~ es ne aveugle, je te donnai mes yeux 1 • Sidney a es-
quisse en quatre vers le sujet de. 1 'ode, mais avec des addi-
tions et des changements de sa propre invention. Le trait 
final du sonnet: 1Thou bar 1 st the arrow; I, the arrow head', 
est original, car une large pointe de fleche formait les 
armoiries de la famille Sipney." 
BUXTON (1954, 107-108) "Both Sidney and Greville wrote poems 
based on the complementary conceits of the poet giving his 
eyes to the blind God of Love, and of Love then being dazzled 
by the eyes of the poet's mistress. (The poems are variations 
on a familiar theme which Shakespeare also develoued.) In 
the sixty-fifth sonnet of Astrophel and Stella Sidney addresses 
Cupid in the true Petrarchan manner -rlines 5-8 quoted]. Gre-
ville begins the twelfth poem of Caelica thus: 
Cupid, thou naughtie boy, when thou wert loathed, 
Naked and blind, for vagabunding noted, 
Thy nakedness I in my reason clothed, 
Mine eyes I gave thee, so was I devoted. 
The contrast is immediately apparent. Greville mocks the 
loathed vagabond, and blames his own folly in being generous 
to Love. Sidney will say nothing: stronger than that Love was 
unkind so to repay his good turns, and he makes no excuse of 
folly. ~idney l.odges Love in his heart: Greville clothes 
Love's na~edness in his reason--and there, surely, the ironical 
Greville had been looking over Sidney's shoulder. The bold, 
imperative opening of Greville's noem is as characteristic of 
him as of Donne, writing fifteen or twenty years later; like 
Donne too is the self-scorning detachment of 1 so was I devoted'." 
YOUNG (1958, 18-19, 62-63) "The emphasis is on his identity" 
to suggest reality. "As Pollard and othe~s have pointed out, 
the last line of Sonnet 65 is a reference to the Sidney coat 
of arms, Or a Pheon Azure •••• The context in which the 
identification occurs-Is-the ordinary stuff of conventional 
complaint. lhere is an allegorical history, the occasion for 
which is kept conventionally vague; the allegory :merely stands 
for t~e usual conflict between Love and the lover, with the 
lover's 'good turnes' representing his initial attitude, his 
willingness to love, and Love's ingratitude the standard 
slin~s and arrows of the Petrarchan experience. 
In these terms the heraldic conceit which resolves the con-
flict is a witty way of describing Sidney as Petrarchan lover; 
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he bears the arrowhead in the sense of being wounded by it, 
an emblem of the bleeding heart. But the claim of kinship 
makes firmer an association suggested in the second quatrain. 
Love, the 1nak 1d boy, 1 is described in relation to an alien 
world, 'growne now so too too wise, ' a v•orld in which the 
speaker's heart is the only 'harbour' to be found. 'lhe impli-
cation is that Love and the lover are alone togethPr in a 
world that has no place for love, and that the real conflict 
is between them and such a world. When the kinship is as-
serted in terms of the Sidney arms, it not only draws them 
into closer association, it introduces another basis for 
distinguishing them from the 'wise' world. That is, it in-
vokes another standard by referring to another area of being, 
the reality of a real man. On the one hand, then, are 'real' 
or true love (Love itself) and the lover as a real person, 
and on the other a world too wise: a world, a~parently, that 
is artificial and without genuine feeling. And finally, be-
cause the lady is necessarily involved in the basic conflict, 
implicit at the center of the wise world to which the genuine 
lover is opposed, the poem lodges its main complaint against 
her, not the conventional one that she is 'more chaste than 
kind,' but simply that she is conventional. It is the con-
ventional standard of pretense and artificiality that causes 
grief between lovers, Astrophel-Sidney argues, and by sub-
scribing to it, he seems to imply, the lady relinquishes part 
of her own reality. 
11
'I'he primary function of Sonnet 65 ••• is exactly the 
same, to Present Astrophel in propria persona, and the method 
here ?Oes beyond the limits of the poetical situation to draw 
upon the values of actual history. 1bis is the sonnet which, 
through the allegorical form of a complaint to Cupid, makes 
the identification of Astrophel with Sidney-- 1Thou bear'st 
the arrow, I the arrow head' •••• The two sonnets together 
su~gest that, for the moment anyway, the 'sweet comedie' is 
played out: Astrophel is reminding Stella that he has not 
just been playing a gam~." 
2 giu'st. GROSART (1877, 86) "2 qu. 'That giues. 1 Old writ-
ers were not very accurate in this; but we adopt A and A 1613, 
especially as they are in other points more correct, as 1. 2, 
'eare, 1 not 'earef:' (which is not idiomatic Engllsh): 1. 3, 
'should' for 'shoulds t' ( 2 qu. ) , where the transcriber has 
been misled by 'Thou, 1 the true nominative being 'good turns.'" 
4 prize. GROSART (1877, 87) = price. 
POLLARD (1888, 204) "= estimate the worth of." Hart repeats. 
WILSON (1931, 173) = estimate. 
OED: value, esteem. 
6 so = thus. 
6 too too. GROSART ( 1877, 87) 11 Par more in ::-nanner of the day 
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than •to be' (Q 2)." 
OED: commonl-y reduplicated for emphasis. Cf. Hamlet, I, ii, 
129, 0 that this too too solid flesh would melt. 
9 light. GROSART (1877, 87) "If one looks at 'eyes •••• 
light,' it will be seen that 'heart ••.• life' (A and A 1613) 
is the better sequence, and more regular than 'life •••• 
heart' ( 2 qu. ) • " 
11 uasse. GROSART (1877, 87) " = over-pass, and therefore 
dominate." 
13 hath. GROSART (1877, 87) "Modern texts erroneously 'had. 1 " 
14 arrow. GROSART (1877, 87)'"Cf. on Sonnet_lx~ii..l. 8," 
where reference,, is madil to Cupid's dart. 
14 POLLARD (1888, 204) "The Sidney arms were,ar.gent, a pheon 
(or arrow head), azure." Hart repeats this. 
WILSON (1931, 173) "The Sidney arms were argent, a pheon 
azure. It has often been su~?ested that t~is coat was the 
origin of the broad arrow on Government stores through Henry 
Sidney, who was Master of the Ordnance in William III's 
reign. Lord Dillon has, however, proved that the broad ar-
row was in use in Mary's reign. (Journal Soc: Army Hist: Re-
search, December, 1922.) I have to thank the Librarian of--
the War Office for this reference." 
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And do I see some cause a hope to feede, 
Or doth the tedious burd'n of long wo 
In weakened minds, quicke apprehending breed, 
Of euerie image, which may comfort show? 
I cannot brag of word, much lesse of deed, 
Fortunes [Fort.une l wneeles',still \'.'i~th me in one sort slow, 
My wealth no more, and no whit lesse my need, 
Desire stii1 on the stilts of feare doth go. 
And yet a mid all feares a hope there is, 
Sto1ne to my heart since last faire night, nay day, 
Ste1las eyes sent to me the beames of blisse, 
Looking on me, while I lookt other way: 
But when mine eyes backe to their heau'n qid moue, 
They fled with blush, which guiltie seem'a of loue. 
1 do] F; doe Ql-3. 1 a] F, Q2-3; of Ql. 1 feede,} F; 
finde~ Ql, Q3; feedeA Q2. 2 burd 1n] F; burthen Ql-3. 2 wo] 
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F; woe Ql-3. 3 weakened] F; weakned Ql-3. 3 minds] F'; mindes 
Ql-3. 3 quicke] F, Ql, QP; quick Q2. 3 apnrehending] F; appre-
hension Ql-3. 3 breed,] F; breede• Ql-3. 4 euerie] F; every 
Q1-3. 4 imarre,] F; ImageA Q1-3. 4 show?] F; showe • .Ql-3. 
5 deed] F; deede Ql-3. 6 Fortunes] F', Ql, Q3; Fortune Q2. 
6 wheeles] F; windes Ql, Q3; wheels Q.2. 6 sort] F, Q2; sorte 
Ql, Q3. 6 slow,] F; blowe: Ql, Q3; slowe. Q2. 7 need] F; 
neede Ql-3. 8 Desire] F; Desier, Ql-2; DesierA Q3. 8 on the 
stilts] F; on $tilts Ql-3. 8 go] F; goe Ql-3. 9 a mid] F; 
amids Q.l-3. ·9 feares] F; ... , Ql-3. 9 is,] F; ... ,. Ql-3. lOheart] 
F; hart: Ql-3. 10 night,] F; -~ Ql-3. 10 nay dEy,] F; (nay day) 
A 
Ql-3. 12 me] F; mee Ql-3. 12 while I lookt] F; while I looke Q2; 
I looke an Ql, Q3. 13 backe] F, Q2; blacke Ql, Q3. 13 heau'n] 
F; heauen Ql-3. 13 moue,] F; -: Ql-3. 14 loue.] F, Ql, Q3; 
H: Q2. 
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YOUNG (1958 63) "The new movement is initiated in Sonnet 
66 ••• by'an apparent change in Stella, as if in response 
to the chan~e in-Astrophel. He has caught her eyes upon him." 
MONTGOMERY (1961, 114-115) "On the surface, then, Astrophel's 
discontent is born of the clash between Stella's reticence 
and his desire for reciprocal passion and surrender, but this 
outward conflict is steadily deepened and particularized 
[lines 1-8 quoted]. However, in the sestet Astrophel announces 
that Stella may relent and grant him her 'favor,' at first 
simply a concession to his idealistic devotion. She has urged 
hi~ to accept a 'chast' love in Sonnets 61 and 62; but in Son-
nets 66 and-67 she seems more receptive. In these circum-
stances Astrophel's need to look within himself is less urgent, 
and he adopts the role of the nersistent seducer." 
3 apprehending. GROSART (1877, 88) "The act of the faculty 
of annrehension seems better than 'apprehension' (2 qu.): and 
1. 12 'looke' (2 qu.), is nroved to be a mist&ke for 'look'd' 
by 'sent' (1. 11) and 'did' (1. 13), e having in several in-
stances in these sonnets been read for d. But the rhythm of 
1. 8 leads me to adopt the readinR of the 2 qu. with 'desier' 
as a trisyllable and 'the' omitted, and to think 'the' an 
editorial amendment." 
6 Fortunes [Fortune] wheeles. GROSART (1877, 88) "If we 
adont 'Fortunes= Fortune's wheels,' 'slowe' must be taken 
as a verb= go slow; but the 's' of wheels in Q 2 and A and 
A 1613, and in 'windes' of Q 1, leads me to imagine that 
'Fortune wheels' (Q 2), where 'wheels' is a verb, is correct; 
for Fortune is only represented with one wheel. 1bere is 
doubtless in this sonnet (11. 6-7) a reminiscence of Sidney's 
loss of prosnects by Leicester's; a loss which made him, in 
her friend's eyes, no longer a fit match for Stella; but it 
is here apnlied, as shown by the context, metaphorically, to 
his having received as yet nothing from her whence he could 
say he was enriched with her love." 
7 wealth. POLLARD (1888, 204) "'Wealth' here is, of course, 
the wealth of love, but there is probably a double meaning, 
for Sidney was vreatly pressed by the narrowness of his for-
tunes, and it was his loss of the expe0tation of wealth and 
rank by the :narriage of his uncle, the Earl of Leicester, 
which lost him Stella." 
8 stilts. WILSON (H~31, 173) "here= crutches. cf I{arlowe, 
Jew of Malta: 
-- I have laughed a good to ~ the crintles 
Go limnin,o: home to Christendom on sti~ts." 
Hart repeats the definition. --
9 a. GROSART (1877, 89) "Modern editions 'as'--an error." 
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Hope, art thou true, or doest thou flatter me? 
Doth Stella now begin with piteous eye, 
The ruines of her conquest to espie: 
Will she take time, before e.ll wracked be? 
Her eyes-speech is translated thus by thee: 
But failst thou not in phrase so heau'nly hie? 
Looke on againe, the faire text better trie: 
What blushing notes doest thou in margine see? 
What sighes stolne out, or kild before full borne? 
Hast thou found such and such like arg~~ents? 
Or art thou else to comfort me forsworne?· 
Well, how so thou interpret the contents, 
I am resolu'd thy errour to maintaine, 
Rather then by more truth to get more paine. 
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1 Hope,] F; -A Ql-3. 1 true,] F; -A Ql-3. 1 doest] F; 
doost Ql-3. 2 begin] F; beginne, Ql-3. 2 piteous] F; pitteous 
Ql-3. 2 eye,] F; N" Ql-3. 3 ruines] F; raigne Ql-3. 3 of her] 
F; of this her Ql-3. 3 espie:] F; ~? Ql-3. 4 she] F, Ql, Q3; 
shee Q2. 4 time,] F; -. Ql-3. 5 eyes-speech] F; eye speech 
Ql-3. 5 thee:] F; -. Ql-3. 6 failst] F; failste Ql-3. 
6 heau'nly] F; heauenly Ql-3. 6 hie] F; hye Ql-3. 7 on] F, Q2; 
ore Ql, Q3. 7 trie:] F; prie; Ql-3. 8 doest] F; dost Ql-3. 
8 margine] F; Margent Ql-3. 9 borne?] F; - Ql-3. 11 else] 
• 
F; els Ql-3. 12 Well,] F; """ Ql-3. 12 thou interpret] F; Q2; 
ere thou doost interpret Q1, Q3. 12 the] F, Q2; my Ql, ·Q3. 
13 errour] F; error Ql-3. 13 maintaine,] F; -: Ql-3. 14 then] 
F; than Ql-3. 14 truth] F; trueth Ql-3. 
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YOUNG (1958, 63) "He [Astrophel] recognizes the possibilities 
of self-de~e·0ti·T'l ••• but resolves bis doubts by a wry 
willingness bo be so deceived." 
3 GROSART (1877, 89) "Stella had known well for days and 
months that she reigned over Sidney, her conquest; and 'piti-
ous' (1. 2) and 't&ke time' (on which see onward), and 
'wracked' (1. 4), all show the thought to be, Will she relent 
before her conquest be an utter ruin and waste? The 'this' 
(2 qu.) seems an error, for 'The ruins of this' &c. is bad 
rhythm, nor is there any antecedent to 'this.' It was prob-
ably a conjectural insertion and an attempt to &mend the III:S. 
here 1 the raigne of her. 111 
POLLARD (1888, 204) 111 Raigne' (Ql-3) has little meaning. 11 
4 time. POLIARD (1888, 205) "'Time' is here rather 'oppor-
tunities' than 'tempus': the sense is, 'will she forestall 
my ruin. '" wracked = ruined. 
WILSON (1931, 174) "take time: can only meEm here act in time. 
In Fourth Song, V, l~i~carpe diem, take the opporfu.llTE'Y· 
The President-of Magdalen has suggested t~ that the phrase 
is an abbreviation of take time EI. the forelock, then just 
cominp; into use." Hart repeat'S thiSClef'initj_on and reference. 
5 eyes-speech. GROSART (1877, 89) "So 2 qu. = eye-speech: 
eves' sneech (A and A 1613 'eye-speech') indifferent--for 
,, . II forms analogous to both are to be found. 
7 trie. Ql-3 prie = look at closely. 
8 ~.~argent Ql-3, another form of margin. 
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Stella, the onely Planet of my light, 
Light of my life, and life of my desire, 
Chiefe good, whereto my hope doth only aspire, 
World of my wealth, and heau'n of my delight. 
Why doest thou spend the treasures of thy sprite, 
With voice more fit to wed Amphions lyre, 
Seeking to quench in me the noble fire, 
Fed by thy worth, and blinded .[kindled] by thy sight? 
And all in vaine, for while thy breath most sweet, 
With choisest words, thy words with reasons rare, 
Thy reasons firmly set on Vertues feet [feet], 
Labour to kill in me this killing c~re: 
0 thinke I then, what paradise of ioy 
It is, so faire a Vertue to enioy. 
1 onely] F, Ql, Q3; only Q2. 1 Planet] F, Q3; Plaunet 
20p 
Q,l-2. 1 light,] F, Ql, Q3; .... Ql-3. 3 Chiefe] F, Q3; Cheife 
" Ql-3. 3 only] F; sole Ql, Q3;· onely Q2. 3 asuire,] F; as-
pire; Ql, Q3; 'spire Q2. 4 wealth,] F; .... 
"' 
Ql-3. 4 heau'n] 
F; heauen Ql-3. 5 doest] F; doost Ql-3. 
t 
5 treasures] F; 
Treasure Ql-3. 5 sprite,] ...... Ql-3. 6 voice] F, Ql-2; voyce 
Q3. 6 Amphions] F; Amphyons Ql-3. 6 lyre,] F; Lyre? Ql-3. 
7 fire] F; fyre Ql-3. 8 Fed] F, Q2; Set Ql, Q3. 8 worth,] 
F; wrath Ql, Q3; worth Q2. 8 blinded] F; kindled Ql-3. 
" A 
8 s i gh t? ] F; "" • Ql-3 • 9 most ] F, Q2 ; so Ql , Q.3 • 9 ~ vv e e t , ] 
F; sweete .. Ql-3. 10 words,] F, Q2; .... ; Ql, Q3. 10 words] F, 
Q2; wordes Ql, Q3. 10 rare,] F; ... ; Ql-3. 11 firmly] F; 
firrnely Ql-3. 11 set] F; ... , Ql-3. 11 on] F; are Ql-3. 
11 Vertues] F; vertues Ql-3. 11 feet] F; feete Ql-3. 12 La-
bour] F, Ql, Q3; Labor Q2. 12 care:] F; .... , Ql, Q3; ... A Q2. 
1-3 0] F; Oh Ql-3. 13 paradise] F; Paradise Ql-3. 14 Vertue] 
F; vertue Ql-3. 14 ·enioy.] F; annoy. Ql, Q3; enioye"' Q2. 
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YOUNG (1958, 35-36) "Her efforts to teach Astrophel the moral 
virtue that will make him leave love are subverted by the 
powers of charm and beauty that move him to love. She defeats 
her own purpose. • • • The point of the poem lies in the dif-
ference between the moral 1Vertue 1 that Stella would like As-
trophel to possess and the 'Vertue' that Astrophel himself 
would like to possess--namely, Stella, by virtue of whom he 
feels the 'noble fire' whose virtues, in the sense of essen-
ti&l qualities and moving nower, he has celebrated in the 
first quatrain." 
1 light. WILSON (1931, 174) "The obvious error liifht occur-
ring in Q2. and B. may be a slip in the autograph. Hart fol-
lows Wilson in emending to night; Grosart and Pollard retain 
the folio reading, as does the present editor, who suggests 
11. 1-2 are an example of the linking rhetorical device, climax. 
5 treasures. GROSART {1877, 90) "Better than 'treasure' (2 
qu. ) •" 
7 HASSELKU3S (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed here 
is a com..mon Petrarchan one: "Das Feuer der Liebe hat den Dich-
ter ganz ergriffen." 
8 GROSART ( 1877, 90-91) 11 2 qu. 'Set •.•• wrath. ' 'l1he latter 
mere errors. He has called her 'wrath' still lovely, but 
throughout it is her 'worth' as well as beauty that makes 
him love; her be~uty inflames, and her worth keeps up the 
flame. 'Kindled' (2 qu.) corrects a very noticeable error 
of A and A 1613 of 'blinded.' But Q 1 makes a worse mistake 
in l. 14, by reading 'annoy' for 1enioy'; also in 1. 11 the_ 
2 qu. badly misprint 'are' for 1on.' In 1. 6 we have vAmphi-
on: in 3d Song, 1. 4, -Amphi~n--noted as a caution to those 
who find so many proofs of 0 hakespeare 1 s lack of learning in 
such thinp:s." 
POLLARD ( l888, 205) "Fed ~ thy worth. --Q. 1: 'Set by thy 
wrath,' where both variations appear to be misprints, so in 
1. 11, 'are' for 1on,' and in 14, 'annoy' with singular per-
verseness for 'enjoy. 1 Q. 1 presents so many excellent read-
ings that it is needful now and ag·ain to record its blunders, 
lest it appear the better text." 
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0 loy, too high for rrry low stile to show: 
0 blisse, fit for a nobler state then me: 
Enuie, put out thine eyes, least thou do see 
~hat Oceans of delight in me do flow. 
My friend, that oft saw through all maskes my wo, 
Come, come, and let me powre my selfe on thee; 
Gone is the winter of my miserie, 
My spring appeares, 8 see what here doth grow. 
For Stella hath with words where faith doth shine, 
Of her high heart giu'n me the monarchie: 
I, I, 8 I may say, that she is mine. 
And though she giue but thus conditionly 
This realme of blisse, while vertuous course I take, 
No kings be crown'd, but they some couenants make, [.] 
1 0] F; Oh Ql-3. 1 low] F; Loue Ql-3. 1 stile] F; 
still Ql-3. 1 to] F, Ql-2; lo Q3. 1 show:] F; showe, Ql-3. 
2 0] F; Oh Ql-3. 2 state] F; seat Ql-3. 2 then] F; than Ql-3. 
2 me:] F; mee, Ql, Q3; mee" Q2. 3 Enuie,] F; ~ 
4 
Ql-3. 3 do] 
F; doe Ql-3. 3 see] F, Ql-'?. H .. , , Q3 • 4 Oceans] F; Ouans Ql; 
Oceans Q2; Onans Q3. .4 delight] F; - , Ql-3. 4 do] F; doth 
Ql-3. 4 flow] F;. flowe. 5 friend,) F'; friend" Ql-2; frend" 
Q3. 5 saw] F·; saw'st Ql-3. · 5 maskes] F; ... , Ql-3. 5 wo] F; 
woe Ql-3. 6 powre] F, Q3; poure Ql-2. 6 selfe] F, Ql, Q3; 
self Q2. 6 on] F, Q2; in Ql, Q3. 6 thee;) F;-: Ql-3. 
7 miserie,] F;-. Ql-3. 8 spring] F, Q2; Spring Ql, Q3. 
8 8] F, Q2; loe Ql, Q3. 8 here] F; heere Ql-3.· 8 erow.] F; 
growe, Ql-3. 9 words] F; wordes Ql-3. 9 where] F; (where Ql-
3. 9 shine,] F; ~) Ql-3. 10 heart] F; hart Ql-3. 10 giu'n] 
" 
F; giuen Ql-3. 10 monarchie:] F; ~onarchie: Ql, Q3; Monarchie" 
Q2. 11 I,] F; And Ql, Q3; I" ~. J.l 1:, 8] 'F; I $ Q2; ;ro, · Ql, Q3. 4 .... _ 
11 say,] F; -A Ql-3. 12 thus] F, Q2; this Ql, Q3. 
12 conditionly] F; condicionally, Ql-3. 13 realme] F; 
Realme Ql-3. 13 blisse] F, Ql-2; blesse Q3. 13 vertuous] 
F'; vertues Ql-3. 13 take,] F, Q2; ... ; Ql, Q3. 14 kings] F;. 
Kin~s Ql-3. 14 crown'd] F; Crownd Ql-3. 14 couenants] F; 
couenant Ql-3. 14 make,] F; .... Ql-3. 
YOUNG (1958, 63) "His hope is fulfilled in Sonnet 69. His 
joy bursts out to the friend • • • ·with an amusing echo of 
the enithalamial note from Sonnet 63 ••• a~d is in no 
way qualified by the terms of Stella 1 s capitulation." 
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1 stile. GROSART (1877, 91) "2 qu. misprint 1loue still.• 
His loue has not 'still' or continually shown joy, but only 
'woe.' This sonnet marks his first certainty of being loved 
(cf. Sonnet lxx. 1. 2). The·word 'high' shows the antithe-
tical 1 low style' to be the true reading. He has several 
times spoken of his •stile' as uninfluenced by the beauties 
with which others adorn their songs: and cf. n~xt line also." 
2 state. GROSART (1877, 91) "This constantly so-used Eliza-
bethan word is better than 1 seat 1 of 2 qu." 
4 do. GROSART (1877,.92) "2 qu. 1 doth 1 -~usual error through 
influence of delight. 11 
5 saw. POLLARD (1888, 205) 11 Qs.: 'sawst, 1 but this is by no 
means our first instance of Sidney's dropping the termina-
tion of the second person singular." 
13 vertuous. GRO~ART (1877, 92) "Better than 1vertue 1 s 1 
(2 qu.)--each of which would produce the other, because it 
is 'virtuous' course in esnecial reference to this love." 
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My Muse may well grudge at my heau'nly ioy, 
If still I force her in sad rimes to creepe: 
She oft hath drunke my teares, noY1' hoT.,es to enioy 
Nectar of Mirth, since I Ioues cup do keepe. 
Sonets be not bound prentise to annoy: 
Trebles sing high, as well as bases cieepe: 
Griefe but Loues winter liuerie is, the Boy 
Path cheekes to smile, as well as eyes to weepe. 
Co~e then my ~use, shew thou height of delight 
In well raisde notes, my pen the best it may 
Shall paint out loy, though but in blacke and white. 
Cease eager Muse, peace pen, f'or my sake stay, 
I glue you here my hand for truth of this, 
Wise silence is best musicke vnto blisse. 
1 heau'nly] F; heauenly Ql-3. 2 If] F; Yf Ql-3. 
2 in sad rimes] F; in sad rymes Q2; thus in woe Ql, Q3. 
2 creepe] F; Q2; weepe Ql, Q3. 3 to enioy) F; t•enioy Ql-3. 
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4 Nectar] F; Nectar Ql-3. 4 Mirth,] F; mirth; Ql, q3; mirth, 
Q2. 4 cup] F; Cupid Ql, Q3; Cup Q2. 4 do keepe] F, Q2; keepe 
Ql, Q3. 5 Sonets] F; Sonnets Ql-3. 5 prentise] F; Prentice 
Ql-3. 5 annoy:] F; ,.. , Ql-3. 6 Trebles] F; Trebbles Ql-3. 
6 as] F; so Ql-3. 7 Loues] F; Loues Ql-3. 7 liuerie is,] 
F, Q2; liuerie, Ql, Q3. 7 Boy] F; boy Ql-3. 8 as well] F; 
so well Ql-3. 8 eyes to weepe] F, Ql, Q3; eyes weepe Q2. 
9 shew] F, Q2; shewe Ql, Q3. 9 thou] F; the Ql-3. S height] 
F, Q2; force Ql, Q3. 10 notes,] F; noates; Ql; nos.tes, Q2; 
notes; Q3. 12 stay,] F, Ql, Q3; .... Q2. 13 here] F; heere Ql-
3. 13 hand] F, Q2; ,.. , Ql, Q3. 13 this,] F; ,.. : Ql-3. 14 
musicke] F; ~.:usique Ql-3. 
ZlO 
ARBER (1877, 490) After quoting lines·5-8: "There is in all 
this a happy joyousness, a delicate glee, a gladsome play-
fulness that we should rardly have associated with a man of 
SIDNEY's strength and breadth of character; and one, too, 
so addicted to the athletic sports of the time." 
4 Ioues. GROSART (1877, 92) "Modern editions 1Loue 1 s 1--
without authority." 
POLLARD (1888, 205) of Ql 1Ioues cup', an "ingeniously wrong 
variant." 
8 as. GROSART (1877,. 93) of the quarto reading so in this 
line and in 1. 8: "more archaic." Hence he adonts the quarto 
rEading. 
9 thou. GROSART (1877, 93) "Sidney never could write 'shew 
the height of delight 1 ( 2 qu.). . The corrector probably al-
tered 'force' (Q 1) to 'height,' but omitted to change 1 the' 
(Q 1) to 'thou. 111 
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~ho will in fairest booke of Nature know, 
How Vertue may best lodg'd in beautie be, 
Let him but learne of Loue to reade in thee 
Stella, those. faire lines, which true goodnesse show. 
There shall he find all vices ouerthrow, 
Not by rude force, but sweetest soueraigntie 
Of reason, from whose light those night-birds flie; 
That inward sun.."'le in thine eyes shine th so. 
And not content to be Perfections heire 
Thy selfe, doest striue all minds that way to moue: 
'A'bo marke in thee what is in thee most faire. 
So v.rhile thy beau tie drawes the heart to loue, 
As fast thy Vertue bends that loue to rrood: 
But ah, Desire still cries, glue me so~e food. 
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1 fairest] F; fayrest Ql-3. 1 Nature] F; nature Ql-3. 
1 know] F, Q2; kno·we Ql, Q3. 2 loog'd] F; lodgde Ql-3. 
2 beautie] F; Beautie Ql-3. 2 be] F; bee Ql-3. 3 Loue] F; 
loue Ql-3. 3 reade] F; read Ql-3. 4 Stella,] F, Ql; Stella. 
Q2; Stella~ Q3. 4 lines~] F; ~. Ql-3. 4 goodnesse] F; 
Beautie Ql, Q3; goodnes Q2. 4 shovv] F; showe Ql-3. 5 find] 
F; finde Ql-3. 5 ouerthrow,] F; ouerthrowe; Ql, Q3; ouer-
throwe: Q2. 7 light] F; N' Ql-3. 7 those F, Q2; the Ql, Q3. 
7 night-birds] F; night birdes Ql-3. 7 flie;] F, Ql, Q3; N' Q2. 
8 sunne] F; Sunne Ql-3. 9 Perfections] F; perfections Ql-3. 
9 heire] F; heir, Ql-2; he ire, Q3. 10 selfe,] F; N Ql-3. 
A 
10 doest] F; dost Ql, Q3; doth Q2. 10 striue] F, Ql-2; sterue 
Q3. 10 minds] F; mindes Ql-3. 11 marke in] F, Q2; marking 
Ql, Q3. 11 thee] F, Q2; .... Ql, Q3. 11 what] F, Q2; which Ql, , 
Q3. 11 is] F, Q2; art Ql, Q3. 11 in thee] F; indeede Ql, Q3; 
in deede Q2. 11 faire.] F; ~, Ql-3. 12 So] F, Q2; See Ql, Q3. 
12 drawes] F; driues Ql-3. 12 the] F; my Ql-3. 12 heart] F'; 
hart Ql-3. 13 Vertue] F; vertue Ql-3. 13 bends] F, Ql-2; 
bendes Q3. 14 cries] F, Ql, Q3; cryes Q2. 
ARBER (1877, 487) After quoting 11. 12-13: "Thus in the 
midst of all her hateful surroundings, she redeemed her own 
true love from all that was base or ignoble; ever pointing 
him upward, and moving him to the highest self-conquest and 
Christian chivalry: and he has for ever p;lo.rified her in 
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such verse, as no other English Lady has ever been celebrated 
with. So she comes down to us depictE:d by her poet-lover as 
the very anotheosis of all that is most delightful, most ten-
der, most beautiful, and most honourable in woman." 
SCOTT-ESPII-I'ER (1929, 39) "Le de'Qut du sonnet LXXI • • • nous 
rannellent le sonnet 210· de Petrarque, et les innombrables 
imitations italiennes et franyaises: 
Chi vuol veder quantunque puo natura 
e'l ciel tra noi, venga a mirar costei ••• 
Vedra, s'arriva a temp, ogni vertute, 
ogni bellezza, ogni real costume 
giunti in un corpo con rnire.bil tempre: 
'Qui veut voir ce que peut (faire) la Nature et le ciel parmi 
nous, vienne voir celle-ci ••• il verra, s'il arrive a temps, 
toute vertu, toute beaute, toutes manieres charmantes reunies 
en une seule personne dans de merveilleuses proportions'. 
Ronsard n'a pas dedainge de s'approprier les deux mots du 
debut pour le premier sonnet des-Amours de Cassandre: 
Qui voudra voir CO'Ylme un Dieu me surmonte; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Qui voudra voir un sujet de malheur, 
Me vienne lire ••• 
Il n'est pas necessaire de citer taus les examples de ce de-
but. La dette de Sidney est claire." 
YOUNG (1958, 64) "In 71 he celebrates Stella as the Platonic 
'Idea,' usin~ Petrarch, annropriately enough, as his model 
('Chi vuol veder qu~ntunque no Natura')." 
MONTGOYERY (1961, 91-93) "Several times his nersonifications 
apnear suddenly and dramatically, coinciding with a shift in 
rhythm and rh~torical strategy. 'Ihe opening of Son::1et 71 is 
soberly expository and briefly impersonal: [lines 1-4 quoted]. 
Thus far the personifications, virtue and beauty, have no 
dramatic role, no voice. Following the didactic tone of the 
first three lines, Astronhel's direct address to Stella is a 
surprise, emphasized by the position of 'thee' and the en-
jambment of the third and fourth lines. But the second quat-
rain returns at first to formal oratory: [lines 5-8 quoted]. 
Yet these lines are not so inert. Sidney has begun to com-
plicate the imagery, building the images of warfare and rule 
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and flight within the initial conceit that Stella's besuty 
is a text to be read with profit. 'I'he activity implied in 
these lines com:oe::1sates for the mu tinr: of the 1 i v ing voice, 
and the vital presence of Stella moves more into the fore-
ground in the next passage [lines 9-11 quoted]. Yet the 
style remains largely expository and continues so for two 
more lines [lines 12-13, 14 quoted]. I have isolated the 
last line because it isolates itself. The poem is built on 
the same princiule as Sonnet 1. With the sudden shift in . 
values (from the carefully virtuous to the sexually and sub-
jectively impetuous) Sidney interpose!?. direct speech and 
blunt, coarse metaphor. • • • Sonnets 1 and 71 typify another 
means of conquering the apnearance of forreali ty and develop-
ing the sonnet as an ironic instrument. Moreover, his free-
dom from stereotyped technique is an excellent means for 
imitating the e~erging (in Sonnet 1) or continuing (in Sonnet 
71) yitality of impulses apparently destroyed by Astrophel's 
failure to write and by his submission to the stylized role 
of the virtuous lover. ~hese poems are the battleground for 
the emotional stru.r:rgles of the protagonist, and his changing 
and comnlicated alle~iance to one impulse or the other finds 
its mirror in Sidney -,s way with plain anc fancy styles. 'l'he 
modes of Personification and the modes of discourse surround-
ing and containing them epitomize his tact in varying from 
the formal to the casual or abrupt to keep his medium in step 
with the changing and contrary mind of Astrophel." 
l HASSE~KUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed in 
this and the following lines is a common Petrarchan one: 
Tugend und Schonheit, Gegensatz." ' 
5 vices. GROSART (1877, 94) "As shown by 'night-birds, and 
vices, 1 the better reading is •those' not 'these' (2 qu.); 
for night-birds and owls, or the like, do not fly Stella, 
but those owl-vices do." 
11 thee. GROSART (1877, 94) "A and A 1613--the usual manner-
ism repetition, and though Q 2 may be a variant ('in deede 1 ), 
it is open to the suspicion that part only of Q l was cor-
rected. It is also in favour of 'in thee' being a later 
change, that all the readings of A and A l613·in this sonnet 
are better than those of 2 qu." 
12 drawes. GROSART (1877, 94) '"A and A 1613, agrees better 
with 'bends' than 1driues' (2 qu.). And 'the heart'= the 
hearts of all minds which all strive, the word being used 
generally, better than 'my.' He does not now speak of his 
heart only: his particular addition comes in 1. 14. 11 
12-13 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed 
here is a common Petrarchan one: "Die Tugend der Geliebte 
fllhrt den Dichter zum Guten." . 
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Desire, though thou my old companion art, 
And oft so clings to my pure Loue, that I 
One from the other scarcely can descrie, 
While each doth blow the fier of my hart; 
Now from thy fellowship I needs must part, 
Venus is taught with Dians wings to flie: 
I must no more in thy sweet passions lie; 
Vertues ·gold nov: must head my Cupids dart. 
Seruice and Honor, wonder with delight, 
Feare to offend, will worthie to apnea.re, 
Care shining in mine eyes, faith in my sprite.[,] 
These things are left me by my only Deare; 
But thou Desire, because thou wouldst haue all, 
Now banisht art, but yet alaa how shall? 
1 my] F, Ql, Q3; mine Q2. 1 old) F; olde Ql-3. 
1 companion] F, Q2-3; commpanion Ql. 2 clings] F; clinges 
Ql-3. 2 Loue,] F, Q2; ... ; Ql) Q3. 3 descrie,] F; discry: 
Ql-3. 4 doth] F, Q2; doe Ql, Q3. 4 blow] F; blowe Ql-3. 
4 hart;] F, Ql, Q3; ... : Q2. 5 needs] F, Q2; needes Ql, Q3. 
5 part,] F;;.... Ql-3. 6 flie:] F; flye, Ql-3. 7 sweet] F, 
Ql, Q3; sweete Q2. 7 lie;] F; lye: Ql, Q3; lie, Q2. 
8 Vertues] F; Vertues Ql-3. 8 ,czold] F; golde Ql-3. 8 now] 
F, Q3; -, Ql-2. 8 dart.] F'; ... , Ql-3. 9 Honor,] F; honour 
"' 
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Ql-3. 10 will] F; well Ql-3. 10 worthie] F, Q2; worthy Ql, 
Q3. 10 anneare,] F; -: Ql-3. 11 sprite.] F; snright, Ql-3. 
12 only] F; onely Ql-3. 12 Deare;] F; deare. Ql-3. 13 all,] 
F; -; Ql-3. 14 but yet] F, Ql, Q3; yet Q2. 14 alas how shall?] 
F, Q2; within my call. Ql, Q3. 
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YOUNG (1958, 64-65) "In '72 .he addresses Desire as 'the 'old 
companion' from whose fellowship he must be parted •••• 
But in each case the final line completely inverts the 'vir-
tuous course' the poem has been taking •••• The reversal 
technique so prominent in the first part of the sequence re-
ap~ears here with the source of the powerful effect unequivo-
cally identified." -
4 While. GROSART (1877, 95) 11 =And both of you blowe." 
4 HASSL.EKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates this is the common 
Petrarchan idea: 11 Das Feuer der Liebe hat des Dichters Herz 
entzttndet." 
8 dart. GROSART (18?7, 95) "A reference to the arms assigned 
by fanciful heralds to Cupid, the Love spoken of." 
10 will. GROSART (1877, 95) "2 qu. and modern editions 
'well'; but this makes nonsense. The true reading (A and 
A 1613) is undoubtedly 'will': (a) because 'will,' generally 
used in a bad sense= sensual wiTl (as in Shakespeare's Son-
nets), is here spoken of as a purified will worthy to appear: 
(b) because each of the three lines, 11. 9-11, is made up of 
two clauses." 
14 shall. GROSART (18?7, 95) "Either for shalt, metri gr., 
or = how shall I banish thee?" 
POLLARD (1888, 206) "For this abrupt ellipse ( = how shall I 
banish thee?) Q. 1 has the too easy reading: 'Now banisht 
art, but yet within my call.'" 
Second song. 
Haue I cau;-:ht .!!!! heau 1nly iewell, 
Teaching sleene most faire to be? 
Now wi1! I teach her that she,--
When she ·wakes, is too too-cruell. 
Since sweet sleep her eyes hath charmed, 
The two only darts of Loue: 
Now will 1 with that boy nroue 
Some play, ·while he ~ disarmed. 
Her tongue waking still refuseth, · 
Giuing frankly niggard No: 
Now will I attemnt to know, 
What No her tongue Sleeping vseth, 
See the hand which waking gardeth, 
Sleeping, grants a free resort: 
Now will I inuade the fort; 
COWa~Loue with IOSse-r€wardeth. 
But $ foole, thinke of the danger, 
Of her iust and high disdaine: 
Now will I alas refraine, 
LouefearesriOthin!;( else but anger. 
Yet those lins ~ sweetly swelling, 
Do inuite a stealing kisse: 
Now will I-but venture this, 
~~0 will re~must firs~arne spelling. 
Oh sweet kisse, but ah she is waking, 
LOwr~ng beautie C'h"'astensme: 
Now will I away hence flee: 
Foole, ~ foole, for ~ ~ taking. 
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1 heau'nly] F; heauenly Q,l-3. 1 iewell,] F; Iuel• Ql-2; 
Iuell" Q3. 2 sleene) F, Q3; Sleepe Ql-2. 2 be?] F;- : Ql-3. 
3 will] F, Q2-3; wil Ql. 3 her] F;-, Ql-3. 3 she,] F; 
" 
Ql-3. 4 she] F, Ql, Q3; shee Q2. 4 w;;~kes,] F; -" Ql-3. 
4 cruell] F, Q2-3; cruel Ql. 5 sweet] F; sweete Ql-3. 5 sleep] F; 
Sleen: Ql; Sleere Q2""3• ~- ,6 onl'y~J .F; onely: .Ql-.-3.~ 6 Louev].F; Loue Ql-3 
7 boy] F; Boy Ql-3. 8 play,] F;-" Ql-3. 9 still] F, Q2-3; 
stil Ql. 10 frc.nkly] F; fr&nklie Ql-3. 10 No] F; no Ql-3. 
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11 vdll] F, Q2-3; wil Ql. 11 know] F, Q3; lmowe 'D--2. 12 No] 
F; no Ql-2; now Q3. 13 which] F; that Ql-3. 14 Sleening,] F; 
... Ql-3. 15 will I] F; A I wil Ql; I will Q2-3. 15 fort;] F; 
.... ' Ql-3. 16 Loue] F; Loue Ql, Q3; Lone Q2. 17 e foole,] F; 
(0 foole)A Ql-3. 17 danger,] F; ... 
" 
Ql-3. 18 disd::;; ine:] F; 
... , Ql-2; ... Q3 • 19 alas] F; (alas) Ql-3. 19 refraine,] F; A 
.... " Ql-3. 20 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 21 lips) F; lippes Ql-3. 
22 kisse:] F; -; Ql-3. 23 will I but venture) F; but venture 
will I Ql-3. 25 sweet] F, Ql, Q3; sweete Q2. 25 she) F', Q3; 
shee i.::tl-2. 26 me:] F; mee. Ql-3. 27 away] F; for feare Ql-3. 
27 flee:] F; ~, Ql-3. 28 foole,] F; Foole
4 
Ql-3. 
SYMONDS (1899, 129) "It is characteristic of the fluctuations 
both of feeling and circumstance, so minutely followed in As-
tronhel1s love-diary, that, just at thiB moment, when he has 
resolved to ua~t with desire, he breaks out into this jubilant 
song upon the stolen kiss." 
YOUNG (1958, 65, 66-67) 11 The Platonic covenant of Sonnet 69 
is clearly doomed. The destruction occurs in the Second Song, 
which follows Sonnet 72. 
"The specific genre to which these sonnets point, and which 
is introduced by the Second Song, is the 'genre du baiser'. Of 
th€ variety of tone there can be no question, but surely it is 
miste.ken to think that Sidney was in any doubt v1hatever of the 
distinction between 1la chastete absolue' and 1le baiser las-
cifi •••• Far from obscuring the distinction, Sidney seems 
.to use the 'baiser' because of its difference. The function 
of the song, as song re.ther than sonnet, is perhaps to empha-
size this difference, to suggest Astrouhel's escape from the 
Petrarchan impasse." 
1 GROSART (1877, 155) "Falstaff adouts this in his feigned 
ecstasy at meetinr:: Mistress Ford: 'Have I caught thee, my 
heavenly jewel?'" 
WILSON (1931, 174) "Falstaff enters singing this line. I 
think in this scene the knight is meant to be in a musical 
mood as a few lines further down he brings in a strain from 
the Queen's favourite Fortune,,~ foe. 11 
28 Foole, more foole. GROSART (1877, 156) " = Fool for 
running away, more fool for not taking more, i.e. not a 
single kiss, but kisses. Cf. Sonnet lxxiii, &c:-11 
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'73. 
Loue still a boy, and oft a wanton is, 
School'd onely by his mothers tender eye: 
What wonder then if he his lesson misse, 
~~en for so soft a rod deare play he trie? 
And yet my Starre, because a sugred.kisse 
In sport I suckt, while she asleepe did lie, 
Doth lowre, nay, chide; nay, threat for o.nly this: 
Sweet, it was saucie Loue, not humble I. 
But no scuse serues, she makes her wrath appeare 
In Beauties throne, see now who dares come neare 
Those scarlet iudges, threatning bloudy paine? 
0 heau•nly foole, thy most kisse-worthie face, 
Anger inuests with such a louely grace, 
That Anger selfe I needs must kisse againe. 
1 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 1 boy] F; Boy Ql-3. 2 School'd] 
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F; Schoolde Ql-3. 2 onely] F, Q3; only Ql-2. 2 mothers] F; 
Mothers Ql-3. 4 trie?] F; trye. Ql-3. 5 Starre) F; starre 
Ql-3. 5 kisse] F; ~, Ql-3. 6 suckt] F; sucke Ql-3. 6 asleepe) 
F; a sleepe Ql-3. 6 did] F, Q2; doth Ql, Q3. 6 lie,] F; lye: 
Ql-3. '7 nay,] F; naye. Ql-3. '7 chide;) F; ~, Ql-3. '7 nay,] 
F; ... " Ql-3. '7 only) F; onely Ql-3. 8 Sweet,) F; ... Ql-3. 
" 
8 saucie] F; saucy Ql-3. 8 Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 8 not humble I] 
F, Q2; that prest so nye Ql, Q3. 9 apneare] F, Ql, Q3; ... , Q2. 
10 neare] F; neere Ql-3. 11 iudges] F; Iudges Ql-3. 11 threat-
ning] F, Ql-2; thereatning Q3. 11 bloudy] F; blooddie Ql-3. 
11 uaine?] F, Q3; .... Ql-2. 12 heau 1nly] F; heauenly Ql-3. 
12 foole] F; F'oole Ql-3. 12 kis se-worthie) F; ki sse worthy Ql-
3. 12 face,] F; ~" Ql-3. 14 Anger] F; Angers Ql-3. 14 needs] 
F; needes Ql-3. 
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GR0'3ART (1877, li-lii) "The rebuke of her adorer for a stolen 
kiss (Sonnet lxxiii.) is only one of many semi-unconscious 
admissions on Sidney's :part that Stella, while owning her 
kindred 'love' for him, stood true and inviolate." 
4 trie. WILSOJI1 (1931, 174) "For this use of the subjunctive 
after when (no doubt for co~venience of rhyme) cf 79, 1 7. 11 
6 suckt. GROSART (1877, 96) "2 qu. misread 'sucke. '" 
8 not humble I. GROSART (1877, 96) calls the Q1 read.ing, 
that prest ~ nye, "an early variant, but not so good as 
A and A 1613, because it does not clearly disjoin Love from 
Sidney's self. 11 
12 foole. GROSART (1877, £:6) "cf. Shakespeare 'And my poor 
fool' &c." 
14 Anger selfe. _GROSART (1877, 26) adopts the quarto reading 
Am~erts selfe. Gf., nowever,.Rea·son selfe (35.,7). 
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I neuer dranke of Aganirpe well, 
Nor euer did in shade o Tempe sit: 
And Muses scorne with vulgar braines to dv1ell, 
Poore Layman I, for sacred rites vnfit. 
Some do I heare of Poets furie tell, 
But (God wot) wot not what they meane by it: 
And this I sweare by blackest brooke of hell, 
I am no pick-purse of anothers wit. 
How falles it then, that with so smooth an ease 
My thoughts I sneake, and what I speake doth flow 
In verse, and that my verse best wits doth please? 
Quesse we the cause, what is it thus? fie no: 
Or so? much lesse: how then? sure thus it is: 
My lips are sweet, inspired with Stellas kisse. 
1 neuer] F; Neuer Ql-3. 2 euer] F; neuer Ql-3. 
4 Layman] F; Lay-man Ql-3. 4 sacred] F, Q2-3; sarcred 
Ql• . 5 do] F; doe Ql-3. 5 furie] F; fury Ql-3. 
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b (God wot)] F; God wot, Ql-3. 8 pick-purse] F; Pickepurse 
Ql-3. 8 anothers] F; an otherE.. Ql-3. 9 falles] F; fals Ql-2; 
fRlls Q3. 9 then,] F; than, Ql-2; then Q3. 10 speake,] F; 
" 
N? Ql-3. 10 and] F; And Ql-3. 10 doth flow] F; doth flowe 
Q2; I showe Ql, Q3. 11 verse,] F; ... ; Ql-3. 11 wits] F; 
wi ttes Q.l-3. 11 pl·ease?] F; ... , Ql-3. 12 :}uesse] F; Gesse 
Ql-3. 12 cause,] F; .... Ql-3. 12 what] F; ~hat Ql-3. 12 
thus?] F; this? Ql, Q3; this& Q3. 12 no:] F; "'. Ql, Q3; ... , 
Q2. 13 lesse:] F; -. Ql-3. 13 how] F; How Ql-3. 13 is:] 
F; -; Ql-3. 14 lins] F; Lips Ql-3. 14 sweet,] F; sure ... Ql-
3. 14 inspired] F; inspir'd Ql-3. 
POLLARD (1888, 206) "With this sonnet, written in the joyous 
intoxication of love, compare the lst, and the passage from 
the Apologie there quoted." 
SCOTT-ESPINER (1929, 44-45) "Le premier quatrain du LXXIV: 
'Je ne me suis jamais abreuve ala source d'Aganippe' est 
sans doute une libre imitation de Perse: 'Jamais je ne me 
suis abreuve a la source du porteur aile; jamais qu'il m'en 
souvienne, je n 1ai r~ve sur 1 1echine de la double montagne 
pour me trouver tout a coup poete'. Nais voici une traduc-
tion en vers par Pontus de Tyard: 
Ie n 1ay encor de la sainte eau sceu boire 
Dessouz le pied du prompt cheval des Cieux; 
Ni le doux songe ha repu mes deux yeux 
Au double mont, des filles ·de Memoire 2. 
Du Bellay aussi (Regrets II) trouve que ce debut est beau 
et imite Perse· I son tour: 
Un plus scavant que moy (Paschal) ira songer 
Aveques 1 1Ascrean dessus la double cyme: 
Et uour estre de ceulx dont on fait plus d'estime, · 
Dedans 1 1 onde au cheval tout nud s 1 ira nlonger. 
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Nous avons trouve aussi des versions par Ronsard-(Amours I, 
175) et nar M.-c. de Buttet (Amalthee, debut). Il est 
fort probable que d'autres sonnet analogues,nous ont echappe. 
Cette repetition est curieuse et interessante parce qu 1elle 
est bien du xvie siecle, mais quel sont les rapnorts du son-
net anglais avec les versions etrangeres? Nous l 1 ignorons. 
Nous nous contenterons de declarer que Sidney connaissait 
probablement le latin et un ou deux peut-Stre des sonnets 
fran~ais. Son sonnet represente sa tentative pour faire 
pass~r dans sa langue les beautes qu'il avait admirees ail-
leurs." 
YOUNG (1958, 7, 14, 66) "The vehement denial of literary pre-
tension in a poem so thoroughly literary is a joke in which 
the poet-lover, assuming the pose of ingenuousness and sim-
plicity he finds in his models, makes fun of it by protesting 
too much; he insists on his homeliness ('Poore Layman 1 1 ), is 
clumsy in a studied a~d witty way ('[God wot] wot not what 
they meane by it'), swears his grim alliterative oath, and 
ends with a rhetorical guessing game •. Astrophel is distin-
guishing himself from the conventional manner of his models 
••• by means of parody." 
Young sugs::-ests that ::;.hakespeare 1 s sonnet 130 ( 'IVly mistress 1 
eyes') is "like the parody of naivete in Siqney's Sonnet 74" 
in that "it suggests an awareness of alternative possibilities, 
expressed by a complex attitude, implyin~ a context in which 
the lover's claims must justify themselves." 
Here is "what is perhaps the broadest parody of the Petrar-
chan poet-lover in the whole sequence, the burlesque of in-
genuousness •••• In its context this outrageous performance 
seems to imply that Astrophel feels he can afford such sweep-
ing mockery of the archetype because he has just demonstrated 
his independence of it." 
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1 Ap;anippe. POLLARD (1888, 206) "Nymph and fountain had 
both the same name, but we should have expected 'Aganippe 1s. 111 
OED: A fountain on Mount Helicon, sacred to the Muses and 
giving poetic inspiration; hence fig. poetic power or method. 
2 euer. GROSART ( 1877, 97) nThis recurrence from Q 2 to Q, 1 
and Sonnet lxiii. make me discard 'neuer 1 ( Q 2) as a tr&n-
scriber's variant." 
2 Tempe. A narrow valley between Olympus and Ossa, sacred to 
Apollo~ Hart: "in classical Sicily, much celebrated by poets~" 
7 brooke. GROSART ( 1877, 97) " = Styx: 'Umbrarum hie locus 
est, Somni Noctisque soporae.' AEn. vi. 390. and he swears 
by it the strictest oath of the EOds: 
'Dii cujus jurare timent et fallere nwnen. ' Ib. 324 .n' 
8 WILSON (1931, 174) "Quoted by Drayton: in the prefatory son-
net to his sequence, Idea, 1594. 
Divine Syr Phillrp;-r avouch thy writ, 
'I am no Pickpurse of anothers wit.' 
Nevertheless-the first quatrain Is taken bodily from Persius. 
Nee fonte labra prolui caballino, 
N8que in bicipiti somniasse Parnasso 
Memini, ut repente sic poeta nrodirem. 
Heliconidasrue pallTcramque Pirenen 
Illis remit o, quorum imagines lambunt 
Hederae sequaces: ipse semipaganus----
Ad sacra va tmr. carmen affero nostrum." 
14 sweet. GROSART (1877, 97) 11 2 qu. 'sure.' The latter jars 
so much with 'sure' (1. 13), that I regard it as a memory er-
ror: the pause too after 'sweet' gives a better closing 
rhythm." 
POLLARD (1888, ~06) Qs. sure nclashes with 'sure' in the pre-
ceding: line." 
14 HASSELBJSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed 
here is a common Petrarchan one: "Die Geliebte regt die Dich-
tung an. n ~-
75 
Of all the kings that euer here did raigne, 
Edward named fourth, as first in praise I name, 
Not for his faire outside, nor well lined braine; 
Although lesse gifts impe feathers oft on Fame 
Nor that he could young-wise, wise-valiant frame 
His Sires reuenge, ioyn'd with a kingdomes gaine: 
And gain 'd by Jlars, could yet mad Mars so tame, 
That Ballance weigh'd what sword dra-!ate obtaine. 
Nor th&t he made the Flouredeluce so fraid, 
Though strongly hedg 1 d of bloudy Lyons pawes, 
That wittie Lewis to him a tribute paid. 
Nor this, nor that, nor any such small cause, 
But only for this worthy knight durst proue 
To loose his, Crowne, rather then faile his Loue. 
1 kings] F; Kings Ql-3. 1 here] F; heere Ql-3. 
2 named] F; namde Ql-3. 2 name,] F; ... : Ql-3. 3 lined] 
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F; linde Ql-3. 3 braine;] F; -, Ql-3. 4 gifts] F; guift, 
Q)_-2; gift, Q,3. 4 impe] ·F; are Ql, Q3; imp Q2. 4 feathers] 
F Q2 . fethers Ql Q3 4 oft] ~, Q9,· of Ql, Q,3. 
' ' '• r...., '"" 
high Ql~ Q3.. 4 Fame] F.; . fame. Ql .. 3. 5 Nor] F, Q.l ... :i:; -Not Q3. 
5 young-wise] F'; young wise Ql-3. 5 vdse-valiant] F; wise 
valliant Ql-3. 6 Sires] F; Syres Ql-3. 6 ioyn'd] F; ioynde 
Ql-3. 7 p;ain 1d] F; ~aind Ql-3. 7 mad) F, Q2; make Q.l, Q3. 
8 Ballance] F; ballance Ql-3. 8 weigh'd] F; waide Ql-3. 9 
Flouredeluce] F; Flower deluce Ql, Q3; Flower de lys Q2. 
9 fraid] F; fraide Ql-3. 10 hedg'd] F; hedgd Ql-2; hedgde Q3. 
10 bloucy] F; bloody Ql-3. 10 pawes,] F; ... : Ql-3. 11 Lewis] 
F; Lewes Ql-3. 11 tribute] F,.Q3; tribuite Ql-2. 11 paid.] 
F; paide; Ql-3. 12 this,] F; ... " Ql-3. 13 only] Ii'; onely, Ql-
3. 13 knight] F; King Ql-3. 13 proue] F; ... , Ql-3. 14 faile] 
F; loose Ql, Q3; fayle Q2. 
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WILSON (1931, 175) "Edward IV became king at the age of nine-
teen, thus avenging the deat•- of his father, Richard, Duke of 
York. (6.) He afterwards broke the uower of the Nevilles, 
who had been the mainstay of his narty (8), invaded France 
and by the treaty of Picquigny extracted an annual subvention 
from Louis XI (11). Traditionally the principal cause of his 
breach with the Nevilles, which forced him to take refuge 
abroad and almost cost him his crown, was his marriage with 
Elizabeth Woodville. cf. III Henry VI, III, 3." Hart re-
peats this information-,-occasionally rephrasing it. 
YOUNG (1958, 66) "The celebration, in Sonnet 75., of Edward· 
IV, not for any of his regal achievements but for the fact that 
this worthy knight durst prove 
To loose his Crowne, rather than faile his Love, 
seems to have very much the s arne function. [See LXXIV.] As-
trophel is identifying a new 'tradition,' arguing from author-
ity that the sacrifice of 'virtue' and the worla, which dis-
mayed hb., in Sonnets 18 and 19 and sobered him in Sonnet 64, 
is laudable, glamorous, gallant, and finally, 'virtuous. ' 11 
4 impe. GROSART (1877, 98) JO~n, add on. 
POLLARD (1888, 207) "Nares explains 'imp' as 'to insert a new 
feather into the wing or tail of a hawk, in the place of a 
broken one'; cp. Mass., Great Duke of !''lorence: 'Imp feathers 
to the broken wing of time.'" -- -
WILSON (1931, 175) 11 = to graft feathers on the wing of a 
bird to improve its flight." Hart repeats this definition. 
OED: to engraft feathers in a wing of a bird, so as to make 
good losses or deficiencies; hence, allusively, with reference 
to enlarging one's uowers. 
8 Ballance = Justice. 
11 wittie. Grosart: wise. 
13 knight. GROSART ( 1877, 98) "2 qu. 'king. ' He has already 
called-him 'king,' and now speaks not of his kingly acts, but 
of his chivalrous devotion as a true 'kni~ht. 1 Line 6 refers 
to his reconquest of the crown; 1. 8 to his atterr.pts to reform 
abuses in the law-courts, so that justice might weigh with 
equal scales: 1. 11 to his after-war with France, though the 
hedging of the fleur-de-lys with lions' paws is somewhat of 
an anachronism if it refer to the Lancastrian English, for 
they as a party had been broken some time previously; 1. 14 
refers to his marriage with Lady Elizabeth Grey, whence, as 
is well !mow!l, the defectio!l of the 1\ing-maker took its rise." 
14 his Loue. POLLARD (1888, 207) " = Lady Elizabeth Grey; 
by marrying her Edward alienated the Kinq-mal{er, Warwick." 
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She comes, and streight therewith her shining twins do meue 
Their rayes to me, who in her tedious absence lay 
Benighted in cold wo, but now apueares my day, 
The onely light of ioy, the onely warmth of Loue. 
She comes with light and warmth, whieh like Aurora proue 
Of gentle force, so that mine eyes dare gladly play 
With such a rosie morne, whose beames most freshly gay 
Scortch not, but onely do darke chilling sprites remoue. 
But lo, while I do speake, it groweth noone with me, 
Her flamie glistring lights increase with time and place; 
. My heart cries ah, it burnes,.mine eyes now dazled be: 
No wind, no shade can coole, what helpe then in my case, 
But with short breath, long lookes, staid feet and walking hed, 
Pray that my sunne go downe with meeker beames to bed. 
1 She] F; ~ Ql-3. 1 streight] F; straight Ql-3. 
2 rayes] F; raies Ql-3. 2 me,] F; ~: Ql-3. 2 lay] F, 
Ql-2; -, Q3. 3 Benighted] F, Q2; Bath 1 de Ql, Q3. 3 wo,] 
F; woe; Ql-3. 3 my day] F; my shining day Ql-3. 4 onely] 
F, Ql; only Q2-3. 4 onely] F, Ql, Q3; only Q2. 4 ~.] F; 
Loue. Ql, Q3; Loue, Q2. 5 She] F; Shee Ql~3. 5 proue) F; 
.... , Ql-3. 6 force] F, Q2; face Ql, Q3. 6 mine] F; my 
Ql-3. 7 rosie] F; rosy Ql-3. 7 morne,) F; Morne: Ql-3. 
7 most) F, Q2; both Ql, Q3. '7 freshly] F, Q2; fresh and 
Ql, Q3. 8 Scortch] F; Scorch Ql-3. 8 not,] F; ..... 
' 
Ql-3. 
. 
8 do] F; doe Ql-3. 8 chilling] F, Q2-3; chillinge Ql. 
8 sprites] F; spirits Ql-3. 9 lo] F; loe Ql-3. 9 do] F, Q2; 
doe Ql, Q3. 9 speake, ] F; .... Ql-3. 
A 
9 me] F, Ql, Q3; mee Q2. 
10 flami~] F; flamy Ql-3. 10 glistring] F; glittering Ql-3. 
10 place;] F; -: Ql-3. 11 cries] F; cryes Ql-3. 11 ah,] F; 
ah Ql-2; oh Q3. 12 wind] F; winde Ql-3. 12 shade] F, Q2; 
A A 
, Ql, Q3. 12 can] F, Q2; no Ql, Q3. 12 coole,] F'; ,.. : Ql-3. 
12 case,] F; -? Ql-3. 13 staid] F; stc;.ide Ql-3. 13 feet] F; 
feete, Ql-3. 13 walking] F, Q2; waking Ql, Q3. 
14 sunne] F; Sunne Ql-3. 14 go] F; goe Ql-3. 14 meeker] F, 
Ql, Q3; me her Q2. 14 bed.] F, Ql•2; ~A QP. 
YOUNG (1958, 67) "In the group of sonnets from 76 to 82, 
Stella is treated in the elaborate hynerbole that identifies 
the conventional deity, but the mode of the convention is 
controlled by the sensual intensity that has b8en propelling 
the sequence. 
Sonnets 79 to 82, all 'baisers,' celebrate the kiss in 
the ritual form of the blason." 
MONTGOMERY (1961, 78-79) "All this is to say that Astrophel 
and Stella is a more lively and living kind of poetry, and 
the difference is at once apparent in the way Sidney handles 
formal and casual rhyt:b..rns in the same poem [sonnet 76 quoted 
in full]. Like its companion piece, Sonne-r; 77, this poem 
invokes the rhyt:b..rns, language, and tone of Petrarchan adula-
tion for its own destruction. The surprising outcome is not 
entirely facetious: one of the major themes of the sequence 
is the contradiction of idealistic emotion by sexual desire. 
The hyperbole and amplitude of the Petrarchan manner lasts 
until the final tercet; at that point the imagery becomes 
immediate and dramatic, preparing for the extension of the 
conceit that Stella is the sun a step beyond the reader's 
expectation." 
6 force. GROSART (1877, 99) "Which 'in 1. 5 refers to light 
and warmth. Therefore 'force, 1 A and A 1613, not 'face' (Q 
1). We should say Aurora's. 'Mine' is better here than 'my' 
( 2 qu)." · 
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13 walking hEd. GROSART (1877, 100) "I read (~periculo) 
'aching, 1 knowing how spread-out and difficult Sidney's hand-
writing was. Nothing is more common than headache from an 
over-fierce sun. It -might be 'watching, 1 but aching might 
easily be misread 1w2.•' My friend Mr. Thomson of Edinburgh 
(as before) writes me here:--''Aching' is a very plausible 
conjecture; but the construction of the line is antithetical--
short breath, long looks, staid feet, •••• head. Some word 
implying motion is surely required, as the epithet to 'head,' 
and 'walking' is ·oerhaps not indefensible. It was then ap-
parently used to signify other motions than the locomotive 
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kind to which it is now confined: ~·S• 'her ton~ue did walk' 
(F. Q. B. II. c. iv. st. 5); so that it might very well---ex=-
press what we now call throbbing." 
POL.tARD (1888, 207) 11 It is necessary to quote the whole of 
this line to defend the reterition of 'walking, 1 even against 
the unmeaning 'waking' of Q• 1, or Dr. Grosart's conjecture 
1 achinfS. 1 'Short breath, long looks,' requires a parallel 
antithesis between the epithets assigned to 'feet' anc 'head.' 
This is supplied if we retain 'walking, 1 which may surely be 
construed as 'wandering': cp. Song viii. 1. 23: 'but their 
tongues restrain'd from walking.'" 
WILSON (1931, 175) "If Sidney had written 'dancing heart' 
the meaning would be clear. The ima;:-;e is not unlike Swin-
burne's 'I came as one whose feet half linger Half run before,' 
but walking has a trace of its early meaning agitated motion, 
cf Blundevil, Curing Horses' Diseases, 1580, of a horse with 
fever, 'you shall see his flanks walk': so that throbbing is 
also imolied. See also Song VIII; 6, 3." · 
HART (1959, 162) repeats the information of the note irr~ediate­
ly above, and then adds 11 it could also mean a lowering of the 
head towards the ground, as in 'walking-plant', a reading 
which would fit the idea of prayer in the following line." 
The OED lists walking as a ve.riant spelling of waking. 
14 meel~er. GROSART ( 1877, 100) "'mee her' ( Q 2) being stark 
naught, though an easy error. Sidney going-to bed with her 
hot bea"Tls would have been a male Semele." 
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Those lookes, whose beames be ioy, whose motion is delight, 
That face, whose lecture shewes what perfect beautie is: 
That presence, which doth giue darke hearts a liuing light: 
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That grace, which Venus weenes that she her selfe doth misse: 
That hand, which without touch holds more then Atlas might; 
Those lins, which make deaths pay a meane price for a kisse: 
That skin, whose passe{ pa·st.} ... pralse ·hue . scorns this poore. terme . of 
Those words, which do sublime the quintessence of blisse: [·white: 
That voyce, which makes the soule plant himselfe in the eares: 
That conuersation sweet, where such high comforts be, 
As consterd in true speech, the name of heau'n it beares, 
Makes me in my best thoughts and quietst iudgement see, 
That in no more but these I might be fully blest: 
Yet ah, my Mayd'n Muse doth blush to tell the best. 
1 be] F, Q2; my Ql, Q3. 2 face,] F; .. Ql-3. 
" 
2 beautie] 
F; Beau tie Ql-3. 3 presence,] F; ,.. Ql-3. 3 light:] F; 
,.. ' 
" 
Ql-3. 4 weenes] F, Ql-2; .. , Q3. 4 she] F, Ql, Q3; shee Q2. 
4 doth] F, Q2; did Ql, Q3. 4 misse:] F, Q2; .... Ql, Q3. 
5 touch] F; ... , Ql-3. 5 holds] F; holdes Ql-3. 5 then] F; 
than Ql-3. 5 might;] F; ... , Ql-3. 6 make] F; makes Ql-3. 
6 deaths] F; deathes Ql-3. 6 price] F; prise Ql-3. 
7 passe-praise] F; passing Ql, Q3; past-praise Q2. 7 scorns] 
F; scornes Q1-3. 7 terme] F; tearme Ql-3. 7 white:] F; white, 
Ql, Q3; whit, Q2. 8 words,] F; ..... Ql-3. 8 which] F, Q2; that 
Q1, Q3. 8 do] F; doe Ql-3. 8 blisse:] F; ... Q1-3. 9 voyce,] 
F; voice. Ql-2; voyce. Q3. 9 eares:] F; .. , Ql-3. 10 be,] F; 
... : Ql-3. 11 consterd] F; constru'd Ql-3. 11 heau'n] F; heauen 
Ql-3. 11 beares,] F; ..... Ql, Q3; ... : Q2. 12 thou~J:hts] F; ... , 
Q1-3. 12 quietst] F; quiet Ql-3. 12 iudgement] F'; iudgements 
Ql-3. 13 these] F, Q2; this Ql, Q3. 13 might] F, Q2-3; mightt 
Ql. 14 Mayd'n] F; mayden Ql, Q3; maiden Q2. 
POLLARD (1888, 208) "Compare with this sonnet the song in 
Arcac ia, Book i., beginning: 
'What tongue can her perfection tell 
In whose each -cart all tongues may dwell, 
Her hair fine threads of finest gold, 
In curled knots ·11an 's thought to hold? 1 
where also, as the mingled praise of golden hair and 'black 
stars' of eyes· sufficiently shows, Sidney was thinking of 
Stella." 
. 2 lecture= perusal. 
7 passe-praise [past-praise]. According to the OED past, 
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the prepositio!"l, was frequently written together with an 
object in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Cf. 
Sidney, Arcadia, III, "the past-comfort sorrow." Other edi-
tors, except Hart, have inexplicably retained the folio read-
ing. Wilson, who regards the folio reading as a Sidney in-
novation, calls it "a characteristic Sidneian for':Tiation imi-
tated-from the Pleiade,·whg experimented with forms like 
charme-souci, ~hasse-nue, which, however, failed to establish 
themselves in French.---s-idney 1 s employment of the compound 
epithet attracted attention and criticism. Hall (Satire VI): 
He knows the grace of that ~ elegance 
~hich sweet Phillsides fetched of late from Frence, 
That well beseemed his high-styiedAr'Ca'CiY;-
Though others mar it with much liberty 
In euithets to join~ words in~· 
And Dryden characterizes 1.t as an uruucky attempt. It is 
curious to find Haydon, in reviewing Keats' first volume in 
1817, bidding him 1aostain from the use oi' compound epithets 
as much as possible. ' Keats with his eye-earnestly and sigh-
shrilled goes further than Sidney whose inventions, ~.g. day-
shining, sun-staining, eye-ravished, rarely overstep the 
modesty of nature, and helped to naturalize a usage which has 
proved of ?rea t service to poetry." '( 1'.931, 175-176) 
8 sublime = refine, purify. 
8 quintessence. OED: a fifth essence of which the he~venly 
bodies were composed. 
ll consterd. HART (1959, 162) 11 contrued, :orobably in the 
sense of 'to combine words grammatically. ,u 
OED: to analyse a sentence; hence, loosely, to translate; 
expound, exnlain. 
12 quiets t. GROSART (1E<77, 102) 11 stronger than 'quiet ( 2 qu. ) , 
and better agreeing with 1best 1 : 'judgments' (2 qu.) agrees 
with 'thoughts, ' and both allow of the thought of what was the 
fact, that he now has best thou~hts and quietest.jdd~ment~,. 
now worse thoughts and unquiet judgments, troubled by the 
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influence of desire--thet he is, in fact, swayed to and fro." 
POLLARD ( 1888, 208) "Qs. : 'quiet judgments, ' VJhich reads 
more easily, and is supported by the 'they who with quiet 
judgment looking a little deeper' of the Apologia." Here-
tains, however, the folio reading. 
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0 how the pleasant aires of true loue be 
Infected by those VLpours, which arise 
From out the-t noysome p;ulfe, which gaping lies 
Betweene the iawes of hellish Iealousie. 
A monster, others harme, selfe-miserie, 
Beauties plague, Vertues scourge, succour of lies: 
~ho his owne ioy to his owne hurt apnlies, 
Ap.d onely cherish doth v.:ith iniurie. 
~.'ho since he hath, by Natures speciall grace, 
So piercing pawes, as spoyle when they embrace, 
So nimble feet as stirre still, though on thornes: 
So manie eyes ay seeking their owne woe, 
So ample eares as neuer ~ood newes know: 
Is it not euill that such a Deuill wants hornes? 
0] F; Oh Ql-3. 1 aires] F; ayres, Ql, Q3; ayres Q2. 
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1 loue] F; Loue ~J-3. 1 be] F; bee Ql-3. 2 vapours,] F, Ql-2; 
-A Q3 •. 3 gulfe,] F; -: Ql-3. 4 Iealousie] F; Ie1ousey Q1-2; 
ielousy Q3. 5 monster] F; Monster Ql-3. 5 harme] F; harmes 
Ql-3. 5 se1fe-miserie,] F; selfe misery. Ql-3. 6 scourge] F, Q3; 
scurdge Ql; scurge Q2. 6 lies] F; ly~s Ql-3. 7 hurt] F; heart 
Ql-3. 7 applies] F; an':'lyes ictl-3. 8 cherish] F, Q2-3; cherrish 
Ql. 8 iniurie.] F; iniuries: Ql-3. 9 hath,] F; -A Ql-3. 
9 Natures] F; natures Ql-3. 10 piercing] F; pearsing Ql-3. 
10 pawes,] F; .... A Ql-3. 11 feet] F; feete Ql-3. 11 still, though] 
F; though stillA Ql-3. 11 thornes:] F; -, Ql-3. 12 ay] F; ~ 
Ql, Q3; aye Q2. 12 woe,] F; ...... Ql-3. 13 ea.res] F; ... , Ql-3. 
13 as] F; that Ql-3. 13 know:] F; knowe, Ql-3. 14 euill] F; 
ill Ql-3. 14 Deuill] F; beast Ql, Q3; diuell Q2. 
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GROSSART (1877, 102) "This sonnet is wretchedly given in 
both quartos, e • .B.· they misp~int iYl 1. 5 t~ar'ns' f•Jr 'harme ': 
1. 7, 'heart' for 'hurt': 1. 8, 'injuries' for 'injurie': 1. 
11, 'though still' for 'stirre still' = continually." 
YOUNG (1958, 68) "The sonnet has the same catalogue form as 
the 'baisers,' but constitutes a counterblason, with infer-
nal imagery, devoted to the serpent in the garden. It is a 
formal exercise. The reference, obviously, is to Stella's 
husband, treating him, in terms of the rr:ete.physic established 
in the first part of the sequence (Sonnet 24), as Evil itself, 
the lover's Satan. Astrophel is performing the ritual of 
exorcism in order to perform the ritual of love that follows 
in the 'baisers.' The exorcism will not be completely success-
ful, however, until the ple~ of the last line of the sonnet is 
satisfied, that is, when the husband has been made a cuckold. 
Rich, on these terms, is not being treated with the same in-
tensity of feeling as in the earlier sonnets, 24 and 37; the 
rhetorical technique used here ••• has hitherto been char-
acteristic of Astrophel as parodist. His attitude toward 
Rich seems to have changed, then, and he looks upon him now 
as no more than a butt for the familiar Elizabethan joke. The 
reason is that he is confident that he can actually 'exorcise' 
the husband, that he is on the point of possessing Stella." 
6 POLI·ARD ( 1888, 208) "The rather unpleasant rhythm of this 
line is exactly repeated in the next sonnet but one, where 1. 
3 reads: 'Nature's nraise, Vertue's stall, Cupid's cold fire.'" 
13 know. GROSART (1877, 103) "A very curious dojlble instance 
in Q 1 (partly uncorrected in Q 2) of taking a word from line 
below. Q 1 has, 1. 12, 'as' for 'aye,' taking it from 'as' 
of 1. 13, and for 'as' of 1. 13 is taken 'that' from 1. 14. 
Q 2 corrects 1. 12 to 1aye,' but did not correct 1. 13. 11 
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Sweet kisse, thy sweets I faine would sweetly endite, 
V'Jhich euen of sweetnesse sweetest sweetner art: 
Pleasingst consort, where each sence holds a part, 
Vllhich coupling Doues guides Venus chariot right. 
Best charge, and brauest retrait in Cupids fight, 
A double key, which onens to the heart, 
Most rich, when most his riches it impart: 
Neast of young ioyes, schoolmaster of delight, 
Teaching the meane, at once to take and giue 
The friendly fray, where blowes both wound and heale, 
The prettie death, while each in other liue. 
Poore hopes first wealth, ostage of promist weale, 
Breakefast of Loue, but lo, lo where she is, 
Cease we to praise, now pray we for a kisse. 
1 Sweet} F; Sweete Ql-3. 1 sweets] F; sweetes Ql-3. 
1. sweetly] F'; sweetely Ql-3. 1 endite] F; indite Ql-3. 
2 sweetnesse] F; sweetnes, Ql-3. 2 sweetner] F; sweeter Ql-
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3. 2 art: ] F; ,.. ; Ql-3. 3 Pleasingst] F; Fle2.sing Q1, Q3; 
Pleasing'st Q2. 3 sence] F, Q3; sense Ql-2. 3 holds a] .F, Q2; 
holdeth Ql, Q3. 4 ~bich] F; With Ql-3. 4 coupling] F, Q3; 
coooling Ql-2. 4 riGht.] F; ... , Ql-3. 5 charge,] F; ,.. Ql-3. 
A 
5 brauest] F; brau'st Ql-3. 5 retrait] F; retraite Ql-3. 
5 fight] F, Ql, Q3; sight Q2. 6 key,] F; "'• Ql-3. 6 opens] 
F; openeth Ql-3. 6 heart] F; harts Ql, Q3; hart Q2. 7 rich,] 
F; ritch~ Ql-3. 7 riches] F; ritches Ql-3. 7 impart:] F; 
imnartes. Ql, Q3; imparts. Q2. 8 Neast] F; Nest Ql-3. 8 young] 
F'; yong Ql-3. 8 schoolmaster] F; Scholenaster Ql-3. 9 meane,] 
F; meanes. Ql-3. 9 giue] F; ... , Ql-3. 10 fray,] F; ... A Ql-3. 
10 blowes] F, Q2; blows Ql, Q3. 10 both] F; do CU-2; doe Q3. 
11 death,] F; ,.. ,. Ql-3. 11 liue.] P; ,.. , Ql-3. 12 hopes] F, Q2; 
haps Ql, Q3. 12 wealth,] F; .... Ql-3. 12 ostage] F; a pledge 
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Ql, Q3; a stage Q2. 12 promist] F; promised Ql-2; promisde 
Q3. 1~: weale,] F', Ql, Q3; .... Q2. 13 Brea1\:efast] F', Q2; 
Breakfast Ql, Q3. 13 Loue] F; loue Ql-3. 13 lo] F; loe 
Ql-3. 13 lo,] F; loe. Ql-3. 13 she] F; shee Ql-3. 13 is,] 
F, Q.l, Q3; "' Q2. 14 pray] F; praie Ql-3. 14 we] F; wee 
"' 
Ql-3. 
RUBEL (1941, 207) indicates this sonnet contains an example 
of Enanalepsis, or 'the eccho sound,' in that it be<2:ins and 
ends with the word kiss. 
2 sweetner. GROSART (1877, 103) 11 2 qu. 'sweeter'--the latter 
inferior." 
3 consort. GROSART (1877, 104) " = a tune in parts. A con-
sort of music cannot have anything to do with 'coupling doves,' 
and this shows our punctuation 'part'; is correct, and that 
1. 4 is a new clause and thought. 'Which,' therefore (not 
'With,' Q 2) is the analogue of ~~~ich' 1. 2, and the sense 
is iVvhich being coupling doues,' or 'Which coupling doves 
together thus guides.' The allusion is to the representations 
of Venus's chariot drawn by billing doves." 
POLLARD (1888, 208) "i.e., concert~" 
WILSON (1931, 176) "consort = concert. 'lhis is earlier than 
the first example given in the O.E.D." Hart:= concert. 
5 fight. GROSART ( 1877, 104) "Q 2 'sight 1 --a printer's error." 
6 opens. GROSART (1877, 104) u'openeth,' ~ 'J.U· Indifferent, 
but it seems to me that 'opens' is, so to speak, more tranci-
tive. A door 1openeth 1 or 'opens' to, a key opens to, l·~· 
opens the door to." 
9 meane. OED: medium, equally removed from two onposites. 
10 both. GBOSART (1877, 104) "'do' Q 2. Text more expressive." 
12 ostage. GROSART (1877, 104) " = hosta~e = nledge; but 'os-
tage' is clearly the later revisal of 'pledge' (Q 1). Moreover 
'pledge,' if taken i~ sense of'oath,' is, and especially in 
Sidney's case was, too strong." 
12 weale. OED: wealth, riches, possessions. 
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Sweet swelling lip, well maist thou swell in pride, 
Since best wits thinke it wit thee to admire; 
Natures praise, Vertues stall, Cupids cold fire, 
vVhence words, not words, but heau'nly graces slide. 
The new Pernassus, where the Muses bide, 
Sweetner of musicke, wisedomes beEutifier: 
Breather of life, and fastner of desire, 
~~ere Beauties blush in Honours graine is dide. 
Thus much my heart compeld my mouth to say, 
But now spite of my heart my mouth will stay, 
Loathing all lies, doubting this Flatterie is: 
And no spurre can his resty race renew, 
Without how farre this nraise is short of you, 
Sweet lip, you teach my mouth with one sweet kisse. 
1 lip,) F; N Q~-3. 1 well] F, Ql-2; omitted Q3. 
" 
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1 maist] F, Ql, Q3; maiest Q2. 1 uride,] F, Ql, Q3; - Q2. 
" 
2 wits ] F; witt e s Ql-3 • 2 wit ] F; be s t Ql , Q3 ; witt Q2 • 
2 admire;] F; ... , Ql-3. 3 Vertues] F; vertues Ql-3. 3 cold] 
F, Ql, Q3; colde Q.2. 4 not W9l"ds,] F; "'-" Ql-3. 4 heau'nly] 
F; heauenly Ql-3. 4 slide.] F; sly.de, Ql, Q3; slide, Q2. 
5 new] F; newe Ql-3. 5 Pernassus,] F; ... " Ql-3. 5 ;.;uses] F; 
Graces Ql, Q3; Muses Q2. 5 bide,] F; byde: Ql-3. 6 Sweetner] 
F; Sweetnes Ql, Q3; Sweetenes Q2. 6 musicke] F'; Musique Ql-3. 
6 wisedomes] F; Wisedomes Ql, Q3; Wisdomes Q,2. 6 beautifier:] 
F;· ... , Ql-3. 7 fastner] F, Q2; fastnesse Ql, Q3. 8 Honours] 
F; Honors Ql-3. 8 dide] F; dyde Ql-3. 9 heart] F, Q3; hart 
Ql-2. 9 compeld my mouth] F, Q2; my mouth comneld Ql, Q3. 
9 say,] F; -: Ql~3. 10 now] F; -, Ql-3. 10 mouth] F; tongue 
Ql-3. 10 ste.y,] F, Ql-2; "'.t Q3. 11 all] F, Ql, Q3; al Q2. 
11 lies] F; lyes Ql-3. 11 Flatterie] F; flattrie Ql; flatterie 
Q2; flattery Q3. 11 is:] F; -, Ql-3. 12 his] F; this Ql-3. 
12 resty] F; restie Ql-3. 12 renew,] F; refraine; Ql, Q3; 
renewe; Q2. 13 F and Q2 are identical; if!:. and Q3 read: 
Wherefore to trie if that I said be true, 14 Sweet] F; 
Sweete Q2. 14 lip,] F; lipp Q2. 14 sweet] F; sweete Q2. 
A 
Ql and Q3 read: How can I better proue then with a kisse? 
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SCOTT-ESPINER (1929, 2'3-29) ''Le sonnet LXXX, toujours sur le 
m~me theme, loue la levre de Stella. Il se peut que Sidney 
ait saisi sur le vif l'epithete qui caracterise ce trait du 
visage de sa mattresse, mais il est egalement possible qu'il 
se soit souvenu d 1un sonnet du Tas2e, qui contient l'eloge 
de la levre inferieure de la Signora Sanvitale: 
Quel labbro che le rose han colorito 
Molle si sporge e tumidetto in fuore 
Sweet swelling lipJ well mayst thou swell in pride." 
1 GROSART ( 1877, 105) 11 Cf. Song 2, VI. i." 
2 wit. GROSART (1877, 105) "'best' (Q 1) probably original 
reading, but 'wit' (Q 2 and A and A 1613) later and better." 
3 stall. POLLARL (1888, 209) 11 i.e., seat." 
WILSON ( 1931, 176) 11 seat of dignity." Hart gives this ex-
planation, as does the OED. 
5 Muses. GR03ART (1877, 105) "'graces' in Q 1, caught from 
line above." 
6-7 GROSART (1877,' 105) "'sweetness, 1 2 qu. The latter an 
error •. Her lips are not renresented so much as the 'sweetness' 
of music in what they utter, but as 'sweetness' of what was 
already music, whether the music were ab intra or ab extra, 
and it agrees with the next -er forms,-rncluding 'fastner. 1 
'Fastness'= fortress would, in the language of that day, be 
a very equivocal compliment, as may be judged from the ac-
count of the tilt before Queen Elizabeth in 1581, when Sid-
ney was a F~ight of Desire. Besides a person, or part of a 
person, may be said to be dyed in grain, but a fortress so 
dyed is absurd; and that 1 fastner 1 was the original word is 
shown because it sugrrested the remembrance of the 'mordants' 
used to fasten colours in dyein~, and so suggested the pretty 
thought of dyeing beauty's blush in Honour's grain." 
7 fastner. = that which serves to fasten; first use listed in 
OED occurred in 1792. 
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10 mouth. GROSART (1877, 106) "better than 'tongue' (2 qu.), 
because the line runs parallel with the urevious one, and 
becs.use the subject of the sonnet is not the 'tongue' as a 
speaker, but tbe 'lip,' and also because there is a reference 
to St. Matthew xii. 34." 
11 doubting. GROSART (1877, 106) " = suspecting: its frequent 
meaning at that time." 
12 his resty. GROSART (1877, 106) "i.e. his, the mouth's, 
race now resty: 'this, 1 2 qu.--often-mTswritten for 'his'--
rather includes the whole that race, 11. 1-8, where out of the 
abundance of the heart the mouth spoke--a race anything but 
'resty.' 'Resty' = restive, staying or stop~ing, and there-
fore stubborn •••• The variations of ~ 1 are all early: 1. 
3, 'stall' is used, it must be remembered, for a cathedral or 
church stall, as well as for an ox-stall. Q,uery--any inner 
reference to the 'stable' and 'manger' of Bethlehem?" 
WILSON. (1931, "176) " = restive; in the sense of._stubbornly 
refusing to pass· a.p6int.~ 
OED: restive = inclined to rest or remain still; persistent, 
obstinate; settled or fixed. 
13 Witrout = unless. 
13-14 GROSART (1877, 106) "Construction is, Without, sweet 
lin, you teach with a kiss, how far, &c." 
12-14 POLLARD (1888, 209) "Of these lines Q. 1 has a quite 
distinct version. Here 'refreine' clashes with 'stay' in 1. 
10; but the last two lines are certainly Sidney's. In the 
folio reading 'how farre,' etc., is not an interjection, but 
must be t aken with 'teache. '" 
WILSON (1931, 176) "It would seem that in the Ql. copy the 
last two lines were missing, and were supnlied, 1JOssibly by 
Nash. 
Wherefore to trie if that I said be true, 
How can I bet-:rer-prove then WJ.th aki'SSe?" 
81 
0 kisse, which doest those ruddie gemmes impart, 
Or gem~es, or frutes of new-found Paradise, 
Breathing all blisse and sweetning to the heart, 
Teaching dumbe lips a nobler exercise. 
0 kisse, which soules, euen soules together ties 
By linkes of Loue, and only Natures art: 
How faine would I paint thee to all mens eyes, 
Or of thy gifts at least shade out some nart. 
But she forbids, with blushing words, she sayes, 
She builds her fame on higher seated praise: 
But my heart burnes, I cannot silent be. 
Then since.(deare life) you faine would haue me peace, 
And I, mad with delight, want wit to cease, 
Stop you my mouth vl'ith still still kissing me. 
1 kisse,] F; Kisse" Ql-3. 1 doest] F; doth Ql-3. 
1 germnes] F, Q2; gems Ql, Q3. 2 gemmes,] F; ioyes. Ql, 
Gemmes" Q2. 2 frutes] F; fruits Ql-3. 2 new-found] F; 
Q3; 
new 
found Ql-3. 2 Paradise] F; Parradise Ql-2; Paradise Q3. 
3 sweetning] F; sweetnes Ql-3. 3 heart] F; hart Ql-3. 
5 kisse,] F; .... A Ql-3. 5 soules,] F; - Ql-3. 6 Loue] F'; 
A 
loue Ql, Q3; Loue Q2. 6 only] F; onely QJ•3. 6 Natures] F; 
natures Ql-3. 6 art:] F; Art, Ql-3. 7 eyes,] F; eies, Ql-2; 
eies Q3. 8 shade] F, Q2; set Ql, Q3. 8 part.] F; .... ? Q,l-3 • 
A 
s she] F; shee Ql-3. 9 words,] F; .... Ql-3. 8 she] F; shee 
" 
Ql-3. 9 sayes) F· 
' 
saies Ql-3. 10 She] F; Shee Ql-3. 10 her] 
F, Q2-3; hir Ql. 11 heart] F; Ql-2; .hart Q3. 11 burnes) F, 
Ql-2; burns Q3. 11 be.) F; -, Ql-3. 12 (deare life)] F; 
deare life, Q2; deare kisse" Ql, Q3. 12 ~eace,] F, Ql, Q3; "'• 
Q2. 13 I,] F; "" Ql-3. 13 mad with delight,] F; (mad with 
" 
delight) Ql-3. 
A 
YOUNG (1958, .67-68) ttThe conventional hyperbole, 'Nhich :>:na!{es 
'heavenly' and 'Paradise' almost meaningless counters in the 
Petrarchan love-game, in conjunction here with the image of 
the garden seems to have a more than conventional force. It 
suggests perhaps that these sonnets together comprise a kind 
of lover's Eden, a suggestion that is reinforced by Sonnet 
78." 
3 sweetning. GROSART (1877, 107) "'sweetnes2, 1 2 qu. The 
meaning of this is evident, but_ 'sweetning' divides the 
thought, and makes two of it. lhe kiss breathes all bliss, 
and is also 1 sweetning 1 to the heart. Hence 'sweetning' 
the later elaboration." 
11 F..ASSF:LKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea here is a 
common Petrarchan one: "Das Feuer der Liebe hat des Dichters 
Herz entzlindet." 
• 
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12 deare.life. POLLARD (1888, 209) "Q.l: 'dear kisse, 1 wrong-
ly • II 
12 peace. OETI: be silent; keep silence. 
14 still still. GROSART (1877, 107-108) "In a note on the 
following lines of his Ivy Church: 
1Eccho could not now to the last woord yeild any eccho, 
All opprest with loue, for her ould loue stil she remembred, 
And she reme"!lbred stil that sweete Narcissus her ould loue, 1 
Fraunce gets quaintly irate with those who had objected tbat 
1stil 1 had been repeated for the sake of the metre, and tells 
them that one is an adverb and one an adjective, and to express 
his meaning and his sarcasm in one, he says, 'and they might 
as well be stil and not speake any thing, as stil talk and say 
nothing. 1 Perhaps Sidney, in saying 'she would have him be 
silent' (1. 12), intended the like conceit in 'still, still 
ki:sing' = be continually silent-kissing me--kissing, not with 
an ordinary kiss, but with the silent-pressing kiss of' passion-
ate love." 
OED: still still = on every occasion; ever more and more. 
82 
Nymph of the gard 1n, where all beauties be: 
Be&uties which do in excellencie DBsse: 
His who till death lookt in a watrie p.lasse, 
Or hers whom naked the Trojan boy oid see. 
Sweet gard 'n Ny:rroh, which keepes the Cherrie tree, 
\ivhose fruit doth farre th 1 Esperian tast surnasse: 
Most sweet-faire, most faire-sweet, do not alas, 
From comming neare those Cherries banish me: 
For though full of desire, emptie of wit, 
Admitted late by your best-graced grace, 
I caught at one of them a hungrie bit; 
Pardon that fault, once more graunt me the place, 
And I do sweare euen by the same delight, 
I will but kisse, I neuer more will bite. 
1 gard 1n,] F; garden Ql-3. 1 be:] F; ... 
' 
Q.l-3. 
A 
F, Q2; doe Ql, Q3. 2 excellencie] F, Q2; excellence 
2 passe:] F; surpasse, Ql, Q3; passe, Q2. 3 \\hO] F, 
whose Ql, Q3. 3 lookt] F; lockt Ql-3. 3 watrie] F; 
2 do] 
Ql, Q3. 
Q2; 
\va try 
Ql-3. 4 hers] F; hir Ql; hirs Q2; her Q3. 4 naked] F; na.k'd 
Ql-3. 4 Trojan] F'; Troian Ql-3. 5 Sweet] F; Sweete Ql-3. 
5 gard 'n] F'; garden Q,J.-3. 5 Ny'11ph,] F; ... Ql-3. 5 which] 
F, Ql, Q3; that Q2. 5 Cherrie] F, Ql-2; Cherry Q3. 6 farre] 
F; far Ql-3. 6 th 1Esperian] F; the Hesperian Ql-3. 6 tast] 
F, Ql-2; taste Q3. 6 suruasse:] F; ... , Ql-3. 7 sweet-faire] 
F; sweete fa ire Ql-3. 7 faire-sweet] F; fa ire sweete Ql-3. 
7 do] F, Q2; doe Ql, Q3. 7 alas,) F; alasse Ql-3. 
A 
8 comming] F, Ql, Q3; cnmming Q2. 8 neare] F; neere Ql-3. 
8 those] F; these Ql-3. 8 me:] F; mee, Q.l-3. 10 best-graced) 
F; best graced Ql-3. 10 grace,] F, Ql-2; -. Q3. 11 a) F, Ql, 
Q3; an Q2. 11 hungrie] F; hungry Ql-3. 11 bit;] F; ... , Ql-3. 
13 I do] F; so I Ql-3. 13 euen by the same] F, Q2; by the selfe 
same Ql, Q3. 13 delight] F; delite Ql-3. 14 bite.] F, Q2; 
... , Ql, Q3. 
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SCOTT-ESPINE'R (1929, 29) 11 Le LXXXII conclut la serie de 
1baisers' par une pluie de reminiscences mythologiques. Les 
levres de Stella sont des cerises qui surpassent ces fruits 
merveilleux de l'antiquite, les pommes du jardin des Hes-
perides. La beaute de Stella est plus admirable que celle 
de Venus ou de Narcisse. Co~~e ses nredecesseurs neo-latins 
et fran~ais, Sidney, admis i baiser, a mordu la l~vre de sa 
dame, et s 'excuse en promettant de ne pas recomm.encer. 11 
1 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates that nymph is a common 
Petrarchan epithet for the beloved. 
3 lookt. GROSART (1877, 108) "Error of Q 1, Q .2 is 'lock't." 
3 POLLARD (1888, 209) 11 i.e., Narcissus •••• The line as it 
stands is feeble enough, but there is little to be made of 
these variants [in the quartos]. Could Sidney ever have 
written 'His, whose still death lockt in a watrie glasse'?" 
4 GROSART (1877, 108) Venus. 
5 See note 1. 
6 Esperian = Hesperian, pertaining to the Hesperides. 
7 Most sweet-faire, most faire-sweet. RUBEL (1941, 206) 
indicates this is an example of Antimetabole, or 1 the counter-
change.' 
8 those. GROSART (1877, 108) "better than 'these' (2 qu.), 
because he wishes to annroach those cherries from which he 
is kent. In a very unlikely place, viz. in Hausted's Rivall 
Friends (1632), we have a vivid 'cherry' metaphor worthy of 
note here for the student-reader." 
11 a. GROSART (1877, 109) "I have ventured on but one con-
jectural emendation thus far. Here the last line seems to 
demand that the 'an' of 2 qu. or 'a,' should be 'and.' With-
out this, the promise not to bite loses its force, and com~s 
upon one unintelligibly. It is evident too that he calls her 
lins cherries to enable him to sneak of the bite-kiss that he gave." 
POLLARD (1888, 210) "To construe this line we must take bit = 
the substc:.ntive 'bite,' and make 'a hungry bit' a cognate 
accusative to 'caught.' The Qs. read 1 an 1 for 'a,' and this 
giv~s probability to Dr. Grosart 1 s emendation 'and. 111 Pollard 
retains the folio reading, however. 
83 
Good brother Philiu, I ha.ue borne you long, 
I was content you should in fauour creepe, 
Vvhile craftily you seem'd your cut to keeDe, 
As though that faire soft hand did you great wrong. 
I bare (with Enuie) yet I bare your· song, 
Vfuen in her necke you did Loue ditties peepe; 
Nay, more foole I, oft suffered you to sleepe 
In Lillies neast, where Loues selfe lies along. 
What, doth high place ambitious thoughts augment? 
Is sawcinesse reward of curtesie? 
Cannot such grace your silly selfe content, 
But you must need::o with those lips billing be? 
And through those lips drinke Nectar from that toong; 
Leaue that sir ~' least off your necke be wroong. 
"24"3 
1 Philip,] F; Phillip Ql-3. 1 borne] F; forborne Ql-3. 
A 
3 craftily] F; craftely Ql-3. 3 seem'd] F; seemed Ql-2; seemde 
Q3. 3 cut] F1; Cut Ql-3. 4 wrong.] F; ,.. : Ql-3. 5 bare] F; 
beare Ql-3 .- 5 (with Enuie)] F; with enuy, Q.l-3. 5 bare] F; 
heare Ql-3. 6 her] F, Q3; hir Ql-2. 6 Loue] F; loue (1.1-3. 
6 peepe; ] F; ,.. , Ql-3. 7 more foole I,] F; (more foole I) Ql-
" 
3. 7 suffEred] F; suffred Ql-3. 7 sleepe] F; ,.. , Ql-3. 
8 Lillies] F; lillies Ql-3. 8 neast,] F; nest Ql-3. 8 Loues] 
" 
F; Loues Q.l-2; Loue Q3. 8 along.] F; along, Ql, Q3; a long, 
Q2. 9 What,] F; ....,? Ql-3. 10 sawcinesse] F; saucines Ql-3. 
12 needs] F; needes Ql-3. 13 toong;] l''; tung, Ql-3. 14 sir] 
F; Syr Ql-3. 14 Phiu,] F; Phillip Ql, Q3; Phipp Q2. 
___._ -A A 
14 least] F; lest Ql-3. 14 off] .F, Q2; omitted Ql, Q3. 
14 wroong.] F; wrung. Ql-2; wrung, Q3. 
GROSART ( 1877, 109) "Line 1 and 1. 14: A and A 1613 read 
'Philin' as a dissyllable in 1. 1, and 'Phip 1 a monosyllable 
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in 1. 14. The 2 qu. reverse this, and hence the other changes, 
'forborne, 1 1. 1, and the omission of 'off, 1 1. 14. Philip 
in full seems more correct with brother, and Sir Phip when he 
addresses him finely as a sparrow and sharply--Phillip, Phip. 
'Gurney. Good leave, ~ood Philip. 
Bastard. Phillip1--sparrowJ--James, 
There's toys abroad. 1 King John, act i. sc. 1. 
He being now Sir Richard. See also Skelton's Phyllyp sparowe, 
and Lyly's Mother Bombie, a sparrow being so called on account 
of his 'peep, peep 1 ( 1. 6), when, as Ca tullus says, pipilabi t. 11 
POLLARD (1888, 210) "Vide Nares: 'Philip, or contrected into 
Phip. A familiar appellation for a sparrow, fro;"'!. a supposed 
resemblance in their note to that sound: 
To whit, to whoo the owle does crye 
Phip, phip, the sparrows as they flye. 
Lyly's Mother Bombie, iii. 4.' 
Comnare, too, Skelton's charming fA little botCe of Philiu spar-
rowe, ' where a nun laments the loss of her dead favourite. ·1' 
YOUNG (1958, 69-70) 11 Son..11et 83 shifts the tone; the kiss theme. 
is continued but the atmosphere of the garden gives way to one 
of racy and ironic bawdry. • • • As in Sonnet 59, Astrophel is 
jealous of a pet, but here the specific provocation is the 
pet's amorous success rather than the lady's attentions to it. 
The snarrow is the traditional symbol of lechery, and as such 
it is, like Cupid, a nrojection of the lover's desire, made 
more specific with the sparrow as symbol than with 1Love. 1 
The strFtegy of the noem resembles that of 46 • • • with the 
lover's attitude objectified in the symbol, he can express an 
attitude toward it; the structure, as in 46, is ironic, but 
the irony lies not in his detachment but in his concern. In 
a sense he is taking the lady's part, defending her virtue 
against seduction by the lecherous bird. But the joke, of 
course, is that by threatening the bird with mock ferocity he 
is warning hi~self." 
RART (1959, 162) "This sonnet is inspired by the Boke of 
Philipn Sparowe, a poem by John Skelton on the death ofa 
sparrow belonging to Jane Scroupe." 
3 cut. Gr()sart indicates that here the word "cut"--the only 
substantive use of the word known to him--means quarrelling, 
swaggering, or rather discontented or quarrelsome, huffing, 
where huffing= swelling out one's feathers. 
POLLARD (1888, 210) "From the undoubted use of 1cutted 1 for 
•cross or querulous' (cp. Middleton, 'she's grown so cutted 
there's no speaking to her'), Dr. Grosart derives a subst8n-
tive 'cut'= crossness, discontent, of which this will be the 
'.!.he only instance. 
the derivation is a 
'cut' still meant a 
draw cuts and avoid 
tion of 'keepe your 
meaning suits this line excellently, but 
little doubtful •. In Elizabethan English 
'lot' (cp. Walton, 'I think it best to 
contention'), and a possible interpreta-
cut' would be 'to adhere to your uart. '" 
WILSON (1931, 176-177) "your cut to keepe: the meaning of 
this phrase has never been preciseTy determined, and Dr. C. 
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T. Onions informs me that no fresh light bas been thrown on 
it since the article on CUT Sb: 34 was prepar.ed for the O.E.D. 
From the passsfe in 31{e1 to:"l' 9 Prilip Sparrow 
It wold syt on ~ stole 
Ancf"'"Ierneoaf'ter !!!Y s cole 
For to ~his ~' 
~' Fhyllyn, kepe youre cut, 
it would seem that keep youl c~as an order, attentionl be-
havel rl'his fits wi"t'h"the f r~recorded usaLe in the Coventry 
N:ysteries, circa 1400, 
We shal the teche with carys colde, 
A lytYl 'bettyr to kepe thi kutte, 
and with Middleton's 
0 t·hat a bot should so keepe cut with his mother, anc. be 
given-to-dissemb. ing. --
If this is ri?ht, then in Gascoigne's Praise of Philip~-
row 
As if you !!.N_ but Fend cut, Phip, 
Lord, how the peat ~ turn and skip, 
it mu~ean-Ton guard'; 1n fact, not unlike 'Trust and paid 
for.' The sense in this sonnet, therefore, will be--in your 
cunning you pretended not to like it when Stella made you stand 
at attention, and so secured extra netting." Hart summarizes 
this information. 
OED: a phrase meanin~ something like: To keep one's distance, 
be coy or reserved. Nost of the later occurrences annear to 
refer to Skelton's Phyllyp Sparrowe; or at least to have the 
same orifdn. 
5 bare (second use). GROSART (1877, 110) "Looking to 'bare' 
and 'borne' (1. 1) 'beare' ['heare 1 ] is a careless error for 
'bare' (2 qu.)." 
6 peepe = chirp. 
84 
High way since you my chiere Pernassus be, 
And that my Muse to some eares not vn~weet, 
Tempers her words to trampling horses feet, 
More oft then to a chamber melodie. [,] 
Now blessed you, beare onward blessed me 
To her, where I my heart safelest shall meet, 
My Muse ana I must you of dutie greet 
With thankes and wishes, wishing th~nkfully. 
Be you still faire, honourd by publike heed, 
By no encrochment wrongd, nor time forgot: 
Nor blam'd for bloud, nor sham'd for sinfull deed. 
And that you lmow, I enuy you no lot 
Of highest wish, I wish you so much blisse, 
Hundreds of yeares you Stellas feet may kisse. 
1 Pernassus] F; Ql-2; Parnassus Q3. 2 vnsweet] F; 
vnmeete Ql-3. 3 her] F, Q2-3; hir Ql. 3 feet] }l'; feete 
Ql-3. 4 oft] F; often Ql-3. 4 then] F; than Ql-3. 4 to] 
F, Q2; omitted Ql, Q3. 4 chamber] F; Chamber Ql-3. 4 malo-
die. ] F; mellodie, Q2; melodie, Q2-3. 5 you,] F; ... Ql-3. 
A 
5 onward] F; onwards Ql-3. 5 me] F; ,.., , Q,l-3. 6 her,] F; 
hir Ql; her Q2-3. 6 I] F, Q2; omitted Ql, Q3. 6 safelest] 
A A 
F; safeliest ((1-3. 6 meet] F; meete Ql-3. 7 dutie] F; duety 
Ql, Q3; duetie Q2. 7 greet] -F; greete, Ql-3. 8 thankes] F; 
thanks Ql-3. 8 wishes,] F;"" Ql-3. 8 thankfully.] F; ... ; 
A 
Ql-3. 9 faire,] F; carefull Ql-3. 9 honourd] F; kept Ql-3. 
9 heed] F; heede. 10 forgot:] F; -, Q~-3. 11 deed.) F; 
deede, Ql-3. 12 lmow,] F; - Ql-3. 
" 
12 enuy] F; enuie Ql-3. 
12 lot] F; whit, Ql, Q3; lot, Q2. 14 feet) F; feete Ql-3. 
SYl\r:GNDS (1899, 131) "A sonnet on the open road, in a vein 
of conceits worthy of Philostratus, closes the group in-
spired by Stella's kiss." 
WARREN (1936, 139) "The appeal of sheer incantation is, 
after all, secondary. The sonnets, scorning this appeal, 
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aim at a directness of expression that is almost conversa-
tional. Let these two sonnets (LXXXIV and LXXXV), in which 
Astrophel tells of his ride out to see Stella in the country, 
suffice to show how new a note Philip sounded in English 
lyric poetry. 11 
YOUNG (1958, '71) "The final 'act' of the sequence pegins, 
like the first and second, with Astrophel as poet identify-
ing the source of his inspiration. It is now neither his 
heart, the introspective symbol of Sonnet 1, nor the mistress-
muse of Sonnet 44, but the highway leading him to Stella." 
HART (1959, 162) "It is probable that Sidney was riding to 
the Countess of Leicester's house at Wanstead to see Stella. 
The righway in Sonnet 84 would then be the Whitechapel Road. 
Sonnet 85 sees him approaching the house, and the action of 
the songs that follow would probably refer to the same visit." 
MONTG0Iv1ERY (1961, 90..:.914 "The inten_tio~al, rather open fantasy 
with which this device [personification] is used in tne Ar-
cadia, conceit narading as conceit, survives only once or-
twlce in the sequence. In Sonnet 84 ••• personification 
is nearly ludicrous. Instead of openinc a way into the mind 
of the speaker and fostering the lively meditation which the 
dramatic force of implied dialogue may give, these sonnets 
[103 as well] are tyrannized by the conceit." 
1 Pernassus. GROSART (18'7'7, 111) "So in the 'Return from Per-
nassus,' 1606, Ascham in Toxophilus, &c." 
2 vnsweet. G~OSART ( 18'7'7, 111) 11 2 qu. 'unmeet. 1 As he is 
speaking of his Muse, and as we have the thyme 1meet 1 (1. 6), 
I think 'vnsweet' the right word (A and A 1613), or at all 
events the later and better one." 
2-3 RUBEL (1~41, 20'7) indicates these lines contain an example 
of Liptote, affirmation by negating the opposite. 
4oft. GROSART (18'7'7, 111) "'often, 1 2 qu.--a syllable too 
much. Sidney rarely, if ever, elides the -en, except in 
'heaven' and 'even,' which are constantly, if not always, mono-
syllabic." 
6 safeles t. GROSART ( 18'7'7, 111) " 1 safe-left' (A [error] and 
A 1613) is prettier than 'safe-best' (2 qu.) [error again] 
= with Stella." 
POLLARD (1888, 211} "safe-left.--The reading of the folio of 
1613; ours has the misprint 1 safelest 1 ; Qs.: 'safeliest. '" 
WILSON (1'931, 17 } "Safeleft is an inspiration of the printer 
of the 1613 folio." The present editor alone has retained the 
folio reading, considering safelest not a misprint, but a 
spelling of safeliest intended to indicate a pronunciation 
suitable fQr the meter; and preferring the agreement of F and 
Ql-3 to any "inspiration of the printer." Miss Wilson adds: 
"If as seems likely, Sidney was riding to the Countess of 
Leicester's house at Wansted (see next sonnet and Song 4), 
this highway was the White.chapel Road." 
9 faire, honourd. GROSART (1877, 111) "From the better rhythm 
and the other changes, 'faire, honour'd' (A and A 1613) is 
later, but I am not sure that 1 carefull kept' (2 qu.} does not 
give a better sense." 
12 lot. OED: destiny, fortune, condition. 
85 
I see the house, my heart thy selfe containe, 
Beware full sailes drowne not thy tottring barge: 
Least ioy by Nature apt sprites to enlarge, 
Thee to thy wracke beyond thy limits straine. 
Nor do like Lords, whose weake confused braine, 
Not pointing to fit folkes each vndercharge, 
While euerie office themselues will discharge, 
With doing all, leaue nothing done but paine. 
But giue apt seruants their due place, let eyes 
See Beauties totall summe summ'd in her face: 
Let eares heare speech, which wit to wonder ties. 
Let breath sucke vp those sweetes, let armes embrace 
The globe of weale, lips Loues indentures make: 
Thou but of all the kingly Tribute take. 
1 I see] F; Behold Ql, Q3; I See Q2. 1 the house, 
my heart] F; the house . my harte Q2; my heart the house Ql, 
A 
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Q5. 1 thy selfe] F, Q2; that thee Ql; that hee Q3. 1 con-
taine] F, Q2; contains Ql; conteins Q3. 2 sailes] F; Sailes 
Ql-3. 2 drowne] F, Q3; drown Ql-2. 2 tottring] F; tottering 
Ql-3. 2 barge:] F; Barge, Ql-3. 3 Nature] F; nature Ql-3. 
3 sprites to enlarge,] F; (spirites to enlarge) Ql-3. 4 
"' 
straine.] F; straines, Ql, Q3; straine, Q2. 5 do] F; doe 
Ql-3. 5 Lords,] F; H~ Ql-3. 5 braine,] F, Q2; braines, Ql, 
"' 
Q3. 6 folkes] F; folks Ql-3. 7 euerie] F; euery Q2. ~ and 
~read: Striue in themse1ues each office to discharge, 8 
all,] F; N Ql-3. 8 paine.] F; ~, Ql-3. 9 place,] F; -; Ql-3. 
9 eyes] F; eies Ql, Q3; eye Q2. 10 Beauties] F; beauties Ql-3. 
10 summ.e] F, Q2; sum Ql, Q3. 10 summ'd] F, Q2; found Ql, Q3. 
10 her] F; their Ql-3. 10 face:] F • -, , Ql-3. 11 speech,] 
F; speach Ql-3. 11 wit] F; will Ql-3. 11 wonder] 
"' 
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F, Ql, Q3; wnnder Q2. 11 ties.] F; tyes, Ql, Q3; tye. Q2. 
12 sucke] F; suck Ql-3. 12 sweetes] F; Q2; swe~ts Ql, Q3. 
12 embrace] F; imbrace Ql-3. 13 globe] F; Globe Q2. 13 
lips] F; li~ns Q2. 13 Loues] F; Lou's Q2. 13 indentures] 
F; Indentures. 13 !!lake:] F; -. Q2. Entire line omitted in 
£! and ~· 14 Tribute] F; tribute Q2. Entire line omitted 
in Ql and Q3. 
GROSART (1877, 112) "Lines 1, 4-5 and 7, Q 1 give these 
early readings: 'Behold my heart the house that thee con-
tains': 'shames': 'braines 1 : 'Striue in themselues each 
office to. ' 11 
6 pointing = appointing. 
10 her. GROSART (1877, 112) "2 qu.--misprint 'their.'" 
. ··~· "· 
9-11 GRO$ART (1877, 113) "This.recurrence ['eyes. • • ties.'] 
of A and A 1613 to Q 1 alone proves 'eye ••• tie' (Q 2) to 
be wrong; but.there are other two proofS~: 'Eares, arms, and 
lips' .ar~ all in the plural, and-'speech'.which requires 'ties. 1 
The change is one of those quasi-grammatical alterations by a 
transcriber." The use of will (2 qu.) is called "mee.ningless." 
13 weale. OED: wealth, riches, possessions; ha~niness; 
goodness, virtuous behavior. Hart: globe = total sum. 
13 indentures. OED: deeds or contracts; binding, for ex-
ample, apprentices or servants to nasters. 
Eight song. 
In~ groue most rich of shade, 
~here birds wanton musicke made, 
Iv1ay then yong his pide weedesshowing, 
New perfumed with flowers fresh growing, 
Astrophel with Stella sweete, 
Did for mutuall comfort meete, 
Both-within themselues opnressed, 
But each in the other blessed. 
'Him great harmes had taught much care, 
Her faire necke a-r0ule ylke-oare-,---
But her sight his cares d d baniSh, 
In his sight her yoke did vanish. 
( . ' ~ they had, alas the while, 
But now teFres themse!Ues did smile, 
Wh"i1etheir etes .£1 loue directed, 
Enterchanc;:eab y reflected. . 
Sigh they did, but now betwixt 
~[¥its of woes were_ giad siyhs ~' 
armes crost, ~ test fying 
Re'S'tlesee rest, ancr-Iiuinp: dying. 
Their eares hungry of each word, 
~hich the deere tongue would afford, 
But their tongues restraind from walking, 
Till their harts had ended talking. 
-But when their tongues could not sueake, 
Loue it selfe did silence breake; 
Loue did set his lips asunder, 
Thus "t()speakelnlOue and wonder: 
' -- ---- --- ------
Stella soueraigne of~-~' 
Faire tr1umnher of annot, 
Stella starre of~eauen y fier, 
Stella loadstar-of desier. 
Stella, in whose shirii~g e~~s, 
Are the Tights of Cupids s 1es, 
WhOse beames where they once ~ darted, 
Loue therewith is streig~mnarted. 
Stella, whose voice when it sneakes, 
Senses all asunder breakeST 
Stella,-whose voice when it singeth, 
Angels to acquaintance-orlngeth. 
Stella, in whose body is . 
Writ each character of bl1sse, 
WhOSe face all, all beauty passeth, 
Saue thy mind which yet surnasseth. 
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Gr~unt, $ graunt, but speech alas, 
Fa1les me, fearing on to passe, 
Graunt,-s me, what am r-saying? 
But no fiuiT tnere 1s Tn praying. 
Graunt, $ deere, on knees I ~' 
{Knees on groundhe then did stay) 
~ not I, but since I loue you, 
T1me and place for me may moue you. 
Neuer season was more fit, 
Neuer roome more ant for-it; 
Smilina ayre-aiTowes .:!!1 re-Eison, 
These birds sing; ~ ~ the season. 
This small wind which so sweete is, 
See how it the leaues doth kisse-,-
Ech tree in his best attiring, 
Sense of loue to loue inspiring. 
Loue makes earth the Viater drinke, 
Loue to earth rrake"S""water s1nke; 
And if dumbe things be ~ witty, 
Shall ~ heauenly grace want pitty? 
There his hands in their speech, faine 
Would haue made tongues language plaine; 
But her hands his hands repelling, 
Gaue-renulse all grace excelling. 
Then she snake; her sDeech was such, 
As no~ares but hart did tuch:----
Whire-such wise-s~oue-denied, 
As yet loue she S"rgn'I1'f'ed. 
Astrophel sayd she, ~ loue 
Cease in these effects to nroue: 
Now be-still, ~ still-seleeue me, 
Thy griefe ~ then death would-grieue me. 
I,f that any thought in ~' 
Can tast comfort but of thee, 
Let me fed with herl"iSh anguish, 
roylesse;-hOPeresse, endlesse languish. 
If those eyes you praised, be 
Half so deere as you to me, 
~me-home ret-Urne, starke blinded 
Of those eyes, and blinder minded. 
- --
If to secret of ~ hart, 
I do aty wish imnart, 
Where hou-irt not formost placed, 
Be both wish and I defaced. 
------
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If more l~y be sayd, I sjl' 
m ~ b ~sseiil'Uiee-I ~; 
rr-thou loue, ~ loue content thee, 
For all loue, il1ralth is meantthee. 
Trust me v,hi1e I ·thee ~ety' 
In !!!1_ selfe the-siila'rt _ ~' 
Tyran, honour-[Tyran honour] ~ thus vse thee, 
Ste11as selfe might not refuse thee. 
Therefore, Deere, this no more moue, 
Least though I-reaU9:no~thy lo~e, 
Vvhich too deen ~n me TSf ramed, 
I shoura-b1usn when tnou art nameQ. 
Therewitha1l away she went, 
-T- ----LeauinQ him to pass~on rent, 
With what she had done and spoken, 
That therewith ~ song is broken. 
1 shade,] F; "'; Q1-3. 2 musicke] F; Musicke Ql-3. 
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2 made,] F;"": Ql-3. 3 1£ay] F; :rtaie Ql-3. 3 yong] F, Q2; 
young ~1, Q3. 3 weedes] F; weeds Q1-3. 3 showing] F; shew-
ing Q1-3. 4 perfumed] F; perfumes Ql-2; parfumes Q3. 4 
flowers] F; f1owrs Ql-3. 4 growing,] F; "" • Ql-3. 5 .Astro-
nhel] F; Astrophe1 Ql-2; Astrophe1l Q3. 5 sweete,] F, Ql, 
Q3; sweet Q2. 6 mutua1l] F, Q3; mutual Q1-2. 6 meete,] F; 
"' 
"": Ql, Q3; ~ Q2. 8 each] F; either Ql-3. 8 the] F; each 
"' 
Ql-3. 10 bare,] F'; "": Ql-3. 11 her] F; hir Ql-3. 12 her] 
F; hir Ql-3. 13 while,] F; .., : Ql-3. 15 1oue] F; Loue Ql-3. 
16 Enterchangeab1y] F; Interchangeab1ie Ql, Q3; Interchangeably 
Q2. 17 Sigh] F; Sighd Q1-3. 17 did,] F; had: Q1-3. 18 woes] 
F; woe Q1-3. 18 mixt,] F; "": Q1-3. 20 Rest1esse] F; Restles 
Ql-3. 21 hungry] F; hungrie Ql-3. 21 word,] F, Q3; "" Q1-2. 
"' 
22 deere] F; deare ~l-3. 23 restraind] F, Ql, Q3; restrained 
Q2. 25 speake] F, Q2; speak Ql, Q~. 26 breake;] F; "": Q1-3. 
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27 set] F, Ql-2; see Q3. 27 asunder,] F; ... Ql-3. 28 won-
" 
der:] F'; .... Ql-3. 29 Stella] F; Stella, Ql-3. 29 soueraigne] 
F; Souereigne Ql-3. 30 triumpher] F; Triumphres Ql-3. 30 
of] F; in Ql-3. 30 annoy,] F; "": Ql-3. 31 Stella] F; Stella, 
Ql-3. 31 starre] F; Starre Ql-3. 31 fier] F; fire Ql-3. 32 
Stella] F; Stella, Ql-3. 32 loadstar] F; loadstarre Ql-3. 
32 desier] F; desire.Ql-3. 33 eyes,] F;- Ql-3. 34 skies] 
A 
F; skyes Ql-3. 35 once are] F; are once Ql-3. 35 darted,] F, 
Q3; ,.. Ql-2. 36 streight] F; straight Ql-3. 37 voice] F; 
A 
voyce Ql-3. 38 Senses] F, Ql, Q3; Sences Q2. 38 breakes;] 
F; ... : Ql-3. 39 voice] F; voyce ~-3. 39 singeth,] F', Ql, Q3; 
.., Q2. 40 Angels] F, Ql, Q3; Angles Q2. 40 bringeth.] F, Ql-
A 
2; ... , Q3. 41 body] F; bodie Ql-3. 42 each] F; the Ql-3. 
42 che.racter] F; caracters Ql; carecters Q2; characters Q3. 
42 blis se,] F; blis: Ql-3. 43 face all,] F; sweete face 
" 
Ql-3. 43 beauty] F; beautie.Ql-3. 43 passeth,] F, Ql, Q3; 
.... Q2. 44 thy] F; the Ql-3. 44 mind] F; minde Ql-3. 44 yet] 
F; it Ql-3. 44 suroasseth.] F, Ql; ... Q2; ... Q3. 45 S] F, 
' A 
Ql-2; 0 Q3. 45 speech] F; speach Ql-3. 45 alas,] F; (alas) 
" 
Ql-3. 46 passe,] F; ... . • Ql-3. 47 Graunt,] F; ... Ql-3. 47 S] 
" 
F; to Ql-3. 48 fault] F; sinne Ql-3. 49 Gre.unt,] F'· "" Ql-3. 
' A 
49 ·a deere,) F; (S Deare) Ql-2; (0 Deare) Q3. 49 pray,) .B'. 
' A 
" 
Ql-3. 51 loue] F; proue Ql-3. 52 for]. F; from Ql-3. 52 
A 
may] F; nere Ql-3. 54 it;] F; ,.. . Ql-3. 55 ayre] F; a ire Ql-3. . 
55 reason, l F; ... : Ql-3. 57 wind] F; winde Ql-3. 58 kisse,] F; 
kis; Ql, Q3; kis: Q2. 59 Ech] F; Each Ql-3. 59 attiring] F; 
attyring Ql-3. 60 Sense] F, Ql-2; Sence Q3. 60 loue] F; Loue 
~.. . 
Ql-3. 60 loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 62 sinke;] F; sinke: Ql-2; 
sink, Q3. 63 dumbe] F; dumb Ql-3. 63 witty] F'; wittie 
Ql-3. 64 grace] F; Grace Ql-3. 64 pitty] F; pittie Ql-3. 
65 in their speech,] F; (in their speach) Ql-2; in their 
sueach Q3. 66 plaine;] F; ... : Ql-3. 67 repelling] F; com-
pelling Ql-3. 68 reuulse] F; ... , Ql-3. 68 excelling] F; 
exnelling Ql-3. 69 At this point eight stanzas (18 thrOUfA 
25) ~omitted in Ql, Q2, and Q3. 
--- ----
101 Therewitball] F; ... 
' Ql-3. 102 to] F; with Ql-3. 
ARBER (1877, 486) refers to the 11 irr:passione6 avowal of her 
[Stella's] fondness for him, in verses which expressed so 
truly the real state of her heart that NEWMAN supuressed 
them in his Quartos of 1591, probably as touching too near 
her personal and family life." 
GROSART (1877, 17~-180) 11 It may be that the additional 
verses in A and A 1613 editions (stanzas xviii. xxvi.) of 
the present and Song x. were, fro~ motives of delicacy, 
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not included in the copies (MS.) given by Sidney to others 
than his intimates: and this is supported by the absence 
previous to A of Sonnet xxxvii., the plainest of those in 
which the name of Rich is introduced. ~hile therefore, as 
against t>is must be set the strangeness that tr.ese addi-
tional stanzas must have been first 'divulged' in an edition 
published and edited, so far at least as the Arcadia is con-
cerned, by the Countess of Pembroke, I do not insist on the 
argument that these additions betoken later versions. As 
in'~ the others, however, the internal evidence in Song viii. 
rroves this. The 2 qu. give one correction, 'woe' for 'woes' 
(v. l. 2). 11 
SCOTT-ESPINER (1929, 47) "La chanson VIII a quelque ressem-
blance avec ces Chants de Mai ou 1Reverdies 1 composes par 
les Trouveres et les Troubadours~~squ'un souffle d'amour 
.venait les troubler au printemps. L 1 oeuvre de la Pleiade 
est remplie de similaires invitations a l'amour, mais le 
dialogue du poete anglais avec Stella introduit quelques 
differences non sans originalite." 
WILSON (1950, 194) "But· desire has beco<ne imperious, and 
will not be denied. The final crisis has been reached. 
Astrophel meets Stella in the spring woodlands. There he 
maJ<es his last anpeal in a deeper mood than thet of 
triumphant expectancy in which earlier he had sought to 
posses-s her. The lovely verses in Stella's reply--and it 
is noteworthy that these were not circulated by Sidney--
shew a passionate tenderness and understanding in the 
lover who framed them for her mouth." 
BUXTON (1954, 184) "In these [37th sonnet, parts of the 
eighth and tenth songs, and the eleventh song] the most 
passionate moments of the whole sequence are reached, and 
we can understsnd Sidney's wish to keep the exquisitely 
tender verse~ of Stella's reply to Astrophel in the eighth 
song, or the duet with her in the tenth, unsullied by the 
eyes of the profane." 
BOAS (1955, 145-147) "In the eighth song, perfect in its 
fusion of lyric and dramatic strains, the decisive point 
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is reached •••• Stella here, as Sidney puts it, in sonnet 
LXXXVII, takes her stand upon the laws of dutyJ She gives 
her heart to Astrophel but only so 'long as he remains a 
stainless Sir Galahad. Never has conscience triumnhant 
over sensual desire found more arresting utterance than in 
the accents that fall from her lips. They are an Eliza-
bethan Ode to Duty." 
YOUNG (1958, 77-79) "The Eighth Song is the lon,a:est and the 
most important in the sequence, for the whole structure turns 
upon it. The most striking thing about it is that it is in 
the third person, the only such poem in the sequence. The 
lovers are seen from a completely objective point of view, 
as if at a distance, and from this objective point of view 
they appear in a new intimacy; the distinction Astrophel 
is consta~tly forced to make between 'I' and 'she' is elim-
inated in the 'they' of the song •••• The appeal ends as 
it does in the Fourth Song. Stella's response, however, is 
far more important. She makes a long protestation of her 
own, which wa2 one of the nassages omitted until the publi-
cation of the 1598 Folio •••• The role of Stella has sud-
denly expanded beyond the star; she is completely the woman. • 
• • There is no sugqestion of coyness or conventional pos-
turing; her refusal seems to come from the heart, with re-
Y!larl{able cHrectne s s. Consequently, there is a finality 
about it that alters the relationship or the lovers funda-
mentally and permanently. • • • The rejection of the des-
pairing and utterly humble lover is the most conventional 
of subjects, and the highly wrought, almost incantatory 
verse emphasizes the conventional character of its treat-
ment in this noem. Miss Scott believes there is some re-
semblance to ~the 'Chants de ~tai ou 'Reverdies 1 compose par 
les Trouveres et les Troubadours lorsqu 1un souffle d'amour 
venait les troubler au printemps.' But the nature of the 
setting and the ritual nerformed in it suggest a more 
specifically pastoral tradition. The whole atmosphere of 
the poem is one of sensuality, but sensuality restrained 
and ~urified ••.. Astrap~el's desire is explicit, but 
completely controlled, transmuted by the ritual formality 
of the verse •••• The objectivity and the idealization 
of the garden reveal their relationship in terms of the 
timeless, nermanent lack of achievement characteristic 
of the pastoral world." 
THOMPSON (1961, 154) "Sidney has also the ability to work 
in miniature with very small actions th8.t very accurately 
dramatize the reality of a theme. In the eighth song 
there is one of these occatsions. This is the best-known 
of the songs from the sequence; the lovers are meeting, 
both of them downcast by Stella's marriap:e; there is much 
more between them than &t any other time [li:Jes 8-12 
quoted]. 
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In such direct anproach and with considerably less dif-
fidence than he has usually suffered from, Astrophel tries 
to make love to her. She refuse2 him; it is 'Tyran honour' 
a,gain. But this time honour is more than a word or an 
idea. It 18 shown in a tiny but real action [lines 97-
100 quot,d] ~o -
It is not only an action, however small; it is an aupeal 
beyond convention to the primitive but perhaps unanswerable 
sense of the personal and social reality of the convention. 
Here the ability to deal in miniature is genuinely delicate." 
3 May. POI.LARD (1888, xviii) This song "we have no hesita-
tion in assignin;?. to ~~ay, 1591, though with a frank con-
fession that the preference of this over the following year, 
is a matter of theory, and in no wise oroved." 
3-4 GROSART (18~7, 180) "May is not so much growing new 
perfumes, since they were the same year oy year, as he is 
newly perfumed ~ith the newly-opened flowers. Nor is he 
intended to be renresented as a perfume-plant grower for 
Rimmel, as a youth garlanded with flowers, and newly-per-
fumed thereby. Hence A and A 1613 is the better, new-
nerfumed, and (,)removed, as in A 1613." 
8 in the. GROSART (1877, 180) "The metre being _.., 'in the' 
(A and A 1613) is more rhythmic8l than 'in each' (2 qu. ), 
besides being rather more correct." 
18 woes. GROSART (1877, 181-182) "is probably an error 
for 'woe,' (2 qu.) through influence of 'sighs.' But in 
v. 1. 1, 'sigh they did' is a subtle after-change from 
'siph'd they had' {2 qu. ), and far more de3criptive. As 
they 'had wept' (stanza iv.), they had of course sighed; 
now still he says they sighed, even in the joy of their 
meetings, but their sighs of grief e_t Fortw1e, their foe, 
were minpled with si~hs of gladness." Succeeding edttors 
have adopted the quarto reading "woe," but the ~resent 
editor retains the plural "woes" for its emphasis of the 
distinction between the source of Astrophel 1 s woe and 
Stella's. See 11. 9-10. --
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1~ With armes crest. POLLARD (1888, 216) "A sign of sorrow; 
so Ariel says of Ferdinand, 'His arms i-'1 this sad knot.'" 
But the OED contains the phrase "cross-arm'd Lovers." 
30 triu:rr_oher. GROSART ( 1877, 182) 11 'Triumphres' ( 2 qu. ) 
has an uncouth sound, and if invented by Sldney, was pro-
bably on after-thought discarded: 'in' (2 qu.) cannot be 
right; the 'annoy' is his 'annoy.' 1 0f 1 =off or from, i~, 
on the other hand, admissible." 
.., 
35 once are. GROSART (1877, 182) "'-Once are 1 A and A 
,.......-- --' 1613 J better than I are OnCe I ( 2 qu. ) o. 
42 each character. GRO,SART (1877, 183) "more expressive 
than 1the characters' (2 qu.)." 
43 all [first use]. 
43 beauty. GROSART 
sufficient and poor 
ing loveliness." 
OED: wholly, comnletely. 
(1877, 183) 11 'sweete, 1 2 qu. : an in-
epithet, when one speaks of all-surpass-
44 yet. GROSART (1877, 183) adopts the quarto reading "it," 
for he mistakenly believes it to be the folio r0ading. No 
subsequent editor follows his lead. 
47 Greunt. GROSART (1877, 183) "This third repetition of 
'grant,' without ability to proceed, is far more expressive 
than 1 to me' (2 qu.): 'fault' (ib.) is more fitting than 
1 s in 1 ( 2 qu. ) • n -
51 laue. GROSART (1877, 183) 111 proue,' 2 qu.: no sense with 
'and. '" 
52 may. GROSART (1877, 183) 
ney' s meanin_g;." 
"'nere ' 2 qu.: reverses Sid-__, 
67 renelling. GROSART (1877, 184) 11 2 qu. 'compelling'--bad." 
68 excelling. GROSART (1877, 184-185) "Her after-words do 
not admit of 'expelling' (2 qu.): and 'excelling,' A and A 
1613, is the far better description, and one which agrees 
with other sayin?-s of Sidney regarding her. Her refusal 
was a grace, her repulse a movement excelling all grace in 
its very denial." 
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70 As. GROSART (1877, 185) records as "so" under the mis-
apprehension this is the folio reading. Since these lines 
are omitted in the quarto editions, it is startling to find 
the assertion: "evidently a change from 1with 1 (2 qu.) and 
for the better." 
74 effects. HART (1'059, 163) "affectations. 1Do not try 
to test my love by this display of passion. 111 
77-78 VvTLSON (1931, 179) 11 i.e. Do not try to test my love 
by this display of nassion.- The distinction between a.ff'ects 
and effects was a constant source of trouble to Elizabethan 
transcribers and printers: thus in the 3rd Eclogue of the 
old Arcadia the scribe has written: 
Yee Muses all which chaste effectes allowe 
and altered it ETIDself to affectes, which the folio of 1593 
correctly prints. So also Sidney's nephew transcribing his 
letter to Robert of October 18, 1580, writes~! 1 the effects, 
the motions, the whisperings of the neople. 1 ' 
84 minded. OED: having a mind of a specified character. 
102 Leauin~ him to passion rent. Grosart records the line 
wi thocJ t com..rnent; Pollard inserts a comma. after "pass ion"; 
WILSON (1931, 180) "I have followed Br: MS That requires an 
antecedent so and the reading passion-rent is supnorted by Greville: - ------- ---
Through enamell 1d meeds they went, 
Quiet she, he nassion-rent. 
-- -- ---- (Caelica, LXXVI.) 
The two poems are worth comparing." Hart, following this, 
adopts the "so passion-rent" reading. The present editor 
retains the folio reading, because (1) "that" does not re-
quire "so" and (2) there would otherwise be too quick a 
wrench from the despondent lover to the narrator-poet; 
though the two ~tre of course one, their parts have been 
divided in this song. 
Ninth song. 
Go ~ flocke, _g£ aet you hence, 
Seeke a better place of feeding, 
~~ere you may haue ~ defence 
Fro the stormes in ~ breast breeding, 
And showers from mine eyes proceedlng. 
Leaue a wretch, in whom all wo 
Can abide to keene TIO:measur6; 
Merry flock€, such one forgo, 
Vnto whom mirth is displeasure, 
Only rlch in misChiefes treasure. 
Yet alas before lou ~o, 
Heare your woful maTSters story, 
V~hich to stones I' els would show: 
Sorrow-onely then hath glory~ 
When tis excerreilt!YSory. 
Stella fiercest shepherdesse, 
Fiercest but yet fairest euer; 
Stella whom a heauens do breSse, 
Tho aga'IIiSf me shee perseuer, 
Tho I blisse enherit ~euer. 
Stella hath refused me, 
Stella who more loue~ath nroued, 
In this cait"'ife hart 'tOOe, 
Then-can in ~ood-eiWes-be-moued 
ToWard LaiiikiliS"best beloued. 
Stella hath refused me,_ 
Astropher-Ihat so wer-serued, 
In this pleB.Santspri"ng must see 
\~ile in nride flowers be preserued, 
Himselfe onely winter-sterued. 
Why alas doth she then sweare, 
That she loueth ~ so dearely, 
Seing me so long to beare 
Coles of loue that burne ~ clearely, 
And ~ le&ue ~ helulesse meerely? 
Is that loue? forsooth I trow, 
If I saw my good .9.£g grieue<r;" 
And a helne for him did know, 
My loue shou'l'dnot be be'l'eSUed, 
But he were bv me releeued. 
----~------
No, she hates me, wellaway, 
Faining' loue' somewhat to please ~= 
For she knowes, if she disnlat 
AII her hate, death-sDone wou d seaze ~' 
And of hideOus torments ease me. 
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Then adieu, deere flocke adieu: 
~alas, if ~n your strayirig 
He'auen:Iy Stelia meete with yol, 
Tell her in your piteous-Dlay ng, 
Her poore-slaues vniust decaying. 
1 Go] F; Goe Ql-3. 1 flocke] F; Flocke Ql-3. 1 go] 
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F; ~oe Ql-3. 4 Fro] F; From Ql-3. 4 breeding,] F; bleeding, 
Ql-2; bleeding Q3. 5 showers] F, Ql-2; showres Q3. 6 
"' 
wretch,] F; ... Ql-3. 6 wo] F; woe, Ql-3. 7 measure,] F; 
l"'; Ql-3. 8 Merry] F; Merrie Ql-3. 8 flocke] F; Floclce Ql-3. 
8 forgo,] F; forgoe Ql-3. 10 Only] F; Onely Ql-3. 10 mis-
"' 
chiefes] F; measures Ql-3. 11 go] F; goe Ql-3. 12 maisters] 
F; Masters Ql-3. 12 story] F; storie Ql-3. 13 els] F; else 
Ql-3. 13 show: ] F; showe; Ql-3. 14 glory, ] F; glorie, Ql-2; 
glorie. Q3. 15 sory] F; sorie Ql-3. 16 Stella] F; Stella, 
Q~-3. 16 fiercewt] F; fairest Ql-3. 16 shepherdesse] F; 
Sheuheardesse Ql-3. 17 Fiercest] F; Fairest, Ql-3. 17 fair-
est] F; cruelst Ql-3. 17 euer;] F, Ql, Q3;-: Q2. 18 Stella] 
F; Stella, Ql-3. 18 a] F; the Ql-3. 18 do] F; still Ql-3. 
19 Tho] F; Though Ql-3. 19 shee] F; she Ql-3. 20 Tho] F; 
Though Ql-3. 20 enherit] F; inherit Ql-3. 21 me] F; mee 
Ql-3. 22 Stella] F; Stella, Ql-3. 22 proued,] F; - Ql-3. 
23 caitife] F; caitiffe Ql-3. 23 be] F; bee Ql-3. 24 Then] 
F; Than Ql-3. 24 eawes] F; to vs Ql-3. 25 Toward] F; Towards 
Ql-3. 25 Lamkins] F; Lambkins Ql-3. 25 beloued.] F, Q2; -; 
Ql; Q3. 26 me,] F; mee Ql-3. 27 Astrophel] F; Astronhel Ql-2; 
"' 
Astrophell Q3. 27 wel] F; well Ql-3. 27 serued,] F; "'• Ql-3. 
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28 pleasant] F, Q.l, Q3; plesant Q2. 28 spring] F; Spring 
Ql-3. 28 must] F; (Muse) Ql-3. 28 see] F; N' Ql-3. 29 
~hile] F, Ql, Q3; while Q2. 30 onely] F; N, Ql-3. 30 
winter-sterued] F; winter starued Ql-0. 31 alas] F'; (alas) 
Ql-3. 31 doth she then] F; then doth she Ql-3. 31 sweare,] 
F; N Ql-3. 32 dearely,] F; deerly; Ql, Q3; deerely; Q2. 
" 
33 Seing] F; Seeing Ql-3. 34 Coles] F; Coales Ql-3. 34 
burne] F, Ql-2; butne Q3. 34 clearely;] F; cleerly: Ql-3. 
35 helplesse] F; hopelesse Ql-3. 35 meerely?] F; meerly. 
Ql-3. 37 dog] F, Q3; dogg Ql-2. 41 me,] F; N Ql-3. 41 
" 
wellaway,] F; (welaway) Ql-3. 42 me:] F; -; Ql-3. 43 For 
A 
she }mowes, if she] F; Ynowing, if she should Ql-3. 44 her] 
F, Ql, Q3; omitted Q2. 46 adieu,] F; my Ql-3. 46 deere] F'; 
" 
deare Ql-3. 46 flocke] F; Flocke Ql-3. 46 adieu] F; now adieu 
Ql-3. 48 you] F, Ql, Q3; yon Q2. 49 blaying,] F; - Ql-3. 
A 
50 Her] F, Ql-2; Here Q3. 50 slaues] F; Slaues Ql-3. 50 vn-
iust] F; iust Ql-3. 
BOAS (1955, 148) "It is something of an anti-climax that in 
the ninth song Sidney for the first time in this cycle turns 
to pastoral imagery~" 
YOUNG (1958, 79-80) "In the Ninth Song there is a return to 
the first person. Astrophel reappears and sees himself in 
the role of pastoral lover, pouring out his sorrows to 
his sympathetic sheep. • • • He overstresses the pastoral 
symbols, and makes the pastoral role, as he made his other 
roles, a kind of deliberate attitudinizing, a vehicle for 
irony, but with the difference noted in the Fifth Song: it 
is a means of expressing his awareness that the role is not 
one he has chosen to creatf but one ~hat i8 fo~~ad upon him. 
The irony is tacitly comic as he rejects Stella's protesta-
tion of love ••• · • The tonal effect resembles that at the 
end of the first section of the sequence (in Sonnet 43) and 
it involves a similar recognition, a kind of rediscovery, 
of his situation as that of the conventional lover. The 
song ends on a lugubrious note." 
10 mischiefes. GROSART (1877, 187) "2 qu. 'measure's'--
error." 
17 GROSART (1877, 188) "In 2 qu. 1. 1, 'fairest' for 
'fiercest'; 1. 2, 'fairest' for 'fiercest, 1 and 'cruelst' 
for 'fairest' of A and A 1613. The chanpes in A and A 
1613 accord better with 1. 3, as well as his supposed 
thoughts. So 1. 3, 1 0 1 (A and A 1613) for 'the' (2 qu. ); 
but though 1 do 1 is shown by these cranges to be later, it 
may be questioned whether, to our ears, it sounds as well 
as 1still,'2qu." · 
24 eawes. GROSART (1877, l88)"'to us, 1 2 qu.: a strange 
meaningless error for 'ewes' (A andA 1613)." 
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28 must. GROSART (1877, 188-189) 11 To make sense out of 
Muse, 2 qu., a (.)has been placed after 'served, 1 but he 
is talking to his flock,--not to his Muse, who has no busi-
ness there." 
31 doth she then. GROSART (1877, 189) "I prefer rhythm of 
AandA1613, and inl. 5, 1hell)less 1 for 'boneless' (2qu.). 
He could not be said to be 1hopeless 1 : cf. 11. 1-2,--but h~ 
says, if she love as she says, why does she le&.ve me with-
out relief? These are sufficient to prove A and A 1613 
later and better; and hence I adopt their readings in stan-
zas ix. and x. af7ainst 2 qu.--viz. ix. 1. 3, 'Knowing if 
she should display'; x. 1. 1, 'my dear flo eke now. 1 In ix. 
1. 4, 'her' (A and A 1613) is required by the metre, and is 
erroneously omitted in 2 qu." 
49 blaying. Hart: = bleating. 
OED: variant of bi~~, to bleat as a lamb or kid. 
86 
Alas, whence came this change of lookes? if I 
Haue chang'd desert, let mine owne conscience be 
A still felt plague, to selfe condemning me: 
Let wo gripe on my heart, shame loade mine eye. 
But if all faith, like spotlesse Ermine ly 
Safe in my soule, which only doth to thee 
(As his sole obiect of felicitie) 
With wings of Loue in aire of wonder flie.(,] 
0 ease your hand, treate not so hard your slaue: 
In iustice paines come not till faults do call, 
Or if I needs (sweet Iudg~} must torments haue, 
Vse something else to chast'n me withall, 
Then those blest eyes, where all my hopes do dwell, 
No doome should make once [ones] heau'n become his hell. 
1 Alas,] F; ,., Ql-3. 1 came] F; comes Ql-3. 1 if] F; 
A 
If Ql-3. 2 Haue] F, Q3; haue Ql-2. 2 desert] F, Q2; deserts 
Ql, Q3. 3 plague,) F; ... Ql-3. 3 me:] F; mee. Ql-3. 4 wo] 
A 
F; woe Ql-3. 4 gripe] F; grype Ql-3. 4 loade] F; load Ql-3. 
4 eye.] F; eyes: Ql, Q3; eye: Q2. 5 faith,] F; ... Ql-3. 
5 spotlesse] F; spotles Ql-3. 5 Ermine] F; Ermine Ql-3. 
5 ly] F; lye Ql-3. 6 soule,] F; ... Ql-3. 6 which] F; (which 
A 
Ql-3. 6 only] F; onely Ql-3. 7 (As] F; As Ql-3. 7 sole] F, 
Ql-2; soule Q3. 7 of] F, Q2; to Ql, Q3. 7 felicitie}] F; 
felicitie Ql-3. 8 Loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 8 flie.] F; .... ) Ql-3. 
9 0 ease] F, Q2; Cease Ql, Q3. 9 hand] F, Q2; hard hand Ql, 
Q3. 9 treate] F; threat Ql, Q3; tr€at Q2. 9 slaue:] F; ... , 
Ql-3. 10 iustice] F; Iustice, Ql-3. 10 paines]· F, Ql-2; 
pains Q3. 10 call,] F; ... : Ql-3. 11 needs] F, Q2; needes Ql, 
Q3. 12 Vse] F, Q2; Seeke Q)., Q3. 12 something] F, Q2; some 
thing Ql, Q3. 12 chast 1n] F; chasten Ql-3. 12 me] F, Q3; 
mee Ql-2. 13 Then] F; Than Ql-3. 13 eyes,] F; ... Ql-3. 
A 
14 should] F; shall Ql-3. 14 once] F; ones Ql-3. 14 heau 1n] 
F; Heauen Ql-3. 14 hell] F; Hell Ql-3. 
YOUNG (1958, 73-74) "In the sonnet which follows [Song IV], 
Astrophel seems to be uncertain of the appropriate response. 
He speaks, rather suddenly, in the accents of the Petrarchan 
lover, making his complaint • • • and he clearly takes this 
rebuff more seriously than he did the series of rejections, 
admonitions, and evasions of the second section •••• Her 
refusal of him now re-creates the mystery of the conventional 
mistress. The sonnet seems to expres8 his confusion, end it 
does so by sugpesting the Petrarchan lover. Astrophel here 
is hesitating between the parody characteristic of the pre-
vious section and serious acceutance of the conventional 
role." -
1 came. GROSA"fi.T (1877, 113). 11 2 qu. 1 come.s 1 --incifferent." 
9 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the lover's calling 
himself a slave is a typical Petrarchan device. 
14 should. GROSART (1877, 114) 0 2 qu. 1shall'--wrong•" 
14 once [ones]. GROSART (1877, 114) 11 2 qu.--better than 
'once' (A and A 1613), albeit 'One' is defensible." 
WILSON (1931, 178) "one 1 s, fro"Tl Ql.: the earliest use of 
this genitive record~in O.E.D. is from Golding's transla-
tion of DuPlessis Mornay, 1587. It is significant that B., 
puzzled by the form, prints~·" 
Fift song. 
Vfuile fauour fed ~ ~' delight with~~ brought, 
Thought waited on delight, and speech did follow thought: 
Then srew ~ tongue and pen records vnto thy glory: 
I thought all words ~ lost, that ~ not spent of thee: 
1_ thought each nlace ~ darke .but where thy lights woUidbe, 
And all eares worse then deafe, that heard not out thy storie. 
I said, thou wert most faire, and so indeed thou art: 
I said, thou art most sweet, sweetnoison to !!IX. heart: 
I said, !!!1 soii'Ie ~ thine (8 that I then had~) 
I said, thine eyes were starres, thv breasts the milk'n way, 
Thy fingers Cunids shafts, thy voyce the Angels lay: 
And all 1. said so well, as no ~ it denied. 
But~ that hope is lost, vnkindnesse kils delight, 
Yet thoUF~ht and sneech do liue, though metamornhosd ,quite: 
For rage ~ rules the raines, which guided were ~ Pleasure. 
I thinke ~ of thy faults, who late thought of thy praise, 
That sneech falles ~ to blame, which did thy honour raise, 
The same key .£E'n ~' which~ locke vp a treasure. 
~ then whom partiall heauens consnir'd in ~ to frame, 
.The nro-ofe of Beauties worth, th'enheritrix of fame, 
The mansion-seat of blisse, an~iust excuse of LOUers; 
See now thos"8feathers pluck~w'ile"rewith thou flew most ~: 
See what clouds of reproch shall darke thy honours skie, 
Whose owne fault casts him downe, hardly hi~h seat recouers. 
And S my Muse, though oft you luld her in your lap, 
And then~ heau•nly chTIO gaue her Ambrosian -oan: 
And to that braine of hers your hidnest g!rts~fus~d, 
S'Ii1ce she disdaining ~' doth you in ~ disdaine: 
Suffer not her to laugh, while both we suff0r paine: 
Princes in suoiects wrongd, musr-deeme themselues abused. 
Your Client poore ~ selfe, shall Stella handle so? 
Reuenge, reuenge, ~ Muse. Defiance trumpet blow: 
Threat'!!_ what may be done, ~ do ~then you threat'n. 
Ah, .!!!il sute ,Q:ranted is, l. feele E:!1 breast doth swell: 
Now chi~a lesson new you shall begin to spell: 
'SW'eet babes-must babTeS haue, but shrewdgyrles must be beat'.!!· 
Thinke now no more to heare of warme fine odourd snow, 
Nor bluShrngLITTreS, nor nearles rubv:::Iir"dden row-,--
Nor of that golden sea, whose waues in curles are brok'r.!..: 
But of thy soule, ~ frB.ught with such vngra te.flllnes se, 
As where thou soone mi~htst helne, most faith dost most onpresse, 
Vri"gratefuiTviho is cal , the worst of euils is spokr~: 
.26'~ 
Yet worse then worst, I ~ thou art ~ theefe, ~ theefe? 
Now God forbid. A theefe, and of worst theeues the cheefe: 
Theeues steal for-need, & steale-but goods, which naine recouers, 
But thou rich in all ioyes, doest rob .!!!! ioyes from ~~ 
~nich cannot be restor'd ~ time nor industrie: 
Of foes the spoile ~ euiiT, far worse of constant louers. 
Yet gentle English theeues do rob, but will ~ot slty; 
Thou English murdring theefe, wilt haue~ts for ~ ~: 
The name of murdrer now on thy faire forehead sitteth: 
A'i10 euen While I do "Sj?"eal{e', !!!l_ death wounds bleeding be: 
Which (I protest) proceed from onll Cruell thee, --
Who may and will not ~' murder __!! truth co:rn..rni tteth. 
But murder priuate fault seemes but~ toy to thee, 
I lay then to thy charge vniustest Tyrannie, 
If Rule £I fOrce without all claime a Tyran showeth, 
For~u doest lord ~heart, who am-not borne thy slaue, 
And WhiCh is worse; makes me most guiitiesse torments haue, 
A rightfulr-Prince by vnright-oe6ds ~ Tyran groweth. ----
Lo Iou 5row proud with this, for tyrans make folke bow: 
Of oule rebellion then I do apneach thee now; 
Rebell Ex_ Natures law, Rebefl £1. law of reason, 
Thou sweetest subiect wert borne in the realme of Loue, 
And yet ar~a.inst thy Priii'C'e thy force dost dayly ur'O'tle: 
No vertue merits praise, ~ toucht with blot of Treason. 
But valiant Rebels oft in fooles mouthes purchase fame: 
I now then staine thy white with vagabunding shame-,---
B<Jth Rebell to the Sunne, and Vagrant from the mother; 
For wear~ng Venus bad~e, in euery nart-or-thee, 
Vnto Dlanaes traine t ou runaway dtasf Tiie: 
~~o faileth ~' is false, though trusty to another. 
~nat is not this enough? nay farre worse commeth here; 
A witch I ~ thou art, though thou ~ faire appeare; 
For l protest, ~ sight neuer thy face enioyeth, 
But I In me am chang'd, I am aliue and.dead: 
M1 feete are turn'£ to roo't'Cs, !EL hart beCornmeth lead, 
No witchcraft is ~ euill, ~ which ~ mind destroyeth. 
Yet witches may repent, thou art far worse then they, 
Alas, that I am forst sucn-euiii or-thee to say, 
I sat thOU ar~a Deullr-though clOtha-Ill Angels shining: 
For thy face tempts !!!l soule to leaue the heau '!! for thee, 
And ~words of refuse, do powre ~hell £!! ~: 
Who terr.ut, and.tempted plague,~ Deuils in true defining. 
You then vnqratefull thiefe, you murdring Tyran you, 
You Rebell ~ away, to Lord and Lady vntrue, 
You witch, you Diuill-ralas) you still of~ beloued, 
You ~ what I ~ ~; mend ~ your froward mind, 
And such skill in~ Muse you reconcil'£ shall find, 
That all these crueil words your praises shall be proued. 
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2 and] F, Q2-3; & Ql. 2 speech] F; speach Ql-3. 2 follow] 
F, Q2-3; folow Ql. 2 thought:] F; ~ , Ql-3. 3 grew] F; drew 
Ql-3. 3 glory:] F; glorie; Ql-3. 4 lost,] F; .., Ql-3. 
A 
4 thee:] F;..,, Ql-3. 6 then] F; than Ql-3. 6 deafe] F; 
deaffe Ql-3. 6 heard] F, Q3; hard Ql-2. 7 said,] F;- Ql-
3. 7 indeed] F, Ql, Q3; indeede Q2. 7 art:] F;- ; Ql-3. 
8 said,] F; H Ql-3. 8 art] F; wert Ql-3. 8 sweet] F; 
sweete Ql-3. 8 sweet] F; sweete Ql-3. 8 poison] F; poyson 
Ql-3. 8 heart:] F; hart; Ql-3. 9 said,] F; .., Ql-3. 
9 thine] F; -, Ql-3. 9 (S] F; S Ql-2; 0 Q3. 9 that] F; 
would Ql-3. 9 lyed)] F; lied; Ql-3. 10 said,] F; "' Ql-3. 
A 
10 thine] F; thy Ql•3. 10 milk 1n] F; milken Ql-3. 
11 voyce] F, Ql, Q3; voice Q2. 12 I] F; is Ql-3. 12 as] F; 
that Ql-3. 13 vnkindnesse] F; vnkindnes Ql-3. 14 speech] 
F; speach Ql-3. 14 though] F; thought Ql-3. 14 metamor-
phosd] F; metamornhisde Ql-3. 14 quite:] F; - , Ql-3. 
15 raines] F; reynes Ql-3. 15 Pleasure.] F; pleasure, Ql-3. 
16 thought] F; wrote Ql-3. 17 falles] F; falls Ql-3. 
17 blame,] F; ... Ql-3. 17 honour] F, Ql-2; honor Q3. 
A 
17 raise,] F; N o Ql-3. 18 op'n] F; open Ql-3. 19 Thou then] . 
F; Then thou Ql-3. 19 frame,·] F; - Ql-3. 20 Beauties] F; 
" 
beauties Ql-3. 20 worth] F; worke Ql-3. 20 th'enheritrix] 
F; the inheritance Ql-3. 21 seat] F; state Ql-3. 21 Louers;] 
F; louers: Ql-3. 22 pluckt,] F; pluckt Ql-2; pluck Q3 
A A • 
22 flew] F; flewst Ql, Q3; flewest Q2. 22 high:] F; hie, Ql-3. 
23 clouds] F; cloudes Ql-3. 23 reproch] F; reproach Ql-3. 
23 skie,] F;.., ; Ql-3. 24 Vihose] F; ll.home Ql, Q3; Whom Q2. 
24 ovme fault] F; fault once Ql-3. 24 casts him] F; casteth 
Ql-3. 24 seat] F; state Ql-3. 25 a] F, Ql-2; 0 Q3. 
26 heau'nly] F; heauenly Ql-3. 26 child] F; Childe Ql-3. 
26 pap:] F; ... , Ql-3. 27 hidnest] F; highest Ql-3. 28 doth] 
F, Ql-2; both Q3. 28 disdaine:] F; ... , Ql-3. 29 while] F; 
and Ql-3. 30 wrongd,] F; wrongs Ql-3. 31 Client] F; client 
" 
Ql-3. 31 noore] F; ... , Ql-3. 31 so?] F; ... , Ql-3. 32 Muse.] 
F; ... Ql-3. 32 Defiance] F; defiance Ql-3. 32 blow:] F; blowe, 
" Ql-3 •. 33 Threat 1n] F; Threate, threat, Ql; Thre~t, threat, 
Q2•3. 33 done,] F; ..,; Ql-3. 33 more then you] F; no more but 
Ql-3. 33 threat'n.] F; threaten: Ql-3. 34 breast] F, Ql-2; 
brest Q3. 34 swell:] F; ..,; Ql-3. 35 child] F; Childe Ql-3. 
35 spell:] F; ... , Ql-3. 36 gyrles] F; girles Ql-3. -36 be a t,'n~ ~ 
F; beaten Ql-3. 37 odourd] F; shining Ql-3. 38 Lillies] . F; :: 
Lillyes Ql-3. 38 ruby-hidden] F; Rubie hidden Ql-3. 39 brok'n] 
F; broken Ql-3. 40 soule,] F; ... Ql-3. 40 so] F'; omitted Ql-3. 
" 
41 hel-:;e] F, Q3; help Ql-2. 41 faith dost most] F; there thou. 
dost Ql-3. 41 o~presse,] F, Q3; .., Ql; "': Q2. 42 Vngratefull] 
" 
F, Q2-3; Vngrateful Ql. 42 cald] F, Ql-2; calde Q3. 42 euils] 
F; ills Ql-3. 42 spok 1n:] F; spoken. Ql-3. 43 then] F; than 
Ql-3. 43 worst] F; worse Ql-3. 43 theefe,] F; Thiefe. Ql-2; 
Thiefe Q3. 43 a theefe?] F; A thiefe? Ql-2; A thiefe; Q3. 
" 
44 forbid.] F; ... : Ql-3. 44 A theefe] F; a thiefe Ql-3. 
44 theeues] F: thieues Ql-3. 44 the cheefe:] F; a thiefe; 
Ql-3. 45 Theeues] F; 1hieues Ql-3. 45 steal] F: steale Ql-3. 
45 need] F, Ql, Q3; neede Q2. 45 &] F, Ql-2; and ·Q). 
45 but] F; for Ql-3. 45 paine] F, Q2-3; pain Ql. 45 recouers,] 
F; N Ql; ~: Q2-3. 46 thou] F; thou, Ql-3. 46 doest] F; 
" 
dost Ql-3. 46 ioyes] F; goods Ql-3. 46 me] F; mee ~1-3. 
47 restor'd] F; restorde Ql-3. 48 spoile] F; spoyle Ql-3. 
48 far] F; farre Ql-3. 48 worse] F; more Ql-3. 48 louers] 
F, Ql-2; loues Q3. 49 theeues] F; thieues Ql-3. 49 do] F; 
doo Ql-3. 49 but] F; and Ql-3. 50 theefe] F; thiefe Ql-3. 
50 harts] F; hearts Ql-3. 50 pray:] F; N. Ql-3. 51 forehead] 
F; forhead Ql-3. 51 sitteth:] F; N' Ql-3. 52 sneake,] F; N 
Ql-3. 52 be:] F; bee, Ql-3. 53 (I protest)] F; I protest 
Ql-3. 53 only] F; onely Ql-3. 53 Cruell] F; cruell Ql-3. 
54 will) F, Q2-3; wil Ql. 54 murder) F; murther Ql-3. 
54 truth] F; tnueth Ql-3. 55 murder] F; murthers Ql-3. 
55 thee,] F; N• Ql-3. 56 then] F, Ql-2; them Q3. 56 v.n-
iustest] F; vniustice Ql-3. 56 Tyrannie] F; Tirannie QJ-3. 
57 Rule] F; rule Ql-3. 57 claime] F, Q3; ~, Ql-2. 
57 Tyran] F; Tyrant Ql-3. 57 showeth,] ~'; sheweth; Ql-3. 
58 doest lord my heart] F; art my hearts Lord Ql-3. 
59 worse,] F; - Ql-3. 59 guiltlesse] F; guiltles ~1-3. 
" 
60 Prince] F, Ql-2; prince Q3. 60 vnri~ht] F; vnrightfull 
Ql-3. 60 Tyran] F; Tyrant Ql-3. 61 Lo] F; Loe Ql-3. 
61 tyrans] F; Tyrants Ql-3. 61 make] F; makes Ql-3. 61 
folke] F, Q2; folk Ql, Q3. 62 now;] F; ~, Ql-3. 63 Rebell] 
F; Rebels Ql-3. 63 law,] F; lawes ,. Ql-3. 63 Rebell] F; 
" 
" 
rebel Q1, Q3; reb ell Q2. 63 law] F; way Ql-3. 63 reason,] F; 
... ; Ql, Q3; "': Q2. 64 realme] F; Realme Ql-3. 65 Prince] F; 
N' Ql-3. 65 dayly] F; daily Ql-3. 65 proue:] F; N' Ql-3. 
67 mouthes] F, Q2; mouths Ql, Q3. 67 fame:] F; ... , Ql-3. 
68 va?abunding] F; blackest blot of Ql-3. 69 Rebell] F; Rebel 
Ql-3. 69 Sunne] F; Sonne Ql-3. 69 Vagrant] F'; vagrant 
Ql-3. 69 mother;] F; Mother; Ql, Q3; Mother, Q2. 71 run-
away] F, Q3; runnaway Ql-2. 72 one,] F; - Ql-3. 
A 
72 trusty] F; trustie Ql-3~ 73 enough?] F; -, Ql-2; ... 
A 
Q3. 73 here;] F; here: Ql-2; heer: Q3. 74 witch] F; Witch 
Ql-3. 74 apneare;] F; -. Ql-3. 75 my] F; mine Ql-3. 75 
sight] F; eyes Ql-3. 75 face] F; sight Ql-3. 76 me] F; mee 
Ql-3. 76 dead:] F; -. Ql-3. 77 hart] F; heart Ql-3. 78 
witchcr~ft] F, Ql-2; wiichcraft Q3. 78 euill] F; ill Ql-3. 
78 mind] F; minde Ql-3. 78 destroyeth.] F, Q2-3; -, Ql. 
79 witches] F; Witches Ql-3. 79 far] F'; farre Ql-3. 79 then] 
F; than Ql-3. 79 they,] F; -: Ql-3. 80 say,] F • .... l • Ql-3. 
81 Deuill] F; Diuel Ql-2; Diuell Q3. 81 clothd] F; cloathd 
Ql-3. 82 heau 1n] F; heauens Ql-3. 83 refuse,] F; - Ql-3. 
A 
83 do] F; doo Ql-3. 84 tempt] F; tempts Ql-3. 84 tempted] 
F, Ql, Q3; tempting Q2. 84 plague,] F; plagues Ql-3. 84 
A 
are] F, Ql-2; art Q3. 84 Deuils] F; Diuels Ql-3. 85 vn-
gratefull] F, Q3; vngrateful Ql-2. 85 thiefe] F; theefe Ql-3. 
85 murdring] F; murthering Ql-3. 85 Tyran] F; 'I'yrant Ql, Q3; 
Tirant Q2. 86 Rebell] F, Q2-3; Rebel Ql. 86 run away] F; 
runnaway Ql-3. 87 witch] F, Ql, Q3; Witch Q2. 87 Diuill] F'; 
Diuel Ql-2; Diuell Q3. 87 of] F, Ql, Q3; in Q2. 88 say;] ~~ 
Ql, Q3; -: Q2. 88 mind] F; minde Ql-3. 89 find] F; finde 
Ql-3. 90 all] F; by Ql-3. 90 shall be] F; shalbe Ql-3. 
ARBER (1877, 490) "Consider also that wonderful FIFTH SONGJ 
There SIDN::I:X makes such cruel words as ThiefJ TyrantJ RebelJ 
RunawayJ WitchJ and DevilJ subservient by the slightest 
tincture of bathos, to the beatification of STELlA. This 
Poem also offers in the sententious line which closes each 
of its stanzas, some ready examples of their Author's powers 
as a Thoughtful as distinguished fror:'l an Amorous Poet." 
SCOTT-ESPINER (1929, 47-48) "La longue chanson V est con-
sacree a diffamer la femme. Sidney ne copie pas simplement 
ce qui avait deja ete fait en Italie et en France. Loin de 
la. Mais on est oblige de constater que toutes les epithetes 
blessantes employees par le poete existent deja ds.ns la 
poesie etrangere. Il est vrai qu'au debut, 'chere meurtriere' 
et les autres qualificatifs indiquaient plut~t la tendresse, 
mais il suffisait de neu de chose pour convertir ces termes 
en injures, ce que des poetes plus realistes que Petrarque 
n'avaient pas manque de faire." 
YOUNG (1958, 74, 75-76) "The Fifth Song extends and develops 
the blend of parody and earnestness in Sonnet 86, ~hich it 
follows. Astrophel is insisting on his righteous indignation. 
"Because she has robbed him of his 'joyes' Stella is a 
thief, and the repetition of the charge gives it a comic 
vehemence •••• 
Although this mock cursing is in part a dramatic perform-
ande, it has a serious element that distinguishes it from the 
parodies in the earlier sections. Wnere before his perform-
ance was primarilv a sardonic teasing way of exposing the ab-
surdity and perversity of Stella's behavior, it now implicates 
Astrophel himself, for it is not entirely by his choosing; he 
is losing the independence, the freedom of action which allowed 
him to play as many roles as he liked. 'l'he curses involve a 
vision of the consequences of being so lost in love as he has 
been. • • • 
The justification of his attitude is fundamentally moral. 
It is based on the sense of injustice sug~ested in Sonnet 86--
'In justice paines come not till faults do call.' The lover who 
had insisted so blithely on the dissociation of love and virtue 
now makes the conventional argument that his love is perfect 
virtue which the lady hes traduced. His curse~, as a matter of 
fact, seem to be drawn from Neoplatonic doctrine. Thus, in the 
doctrine according to Ficino, 
Therefore anyone who is loved ought in very justice 
to love in return, and he who does not love his lover 
must bear the charge of homicide, nay rather, the 
triple charge of thief, homicide, e.nd desecrator." 
3 grew. GROSART (1877, 163) "2 qu. 'drew'--the former stronger, 
being= tongue and pen became, not merely drew, records." 
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8 art [wert]. GROSART (1877, 163) "'wert, 1 2 qu.: better than 
1art, 1 which seems an error of A and A 1613." 
POLLARD (1888, 213) "Wert~ ... -This reading of the Qs. must be 
preferred to 1art 1 of our folio." 
9 that. GROSART (1877, 164) "2 qu. 1would 1--former more al-
literative and nrobably later." 
10 milk 1n. WILSON (1931, 178) "for the adjective cf Arcadia 
'a pretty paleness which did leave milken lines upoh her rosy 
cheeks. 111 
12 I ••• as. GROSART (1877, 164) 11 'is •••• that'--former 
,better, because it is all 'I said,' and because 'is' is a 
wrong tense. 'Ihe error from redunlication of 's' of 'said. 1 
1 As'~more alliterative than 'that~ 111 
14 though. GROSART (1877, 164) 11 2 qu. misprint 'thought'; 
for not tho;Jght only, but thought and speech both live and 
were· metamornhosed." 
14 metamorphosd. WILSON (1931, 178) "This vmrd seems to have 
been coined by Gascoigne, Delicate Diet for Drunkards, 1576: 
Medea, Circe and such other could metamornhose and trans-
forr..l men." ---- -- ---
16 thought. G::tOSART (1877, 164-165) 11 2 qu. 'wrote 1--former 
better, because he is here writing of thinking, and in 1. 5 
of speaking: cf. 1. 2 and 11. 4-5: and because one may think 
one way, and write another." 
19 Thou then. Grosart alone of recent editors prefers the 
quarto reading "Then thou." 
20 worth. GROSART ( 1877, 165) 11 2 qu. 'worke '; error, as in 
DONNE. So 'inheritance' for 'inheritrix. 111 
24 GROSART ( 1877, 165) 11 2 qu. read 1v\hom fault once casteth 
downe 1 --is ambiguous, for it might mean the fault of some one 
else cast the sufferer down." 
27 hidnest. GROSART ( 1877, 166) 11 'kindest,' better than 'high-
est, 1 2 qu.--the Muse being the nerson l:l.nd nurse." 
POLLARD (1888, 213) 11 Kindest.--The reading of the 1613 folio; 
ours has the misprint 1 hidnest~ 111 
HART (1959, 112)~hidnest = hiddenest. The present editor 
adopts this explanation, but retains the folio spelling for 
its metrical significance. 
29 while. GROSART (1877, 166) "far better than 'and' of 2 qu." 
32 Defiance. GROSART (1877, 166) "I follow the 2 qu. construc-
tion, making 'Defiance' a genitive: not 'Revenge •••• Muse. 
2?4 
Defiance trumnet.' 'Revenge, revengel' and 'Vindicta, vin-
dictal' were known nhrases. But for(,,) I substitute (ll)." 
33 GRO:?ART (1877, 166-167) "There has been a great alteration 
here, and probably by the Author. 'l'he playful mock rage seems 
to nrove A and A 1613 (our text) to be the later. 'Threaten, 
and do more than you threaten,' agrees better with 'Defiance' 
trQmpet blow.' Cf. also beaten, 1. 6. 'Threate, threat' of 
2 qu. is better with its [o]wn readings, and 'Threaten' with 
its context." 
36 babies. Grosart, Pollard, Wilson, Hart--all point out 
"babies" = dolls. 
37. snow. GR02ART (1877, 167) " = skin: therefore 'odour'd' 
is better than 'shining' of 2 qu." 
40 so. GROSART (1877, 167) "2 qu. drop out in error." 
41 dost. GROSART (1877, 167) "Our text :nore exnressive than 
2 qu., 'there thou dost' = thou dost most oppress my most 
faith that is greater than that of any other." 
42 euils. GROSART (1°77, 167) "as usu~l = 'ills.' So xii. 1. 6 
a:r.J.d liv; 1; ~·"~ These references are incorrect. 
43-45 Grosart indicates that the 2 qu. re<::cings "worse,'' "a 
thief, 11 and "for" are misprints. 
46 ioyes. GROSART (1877, 168) "2 qu. misprint 1 goods 1--for 
the strength of the accusation is that thieves stesl 'goods' 
that can be recovered, but that she, ric~ in 'ioyes,' steals 
his 'ioyes. 111 
48 spoile. GROSART (1877, 168) 111 spoyles' of Q 2 takes its 
1 s 1 from 'is,' and that verb shows the nlural is wrong. 'Worse' 
is stronger, and agrees better with 'evil' than 'more,' 2 qu." 
55 murder. GROSART (1877, 169) "(collectively used) is proved 
to be right both by I fault' and I seemes': 2 qu. have 'murthers. '" 
Grosart a:pnarently overlooks the fact "murthers II might = mur-
ther's, rather than being intended as a plural. 
56 vniustest. GROSART (1877, 169) 11 2 qu. misprint 'injustice.'" 
58 doest lord my heart. GROSART (1877, 169) "is much more ex-
pressive of usurped tyranny than 'for thou art my heart's lord.'" 
60 vnright. GROSART (1877, 169) "2 qu. 'unrightful '--former 
sharner, more cutting, and fuller." 
62 appeach = accuse. HART~ (1959, 162) = impeach. 
~75 
68 vagabunding. The OED lists this as the first usage;of. P• 198. 
GROS.ART (1877, 170) 11 2 qu. 'blackest blot of' --the latter 
tempting; but it is too strong, seeing that he blackens 
her more and more in each succeedinF stanza. Here he merely 
blots any white she might have as a valiant rebel by proving 
her a vagabond also." 
68 WILSON (1931, 178) "It is curious that as in XLV, 1 8, a 
Q 2. reading (blackest blotting shame) reappears in the folio 
of 1655." 
75 my ••• face. GROS.ART (1877, 171) 11 2 qu. 'mine eyes ••••• 
sight,' was probably altered, as in .A and A 1613, because 
'eyes' are plural, anclthe rhyming 'enjoyeth' singular." 
84 GROS.ART (1877, 172) "The construction is [those] who 
are: therefore 'tempt' a.nd 'plague 1 (A and .A 1613), not 
'tempts •••• plagues': 1. 6, 2 qu. 1by' for 1all. '" 
•••• 
86 run away. WILSON (1931,· 178) 11 = apostate. 'l'his sense 
and the S1Jelling in two words are common in the XVIth. century." 
Hart repeats the definition. 
88 froward. OED: perverse, difficult to deal with, hard to 
please. 
87 
1J11ben I was forst from Stella euer deere, 
Stella food of my thoughts, hart of my hart, 
Stella whose eyes make all my tempests cleere, 
By iron lawes of duty to denart: 
Alas I found, that she with me did smart, 
I saw that teares did in her eyes appeare; 
I saw that sighes her sweetest lips did nart, 
And sad words my saddest sence did heare. 
For me, I went to see pearles scattered so, 
I sighd her s igh.es, and wailed for her wo, 
Yet swam in ioy, such loue in her v:as seene. 
Thus while the'ffect most bitter was to me, 
And nothing then the cause more sweet could be, 
I had bene vext, if vext I had not beene. 
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1 deere] F; deare Ql-3. 2 Stella] F; -, Ql-3. 2 food] 
F; foode Ql-3. 2 hart] F, Q2; hurt Ql, Q3. 2 hart,] F; heart: 
Ql; hart: Q2; heart, Q3. 3 Stella] F; -, Ql-3. 3 temoests] 
F; temples Ql-3. 3 cleere] F; cleare ~1-3. 4 iron] F; Stellaes 
Ql; Yron Q2; Stellas Q3. 4 lawes] F; -, Ql-3. 4 duty] F; 
duetie Ql-3. 4 depart:] F; impart, Ql, Q3; depart, Q2. 
5 found.,] F; N Ql-3. 5 she] F; shee Ql-3. 5 me] F; mee Ql-3. 
" 
5 smart,] F; .... Ql-3. 6 saw] F; sa we Ql-3. 6 anneare;] F; .... : . 
Ql-3. 7 saw] F; sa we Ql-3. 7 part,] F; .... : Ql-3. 8 words] F, 
Q2; wordes Ql, Q3. 8 saddest] F; sad de are Ql, Q3; sa deed Q2. 
8 sence] F, Q3; sense Ql-2. 9 me] I<'; mee Ql-3. 9 wept] F; 
weene Q~-3. 9 pearles] F, Q3; Pearles Ql-2. 9 so,] F; .... : 
Ql-3. 10 wo,] F; woe: Ql-3. 11 swam] F; swamme Ql-3. 11 ioy,] 
F,· N Q1 
" -3. 12 the'ffect] F; the effect Ql-3. 12 me] F, Q3; 
mee Ql-2. 13 nothing then the cause] F; than the cause nothing 
Ql, Q3; nothing than that cause Q2. 14 bene] F; beene Ql-3. 
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GROSART (1877, liii) "I find in Sonnets lxxxvii. lxii. 
and elsewhere,.· demonstration that the triumph was not all 
on one side, and that side Sidney's. One line is laden wth 
pathos: 'Alas, I found that she with me did smartJ' I have 
an abiding conviction that while Sidney lived, 'Stella' 
w2.s true and pure and noble, after no common ideal, and in 
every way worthy of Sidney." 
YOUNG (1958, 81-82) "In Sonnet 87 Astrophel speaks in a 
new and rather sole:m...YJ. tone, with the accents of the Petrar-
chan lover. • • • He is clearly referring to the scene in 
the Eighth Song, and expressing an attitude tow~rd it quite 
different from that expressed, -via the pastoral role, in 
the Ninth Song. He is not questioning here, but accepting 
the total situation with its contradiction of love and re-
jection, and accepting it as the grounds for the conventional 
paradox." 
MONTGOJVERY (1961, 115-1'16) "Astrophel no longer doubts 
Stella's affection for him; rather he hovers between sad-
ness that she weeps at their parting and joy that she feels 
strongly enough to be so moved. Yet the conclusion reaches 
beyond and behind a simple expression of these mixed feel-
ings: [lines 12-14 quoted]. This capacity to understand 
the satisfaction of the ego in the midst of sympathetic 
mel~ncholy is enhanced by the narrative structure: the 
separation has already occurred, and Astrophel looks back 
at it to meditate the ambivalence of his response and its 
causes. Sidney's method gauges the intensity of emotion 
only on the surface; its main achievement is to allow the 
speaker to analyze his own state of mind, to discover the 
sources of feeling. And Astrouhel's discovery prompts 
the inference that he has become skeptical of tbe whole-
ness of his motives. 
Sonnet 87 epitomizes one introspective procedure, but 
the relative placement of expressed feeling and its analysis 
is ·not always the same." 
3 tempests. GROSART (1877, 114) "2 qu. perversely misprint 
'temples.'" 
8 saddest. GROSART (1877, 115) adopts the Q2 "sadded" as 
"more vivid." 
POLLARD (1888, 217) "Q. 2 has the pretty reading 'sadded."' 
He retains the folio reading however; as does the present 
editor because(l) the ears which are first made aware of the 
rejection are the ''saddest sence" and (2) this adjective ap-
pears to fit far better the sibilance of 11. 7-8 than does 
the thud of "sadded." 
9 wept. GROSART (1877, 115) 11 2 qu. 'weep 1--the frequent 
error of d or t final being omitted." 
88 
Out traytour absence, darest thou counsell me, 
From my deare Captainnesse to run away? 
Because in braue array heere marcheth she, 
That to win me, oft shewes a present pay? 
Is faith so weake? or is such force in thee? 
~nen Sun is hid, can starres such beames display? 
Cannot heau'ns food once felt, keepe stomakes free, 
From base desire on earthly cates to pray. 
Tush absence while thy mistes eclipse that light, 
My Ornhan sence flies to the inward sight, 
~bere memory sets foorth the beames of loue. 
That where before hart loued and eyes die see, 
In hart both sight and loue now coupled be; 
Vnited powers make each the stronger nroue. 
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1 traytour] F; Traytour Ql-3. 1 absence,] F; - Ql-3. 
" 
1 darest] F; dar 1 st Ql-3. 1 counsell] F, Ql-2; counsel Q3. 
1 me,] F; mee Ql-3. 2 Captainnesse] F, Q2; Conquerour Ql, 
Q3. 2 run] F; runne Ql-3. 2 away?] F; awaie, Ql; away, Q2-
3. 3 array] F, Q3; arraye Ql-2. 3 heere] F; here Ql-3. 3 
she,] F; shee Ql-2; she Q3. 4 win] F; entice Ql, Q3; winne 
A " 
Q2. 4 me,] F; mee Ql-2; me Q3. 4oft] F, Ql-2;,omitted Q3. 
" A 
4 shewes] F; nrofers Ql, Q3; showes Q2. 4 a] F, Q2; omitted 
Ql, Q3. 4 pay?] F; paye. Ql-2; pay. Q3. 5 faith] F; Faith 
Ql-3. 5 weake?] F; -, Ql~3. 6 Sun] F; Sunne Ql-3. 6 starres] 
F; Starres Ql-3. 6 display] F, Q3; C.isplaie Ql-2. 7 he au 'ns] 
F; Heauens Ql-3. 7 food] F, Q3; foode Ql-2. 7 felt,] F; -
A 
Ql-3. 7 stomakes] F; stomacks Ql-3. 7 free,] P; - Ql-3. 
" 
8 pray.] F; ~raie? Ql-3. 9 Tush] F, Q2; ~~en Ql, Q3. 9 while] 
F' Q2; with Ql, Q3. 9 thy] F, Q2; her Ql, Q3. 9 eclipse] F; 
obscures Ql, Q3; eclypse Q2. 9 that] F, Q2; her Q, Q3. 10 
Orphan] F, Ql-2; Orp~ane Q3. 10 sence] F, Q3; sense Ql-2. 
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10 flies] F; slides Ql, Q3; flyes Q2. 10 sight,] F; ... : Ql-3. 
11 memory] F; memorie Ql-3. 11 sets] F; feeds Ql; settes Q2; 
feedes Q3. 11 foorth] F, Ql-2; forth Q3. ll loue.] F; Loue, 
Ql-3. 12 hart] F; heart Ql-3. 12 loued] F; lou' d Ql-5. 13 
~art] F; heart Ql-3. 13 both] F; my Ql-3. 13 loue] F; Loue 
Ql-3. 13 now] F, Q2; both Ql, Q3. 13 be;] F; be, Ql-2; bee, 
Q3. 14 powers] F, Q3; powres Ql-2. 14 each] F, Q3; eche 
Ql-2. 
MONTGOMERY (1961, 116) ttsonnet 88, bJ contrast [with 87], 
begins skeptically [lines 1-2 quotedJ but ends in a renewal 
of devotion. 11 
8 cates •. OED: choice viands, delicacies; provisions or 
victuals bought (as distinguished from, and usually more 
delicate or dainty than, those of home production). 
8 pray = prey. 
89 
Now that of absence the most irksome night, 
With darkest shade doth ouercome my day; 
Since Stellas eyes wont to giue me my day, 
Leauing my Hemisphere, leaue me in night, 
Each day seemes long, and longs for lonr:-staid night; 
The night as tedious, wooes th'approch of day; 
Tired with the dusty toiles of busie day, 
Languisht with horrors of the silent night; 
Suffering the euils both of the day and night, 
~bile no night is more darke then is my day, 
Nor no dey hath lesse quiet then my night: 
With such bad mixture of rrry night and day, 
That liuing thus in blackest winter night, 
I feele the flames of hottest sonmer day. 
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1 most] F, Ql, Q3; wost Q2. 1 irksome] F; yrksome Ql-3. 
2 my] F; thE Ql-3. 2 dav•) F· daie• Ql-2,· day: Q3 
" , ' . . 3 Stellas) 
F; Stellaes Ql, Q3; Stella'~ Q2. 3 wont to] F, Q2; that wont 
Ql, Q3. 3 me] F, Q3; mee Ql-2. 3 day] F, Q3; daie Ql-2. 4 
Hemisphere,] F; Hemisphere Ql-3. 4 leaue me] F; o'recast Ql; 
A 
leaues mee Q2; orecast Q3. 4 in] F, Q2; with Ql, Q3. 5 long-
staid] F; long staied Ql-2; long staide Q3. 5 night;] F, Q3; 
-: Ql-2. 6 day;] F; -: Ql-3. 7 Tired] F; Toyled Ql, Q3; 
'llyr'd Q2. 7 dusty] F; dustie Ql-3. 7 toiles] F; toyles Ql-3. 
8 night;) F; -, Ql-3. 9 the day) F; daie Ql-3. 10 then] F; 
than Ql-3. 10 cay] F, Q2-3; daie Ql. 11 day] F, Q2-3; daie 
01. 11 then] F; than Ql-3. 12 day] F, Q3; daie Ql-2. 13 
winter] F; Winter Ql-3. 14 flames] F, Q2; gleames Ql, Q3. 
14 som~er] F; Sommers Ql-3. 14 day] F, Q3; daie Ql-2. 
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SCOTT-ESPINER (1929, 40-41) "Des Italiens vient le cadre 
du sonnet LXXXIX ou chaque vers se termine -r:•ar le mot 'day' 
ou par le mot 'night' [lines 1-2 quoted] et le sonnet con-
clut [lines 12-14 quoted]. Nous pourrions citer, si nous 
n'av1ons uas crainte de fatiguer nos lecteurs, des sonnets 
en italien et en franc~is faits entierement sur deux mots, 
'morte' et 'vita', mais un saul exemple de ce genre nous 
suffira puisque le sonnettiste italien emploie les deux 
memes mots que Sidney: . .. 
Deb non ritorni a rimenarne il giorno 
L'alba, e mai sempre adombri oscura notte, 
Queste selve, e quest'antri, e sia la notte 
Il Sole a gli occhi miei l'Aurora il giorno. 
Et le sonnet continue de la m~me fa9on. Un des commenta-
teurs d'Astrophel et Stella trouve que le LXXXIX est sure-
ment 'le plus mauvais de la serie', mais nous venons de 
vo~r,qu'ici Sidney ne faisait que suivre l'exemple de ses 
predecesseurs et contemporains etrangers. 11 
YOUNG (1958, ll-12j 82) "The meditation differs [from the 
blazon in sonnet 9 only in that there is no object in-
volved, just the rhetorical details that identify the atti-
tude •••• The point of such a poem lies just in the itera-
tion of the defining terms as a means of illustrating and 
rehearsing the conventional frustration. 
11 The change is more impressive because more generalized, 
almost official, in a sonnet such as 89 •••• The trans-
formation of Astrophel is total: he is as thoroughly con-
ventional a lover as one can imagine, and Sioney, in this 
sonnet, as thoroughly conventional a poet. In answer to 
the criticism that it is the worst sonnet in the sequence, 
Miss Scott defends Sidney by saying that he has done no 
more than follow the example of his predecessors and 'con-
temporains etrangers.' She is undoubtedly right, but the 
important thing is that he should choose to follow them so 
slavishly and at this particular point. Astrouhel has been 
forced into the Petrarchan mold by the frustration of the 
Eir;hth Song and the ritualistic meditation is his identifi-
cation." -
2 my day. GROSART (1877, 116) "As he is speaking meta-
phorically, and of his own day or state, 'my day' is much 
preferable to 1 the' ( 2 qu. ) • " 
3 wont. GROSART (1877, 116) "Q 1 inadvertently inserts 
'that' before 1wont'--non-metrical." 
4 leaue. GROSART (1877, 116) "'eyes' of 1. 3 demands 
'leaue,' not 1leaues. '" 
13 POLLARD (1888, 218) "With the omission of this line 
Sidney's original construction would be preserved. As 
it is, we must understand 'tired' in 1. 7 to mean 'so 
tired am I. '" 
14 GROSART ( 1877, 117) "In 11. 7-14 Sidney at the close 
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of this sentence seems to have forgotten how he began to 
construct it. At least I cannot construe it satisfactorily 
to my s e'l f. " 
BASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff., 41) indicates the idea expressed 
here is a typical Petrarchan one: ttDas Feuer der Liebe hat 
den Dichter r-:anz ergriffen," and suggests comparison with 
Petrarch 97/1. 102/14. 117/5. 149/5. 
90 
Stella thinke not that I by verse seeke fame, 
V1'ho seeke, who hone, who loue, who liue but thee; 
Thine eyes my nride, thy lins mine history: 
If thou praise not, all other praise is shame. 
Nor so ambitious am I, as to frame 
A nest for my yong praise in Lawrell tree: 
In truth I sweare, I wish not there should be 
Graued in mine Epitanh a Poets name: 
Ne if I would, I could [could I] lust title make, 
That any laud to me thereof should grow·, 
1/llithout my nlumes from otrers wings I take. 
For nothing from my wit or will doth flow, 
Since all my words thy beauty doth endite, 
And loue doth hold my hand, and makes me write. 
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1 Stella] F; -, Ql-3. 2 liue] F; like, Ql-3. 2 thee;] 
F; .... Ql-3. 3 mine] F; my Ql-3. 3 history:] F; historie, . 
Ql-3. 4 not] F, Q2; mee Ql; me Q3. 4 shame.] F, Ql-2; -, 
Q3. 6 tree:] F; -, Ql-3. 7 truth] F; true th Ql-3. 8 Graued] 
F; graued Ql-2; Grauen Q3. 8 mine] F; my Ql-3. 8 name:] F; 
-. O.l-3. 9 Ne] F; Nor Ql-3. 9 would,] F; - Ql-3. 9 I could] 
F; could I Ql-3. 9 make,] F; - Q.l-3. 10 any] F, Q3; anie Ql-
2. 10 to me thereof] F; thereof to me Ql-3. 10 grow,] F; 
~rowe Ql-3. 11 plumes] F; Payns Ql, Q3; Plumes Q2. 11 take.] 
. "' 
F; -; Ql-3. 12 flow,] F; flowe: Ql-3. 13 worcis] F, Q2-3; 
wordes Ql. 13 beauty] F; beautie Ql-3. 13 enoite] F; indite 
Ql-3. 14 loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 14 and] F', Q2-3; & Ql. 
SYMONDS (1899, 138) "Interpolated in this group [of 1absence 1 
sonnets] is a more than usually fluent sonnet, in which Sid-
ney disclaims all right to call himself a poet [sonnet 90 
quoted in full]." 
SCOTT-ESPINER (1929, 39-40) "Le XC, corrJJne le veut Koeppel, 
est peut-etre inspire de plusieurs sonnets de Petrarque. Le 
trait final surtout est peut-~tre d~ au chantre de Laure, 
quoiqu' ici on ne puisse rien affirmer de certain. [lines 
12-14 quoted]. Et voici Petrarque: 
Indi mi mostra quel ch'a molti cela: 
Ch' parte a parte entr 1 a 1begli occhi leggo 
Quant'io parlo d 1Amore e quant'io scrivo. 
1Et {Amour) me montre ce qu'il cache a bien des gens; car 
je lis ~eu a peu dans ses beaux yeux tout ce que je dis et 
tout ce que j'ecris d'Amour'." 
YOUNG {1958, 25, 83) "The repudiation [of worldly fame] is 
made in the same measured rhythms, the same simple, almost 
monosyllabic diction, and with the same restraint of tone 
as in 64 •••• The directness and simplicity of these two 
poems are characteristics frequently associated with Sid-
ney's poetic norm. 
"The nature of Sonnet 89 seems to be explicitly ac-
knowledged in Sonnet 90. • • • Following immediately a1·ter 
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89 it implies that Astrophel is answering, or anticipating, 
the suspicion of insincerity so imitative a poem must pro-
voke. • • • He does not deny here that he uses conventional 
materials; on the contrary, he seems to point to the example 
of the preceding sonnet • • • but he does not deny that he 
is therefore insincere. This is another, and the final, 
use of a sonnet on poetry to mark a shift in the dominant 
mode of the sequence." 
1-3 HASSELKUSS (lG27, 42) suggests a com.ne.rison of these 
lines with Petrarch 252/3. 
2 liue but thee. GROSART {1877, 117) "This is strange, 
but not stranger than 'hope but thee,' and as nrepositions 
'to,' 'for,' &c. were often omitted in Elizabethan English, 
so is it more allowable here to omit 'for' or 'in' where 
the other conjoined verbs do not require either. 'Like' 
(2 qu.) is an anti-climax and worse afte:r• 'loue. 1 In 1. 9 
'Ne' (A and A 1613) agrees better than 1Nor 1 of 2 qu. with 
the somewhat archaic sentence in which it is placed: but 
'could I' { 2 qu.) is better than 'I could' of A and A 1613: 
and so, 1. 10, the transposition of 2 qu. better than 'to 
me thereof. '" 
6 The reference is to Petrarch. 
8 Graued = En~raved. 
8 POLLARD (18S8, 218) 11 cp. Apologie: 'V,ho (I knowe not by 
what mischance) having slipt into the title of a Poet, 1 
and Sidney's dying injunction that his Arcadia should be 
burnt." 
11 nlumes. POLI,ARD (1888, 219) "Q .• 1: 'payns,' surely by 
error: it is impossible to supuose a pun on 'pens. 111 
13 endite. OED: describe in a literary composition. 
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Stella, while now by honours cruell might, 
I am from you, light of my life mis-led, 
And that faire you my Sunne, thus ouerspred, 
With absence Vaile, I liue in Sorowes night. 
If this darke place yet shew like candle light, 
Some beauties peece as amber colourd hed, 
Milke hands, rose cheeks, or lips more sweet, more red, 
Or seeing gets blacke, but in blacknesse bright. 
They please I do confesse, they please mine eyes, 
But why? because of you they models.be, 
Models such be wood-globes of glistring skies. 
Deere, therefore be not iealous ouer me, 
If you heare that they seeme rrry hart to moue, 
Not them, S no, but you in them I loue. 
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2 you,] F; N Ql-3. 2 light of my life] F; (light of 
A 
my light) Ql-3. 2 mis-led] F; misled Ql-3. 3 that] F, Q2; 
whiles Ql, Q3. 3 you] F; ... , Ql-3. 3 Sunne,] F; ... Ql-3. 
" 
3 ouersnred,] F; ,.. .Ql-3. 4 Vaile,] F; vale Ql-2; vaile 
" " " Q3. 4 Sorowes] F; sorrowes Ql-3. 4 night.] F, Ql-2; ,.. Q3. 
" 
5 shew] F, Q3; shewe Ql-2. 5 like] F; by Ql-3. 5 light,] F; 
Ql-3. 6 beauties]' F; Beauties "'<.l-3. 6 peece] F; N' Ql-3. 
6 amber] F, Ql-2; Amber Q3. 6 colourd] F, Q3; collourd Ql-2. 
7 cheeks] F, Q3; cheekes Ql-2. 7 sweet,] F, Q3;- Ql-2. 
7 red,] F, Ql-2; ,.. Q3. 8 seeing] F; seeming Ql-3. 8 gets] 
F; iett Ql-2; iet Q3. 8 but] F, Q2; yet Ql, Q3. 8 blacknesse] 
F; blacknes Ql-3. 8 bright.] F, Ql, Q3; ... Q2. 9 do] F, Ql; 
" 
doe Q2-3. 10 why] F, Q3; whie Ql-2. 10 models] P, Q3; moddels 
Ql.;..2. 10 be,] F; ""; Ql-3. 11 Models] F, Q3; Moddels Ql-2. 
11 wood-globes] F; wood globes Ql-3. 11 glistring] F; glister-
ing Ql-3. 11 skies.] F; skyes: Ql, Q3; skyes. Q2. 12 Deere,] 
F; Deare Ql-3. 13 hart] F; heart Ql-3. 14 S] F; no Ql-3. 
POLLARD (1888, 219) "With the theme of this Sonnet compare 
Song xi. verse 5. 11 
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OSBORN (1932, 50-51) indicates that in some other sonnets 
chance has played the rrreatest role in the similarity between 
Sidney's verses and those of the Petrarchanists. "Il n'en 
est nas de m~me, pourtant, pour le sonnet XCI d'Astrophel, 
qu 1 on peut rapprocher du sonnet LXIX de Diane (livre II). 
Vo~ci les trois derniers vers de chacun: 
'LasJ je n 1 aime que vous, ny ne s~aurois aimer; 
Je despite autre amour qui me S)~ut enflamer: · 
Mon coeur est une roche a toute autre sagette.' 
Sidney exprime des id,es pareilles avec un neu plus de fi-
nesse [lines 12-14 quoted]." 
2 light of rrry life. GROSART (1877, 118) "'light of light' 
(2 qu.)--error of repetition for 'light of life' 1A and A 
1613). " 
2 mis-led. The pun is emphasized bv the folio hyphenation. 
The first recorded usage of Mis, replacing mistress, in the 
OED is dated 1606; however m-rs--was the common abbreviation 
for mistress in the sixteenth century. 
3 that. GROSART (1877, 118) adopts the Q1 reading "whiles" 
as it begins "a parallel clause with 1. 1. 11 No subsequent 
editor adonts this reading, except Drinkwater. 
5 like. GROSART (1877, 118-119) "2 qu. 'by.' Stella, his 
sun, is absent, and he left in night. 'If, therefore,' he 
continues, 'meaner beauties having some or some one of thy 
attributes--amber hair, milk hands, black eyes, and the 
like--show 'like' candle-light to me and attract me, under-
stend that they please me as models of thee.' As Stella 
is his sun, so are they candle-light to him in his darkness. 
Thence 1like,' not 'by,' is the right word." 
6 amben colourd. WILSON (1931, 180) "first recorded use: 
not in O.E.D. Ambra is a favourite colour with the Italian 
poets fro::n Petrarch onwards. Cf Bembo's sonnet which Sidney 
must bave known. 
Grin d 1 oro crespo, e d 1ambra tersa e pura, 
Ch' !;.~'aura ~~neve ondeggl ~vole: 
Occhl soavi, e piu chiari che 11 so~ 
Da far giorno-seren la not~oscura7 
Shakespeare uses it once only (Love's Labour's Lost, IV, 3.) 
Dumain. Her amber hair for foul hath amber guoted. 
Biron. An amber-cOIOUr~raven was-well noted.fl 
8 seeing gets blacke. POLLARD (1888, 219) "'Gets' and 'jet' 
or 'jets' are of course the same word (cp. Chaucer, 'his toon 
black as the gette' of Chaunticleer's toes). In this case 
the repding of the folio is undoubtedly right, for 'seeming' 
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has no relevance, since Stella's eyes did not seem black, 
but were so: just as her hair was or amber-gold, her hands 
white, and her cheeks rosy. 'Seeing gets' = 'jets through 
which to sec,' i.e., jet-like eyes." 
WILSON (1931, 180) " = black eyes, a vile phrase." 
Hart repeats Wilson's definition without her criticism. 
11 glistring. OED: sparkling,.glittering. 
14 8 no. GROSART (1877, 119) "More expressive than 'No, 
no ' or 2 qu • " 
92 
Be your words made (good Sir) of Indian ware, 
That you allow me them by so small rate? 
Or do you cutted Spartanes imitate~ 
Or do you meane my tender eares to spare? 
That to my questions you so totall are, 
~ben I demaund of Phenix Stellas state, 
You say forsooth, you left her well of late, 
0 God, thinke you that satisfies my care? 
I would know whether she [did] sit or.walke, 
How cloth 1d, how waited on, sighd she or smilde, 
Whereof, with whom, how often did she talke, 
With what pastime, times iourney she beguilde, 
If her lins daignd to sweeten my noore name, 
Say all, and all, well sayd, still say the same. 
1 words] F, Q3; wordes Ql-2. 1 Sir] F; sir Ql-3. 
1 Indian] F; Indian Ql, Q3; Indean Q2. 2 allow] F', Q3; 
allowe Ql-2. 2 me them] F; them mee Ql-2; them me Q3. 
2 rate?] F; -, Ql-3. 3 do] F, Ql-2; doe Q3. 3 cutted 
Snartanes] F; cutted Suartanes Q2; the Caconians Ql, Q3. 
4 do] F, Ql-2; doe Q3. 4 spare?] F, Q2; -, Ql, Q3. 5 
are,] F; -? Ql-3. 6 Phenix] F; Phoenix Ql-3. 6 Stellas] 
F, Q2; Stellaes Ql, Q3. 7 say] F, Q2-3; saie Ql. 7 for-
sooth,] F; (forsooth) Ql-3. 7 of] F, Q2; too Ql, Q3. 
"' 
7 late,] F; - Ql, Q3; N Q2. 9 would] F, Ql, Q3; Would 
"' 
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Q2. 9 she] F; shee Ql-3. 9 sit] F; did sit Ql-3. 9 
walke,] F; -: Ql, Q3; -. Q2. 10 cloth'd,] F; cloathd: Ql-3. 
10 on,] F; -: Ql-3. 10 she] F, Q3; shee Ql-2. 10 smilde,] 
F; -: Ql-3. 11 Whereof,] F; -: Ql-3. 11 whom,] F; whome: 
Ql-2; whom: Q3. 11 she] F, Qp; shee Q1-2. 11 talke,] F; -: 
Ql-3. 12 pastime] F; pastimes Ql-3. 12 iourney] F; iorneys 
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Ql-3. 12 she] F, Q3; shee Ql-2. 12 berruilde,] F; beguild? 
Ql-2; beguilde? Q3. 13 daignd] F; daine Ql-3. 13 name,] F; 
J? Ql-3. 14 Say] F; Saie Ql-3. 14 all,] F • ,... 
' . 
Ql-3. 14 all,] 
F; ,.. Ql-3. 14 sayd,] F; said: Ql-3. 14 still say] F, Q2; 
saie still Ql; say still Q3. 14 same.] F, Ql, Q3; ,.. Q 2. 
A 
1 YOUNG (1958, 83) "The wits who had been intruders on the 
lover now see~ to be his only contact with Stella, and the 
loquacity he avoided is replaced by an equally maddening 
reticence." 
2 me them. GROSART (1877, 119) "runs better than 'them 
me e ' ( 2 qu. ) • " 
3 cutted. GROSART (1877, 120) adopts lfcurtedlf from "A 1605 
and later" because the folio reading "does not agree with 
the sense of the passage nor with Spartan character. But 
Spartan brevity does: hence, irregular as the word is, I 
accept 'curted~'. Q 1 has 'do you the Caconians imitate? 1--
a mis,Jrint for Laconia11s." 
POLLARD (1888, 219) "Dr. Grosart accepts fro~ the folio of 
1605 the reading 'curted. ' The reference in any case is 
to the churlish brevity of the Sparte:ns, ana the form of 
1curted' is but little less difficult to explain than 
'cutted.' As already noted, on Sonnet lxxxiii. 3, 1 cutted' 
is used by Middleton in the sense of 'cross, 1 but here this 
is hardly the meaning wented." 
WILSON (1931, 180) 11 = concise, so in the 'l"'b.esaurus of Sid:-
ney's old tutor Cooper: 'Circumcisae et breves orationes: 
cutted and short sentences or oration~' The corrmon read-
ing curted comes from the folio of 1631." 
HART (1959, 163) "concise, using short sentences." 
OED: concise, abrupt, curt. 
5 totall. WILSON (1931, 180) ''This use of the word appears 
to be an invention of Sidney1s. Total (adjective) is to 
total (noun). as sum..mary is to. sum. 11 
F...ART (1959, 163) "used as an adjective; it ha.s somewhat the 
same meaning as the modern 'sum..rnary', or 'brief'. " OED: brief. 
6 Phenix. HASSELKUSS (1927, 42) indicates this epithet is 
Petrarchan, and sug~ests comnarison of this line with Petr. 
152/1. 175/4. 280; c. 42 •. 5/1. 
9 [did] sit. GROSART (1877, 120) "'did' (2 qu.), omitted, 
by error, in A and A 1613: 1do 1 seems-a modern interpolation 
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from ignorance of 2 qu. Similarly, in 1. 13, 'daine' of 
2 qu. is the several times repeated error of omitting final 
d or t, or mistaking it for e. C~how often di~ she talk, 
- " - . . &c. 
12 pastime. GROSART (1877, 120-121) 11 'pastimes 1 (2 qu.) 
is probebly correct, and seeMs better than 'pastime': 
'journeys' for 'journey' is more doubtful, unless he took 
it according to its etymology as = daily courses. I adopt 
the for:rrer, refuse tbe latter. 'Totall' (of 1. 5) is a 
rather curious use = you tote or sum up 1~ questions in 
one r-·eneral and therefore short and single answer. 11 No 
subsequent editor adopts "pastimes." -
Tenth song. 
0 deare life, when shall it be, 
That mine eyes"""thrne ~les may see? 
xna-in-them thy mind a scouer,---
WhetEer-abaence haue had force 
Thy remembrance to diuorce, 
From the image of the _tthy_] .louer? 
Or if I me selfe find not, 
After '-Da:rtina: ou~Etforgot, 
Nor debard from beauties treasure, 
Let no tongue-ispire to tell, 
In what hi~h ioyes I Sharr-dwell, 
Only---thoU'cllt aymes at the pleasure. 
Thought therefore I will send thee, 
To take vu the place for me; ----
Long I wlll not after tary, 
There vnseene thou maist be bold, 
Those faire wonders to behOl~ 
Which in them !!!I. hones do ~· 
Thought see thou no place forbeare, 
Enter brauely-ellery where, 
Seaze on all to her belonging; · 
But if~ou-wouldS! garded be, 
Fearing her beames, fake wi~ thee 
Strength of liking, rage of longing. 
Thinke of that most gratefull time, 
When !!!1_leaprrig hart will clime;--
In !!!l-rips to haue hiSbTding, 
There thOSe roses for to kisse, 
Which do breath~ sugrec blisse, 
Opening rubies, uearles deuiding. 
Thinke of my most Princely uower, · 
~hen I Diesse~all deuower, 
With !!!1: greeoy licorous sences, 
Beauty, musicke, sweetnesse, loue 
~~ile she doth against ~ proue 
Her strong darts, but weake defences. 
Thinke, thinke of those dalyings, 
r,hen with Douelike murmurings, 
With glad moning passed anguish, 
We chanse eyes, ~ hart for hart, 
Each to other do depart, 
rc>yrni!tlll ioy make ~ lansuish. 
0 ~ thought ~ thoughts surcease, 
Thy delights my woes increase, 
MI_ life melts with too much thinking; 
Thinke no more but die in me, 
=------------Till thou shalt reuiued be, 
At"heriTns sr Nectar drinking. 
---
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1 deare] F; Deere Ql, Q3; Deare Q2. 1 life] F; Life 
Ql-3. 1 be] F'; bee Ql-3. 2 may] F; shall Ql-3. 2 see?] F; 
N' Ql-3. 3 mind] F, Q3; minde Ql-2. 4 force] F, Ql-2; ~, 
Q3. 5 diuorce,] F; ... Ql-3. 6 the] F; thy Ql-3. 6 louer] 
" 
F; Lauer Ql-3. 7 Or] F; 0 Ql-3. 7 me] F; my Ql-3. 7 find] 
F; finde Ql-3. 7 not,] F; ... Ql-3. 8 After parting ought] 
F; By thine absence oft Ql-3. 9 beauties] F; Beauties Ql-3. 
10 tell,] F; ... Ql-3. 12 Only] F; Onely Ql-3. 12 aymes] F; 
A 
aimes Ql-3. 13 I ·will] F; will I Ql-3. 13 thee,] F; ... 
" 
Ql-3. 14 me;] F; mee, Ql-2; mee Q3. 15 tary,] F; tarrie: 
" 
Ql-3. 16 vnseene] F, Q2; ... , Ql, Q3. 16 bolO.,] F; ... Ql-3 • 
.. 
18 do] F, Q2-3; doo Ql. 18 cary.] F; carrie. Ql-2; carye. 
Q3. 19 Thought] F; ... , Ql-3. 20 euery] F; euerie Ql-3. 21 
belonging;] F; ... : Ql-3. 22 be] F; bee Ql-3. 25 At this point 
three stanzas .(5 through 7) are .omitted in. Ql, Q2, and ~· 
43 thought] F; Thoughts, Q~-3. 43 thoughts] F; Thoughts Ql-3. 
44 Thy] F; Your Ql-3. 44 increase] F; encrease Ql-3. 45 
melts] F; fleetes Ql-3. 45 thinking;] F; ... : Ql-3. 46 more] 
F; ... , Ql-3. 46 me] F; mee Ql-3. 47 reuiued] F; receiued 
Ql-3. 47 be] F; bee Ql-3. 48 Nectar] F; Nectar Ql-3. 
SCOTT-ESPINER (1929, 48) 11 Rien ne pourra nous convaincre 
que le noete ne s'est pas souvenu d'incidents reels dans 
la dixieme chanson, et s'il ne s'agit pas de Stella dans 
ces evocations, il est certainement question d'une fem~e 
reelle. Toutes les lectures du monde ne nourraient sug-
gerer cette chaleur de t~n, et,i~ e~t beaucoup plus ~imple 
de supposer que notre poete a ete veritablement sincere 
ainsi qu'il para:tt l'€tre." 
BOAS (1955, 148) "In a tenth song he bids his 'thought' 
represent him with Stella, and every stanza begins with 
'thouaht' or 'think'." 0 
YOUNG (1958, 83-85) "In the Tenth Sone;, which follows Son-
net 92, Astronhel delegates to 'Thought' the action he 
himself is denied •••• This imaginative wooing, like 
the meditation on Absence, is a conventional exercise. 
Thus, in Petrarch, 
Ite, dolci penser, parlando fore 
Di quello ove'l bel guardo non se stende •••• 
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The song constitutes a re-creation of the lover before his 
rejection, with all his aggressiveness and sensual intensity, 
and it is perhaps his awareness of the ironic contrast that 
forces him to break off the fantasy. • • • The imaginative 
agpressiveness of the song is in pointed contrast to the 
actual abjectness of the next group of sonnets, the most 
conventional series in the sequence, and one in which the 
only variation of the mode is from one ritual to another. 
With one or two exceptions, these are Sidney's least dis-
tinguished as well as his most conventional sonnets." 
2 may. GROSART (1877, 190) "I prefer 'shall' (A), both be-
cause of 'shall' above, and because it is more exuressive 
of present deprivation than 'ma:y. '" No subsequent editor 
adopts tbis quarto reading, except Drinkwater. 
8 ought. GROSART (1877, 191) adopts the spelling aught, 
and asserts this reading is "far better" than the quarto 
"oft." "As to the rest, 'after parting' (A and A 1613) 
is clearer, though not so expressive of her havinc left 
him, as 1By thine absence oft forgot'; but I adont the 
former." 
OED: ought = to any extent, in any degree, in any respect, 
at all. 
26 my. GRO:?,ART ( 1877, 192) "'!!!! ' A 1613: 2 qu. and all 
seemingly, oddly misprint 'thy.'~ Grosart overlooks the 
fact "my" is al~o the 1598 folio reading; where he found 
the quarto reading, since this stanza was omitted in the 
quarto editions, must remain a mystery. 
POLLARD (1888, 220) adopts "thy" arguing that "the 'hart' 
and 'lips' are alike Sidney's, not Stella's." 
The present editor retains the folio reading "my" because 
"thou" and "thee" anpear only in the stanzas beginning with 
the word "Thought," whereas "my" and "me" annear in the 
stanzas beginning with the word "'Ihinke," where the shift 
has been made from a personification to Astrophel himself. 
33 licorous. OED: greedy of good fare; lecherous, lustful, 
wanton. Sidney appears to have had in mind both meanings 
of the word. 
39 passed anq-uish. GROSART (1877, 192) "the sense being 
ang~ish [bei~g] pass~d." 
OED: passed= past (prep.). 
41 depart. Grosart: = part with. 
43 thought. GROSART (1877, 193) «as a being that has 
thoughts--his intellectual uart." 
43 surcease = desist. . 
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VVILSON (1931, 181) "may be used transitively, as in Spenser's 
Amoretti, xi. 
All naine hath ends and every war hath neace: 
But mine, no price!!£!: prayer may surcease." 
93 
0 fate, e fault, e curse, child of my blisse, 
~hat sobs can giue words grace my griefe to show? 
What inke is blacke inough to paint my wo? 
Through me, wretch me, euen Stella vexed is. 
Yet truth (if Caitifs breath may call thee) this 
Witnesse with me, that my foule stumbling so, 
From carelesnesse did in no maner ~row, 
But wit confus 1d with too .much care aid misse. 
And do I then my selfe this vaine souse ~iue? 
I haue (liue I and know this) harmed thee, 
Tho worlds quite me, shall I me selfe forgiue? 
Only with paines my paines thus eased be, 
That all thy hurts in my harts wracke I reede; 
I cry thy sighs; my deere, thy teares I bleede. 
1 fate,) F; Fate Ql, Q3; Fate, Q2; 1 $] F, 
A 
Ql, Q3. 1 eJ F; 0 Ql-3. 1 curse,] F; curst Ql-3. 
A 
F, Q2; wordes Ql, Q3. 2 griefe] F, Ql-2; grief Q3. 
F; black Ql-3. 3 inough] F; enough Ql-3. 3 wo] F; 
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Q2; or 
2 words] 
3 blacke] 
woe Ql-3. 
4 me] F; mee Ql-3. 4 me] F; mee Ql-3. 4 is.] F; N: Ql-3. 
5 truth] F; Trueth, Ql-3. 5 (if] F; if Ql-3. 5 Caitifs] F; 
Caitiues Ql-3. 5 breath] F, Q3; brath Ql~& 5 may] F; might 
Ql-3. 5 thee)] F; thee Ql-3. 5 this] F; his, Ql, Q3; this, 
Q2. 6 Witnesse] F; Witnes Ql-3. 6 me] F'; mee Ql-3. 6 my] F, 
Q2; I Ql, Q3. 6 foule] F; foole Ql, Q3; fowle Q2. 6 so,] F, 
Q2; fell: Ql, Q3. 7 From] F, Q2; For Ql, Q3. 7 carelesnesse] 
F; carelesnes Ql-3. 7 maner] F; manner Ql-3. 7 grow] F; growe 
QJ_-3. 8 confus 'd] F; confusd Ql-2; confusde Q3. 8 did misse] 
F, Ql-2; didmisse Q3. 9 giue?) F; N: Ql-3. 10 haue (liue I] 
F; do sweete Loue, Ql-2; do sweet Loue, Q3. 10 know] F, Q2; 
knowe Ql, Q3. · 10 this)] F; this Ql-3. 10 thee,] F; N• Ql-3. 
" 
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11 Tho] F; The Ql-3. 11 worlds] F; world Ql-3. 11 quite] 
F; quit Ql-3. 11 me] F, Q3; mee Ql-2. 11 shall] F, Q2-3; 
shal Ql. 11 me selfe] F; my selfe Ql, Q3; my self Q2. 12 
Only] F; Onely Ql-3. 12 my] F, Q2-3; thy Ql. 12 be,] F; 
""': Ql-3. 13 hurts] F; hurtes Ql-3. 13 harts] F; hearts Ql-
3. 13 reede;] F; reed Ql-3. 14 cry] F; crye Ql-3. 14 
A 
sighs;] F; H Ql-3. 14 my deere,] F; (my deare) Ql-3. 14 
A A 
bleede] F; bleed Ql-3. 
SYMONDS (1899, 138) "If, as seems possible from an allusion 
in No. 84, he was indiscreet enough to communicate his noems 
to friends, this lyric may have roused the jealousy of -
Stella's husband and exposed her to hard treatment or re-
proaches. At any rate, something he had said or done 
caused her pain, and he breaks out into incoherent self-
revilings: (lines 1, 4, 10 and 14 quoted] • 11 
1 fate. GROSART ,( 1877, 121) "A 1605 and later editions read 
'faire, 1 and a pathetic passionate meaning might underlie 
the word in relation to the abrupt 'fault,' 'curse,' &c." 
4 wretch me. HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates that the 
lover's self-condemnation is typicalll PetrBrchan: "Der 
Dichter nennt sich ein elendes Wesen. 
5 may. GROSART (1877, 121) "2 qu. 'might '--not so good." 
8 misse. OED: err, go wrong, make a mistake. 
10 GROSART (1877, 121) "infinitely superior to 2 qu., 'I 
do sweete Loue' ( = give myself this excuse), a repetition 
from 1. 9, 'and [yet] know tbat this harmed thee. 111 
POLLARD (1888, 220) "a most weak variant, for which it is 
to be honed Sidney is not responsible." 
11 Tho worlds. GROSAHT ( 1877, 122) "2 qu. 1 the, 1 which is 
not sense; but 'worlds' (A 1613) is deeper and stronger 
than 'words' (A) and than 'world' (2 qu.). =This alone 
is his comfort, that his own woes are eased by his adopting 
and bearing her griefs; his feeling for her griefs deadens 
his ovm: 'quite 1 = acquit." 
POLLARD (1888, 220) "So the folio of 1613. Our text by 
an obvious misprint has 'words 1 for 'worlds. 1 'Quite' = 
acquit." Having collated more than a dozen copies of the 
1598 folio edition, the present editor has yet to find one 
with the reading "words" which both Grosart and Pollard 
mention. Instead all copies read "worlds" the reeding 
which they, ~istakenly, say first apneared in the 1613 
edition. Indeed "words" does not anpear until the 1621 
edition. (See Feuillerat, 380.) · 
11 quite. OED: absolve from a charge, acquit. 
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13 reede. OED: discover the significance of, discern, dis-
cover. 
13 RUBEL (1941, 207) indicates this line contains an example 
of Prosonomasia, whichshe defines (p. 288) as words similar 
in sound but not quite homonyms--used to give the effect of 
wordplay. 
94 
Griefe find the words, for thou hast made my braine 
So darke with misty vapors, which arise 
From out thy heauy mould, that inbent eyes 
Can scarce discerne the shape of mine owne naine. 
Do thou then (for thou canst) do thou complaine, 
For my poore soule, which now that sicknesse tries, 
Which euen to sence, sence of it selfe denies, 
Though harbengers of death lodge there his traine. 
Or if thy loue of plaint yet mine forbeares, 
As of a caitife worthy so to die, 
Yet waile thy selfe, and waile with causefull teares, 
That though in wretchednesse thy life doth lie, 
Yet growest more wretched then thy nature beares, 
By being placed in such a wretch as I. 
1 Griefe] F; Greefe Ql-3. 1 braine] F, Q2; vaine Ql, 
Q3. 2 misty] F; mistie Ql-3. 2 vapors,] .F; vapours Ql-3. 
A 
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3 heauy) F; heauie Ql-3. 3 inbent] F, Q2; euen mine Ql, Q3. 
4 paine.] F; ... : Ql-3. 5 comnlaine,] F; ,.. Ql-3. 6 soule,] 
F; ,.. Ql-3. 6 now] F, Q2; wit Ql, Q3. 6 sicknesse] F; sick-
A 
nes Ql~3. 7 sence] F, Q3; sense Ql-2. 7 sence] F, Q3; sense 
Ql-2. 7 denies,] F, Q3; .... Ql-2. 8 loage there] F, Q2; 
and of Ql, Q3. 8 traine.] F; --, Ql-3. 9 Or if thy loue of 
plaint yet mine] F; Or if the loue of ulaint yet mind.Q2; 
The execution of my fate Ql, Q3. 10 caitife] F; Caitife Ql-
3. 10 worthy so] F; worthie so Q2; not vouchsaft Ql, Q3. 
10 die,] F; die: Ql, Q3; dye; Q2. 11 waile thy selfe, and 
waile with causefull] F; waye thy selfe and wayle in causefull 
Q2; shewe thy hate of life in liuing Ql, Q3. 11 teares,] F; 
~: Ql-3. 12 wretchednesse] F; wretchednes Ql-3. 13 Yet 
growest] F, Q2; Thou maist Ql, Q3. 13 then thy] F; than thy 
Q2; be than Ql, Q3. 13 beares,] F; ,..: Ql-3. 14 By] F, Q2; 
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As Ql, Q3. 14_~laced] F; plast Ql-3. 
GROSART ( 1877, 122) "The readings of Q 1 • • • are clearly 
earlier; but 1wit 1 (1. 6) must be an err~r, ~nd ~robably 
also in 1. 1 1vaine,' and not 8 variant; for the sickness 
that now tries his, is as described in 11. 7-8, paralysis, 
a disease of the brai~ and spinal cord." 
POLLARD (1888, 221-222) "In this Sonnet Q. 1 offers so 
many earlier readin,g:s that it is simplest to reprint its 
version entire." -
MONTGOII"ERY (1961, 94-95, 116) "What makes this sonnet stand 
halfway between foPTial and informal (or ornamental and 
plain) style is best seen in relation to the uersonifica-
tion of grief. Astrophel has attempted Stella's seduction 
and failed for the last time; all his reserves of ascendAnt 
desire have been exhausted (see the 'l'enth Song and Sonnet 
93). The effect of his address, like his earlier addresses 
to Cupid, is to link his despair with an abstract, univer-
sal condition. A more i~mediate result is the conceit that 
grief is outdone by the extremity of Astrophel 1 s private 
distress, but this is not to remove human sensation to the 
level of the str&nge or fantastic. The poem shares in 
Sidney's habit of definition by witty indirection. But the 
style is subtler than this. 
VJhat is striking is its fusion of a0parent continuity 
with a neatly sectioned grouping of ideas. It moves from 
Astrophel 's remark that he cannot look searchinp·ly within 
himself, to an acknowledgment of his soul's danger, trans-
parently disguised as an appeal to grief to plead for him. 
The portents of this direction of t~ought find some relief 
in the sestet: grief itself may suffer beyond his uroper 
measure 'by being placed in such a \vretch as I. 1 The con-
ceit is deliberately transparent; through the personifica-
tion which allows conceited statement, Astrophel continues 
to explore and define his own condition. His address to 
grief su-aplies tonal continuity and a framework for analy-
sis: here, as in Astronhel's remarks to the moon (Sonnet 
31), Sidney's manner appears to be not so much an ornamental, 
stylized indirection as a slight objective distance, a draw-
ing back from the self for careful measurement. For the 
last stage of the sonnet carries beyond clever hyuerbole to 
imply that Astrophel 1 s own rrrief is excessive. Early in the 
piece he 'could scarce discerne the shape of mine owne 
paine,' but at the end he has discerned it very well and 
touched on its source ('that sicknesse') and its effects (a 
blurring of the senses). Valued for its surface texture 
alone, Sonnet 94 is merely Astrophel's rather conventional 
testimonv to the strength of his grief; beneath the surface 
., .:::> • • • 
it is a striking piece of self-criticism, hls recognltlon 
that he grieves more than he should. At the last line he 
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has moved outside self-pity, beyond the need of an advocate 
to 'complaine' for his 'poore soule,' .to the knowledge that 
he is wretched because his despair exceeds normal limits. 
The end product, therefore, is a verse that seeks to 
know as well as to exnress, a mode of discernment aided and 
enhanced by personification. Direct, casual speech is 
largely muted in Sonnet 94, although line five--'Do thou 
then (for thou canst) do thou complaine'--hints at it. How-
ever, its faintness is not the result of an attempt at for-
mal symmetry but rather of the prominence of meditative ex-
actness. The vocal tonality is just strong enough to bear 
the presence of a single sensibility divided in two for its 
own understanding. 
"The habit of painful meditation continually returns, 
and in Sonnet 94 Astrophel confesses his need for it as a 
vantage point of inner stability which he fears to lose: 
[lines l-8 quoted]. Here, as elsewhere, the effect of 
blending self-analysis with the context of expressed emo-
tion is to deny the validity of idealism, to acknowledge 
the unsettling presence of physicel desire, and to move 
attention away from Stella, her beauty, and her virtue." 
3 inbent. This i~ the first recorded use of the word in the OED. 
8 ha.rbengers. GROSART ( 1877, 123) mistakenly assuming this 
is the quarto reading, says he prefers it to "harbenger" 
which he aPParently believes is the folio reading. "'his' 
is = death." 
9 thy. GROSART (1877, 123) "He is addressing 'grief,' and 
therefore it must be 'thy' loue, not 'the'--just as we have 
'wail thyself' = wail thine own case, and 'shewe. '" 
S mine. GROSART (1877, 123) 11 2 qu. 'mind,' error as in MS. 
Sonnets ii., iii., and A in Sonnets lx. 1. 13, for 'mine' 
(Q 1, A and A 1613) = my plaint or pains. The thought is 
very forced, and in none of the variations has he succeeded 
in making 11. ~-10 agree with context." 
11 waile [first use]. GROSART (1877, 123) 11 2 qu. grossly 
misprint 'wave.'" 
14 wretch as I. HA.SSELKUSS (1927, l20ff.) indic~tes the 
lover's self-condemnation, recurring here, is typically 
Petrarchan. 
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Yet sighs, deere sighs, indeede true friends you are, 
That do not leaue your left friend at the wurst, 
But as you with my breast I oft haue nurst, 
So gratefull now you waite vpon my care. 
Faint coward ioy no longer tarry dare, 
Seeing hope yeeld when this wo strake him furst: 
Delight nrotests he is not for the accurst, 
Though oft himselfe my mate in arme [Armes] he sware. 
Nay sorrow comes with such maine rage, that he 
Kils his owne children, teares finding that they 
By loue were made apt to consort with me. 
Only true sighs, you do not go away, 
Thanke may you haue for such a thankfull part, 
Thanke-worthiest yet when you shall breake my hart. 
1 sighs] F; sighes Ql-3. 1 deere] F; deare Ql-3. 
1 sighs] F; sighes Ql-3. 1 indeede] F, Ql, Q3; in deede 
Q2. 2 left] F; best Ql, Q3; least Q2. 2 wurst ] F· ... • 
. ' ' ' 
Ql, Q3; "': Q2. 3 breast] F; brest Ql-3. 3 nurst,] F; ... : 
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Ql-3. 4 waite] F; wait Ql-3. 5 ioy] F; Ioye, Ql, Q3; Ioy, 
Q2. 5 tarry] F; tarrie Ql-3. 6 yeeld] F, Q2; did yeeld 
Ql, Q3. 6 wo] F; woe Ql-3. 6 furst:] F; first, Ql-3. 7 
protests] F; exclaims Ql-3. 7 not for the accurst] F; for 
my fault curst Ql-3. 8 Though oft] F; Although Ql-3. 8 
himselfe my mate in arme] F; my mate in Armes himselfe Ql-3. 
8 sware.] F; ... , Ql-3. 9 sorrow] F; Sorrow Ql-3. 9 comes 
with such maine] F; comes with such mayne Q2.; in as great a 
Ql, Q3. 9 rage,] F; ,.. Ql-3. 9 that] F; as Ql-3. 9 he] F; 
A 
hee, Ql-3. 10 Kils] F; Kills Ql-3. 10 children, teares] F; 
children Teares, Ql; children, Teares, Q2; children-Teares, 
A 
Q3. 11 loue] F; Loue Ql-3. 11 me.] F; mee, Ql-3. 12 Only] 
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F; Onely Ql-3. 12 sighs] F; Sighes Ql, Q3; sighes Q2. 12 
away,] F; "" : Ql-3. 13 trhanke) F; Thank Ql-3. 13 uart,] I<'; 
N: Ql-3. 14 Thanke-worthiest] F; Thank worthiest Ql-3. 
14 yet] F'; ... , Ql-3. 14 hart] P; heart Ql-3. 
2 left. GROS.ART (1877, 123-124) "'best,' Q 1 is a good 
reading, but 'least' (Q 2), which in itself is nonsense, 
shows ths. t the original from which it was ts.ken had, like 
it, 'left, 1 2:·~· left by every one else, or desolate: or 
query--deeper still, a sub-allusion to Stella's having 
'left' him (as in Sonnet lxxxvii.). As Q 2 original was 
different from that of A and A 1613 (see 11. 7-8), the 
coincidence uroves 'left' to be correct, and an author's 
variant." 
7 for the accurst. GROSART (1877, 124) adopts the quarto 
reading "for my ffmlt curst" as "far better ••• for the 
essence of the accusation, he sware himself my mate in 
arms, lies in the defection of this mate, not in his being 
also 1curst, 1 a thing that would rather make him a partner 
of Sid.ney 's fortunes than otherwise. Besides, when Delight 
is cursed, he is no longer Delight. Of course in favour 
of A and A 1613 is the consequent that 'curst' he must 
still be Sidney's mate at arms, and therefore not forsworne, 
but sans reoroche. Yet is 0 1 deeuer and fuller. Mr. 
Tbomson-(as'before) prefers "the reading of A and A 1613 
just as therein, i.e. 1 the 1 not 1 thee': the rr:.eaning being--
Delight protests that I am accurst, and that he is not for 
me or 'for my turn 1--a com..mon Elizabethan idiom." 
8 oft. GROSART (1877, 124) "The 1oft' swearing makes the 
abandonment the greater and more shameful." 
9 maine. OED: As an epithet of force, strength: exerted to 
the full, sheer. 
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Thought with good cause thou likest sow ell the night, 
Since kind or chance giues both one liuerie, 
Both sadly_blacke, hoth [both] blackly darkned be, 
Night bard from Sun, thou from thy owne Sun light; 
Silence in both displaies his sullen might, 
Slow heauinesse in both holds one degree, 
That full of doubts, thou of perplexity; 
Thy teares expresse nights natiue moisture right. 
In both a mazefull solitarinesse: 
In niqht of snrites the gastly powers to stur, 
In thee or sprites or sprited gastlinesse: 
But but (alas) nights side the ods hath fur, 
For that at length yet doth inuite some rest, 
Thou though still tired, yet still doost it detest. 
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1 Thought] F, Q2; Though Ql, Q3. 1 likest] F; lik 1 st 
Ql-3. 1 ni~ht,] F, Ql, Q3; -. Q2. 2 chance] F; chaunce Ql-
3. 2 liuerie] F; libertie Ql-3. 3 hoth] F; both Ql-3. 3 
be,] F'; -: Ql-3. 4 Sun] F; Sunne Ql-3. 4 thy] F'; thine G).-3. 
4 owne] F; own Ql-3. 4 Sun] F; Sunnes Ql-3. 4 light;] F; -
• 
Ql-3. 5 might,] F; -: Ql-3. 6 Slow] F; Slowe Ql-3. 6 heaui-
nesse] F; Heauens Ql-3. 6 holds] F; do hole Ql-3. 6 one] F; 
the one Ql-3. 7 nerplexity;] F; perplexitie: Ql-3. 8 expresse] 
F, Ql-2; exprestQ Q3. 8 mQisture] F; moysture Ql-3. 8 right.] 
F; -, Ql-3. 9 mazefull] F'; wofull Ql-3. 9 solitarinesse] F; 
soli tarines Ql-3. 10 sprites] F; Spirits Ql, Q3; Spiri tes Q2. 
10 powers] F; power Ql-3. 10 stur] F; sturr Ql-2; sturre Q3. 
11 In thee] F; And in Ql-3. 11 or] F; our Ql-3. 11 sprites] 
F, Ql-2; spirites Q3. 11 or] F; are Ql-3. 11 spirited] F; 
Spirits Ql-3. 11 gastlinesse] F; gastlines Ql-3. 12 side] F; 
sights Ql-3. 12 fur] F; furr Ql-2; furrs Q3. 13 yet doth in-
uite] F; inuites vs to Ql-3. 14 tired] F; tyr'd Ql-3. 14 
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doost] F; dost Ql-3.- . 
1 Thought. GROSART (1877, 125) "Usually misDrinted 'though.'" 
POLLARD (1888, 222) "Qs.: 'Though': if the latter is right 
Sidney must apostrophize himself as 'thou. 1 In 1. 2 the Qs. 
misprint 'libertie' for 'liverie.' Kind= nature." 
2 liuerie. GROSART (1888, 125) "2 qu. misprint 1libertie 1 : 
and 'kin' for 'kind' is Gra:1 's and modern editors' error." 
6 Slow heauinesse. GROSART (1877, 125-126) "'Low,' Gray's 
and modern editor's error, and 1heauens' (2 qu.) a misreaci-
ing for 'heauinesse. '. Cf. silence, heaviness, and solitari-
ness, in which they agree. Besides, his 'thou["ht' could not 
be said to have 'slow heavens,' and there is no reasoe1 why 
'slow heavens' shm:='-.Cl he fnll cf doubt; there is no agreement 
between 'slow' as annlied to the progress of the Night, and 
'full of doubt.'" 
8 RUBEL (1941, 207) indicates this line contains an example 
of Periphrasis, ·which she defines .(p. 287) as circumlocution. 
9 a rnazefull. GROSART (1877, 126) "' amazeful': far better 
than 'woe full, ' because we have just had tears in the preced-
ing line, and because it had a much stronger sense then than 
now, agreeing more with its primitive t:rr;_aze.' Thus Shake-
speare sneaks of 'mated and amazed' (Macbeth, act v. sc. 1)." 
10 sprites. GROSART (1877, 126) "The construction is, In 
night stir the ghastly powers of sprite~, In thee, &c." 
10 stur. POLLARD (1882., 222) "i.e., able to stir the ghostly 
powers of spirits. The Qs. reverse this construction, and 
make the powers of spirits disturb the solitude." 
8-10 GROSART (1877, 126-127) "Taking the punctuation 'solitari-
ness' (2 qu. and A and A 1613), we must change 'to' (A and A 
1613), into 'do,' thus making: it agree with 'stur' (Q 2) and 
'slurr,' Q l (a misprint for 'st~r&'), except that A an~ A . 
1613 scan 'powers,' and 2 qu. 'powers.' If we read 'solitarl-
ness,' then 'to' can stand; but this seems forbidden by 
'amazeful' or 'woeful' (2 qu. ), which makes 1. 9 a senarate 
clause, describing the effect of solitariness on us. I look, 
however, on A and A 1613 thus altered (viz. 'to' to 1 do 1 ) as 
later than 2 qu.; because 'thought' being the thing addressed, 
the change to 'In our sprites' (2 qu.) alters the name, and 
in some degree the personality, while the idea in A and A 1613, 
that 'thou~ht' at one time raises up grisly phantoms, and at 
another is nale with a ghostly ghastliness, is fuller and bet-
ter than 2 qu. 11 
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9-ll WILSON (1931, 181) "I feel certain that the text is faul-
ty, but I cannot suggest an adequate correction. In 1. 9 
the folio leaves it doubtful whether we should read amazefull 
or a mazefull. I have printed the latter vjhich has the author-
ity of Spenser, Epit~a~amion, 
Medusa's mazefull hed. 
In 1. 10 I have printed do stur for B. to stur. The Drincipal 
difficulty is in 1. 11. wherewe seem torequire 
In thee of sprites the ••• gastlinesse 
with an adjective corresponding to nowers. 
Q 2. agrees with B. but as in these last sonnets it only 
reproduces Q 1. it is of no independent authority." 
lS. But but {alas). WILSON (1931, 181) adopts the idiom 
But (out alas). "cf Shakesneare, Sonnet XXXIII: 
-- But, out ala'Ck, he was but ~hour mine." 
12 fur. \HLSON (lS3l, 181) "From the correspondence it ap-
pears that this was Sidney's ordinary spelling and presumably 
his pronunciation. 11 
Hart: = by far. 
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Dian that faine would cheare her friend the Night, 
Shewes her oft at the full her fairest face -, 
Bringing with her those starry Nimphs, whose chace 
From heauenly standing hits each mortall wight. 
But ah poore Night in loue with Phoebus light 
And endlesly dispairing of his grace, ' 
Her selfe (to shew no other ioy-hath place) 
Silent and sad in mourning v;eedes doth dight: 
Euen so (alas) a Lady Dians peere, 
With choise delights and rarest company, 
Would faine driue cloudes from out my hea.uy cheere. 
But wo is me, though ioy it selfe were she, 
She could not shew my blind braine waies of ioy, 
Vfuile I dispaire my Sunnes sight to enioy. 
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1 friend] F, Ql-2; frind Q3. 2 Shewes] F; Doth shewe 
Ql-3. 2 the] F; omitted Ql-3. 3 starry] F; starrie Ql-3. 
3 Nimphs] F; Nymphs Ql-3. 4 hits] F; hurts Ql-3. 4 each] F; 
eche Ql-3. 7 Her selfe] F, Ql-2; Herselfe Q3. 7 (to] F; to 
Ql-3. 7 shew] F; shewe Ql-3. 7 place)] F; place, Ql-3. 
8 Silent] F; Sylent Ql-3. 8 mourning] F; moorning Ql-3. 8 
weedes] F; weeds Ql-3. 9 Euen] F, Ql, Q3; Fuen Q2. 9 a] F, 
Ql, Q3; and Q2. 9 Lady] F; Ladie Ql-3. 10 delights] F; de-
light Ql-3. 11 cloudes] F; clouds Ql-3. 11 heauy] F; heauie 
Ql-3. 11 cheere.] F; N: Ql-3. 12 wo] F; woe Ql-3. 12 me,] 
F, Q2; mee, Ql; me Q3. 
A 
12 it] F; her Ql-3. 12 she] F, Q3; 
shee Ql-2. 13 She] F, Q3; Shee Ql-2. 13 shew] F, Q3; shewe 
.Ql-2. 13 ioy,] F; N Ql-3. i4 dispaire] F, Ql-2; despairs 
" 
Q3. 14 sight] F; light Ql-3. 
2 Shewes her. GROSART (1877, 127) "2 qu. 'Doth shew 1--
indifferent." 
3 chace. GROSART (1877, 127) "is here used generally for 
'hunt, ' and he is speaking of that kind of hunting affected 
by ladies, when the hunters do not follow their ~ame, but 
move to what is technically called 'their st2ndings,' whence 
they shot at the :oassine: game (as in Love'~·Labour'~ Lost)." 
4 standing. POLLARD (1888, 222) "an ambush from whence to 
shoot game." 
WILSON (1931, 181) "a station from which to shoot game." 
Hart repeats Wilson's definition. 
4 hits. GROSART ( 1877, 127) "2 qu. 'hurts, '--the latter does 
not express the sense, as does the vaguer 'hits' (A and A 
1613), because the allusion is-to the effect of the stars on 
men's destinies. It was only at the close of his life that 
the stars in their courses fought against Sisera." 
4 mortall wight. HART (1959, 163) = human being. 
8 dight. HART (1'.:759, 163) = clothe. 
9 Lady. POLLARD (1888, 222) "Not identifiable; certainly 
not with Sidney's future wife." 
WILSON (1931, _181) "doubtless the Countess of Pembroke." 
F...ART (1959, 163) "almost certainly the Countess of Pembroke." 
10 delights. GROSART (1877, 128) " = varied delights, not 
'delight' (2 qu.), which is hardly English except in the 
sense of delight to her." 
14 Sunnes. POLLARD (1888, 222) "The 'Sun' here, as through-
out these sonnets, is, of course, Stella." 
14 sight. GROSART (1877, 128) "2 qu. 1light'--indifferent." 
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Ah bed, the field where ioyes peace some do see, 
The field where all my thoughts to warre be traind, 
How is thy grace by my strange fortune staindJ 
How thy lee shores by my sighes stormed beJ 
With sweete soft shades thou oft inuitest me 
To steale some rest, but wretch I am constraind, 
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(Spurd with loues suur, though gold fgald] and~shortly raind 
With cares hard hand) to turne and tosse in thee. 
'A'hile the blacke horrors of the silent night, 
Paint woes blacke face so liuely to my si~ht, 
That tedious leasure makes [markes] each wrinckled line: 
But when Aurora leades out Phoebus daunce, 
Mine eyes then only winke, for spite perchance, 
That wormes should haue their Sun, and I want mine. 
1 bed,] F; ... Ql-3. 1 field] F, Q3; feeld Ql-2. 1 do] 
A 
F, Ql-2; doe Q3. 1 see,] F; ... : Ql-3. 2 field] F, Q3; feeld 
Q~-2. 2 all] F, Q3; al Ql-2. 2 warre] F; war Ql-3. 3 
staindJ] F; staind? Ql-2; stand? Q3. 4 lee] F; low Ql-3. 
4 shores] F; shrowdes Ql-3. 4 sighes] F; sighs Q~-3. 4 beJ] 
F; ... ? Ql-3. 5 sweete] F; sweet Ql-3. 5 me] F; mee Ql-3. 6 
constraind] F; constrained Ql-3. 7 (Spurd] F; Spurd Ql-3. 
7 loues] F; Loues Ql-3. 7 spur] F, Q3; snurr Ql-2. 7 though] 
F; this Ql-3. 7 gold] F; held Ql-3. 7 and] F, Q~-3; & Ql. 
7 raind] F; rained Ql-3. 8 cares] F; Cares Ql-3. 8 hand)] F; 
hand·, Ql-3. 8 thee.] F; ... , Ql-3. 9 blacke] F; black Ql-3. 
10 woes] F; Woes Ql-3. 10 blacke] F; black Ql-3. 10 to) F; 
in Ql-3. 11 makes] F; markes Ql-3. 11 each] F, Q3; eche Ql; 
eache Q2. 12 daunce,] F, Ql, Q3; "" Q2. 13 only] F, Q2; 
" 
onely Ql, Q3. 13 winke,] F; ... Ql-3. 13 perchance] F, Q3; 
perchaunce Ql-2. 14 Sun,] F; Sunne Ql-3. 14 and] F, Q2; & 
QJ_' Q3. 
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4 lee shores. GROSART- (1877, 128) "2 qu. 'low shroudes':--
the latter is a certain error. The shrouds of a vessel are 
those stays to the mast that are formed into a ladder, and 
have no analogue in a bed, and neither in a ship nor in the 
hie-)1-canopied beds of those days could any such be called 
'low.' Possibly the original 'low or lee strands'; the 
sighs storm the bed, to others a refuge, as the winos and 
waves beat on a restless lee-shore, that is no comfort, but 
danger, to the tossed mariner." 
POLT~RD (1888, 222) "Both readings are very forced." 
6 wretch I. HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) inaicates the lover's 
self-condemnation is typically Petrarchan. 
7 gold [gald]. Gald, in combination with raind, is preferable. 
GROSART (1877, 129) "'gald 1 : sometimes 'gold'--either makes 
" -sense. 
WILSON (1931, 181) "gald: another hap-py emendation by the 
printer of the folio of 1613." 
8 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expressed 
here is a common Petrarchan one: "Die ungltickliche~Liebe stort 
de:n Dichter Ruhe und Schlaf." 
10 to. GR03ART ( 1877, 129) "2 qu. 'in': the former preferable, 
because he looks on Woe's face, and marks each wrinkled line. 
A 1613 has, badly, ';makes. '" 
99 
When far spent night perswades each mortall eye, 
To whom nor art nor nature graunteth light, 
To lay his then marke wanting shafts of sight, 
Glos'd with their quiuers in sleeps armory; 
With windowes ope then most my mind doth lie, 
Viewing the shape of darknesse and delight, 
Takes in that sad hue, which with th'inward ni~~t, 
Of his mazde powers keepes perfit harmony: 
But when birds charme, and that sweete aire, which is 
Mornes messenger, with rose enameld skies 
Gals each wight to salute the floure of blisse; 
In tombe of lids then buried are mine eyes, 
Forst by their Lord, who is asham'd to find 
Such light in sense, with such a darkned mind. 
1 far] F; farre Ql-3. 1 mortall] F, Q,2; mort&l 
1 eye,] F; eie Q.l-2; eie, Q3. 2 whom] F; whome Ql-3. 
"' 
F; Art Ql-3. 2 nature] F; Nature Ql-3. n p:raun te th] G 
grauntec Ql, Q;'<.• 
'"'' 
granted Q2. 2 light,] F: ... : Ql-3. 3 
F; shaftes Ql-3. 3 sight,] F, Ql, Q3; .... Q2. 4 VIi th) 
' 
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Ql, Q3. 
2 art] 
F; 
shafts] 
F, Ql, 
Q3; whi th Q2. 4 sleeps] F; Sleens Ql-3. 4 armory] F; armorie 
Ql-3. 5 mind] F; heart Ql-3. 5 lie,] F; lye Ql-3. 6 dark-
" 
nesse] F; darknes Ql-3. 7 Takes in] F; And takes Ql-3. 7 
which with] F, Q3; with which Ql-2. 7 th'inward] F; inward 
Ql-3. 7 night,] F; might Ql-3. 8 powers] F; powres Ql-3. 
·" 
8 keepes] F; he keenes Ql, Q3; he keens Q2. 8 perfit] F; iust 
Ql~3. 9 charme,] F; chirpe aire, Ql-2; chirp, aire, Q3. 9 
that] F; omitted Ql-3. 9 sweete] F, Ql, Q3; sweet Q2. 9 aire,] 
F; N Ql-3. 
" 
10 messenger,] F; - Ql-3. 
" 
10 skies] F; skyes 
Ql-2; skyes, Q3. 11 Gals] F; Calls Ql-3. 11 floure] F; heauen 
Ql-3. 12 In tombe] F; Intombd Ql-2; In tomb de Q3. 12 eyes] F, 
Q2-3; eies Ql. 13 Lord,] F;,.. Ql-3. 
"' 
13 asbam'd] F; ashamd 
Ql-2; ashamde Q3. 13 find] F, Ql-2; finde Q3. 14 sense,) 
F; sense Ql; sence Q2-3. 14 mind] F, Ql-2; minde Q3. 
A A 
GROSART (1877, 129) "Several of these later Sonnets are 
very incorrect in the 2 qu.; the next especially, and the 
present has some errors." 
SYMONDS (189£, 139) "Only at dawn can he find ease in 
slumber. The sonnet, in which this motive is developed, 
illustretes Sidney's method of veiling definite and sim-
ple thoughts in abstruse and yet exact phrases. We feel 
impelled to say that there is something Shakespearean in 
the style." 
YOUNG (1958, 85) suggests that sonnet 99 is superior to 
those around it; for although the ntheme is just as con-
ventional as in the other sonnets," it is "more success-
fully controlled. • • • The conventional analogy between 
natural and unnatural darkness here does not seem to be 
forced upon the poem by a rhetorical technique but unon 
the lover by his experience. There is no sugp:estion of 
either the Ptr8in or the flatness • • • of the other son-
nets of thj_s theme. The elaborate artifice throur<;h which 
the natural Processes and phenomena are presented-gives a 
powerful sense of the world as createo ano creative, a 
world of symbolic forms, from which the lover excludes 
himself first by the incorporation of' ,..., is 'mazde powers' 
with the fo~nless 'shane of darknesse' and then by the 
act of will with which he shuts himself out from the 
sacramental vision of the morning, with its sug~estion 
of ~atins and eyes uplifted. His mind is darkened by 
the conventional sorrows, but even more by his feelin£ 
that those sorrows are a source of shame." 
MONTGONERY (1961, 39-40) "Decorative or ornate detail has 
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a legitimate purnose, bearing s. load of associative mean-
ings necessary to the quality of the poem yet not centrally 
concerned with urging its meaning forward. 
·Perhaps the significance of this deliberately verbose 
style will be clearer if examined in a sonnet, where the 
poet is necessarily more restrained in making his point. 
The subject rratter is reminiscent of the Arcadia poem. 
[The poem referred to is that which begins 1Now was our 
heav'nly vaulte deprived of the light.t Sonnet 9£ is here 
quoted in full.] To some extent the '~etaphorical complica-
tion of this sonnet--Sidney transfers the natural images to 
Astronhel's state of mind very abruptly--defines one differ-
ence between Astronhel and Stella and the Arcadia noems. 
Intellectually the verseof the sequence moves 1n more direc-
tions in a shorter space of words, and is therefore usually 
more economical. But the example just quoted nevertheless 
fits the standards of ornateness I am concerned with. Sid-
ney could state the nroposition about the links between 
Astrophel 1 s state of mind and the general qualities of 
night and morning more briefly and with less conscious 
formalit), yet he prefers tactics of indirection: we co 
not need to know that there is no light to see by in the 
deac of night or that the absence of.light makes the eyes , 
close. Nor.do we need to be told tba_t birds sing in the 
morning and the light is rose-colored, but we do require 
the facts that birds 'charme,' that the air is 'sweets,' 
and that there is something blissful about the time of 
day. Such overtones of feeling are essential as a contrast 
to the 'darkned mind' of the speaker, Astrophel. This is 
an elaborate structure for surprise or emphasis, and for-
mally it resembles the periodic figures of rhetoric. 
Secondary details thrown in our way and added to each 
other, reiterate the obvious much as a drw11 strikes the 
same note again and again. We-are offered a full diet of 
descriptive images before we get to the main course." 
2 graunteth. GRO.SART ( 1877, 129-130) 11 2 qu. 1 gr2.nted. 1 
Night persuades to sleep those eyes which at that time 
may have nei.ther material nor artificial light; therefore 
1graunteth 1 (A and A 1613), 'granted' without 'hath, 1 not 
only means they were without it at soms other time, but 
were always without li~ht." 
5 mind. GROSART (1877, 130) "as nreferable to 'heart' (2 
qu.). There is no reason why his heart should be viewing 
the darknesEJ, and the comolaint is he lies broad awake. 
And yet, as Sidney's whole passion was of the 'heart' 
rather than of the 'mind,' there seems little doubt 'heart' 
is an Author's variant. In 11. 6-7 the meaning is not 
that the mind takes in that sad hue but-takes delight in 
that sad hue." . 
6, 8 POLI ARD (1888, 223) "The Qs. make nonsense of these 
lineE. by transferring the com.'Tla to the end of 1. 6, and 
printing the next two lines as [see ·variants above]. u 
7-8 GROSART (1877, 130-131) "This thought of harmony has 
been elaborated in Sonnet xcvi., and he says that his wake-
ful mind lookin~ on the darkness takes in that sad, that 
visible darkness, with which the inward night of his mazed 
power2. is in nerfect harmony. This at once shows 'might' 
(2 qu.) to be a misreacing: Q 2, Hgain, rightly seeing 
there was no sense in Q 1, when the inward might of his 
mazed powers keryt harmony with the surrounding darkness, 
made apparently an attempt at sense, b,- interpolating 'he, 1 
--an atte~pt which makes the.outward sad hue one and the 
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same with the inward mightJ Lastly,· if the inward might 
of his mind be in harmony with the outer darkness, it can-
not take its hue fro:rr. it. And if it could, and did, it 
would have done exactly the reverse of what Sidney would 
express, and h8s expressed in Sonnets lxxxix. xci. xcvi. 
and xcvii~; because saying the mind gets dark at d&rk, in-
volves the idea. that during the day it was lig.etsome. 
Therefore 'And takes that' must be rejected for 'Takes in'· 
(A and A 1613); though the ~arked want of 'and' or a per-
sonal pronoun makes it very unpleasant to our .ea.res. One 
would like to think that the 'And' had dropped down from 
the line above. 1 Powres' in Q 1 is dis syllabic, in Q 2 
and A and A 1613 monosyllabic." 
9 cha.rme. GROSART (1877, 131) "2 qu. 'chirpe. 1 One can-
not accent 'aires';' for the exnression is uncouth, and it 
would seem to be an accidental repetition of 'aire,' or 
'sweet aire.' The old word 1 charme' still used in Devon, 
is far ~ore exnressive of the uleasant soundings of their 
united voices. So too in Scotland still, 'chirm. '" 
WILSON (1931, 181) " = chirm of birds warbling together. 
Cf Milton: 
Sweet is the breath of Mbrn, her rising sweet, 
With cr.a.rm of earliest birds. 
Sidney may have had in mind the beautiful close of Castig-
lione's Courtier thus translated by Hoby: 
When the windowes then were opened • • • they saw 
already in the East a faire morning like unto the 
colour of roses • • • from which auneared to blowe 
a sweete blast, that filling the aire with a biting 
colde, began to quicken the tunable notes of the 
prettie birdes." 
OED: melodiously chatter, warble. 
11 floure. GROSART (1877, 131) "2 qu. 'heauen': the latter 
seems an over-strong term for either the morning or the 
morning skies; and 'floure' seems an equally over-strong 
reference to the rose that enamels the skies. V;e can only 
remember that Sidney was a Poet and--a Lover." 
12 In tombe. GROSART (1877, 131) "is more like Sidney's 
style, and that of his day, than 'intomb 1d,' and more ac-
curate gremma tically. '! 
100 
0 teares, no teares, but raine from beauties skies, 
Making those Lillies and those Roses grow, 
Which ay most faire, now more then most fsire show, 
While gracefull pitty beauty beautifies. 
0 honied sighs, which from that breast do rise, 
Whose nants do make vnspilling creame to flow, 
Wing'd with whose breath, so nleasing Zephires blow, 
As can refresh the hell where my soule fries. 
0 plaints conseru'd in such a surged [sugred] phraise, 
That eloquence it selfe enuies your nraise, 
~bile sobd out words a nerfect Musike giue. 
Such teares, sighs, nlaints, no sorrow is, but ioy: 
Or if such heauenly signes must proue annoy, 
All mirth farewell, let me in sorrow liue. 
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1 0] F; Oh Ql-3. 1 raine] F; shoures Ql-3. 1 skies] 
F, Ql, Q3; skyes Q2. 2 Li1lies] F, Q3; Lilies Ql-2. 2 grow] 
F; growe Ql-3. 3 ay] F; aie Ql-3. 3 fa ire, J F; ... Ql-3 • 
... 
3 more then most faire] F; fairer needs must Ql-3. 4 grace-
full] F; grateful Ql-2; gratefu11 Q3. 4 beauty] F; Beauty 
Ql-3. 4 beautifies. ] F; ... , Ql-3. 5 o] F; Oh Ql-3. 5 honied] 
F; minded Ql-3. 5 sighs,] F; ... Ql-3. 5 which] F; that Ql-3 • 
... 
5 breast] F, Ql, Q3; brest Q2. 5 do] F; doe Ql-3. 6 do] F; 
doe Ql-3. 6 creame] F; Creeme Ql-3. 7 Wing'd] F; Winged Ql-3. 
7 whose] F; woes Ql-3. 7 breath,] F; ... Ql-3. 7 pleasing] 
A 
F; doth Ql-3. 7 Zenhires] F; Zephire Ql-3. 7 blow,] F· ... 
' A 
Ql-3. 8 can] F; might Ql-3. 8 hell] F; hel Ql-3. 8 fries.] 
It,; ... , Ql-3. 9 surged] F; sugred Ql, Q3; surgred Q2. 9 
phraise] F; phrase Ql-3. 10 it selfe enuies your] F'; enuies, 
and yet doth Ql-3. 10 praise] F, Ql, Q3; pr&yse ~2. 11 sobd] 
F; sightd Ql-2; sigh'd Q3. 11 Musike] F; musicke Ql-2; musick 
Q3. 11 giue.] F'; ~: Q1-3. 13 signes] F; sighs Ql-3. 1:4 
farewell] F, Q3; farewel Ql-2. 
OSBORN ( 1932, 52) "'rerminons notre rapprochement des 
poesies de Sidney avec celles de ses contempor&ins fran-
cais, en citant le debut du sonnet C [line 1 quoted]. 
' Cette jolie ima7e rapPelle un vers d'Antoine de Balf: 
'Yeux, non Plus yeux, mais source d'eau coulante 1 ." 
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RUBE'L (1941, 210) "There is one type of sonnet in Astrophel 
and Stella that should be especially remarked on--Sonnet 
C--because the later sonneteers never tired of imitating 
it. The reason was doubtless that it offers a practically 
foolproof construction. It is merisrnus, divided sharply 
into four parts; each of the three first parts treats a 
different subject, and then the three subjects are gathered 
un at the close. Thus, the first line of Sonnet C begins 
Oh teares; the fifth, Oh minded sighs; the ninth Oh Plaints: 
and the twelfth line iS: 'Such teares, sighs, plaints, no 
sorrow is, but joy.'" 
1 raine. GROSART (1877, 132) 11 2 qu. 'showres 1--the latter 
softer, but 'raine' simpler and Preferable." 
2 HASSELBJSS (1927, 40) suggests a com9arison of this line 
with Petrarch c. 28. 3/7. 
5 0 honied sighs. GROSART ( 1877, 132) 11 'Oh, minded' ( 2 qu.), 
'sighted' (Q 1), are errors--the latter for 'sigh 1d,' as 
changed in A and A 1613 to 'sobbed'--deeper and better [it 
must be pointed out that this note should refer to line 11, 
not 5 as Grosart mistakenly indice.tes]: and while we can 
in 1. 4 underst2nd how 'graceful Pity beautifies Beauty' 
(A and A 1613), it is impossible to understand why Pity 
should be 1 grateful 1 ( 2 qu. ) • " 
7 GROSART (1877, 132) says of the quarto version of this 
line: "This does not scan; or else makes with 'winged' an 
unrhythmical length of ten syllables. Again, while "v'Voe 1 s 
breath' (2 qu.) is a strange refresher in Hell, Sidney's 
after-use of 'pleasing' (A and A 1613) shows that the tran-
scriber's mind--thinking of 'plaints r ·and 1 s ig;hs 1 --confusedly 
transformed 'whose' into 1woe 1 s. 111 
8 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea expreseed 
here is a common Petrarchan one: "Die Qualen des Dichters 
wie die der HHlle." 
8 can. GROSART ( 1877, 133) "'m}ght' ( 2 qu. ) : better and 
deeper than 'can' (A and A 1613 , with a touch of pathos in 
it. ir No subsequent editor follows Grosart 's lead in this., 
except Drinkwater. 
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11 sobd. POLLARD (1888, 223) sightd = sighed. 
12 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates the idea found here 
is a co:mJnon Petrarchan one: "Der Dichter hat Freude an seinen 
Qua1en." 
101 
Stella is sicke, and in that sicke bed lies 
Sweetnesse, which breathes and pants as oft as she: 
And grace sicke too, such fine conclusions tries, 
That sickenesse brags it selfe best graced to be. 
Beauty is sicke, but sicke in so faire guise, 
That in that palanesse [palenes] beauties white we see, 
And ioy which is inseperate from those eyes: 
Stella now learnes (strange case) to weepe in thee. 
Loue moues [mones] thy paine, and like a faithfull page 
As thy lookes sturre, comes vp and downe to make 
All folkes prest at thy will thy paine to asswage, 
Nature with care sweates for her darlings sake, 
Knowing·worlds passe, ere she enough can find 
Of such heauen stuffe, to cloath so heauenly amind. 
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1 sicke bed] F; sick-bed Ql-3. 1 lies] F; lyes Ql-3. 
2 Sweetnesse] F; Sweetenes Ql-3. 2 which) F; that Ql-3. 2 
she] F, Ql, Q3; shee QS. 3 grace] F; Grace Ql-3. 3 sicke] 
F, Ql-2; sick Q3. 4 sickenesse] F; Sicknes Ql, Q3; sicknes 
Q2. 4 brags] F; brings Ql-3. 4 graced] F; grac 'd Ql-3. 4 
be.] F; bee. Ql-2; bee, Q3. 5 Beauty] F; Beautie Ql-3. 5 
but sicke] F, Ql-2; but sick Q3. 5 so] F; such Ql-3. 6 
palanesse) F; palenes Ql-3. 6 beauties] F; Beauties Ql-3. 
7 ioy) F; Ioy Ql-3. 7 inseperate) F; vnseuer'd Ql-3. 7 eyes:] 
F; -. Ql-3. 8 learnes] FJ learnes, Ql-2; learns, Q3. 8 in 
thee.] F; with me, Ql-3. 9 paine,] F; ... Ql-3. 9 faithfull] 
A 
F; faithful Ql-3. 9 page] F; -, Ql-3. 10 As] F, Ql-2; All 
Q3. 10 lookes] ·F; looks Ql-3. 10 comes] F; runs Ql-3. 11 
will] F, Q3; wil Ql-2. 11 asswage] F; swage Ql-3. 12 sweates] 
F; seeks Ql-3. 12 her] F; hir Ql, Q3; his Q2. 13 find] F; 
finde Ql-3. 14 s~uffe,] F; ... Ql-3. 14 amind] F; minde Ql-3. 
A 
POLLARD (1888, 223) "Among the 'Certaine Sonets 1 printed 
with othe~ works of Sidney's in the 1598 folio, are four 
with the heading 'These foure fo.llowing Sonnets were ~:.ade 
when his L~die had paine in her f'ace. ' It is probably 
right to identify the Lady with Stella; but it does not 
follow that the sickness is the same as is here alluded 
to." 
3 conclusions tries. WILSON ( 1931, 1..82) "In Tudor English 
a conclusion often = scientific experiment. So in Antony 
and Cleopatra, v. 2. 
-- She hath pursued CO'l.cl·J.si-J:1.9 i~1:fini ~o 
Of easy ways to die. 
This is the first recorded use of the phrase to 1try con-
clusions.' That it was a current idiom is shewn from 
Launcelot Gobbo's Malapropism: 
'This is my true beqotten father; I will try 
confusions with hi:m. 1 " 
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5 so. GROSART (1877, 133) "Sidney's usual word: better than 
'such' ( 2 qu. ) • " 
8 in thee. GROSART (1877, 133-134) emends to "in me." "The 
thoueht is very forced, but joy bein;;y inseparable from 
Stella's eyes, she could weep 'in it' (A and A 1613), but 
not 'with it' (2 qu. ); for that involves joy weeping for 
grief. Hence the reading cannot be 'with thee.' 'With 
me' (2 qu.) gives a sort of sense, but probably a tran~ 
scriber's rather than the Author's. We must then read joy 
as= 0 Joy,--an apostrophe to joy, and 'which •••• eyes' 
as an interjectional clause. This introduces a thought 
wholly foreign to the rest of the Sonnet, which shows how 
Stella's sweetness, grace, beauty and joy--all inherent in 
her--behaved during her sickness. Her eyes, says Sidney, 
were always a bri~ht joy to others, and still are a joy, 
though they weep. 2 qu. 'vnseuered' for 'inseparate' (A 
and A 1613). Mr. Tho~son (as Before) writes:--The comma 
after Stella is not iri 1623 ed • If there is good author-
ity for it, I would exnlain 11. 7-8 thus--'Your eyes cannot 
but ~ive me joy, but now (because of your sickness) that 
joy is learning; to weep.' Without· the comma, the meaning 
would be, 'Stella's eyes cannot but glve me joy, but Stella 
in her present state learns, !·~· teaches, that joy to 
ween. 1 " 
POLLARD (1888, 224) who retains the folio reading, considers 
the quarto variant "a bad attempt to correct a so:xewhat 
obscure construction. 'Stella' is, of course, the person 
addressed, and 'thee' refers not to joy, but to her. Joy 
which cannot leave thy eyes, when they weep, weeps with 
them." Subsequent editors retain the folio reading, although 
Drinkwate.;r, as usual, follows Grosart. 
9 moues [mones]. All subsequent editors have followed 
Grosart's emendation. 
11 prest. WILSON (1931, 182) "cf Sidney to Burleigh (Feb-
ruary 26th, 1570): 
My selfe preste at your commandemente." 
10-12 GROSART (1877, 134) "'runs' (2 qu.) seems better 
than 'comes' (A and A 1613), and so, 1. 11, 'swage' than 
'asswar,se': but 1. 12, 'seekes' (2 qu.), has :nothiEg that 
she seeks for, anc 'sweates' (A and A 1613) not unlikely 
refers to the -oersnirations which relieved the febrile 
state." Pollard retains the folio reading 'comes'; Hart 
adonts 'runs.' 
Grosart may have overlooked the fact that metrically 
'swage' and 'asswa~e' make no difference, for the latter 
is elided when nronounced: t'asswage = to swage. 
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Where be those Roses gone, which sweetned so our eyes? 
Where those red cheeks, which oft with faire encrease did frame 
The height of honor in the kindly badge of shame? 
Who hath the crimson weeds stolne from my morning skies? 
How doth the colour vade of those vermillion dies, 
Which Nature selfe did make, and selfe engraind the same? 
I would know by what right. this palenesse ouercame 
That hue, whose force my hart still vnto thraldome ties? 
Galleins adoptiue sonnes, who by a beaten way 
Their iudgements hackney on, the fault on sicknesse lay, 
But feeling proofe makes me (say they) [say, they] mistake it furre: 
It is but loue which makes his paper perfit white, 
To write therein more fresh the story of delight, 
While beauties reddest inke Venus for him doth sturre. 
1 Roses] F; -, Ql-3. 1 gone] F; omitted Ql-3. 1 sweet-
ned so] F; so sweetned earst Ql-3. 1 eyes?] F, Q2; eies? Ql; 
eyes, Q3. 2 Where) F; Where be Ql-3. 2 cheeks] F; cbeekes 
Ql-3. 2 oft with] F; omitted Ql-3. 2 faire] F, Q3; fair Ql-2. 
2 encrease) F; increase Ql-3. 2 frame] F, Ql-2; -, Q3. 3 The] 
F; No Ql-3. 3 height] F; hight Ql-3. 3 shame?] F; -, Ql-3. 
4 stolne] F, Q3; stoln Ql-2. 4 from] F, Q2-3; fro Ql. 4 my] 
F; the Ql-3. 5 colour] F, Q2; coullor Ql-2. 5 vade] F; fade 
Ql-3. 5 dies] F; eies Ql, Q3; eyes Q2. 6 selfe] F, Q2-3; 
self Ql. 6 make,] F; H Ql-3. 6 selfe] F, Q2-3; self Ql. 
" 
6 engraind] F; engraue Ql-3. 7 palenesse] F; palenes Ql-3. 
8 hart] F; heart Ql-3. 8 still vnto] F; in so great Ql-3. 9 
Galleins] F; Gallens Ql-3. 9 adoptiue] F; adopted Ql-3. 10 
fault on] F; fault of Ql-3. 10 sicknesse] F; sicknes Ql-3. 
10 lay,] F; H: Ql-3. 11 (say they)] F; say, they Ql-3. 11 
furre:] F; sure, Ql-3. 12 which] F; that Ql-3. 12 his] F; 
this Ql-3. 12 perfit] F; perfect Ql-3. 13 story] F; storie Ql-
3. 13 delight] F; Delight Ql-3. 14 While] F; Whiles Ql-3. 
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14 beauties] F; Beauties Ql-3. 14 inke] F; incke Q,l-3. 
14 sturre] F; stir Ql-3. 
POLLJ-.RD (1888, 224) "In this S01met the Qs unite in a 
great number of variations, mostly trifling and sometimes 
(as in the reading 'vermillion eyes' in 1. 5) absurd." 
1 GROSART (1877, 135) considers the quarto version of 
this line "unrhytb.rnical, and less expressive." The reason 
it a<J'.Jears unrhythmical is that Grosart omits a word , 
("earst") in recording the line. 
2 GROSART (1877, 135) asse~ts that the quarto version 
of this line "won't scan or make sense: 'with'was pro-
bably omitted; but as the talk is of blushing, and as 
Stella was not always blushing 'oft' (A and A 1613) is 
far better than 'be' (2 qu.): 'did' (2 qu., A and A 1613): 
'doth', a mistake of A 1605~" 
POLLARD (1888, 224) "'With faire encr·:...tse,' sc. of red 1 !·~·, with a heightened colour." 
3 The. GROSART (1877, 135) "2 qu. 'No'--a ludicrous mis-
take, completely reversing the sense, v;hich is, that in 
the kindly (or natural) badge of shame, i.~. the blush, 
she shows honour's height; in other words, her blushes 
are chaste blushes, the tokens bf a chaste love." 
4 my. GROSART (1877, 135) "The crimsoh weeds had been 
stolen fro~n his mornin£" skies, fron; Stella's face now 
pale: ·'the' (2 qu.) would imnly the reverse, that Stella 
had stolen crimson fro::n the- skies." 
5 vade. GROSART (1877, 136) "is here the right word, not 
'fade' (2 qu. ). 'eies' (2 qu. ), the most preposterous 
error in the book, Nature making Stella ferret-eyed, and 
bein~ praised for it; and more, the loss of their vermillion-
hue gravely asserted and plaintively lamented. Further to 
increase these absurdities, Nature, in 1. 9, 'engraued' 
this redness." 
HART (1959, 163) "There is a sup:gestion here of a double 
n1eaning; fade, but also associated with the latin vadere--
disannear, vanish, dec&.y." 
8 HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates that the idea ex-
Dressed here is a comrnon Petrarchan one: "Der Dichter im 
Sklavenj och." 
8 still vnto. GROSART (1877, 136) "i.e. though absent, it 
yet has force--far ureferable, therefore, to 'in so great' 
(2 qu.)." 
9 Galleins. HART (1959, 163-164) "Claudius Galenus, a 
celebrated nhysician of the second century, A.L•., who 
wrote 500 medical treatises, of which 80 have survived. 
He was associated with vegetable rather than mineral 
remedies." 
9 adontiue. GROSART (1877, 136) "better than 'adopted' 
(2 qu. ), which seems to say thEt Galen, dead for cen-
turies, had adopted them." 
10 hackney. HART (1\:!59, 164) "amble, nlod." 
10 on [second use]. GROSART (1877, 136) mistakenly 
believing the folio readine_: to be "as" adopts the quarto 
reading "of." Pollard retains the folio reaaing; Hart 
follows Grosart. 
11 GRO.SAfiT (l877, 136-137) rejects what he mistakenly 
thinks to be the folio reading "pulse" for 11 proofe." 
111 furre 1 stronger and better than 'sure' (2 qu.). 
Sidney uses t~is rhyme 'fur' and 1stur 1 in Sonnet xcvi. 
A e.nd A 1613 mal{e the blunder of putting 1 say they 1 in 
(), thus reversing the sense." 
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0 happie Terns, that didst my Stella beare, 
I saw thy selfe with many a smiling line 
Vpon thy cheerefull face, ioyes liuery weare: 
~~ile those faire planets on thy streames did shine. 
The bote for ioy could not to daunce forbeare, 
~~ile wanton winds with beauties so deuine 
Rauisht, staid not, till in her golden haire 
They did themselues (S sweetest prison) twine. 
And faine those AEols youth there would their stay 
Haue made, but forst by Nature still to flie, 
First did with puffing kisse those lockes display: 
She so discheueld, blusht; from window I 
With sight thereof cride out; S faire disgrace, 
Let honor selfe to thee graunt highest place. 
1 hapnie] F'; Happie Ql-3. l Terns,] F; Thames Ql-3. 
"' 
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2 thy selfe with ] F; thee with full Ql-3. 3 cheerefull] F, 
Q3; cheereful Ql-2. 3 face,] F, Q3; N Ql-2. 3 ioyes] F; 
A 
Ioues Ql; loues Q2; Ioues Q3. 3 liuery] F; Liuery Ql-3. 
4 planets] F; Plannets Ql-3. 4 shine. ] F; "' , Ql-3. 5 bote] 
F; boat Ql-3. 5 daunce] F; dance Ql-3. 6 beauties] F; beau-
tie Ql-3. 6 deuine] F; diuine Ql-3. 7 till] F, Q3; til Ql-2. 
8 a] F, Ql-2; 0 Q3. 9 And] F; But Ql-3. 9 Ahols] F; friendly 
Ql-3. 9 youth] F; windes Ql, Q3; winds Q2. 10 Nature] F, Ql-
2; nature Q3. 11 lockes] F; Lockes Ql-3. 12 discheueld] F; 
discouered Ql-3. 12 blusht;] F• -, . Ql-3. 12 from] F; From 
Ql-3. 13 With] F, Q2-3; with Ql. 13 ~] F; Ah Ql-3. 14 honor] 
F; honours Ql-3. 14 place.] F; Ql-2; -, Q3. 
WILSON (1931, 182) "Sir Sidney Lee's comment on this sonnet 
(Elizabethan Sonnets I, xliv) furnishes a good example of 
his plagiarism-co~nlex. 
- 'Petrarch's addresses to the river Po (Sonnet CKLVII) 
and to the river Rhone (Sonnet CLXXII) precisely adumbrate 
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Sidney's address to the river Thames.' As there is not 
the slightest resemblance between Petrarch's two sonnets, 
it is difficult to see how they can both adumbrate Sidney's 
v;hich in fact is quite different from either. 'But 'tis 
all one, 'tis alike as my two fingers is to my fingers, 
and there is salmons in both. 111 
MONTGO~!FRY (1961, 90-91) "In Sonnet 103, 1 0 hanpie Terns, 
that didst my Stella beare,' .nersonification is nearly ludi-
crous. Instead of onening a way into the mind of the speaker 
and fostering the lively meditation which the dramatic force 
of implied dialo~ue may ~ive, these sonnets are tyrannized 
by the conceit." Sonnet $4, "High wuy since you my chiefe 
Pernassus be," is included in this comment. 
1 HASSELKUSS (1927, 43) "In Sonett 147 wendet sich Petrarca 
an den Po, in Son. 173 an die Rhone, Sidney redet die Themse 
an (lO::'i) [line 1 quoted]. 
flier schildert er Stella im Boote auf dem Flusse, wie 
Petrarca in Son. 189 Laura im Kahn umgeben von zwolf' Frf..uen." 
3 ioyes liuery. GROSART (1877, 137) "'Ioye's livery' (A and 
A 1613), better, as proved by 11. 1, 2, 3 and 5, than 'Loue•s. '" 
6 beauties. GROSART (1877, 137) " = all her several beauties: 
he had just spoken of her eyes: better than 'beauty 1 ( 2 qu.)." 
7 her golden haire. HASSELKUSS (1927, 120 ff.) indicates 
this is a typically Petrarchan description of the beloved: 
"Das Haar der Geliebten = Gold." 
8 S. GRCBART (1877, 137) "'O' is dropped by error in 2 qu.--
required by metre." This statement is erroneous. 
~And. GROSART (1877, 138) 11 2 qu. 'But': out of place, and 
'but' is in the next line." 
9 those AEols youth. GROSART (1877, 138) "'friendly words' 
(2 qu.), poor, when he has just said 1 ws.nton v'linds. 111 See 
quarto variant above. _ 
POLLARD ( 1888, 225) = "Those children of .lE olus." 
HART (1959, 164) "Aeolus was the mythical god of the winos. 
HiQ tvm1th 1 are the wanton winds referred to in line 6. 
9 WILSON (1931, 182) "sian~y-w&s in Florence in 1574. Had 
he seen Botticelli 1 s Venus? That he had an eye for a picture 
is shewn by his vivid recollection of Titian's Danae in the 
Arcadia." Hart repeats this suggestion. 
13 e. GROSART (1877, 138) 11 '0,' more apnropriate than 1ah 1 
( 2 qu. ) • " 
104 
Enuious wits what hath bene mine offence, 
That with such poysonous care my lookes you marke, 
That to each word, nay sigh of mine you harke, 
As grudging me my sorrowes eloquence? 
Ah, is it not enough, that I am thence, 
Thence, so farre thence, that scarcely any sparke 
Of comfort dare come to this dungeon darke, 
Where rigours exile lockes vp all my sense? 
But if I by a happy window passe, 
If I but stars vpon mine armour beare, 
Sicke, thirsty, glad (though but of empty glasse:) 
Your morall notes straight my hid meaning teare, 
From out my ribs, and puffing proues that I 
Do Stella loue, fooles who doth it deny? 
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1 bene] F; beene Ql-2; been Q3. 2 ~oysonous) F; poisoned 
Ql-2; poysoned Q3. 2 lookes] F; wits Ql-3. 4 sorrowes] F, QP; 
sorrows Ql-2. 5 thence,] F; .... : Ql-3. 6 scarcely] F; scantly 
Ql-3. 6 any] F, Q3; anie Ql-2. 7 darke,] F; Q3; ... Ql-2. 8 
" 
rigours] F; rigorous Ql-3. 8 all] F, Q3; al Ql-2. 8 sense?] 
F;...,: Ql-3. 9 hanpy] F; happie Ql-3. 10 stars] F; Starres Ql-
3. 10 vpon] F', Ql, Q3; vppon Q2. 10 a:rmour] F; Armour Ql-3. 
11 thirsty) F; thirstie Ql-3. 11 glasse:)] F; p;lasse) Ql-3. 
12 morall notes] F; morals note Ql-3. 12 teare] F; there Ql-3. 
13 ribs , ] F; ... Ql-3. 13 an.d puffing] F; a whirlewind Ql-2; 
" 
a whirlewinde Q3. 14 Do] F; Doe Ql-3. 14 loue, fooles] F; 
loue fooles, Ql-3. 14 deny] F; denie Ql-3. 
" 
2 poysonous. GROSART ( 1877, 138-139) " = malevolent, em-
poisoned, hence 'poisoned' of 2 qu." 
2 lookes. GROSART (1877, 138-139) "'wits' (2 qu.) probably 
an error by reuetition for 'lookes. '" 
11 olasse. WILSON (1931, l ) "There is a play here on 
:c) l tt glass = window and glass = drinking vesse • 
11 GROSART (1877, 139) 11 The meaning is, If I am glad to 
have even the empty glass which should contain the wine 
of beauty for which I thirst." 
12-13 GROSART (1877, 139-140) "There has been an attempt 
to T:&ke sense of the error of 2 qu. in 1. 12 by putting 
(,) after there, and it succeeds in giving some sense, 
though strange English, to that line. Line 13, however, 
beco~es nonsensical, and remains nonsense, if we take 
away{,), and this makes nonsense also of 1. 12: for who 
ever heard of noting a man's meaning out of his ribs, es-
pecially when it was the joy in his face and the stars 
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on his armour that they saw? 2 qu. read for 'and, puffing' 
--'a whirlewind.' On 1. 8 be it remarked, that Sidney does 
not mean that he had left, or that Stella had, but merely 
that he was debarred her presence. The presence of the 
wits, and the mention of tilting-armour, shows he was in 
some populous place, and it can hardly be doubted, es-
pecially if one has regard to the previous sonnets, that 
he was at Court. It is also clear that Stella was there, 
by +-nA mention of the happy window. The ensuing song, or 
seren~de, confirms this, that she was present, and yet--
by a rule she had laid down both for herself and him--
absent. 11 
13 pu.ffing. WII.SON ( 1931, 182) "deep and agitated breathing." 
Eeleuenth song. 
v\ho is it thEt this darke night, 
vnderneath ~ windOw playneth? 
It ~ one who from iha Sl.ght, 
Being {ah) exi~d s ayneth 
~uery other vulgar light. 
Why alas, and ~ you he? 
Be not ~ those fancies changed? 
Deere when you find chante in me, 
Though from me you be esrangeQ, 
Let !!!I. chaunr-;e to ruine be. 
Well in absence this will .£1, 
Leaue to seE, and leaue to wonder: 
Absence-sure wiir helue,-rf I 
Can learne-;-how my selfe to sunder 
From what in ~ hart doth ~· 
But time will these thourrhts remoue: 
Time dotb-wQrke what no ~an knoweth, 
Time doth as the--su:'biectproue, 
With time sti~the affection groweth 
In the faithfull Turtle doue. 
~hat if~ new beauties see, 
WIIT not they st1.r ~ affeCtion? 
I willthinke thy [they] ¥ict~res be, 
Tiiiia"ge like of--saints -.Per ection) 
Poorely counterfeting thee. 
But your reasons uurest light, 
Bids you leaue such minds to nourish? 
Deere, do reason no such snite, 
Neuer doth thy beautY'florish 
More, then in~ reasons sight. 
But the wrongs loue beares, will make 
Loue at length Iealle vndertaking; 
No the-more fooles it do shake, 
rn ~ grotiiid 0 f ~ t'irine making' 
Deeper still they driue the stake. 
Peace, I thinke that some giue eare: 
Come no-more, 1easr-I get anger-.---
BlTSse,_ I will !!!I. blisse forbeare, 
Fearing Tsweete) you to endanger, 
But !!!1. soule s})_all harbour thee. 
Well, begone, begone I say, 
Lest that Argus eyes uerceiue you, 
QVniUsttls J f'ortmles sway, 
Vilb.ich can--make me thus to leaue you, 
And from lO'VitS to run awat• 
--- ---- -- ---
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SYTV:ONDS (1899, 140) "But I cannot refrain from quoting the 
last song. It is in the fo~n of a dialogue at night be-
neath Stella's window. Though apnarently t~29t~3~ ~t t~o 
court, he had received express commands from her to abstain 
from her society; the reason of which can perhaps be found 
in No. 104. This sonnet shows that 'envious wits 1 v1ere 
commenting upon their intimacy; and Sidney had cornpromised 
her by wearing stars unon his armour. Anyhow he is now 
reduced to ronming the etreets in darkness, hoping to ob-
tain a .~limnse of his beloved." 
BOAS (1955, 149) "And she [Stella] even in the eleventh 
song can ;ive ear for a time to her lover's serenade, 
though therc-o is no longer the tenderness on her lins as 
when- they met in a grove most rich of shade." ·-
YOUNG (1958, 86-87) "This song~ like the Fourth, is a 
'serenade,' but the tone and the atmosphere have been 
radically altered; the change in Astrophel has been 
demonstrated in the preceding sonnets in nerhaps too 
much detail, but the change in Stella has not been pre-
Dared for. There is a sudden harshness in her surprise 
at finding Astronhel. • •• Where in the Fourth Song the 
urgency was Astrophel's, here it is Stella's. The coquetry 
is gone, and the ambiguous refrain ••• is replaced by a 
brusque ano utterly final dismissal •••• 
The dialogue of thi8 song represents the final version 
of the conflict between Love and Virtue, but the dramatic 
center has shifted; the relative positions of lover and 
lady have been transposed: now it is she who urovides the 
dramatic force, and he the ritualistic form and manner 
which resist it. As the situation has ceased to be a 
'practical' one--that is, one in which his suit has some 
hone of success--the 'practical' arguments of the central 
section have given way to an affirmation of the Petrarchan 
absolutes. Astrophel's resnonses, reiterating the terms 
of the conventional sonnets, constitute a catechism of the 
virtues of Love •••• 
The song presents the two facts of the Petrarchan impasse: 
the lady's im-olacable resistance and the lover's helpless 
devotion. From this situation there is no escane, and the 
concluding sonnets are devoted to Astrophel 1s acceptance of 
it as permanent." 
12 Leaue. OED: cease. 
43 vnjust. G:ROSART (1877, 195) "'uniust, 1 A and A 1605 and 
1613: 'unjust is,' later ·A: 'unjustest,' Bright MS." 
WILSON (1931, 183) "unjustest: I have printed this for B. 
unjust from Br:MS. to restore the metre." Grosart and Hart 
adopt unjust ~; Pollard retains the 1598 folio reading 
which is metrically defective. The present editor follows 
Grosart and Rart in adopting the correction of later edi-
tions unjust is, for only with the insertion of the verb 
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is does this reply of Astrophel's become syntactically com-
plete. 
45 lowts. GROSART (1877, 195) "=obeisances." 
The OED definition, an awkward ill-mannered fellow, is a 
better explanation, however; for the reference is to Stella's 
husband. 
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Vnhapuie sight, and hath she vanisht by 
So neere, in so ~ood time so free a nlace? 
Dead glasse doost thou thy obiect so-imbrace, 
As what my hart still sees thou canst not spie? 
I sweare by her I loue and lacke, that I 
Was not in fault, who bent thy dazling race 
Onely vnto the heaurn of Stellas face, 
Counting but dust what in the way did lie. 
But cease mine eyes, your teares do witnesse well, 
That you guiltlesse thereof, your Nectar mist: 
Curst be the nage from whence [whom) the bad torch fell, 
Curst be the night which did your strife resist, 
Curst be the Cochman which did driue so fast, 
With no worse curse then absence makes me tast. 
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1 sight,] F; ~ Ql-3. 1 she) F, Q3; shee Ql-2. 1 by] 
A 
F; -, Ql-3. 2 place?] F; ~, Ql-3. 3 doost] F; dost Ql-3. 
3 thy] F; thine Ql-3. 3 imbrace] F, Ql, Q3; imbrase QS. 
4 hart] F, Q2; heart Ql, Q3. 4 spie?] 1<,;..,, Ql-3. 5 her] 
F, Q3; hir Ql-2. 5 I loue and] F; Loue and my G,l-3. 6 fault,] 
F;- Ql-3. 6 who] F; that Ql-3. 6 thy] F; my Ql-3. 7 heau'n] 
A 
F; heauen Ql-3. 7 Stellas) F; Stellaes Ql-3. 8 what) F'; that 
Ql-3. 8 the] F; hir Ql; her Q2-3. 8 lie.) F; .., : Ql-0. 9 eyes] 
F, Q2-3; eies Ql. 9 do] F; doe Ql-3. 9 witnesse) F; witnes 
Ql-3. 10 guiltlesse) F; guiltles Ql-3. 10 thereof,] F; there-
fore Ql-3. 10 Nectar] F; necklace Ql-3. 10 mist:] F; ~, Ql-
A 
3. 11 page] F; Page Ql-3. 11 whence] F; whom Ql, Q3; whome Q2. 
12 strife) F; will Ql-3. 12 resist,] F, Ql-2;..,. Q3. 13 which] 
F; that Ql-3. 14 worse] F; lesse Ql-3. 
GROSART (18'7'7, 140) "This sonnet recounts his endeavour to 
see Stella as she passed on a dark night, and confirms the 
view taken of the preceding sonnet." 
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SYMONDS (1899, 142) ttA characteristic but rather enigmatical 
sonnet follows this lyric [song XI]. It is another nir.,ht 
scene. Sidney, watching from his window, just misses the 
sight of Stella as her carriage hurries by." 
3 Dead glasse. GROSART (18'7'7, 140) "The ·•dead glasse' is 
a telescope.'' 
POLLARD (1888, 225) "i.e., a telescope." 
WILSON (1931, 183) "There are two possible interpretations. 
Grosart and Mr. Pollard think that Sidney is looking through 
a telescope. This does not involve an anachronism, as Mr. 
Gunther (Early Science ~ O~ford, Vol. II) has shewn that 
Leonard Digges, who died about 15'70, had certainly invented 
something of the kind, and Sidney's friend Dr. Dee, mentions 
the military use of perspective glasses in 15'75. But I pre-
fer Mr. Moore Smith's interpretation. Sigb.t in line 1 = 
eyes, and so does dead glasse in line 3. The eyes are a 
useless mirror, so imperfectly do they embrace their object. 
(See Times Literary Supplement, September 18, 1930.) This 
is confirmed by the reference to nectar, Sidney using again 
the same play on the two senses of glass as we found in 104." 
6 thy. GROSART (18'7'7, 140) "It is obvious the words must 
be 'thy dazling race' (A and A 1613), not 'my' (2 qu.)." 
8 the way. GROSART (18'7'7, 140) " = the 
sight, not 'her' (2 qu.), Stella's way. 
and A 1613) better than 'that' (2 qu.), 
than 'that' (2 qu.)." 
telescope's line of 
In 1. 6 iwho' (A 
and 1. 8 'what' ( ib.) 
10 thereof. GROSART (18'77, 141) "'therefore' (2 ~u.)--eitb,er, 
according to the old use of therefore, will suit.' 
lO.Nectar. GROSART (18'77, 141) "'necklace' (2 qu.)--the latter 
may be an early variant and refer to some gift of his; but it 
is lack of seeing her that he bemoans, and hence is hardly 
likely to have mentioned a mere necklace, even if he had given 
Stella one~ and if he did, he wisely altered it. If the con-
jectures in the note on the Sonnet are correct (1. 6), he could 
not anticipate that she would necessarily wear a gift of his." 
POLLARD (1888, 225) calls necklace (Ql-3) "an obvious misprint." 
12 your strife. GROSART '( 1877, 141) "'your will' ( 2 qu. ) • 
Botn refer to her eyes using the telescope rather than, perhaps, 
the telescope itself. The word 'strife' [with darkness] is much 
more expressive." 
POLLARD- (1888, 225) "!·~·, your struggles to see." 
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13 which. GROSART (1877, 141) "'that' (2 qu.) reads better 
than 'which' (A and A 1613)." Po!Iard retains which; Hart 
adopts that. 
14 worse. GROSART (1877, 141) "Though by adopting a subtlety 
of thought = my curse in not se<:ing her is so great that I 
can wish him no worse in kind--this latter [worse] gives a 
similar sense with 'lesse,' it is not so good as it." 
POLLARD (1888, 225) "With no worse curse.--Bitterly, I curse 
him, but can wish no greater curse than my own." 
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0 absent presence Stella is not here; 
False flattering hone, that with so faire a face, 
Bare me in hand, the.t in this Orphane place, 
Stella, I say my Stella, should apnearE. 
Whs.t saist thou now, where is that daint;r cheere, 
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Thou toldst mine eyes should helpe their famist [famisht] case? 
But thou art gone now that selfe felt disgrace, 
Doth make me most to wish thy comfort neere. 
But heere I do store of faire Ladies meete, 
Who may with charme of conuersation sweete, 
N;a.ke in my heauy mould new thoughts to grow: 
Sure they preuaile as much with me, as he 
That bad his friend but then new maim 1d, to be 
Mery with him, and not thinke of his woe. 
1 absent] F; Absent Ql-2; Absence Q3. 1 here;] F; ... , 
Ql-3. 2hone,]F; .... Ql-3. 3 hand,] F; .... Ql-3. 4 Stella,] 
" " 
F; - Ql-3. 4 say] F; saw, Ql-3. 4 Stella,] F; ... Ql-3. 
" " 
4 anneare.] F; .... , Ql-3. 5 cheere,] F; cleare Ql-3. 6 
" 
toldst] F; wouldst Ql-3. 6 eyes) F, Q2-3; eies Ql. 6 famist] 
F; fs.misht Ql-3. 6 case?] F; -: Ql-3. 7 thou] F; how CU-3. 
7 gone] F; thou? Ql-3. 7 disgrace,] F; .... Ql-3. 8 neere] 
" 
Ql-2; nere Q3. 9 do] F; doe Ql-3. 10 sweete,] :F'; sweete 
" 
Q.J_-2; sweet, Q3. 11 heauy] F; heauie Ql-3. 13 friend] F, 
QO; frind Q2. 13 maim'd,) F; maimed Ql, Q3; maimde Q2. 
A A 
14 iVery] F; Merrie Ql-3. 14 not thinke of his] F; so his 
forget Ql; so forget his Q2-3. 
F, 
Ql, 
3 Bare me in hand. POLLARD (1888, 226) "i.e., deluded me." 
WILSON (1931, 183) "encouraged me to hope7 -Cf II. Henry IV, 
I, 2: --
~~ rascally yea-forsooth knaveJ to bear ~ gentleman in 
hand, and then stand unon securityJ' 
Measure for Measure, I, 4: 
The duke • 
Bore many gentlemen, myself being one, 
. . 
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In hand, and hope of action." 
4 say. GROSART ( 1877, 142) "2 qu. 1 saw, 1 --an error; as 
' c 1 ear e 1 ( i b • ) for 1 c be a re 1 ( 1. 5 ) • " 
6 toldst. GROSART ( 1877, 142) 11 2 qu. 'would 1st 1 : the former 
demanded by 'false-flattering' (1. 2) and 'rest.'" 
7 But thou art gone now. GROSART (1877, 142) "'But how art 
thou' (2 qu. ): probably in transcript 'But thou art now 1---
T'n0w1 for 'gone'), and transposed in the endeavour to make 
sense of the phrase itself, though nonsense as recards the 
rest." 
14 and not thinke 
their blunders in 
get his 1 (2 qu. ), 
seems better, and 
not thinke of.'" 
retains the folio 
of. GROSART (1877, 142-143) "With all 
this sonnet, the reading of 1and so for-
which in reality is that also of Q l, 
is perhaps later, than A and A 1613, 'and 
Hart follows Grosart in this, but Pollard 
reading. 
107 
Stella since thou so right a Princesse art 
Of all the powers which life bestowes on me, 
That ere by them ought vndertaken be, 
They first resort vnto ths.t soueraigne part; 
Sweete for a while giue respite to my hart, 
Which -oants as thou.9"h it still should leape to thee: 
And on my thoughts giue thy Lieftenancy 
To this great cause, which needs both vse and art. 
And as a Queene, who from her presence sends 
Whom she imoloyes, dismisse from·thee my wit, 
Till it haue wrought what thy owne will attends. 
On seruants shame oft Maisters blame doth sit; 
0 let not fooles in me thy workes reproue, 
And scorning say, see what it is to loue. 
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2 powers] F; Powers Ql-3. 2 bestowes] F; bestowe Ql-3. 
5 while] F; time Ql-3. 5 hart] F; heart Ql-3. 6 still] F, 
Q3; stil Ql-2. 7 thoughts] F; thought Ql-3. 7 thy] F; the 
Ql-3. 7 Lieftenancy] F; Lieuetenancie Ql-2; Lieutenancie Q3. 
8 needs] F; needes Ql-3. 8 vse] F; wit Ql-3. 8 art.] F; Art, 
Ql-3. 9 Queene,] F; N Ql-3. 9 her] F, Q2-3; hir Ql. 10 she] 
" 
F, Q3; shee Ql-2. 10 imployes] F; enploies Ql-2; employes Q3. 
11 Till it] F; Still to Ql-3. 11 what] F; that Q,l.-3. 11 at-
tends.] F; H' Ql-3. 12 On] F; For Ql~3. 12oft] F; of Ql-3. 
12 sit;] F; sit. Ql; fit. Q2-3. 13 fooles] F; Fooles Ql-3. 
13 workes] F; works Ql-3. 13 reproue] F; approue Ql-3. 
WALLACE (1915, 253) "He asks her for a vhile to give respite 
to his heart while he devotes his thought 1 to this great 
cause which needs both use and art'--a reference which it 
is not possible to explain satisfactorily." 
WILSON (1950, 201-202) "The sequence ends abruptly in pro-
found despair. [Sonnet 108 is quoted in full.] 
But in the sonnet which Precedes this there is some in-
dication that he may recover his freedom in an active life. 
He asks Stella to release his heart for a while that he 
may give himself wholly to some great enternrise. [Sonnet 
107 quoted in full.] -
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It is not too bold a guess--and the word lieutenancy 
lends it some colour--that this sonnet was written in the 
spring of 1582, when Sir :Henry Sidney was planning his re-
turn to Ireland as Lord Lieutenant, with his son as his 
acknowledged successor. This date ~ould bring the sequence 
to a close before Sidney's marriage. Some critics have 
taken it as a reference to his governorship of Flushing 
in 1585. To me it is unthinkable that Sidney should have 
continued to address impassioned verse to Penelope Rich 
after he had made Frances Walsingham his wife." 
YOUNG (1958, 87) 11 Astrophel asks leave to return to the 
world of affairs he had rejected at the beginning of the 
sequence ••• to return not released from uassion, but 
as the Petrarchan lover, passion's slave." 
MONTGOTif:ERY (1961, 116-117) "Sonnets 107 and 108 make an 
end to the sick melancholy be~un in Sonnet 87, announcing 
a return of Astrophel's clarity of mind which had threatened 
to dissolve into incoherent grief (a 1mazefull solitari-
nesse,' as he calls it in Sonnet 96). The first, Sonnet 107 
(lines 5-8), suggests a remedy for his compulsive attach-
ment: [lines 5-11 quoted]." A footnote to line 8 reads: 
"Lines seven and eight have usually been rGad as indicating 
some project Sidney was about to undertake. [Pollard's and 
Wilson's interpretations are swnmarized.] Such speculations 
read the lines too literally: Astrophel 1 s 'great cause' is 
the attempt to rid himself of his compulsive 111_ental pre-
occupation with love and Stella, and he calls uuon her for 
aid." 
1 right. OED: having due title or right, rigbtful. 
5 while. GRO~,ART (1877, 143) "'time' (2 qu.)--indifferent." 
7 thoughts. GR02ART (1877, 143) "'thought' (2 qu.): a 
lieute~ant (i.e. one in place of the 7eneral-in-chief, as 
Cas s io wa:: Othello's lieutenant) com;rands 'nore than one, 
and we have 'powers' (1. 2): therefore 'thou~hts, 1 not 
1 thourrht '" 
·. ' ' 
7-8 POLLARD (1888, 226) "The sense is 1 and delegate your com-
mand over my thoughts to this great cause, 1 another histori-
cal allusion, which can only be vaguely explained by Sidney's 
constant endeavours to obtain employc,lent against Spain either 
in Holland or on the seas." 
8 vse. GROSART (1877, 143) "'wit' (2 qu.) was probably 
the oriPinal word (see 1. 10); but it is the lieutenant 
who should 'use' wit; ano besides, 'wit' seems to denrive 
Stella's 'art 1 of wisdom: hence ruse,' his thoughts being 
the soldiers practised in work and trained to obey." 
11 Till. GROSART ( 1877, 144) "Error of 'still' ( 2 qu. ) 
for 'Till' (A and A 1613) seems to have led to further 
error of 'to' for 'it,' as in Sonnet cvi. 1. 7: 'haue' 
( 2 qu., A and A 1613): 'hath 1 modern reading." 
12 GROSART (1877, 144) "From what precedes, the thought 
evidently is [Do this, for] servants' shame doth bring 
masters 1 blame, i.e. is often ce.use of blame to the mas-
ters: the masters are often blarr>.ed for the serV8.Y"~ts r 
errors, anc1 so might you be for mine. This is only given 
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by 'On •••• sit' (A and A 1613), not 'For.' The next clause 
is a different thought, My works are all done under your 
influence, and if you tske not this order, my unre~ulated 
doings will be a scorn." 
13 reproue. GROSART (1877, 144) "2 qu. 'a0prove•--error 
which reverses the real meaninp.;." 
POLLARD (1838, 226) "Qs.: 'approve'= test." 
• 
108 
~ben sorrow (vsing mine owne fiers might) 
Melts downe his lead into my boyling brest, 
Through that darke fornace to my hart onprest, 
There shines a ioy from thee my only light; 
But soone as thought of thee breeds my delight, 
And my yong soule flutters to thee his nest, 
Most rude dispaire my daily vnbidden guest, 
Clips streight my wings, streight wraps me in his night, 
And makes me then bow downe my head, and say, 
Ah what doth Phoebus gold that wretch auaile, 
~fuom iron doores do keepe from vse of day? 
So strangely (alas) thy works in me preuaile, 
That in my woes for thee thou art my ioy, 
And in my ioyes for thee my only annoy. 
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1 mine] F; my Ql-3. 1 fiers] F; Siers Ql-3. 3 for-
nace] F; Furnace Ql-3. 3 to] F; of Ql-3. 3 hart] F; heart 
Ql-3. 4 only] F; onely Ql-3. 4 light;] F; ... : Ql,-3. 6 yong] 
F, Q3; young Ql-2. 6 flutters to thee] F; once flutters to 
Q~-3. 6 his] F; hir Ql; her Q2-3. 7 rude] F; dead Ql-3. 
7 guest,] F; ... Ql-3. 8 streight] F; strait Ql-3. 8 streight] 
" 
F; strait Ql-3. 9 head,] F;- Ql-3. 10 auaile,] F, Q2;-
" " 
Ql, Q3. 11 iron] F; Iron Ql-3. 11 doores] F; darts Ql-3. 
11 do] F; doth Ql-3. 11 day?] F; daie, Ql-3. 12 works] F, Ql, 
Q3; workes Q2. 12 in] F; on Ql-3. 13 thee] F; .... , Ql-3. 13 
ioy,] F; .... ; Ql-3. 14 thee] F'; .... , Ql-3. 14 only annoy] F; 
onel'anoy Ql-3. 
SYMONDS (1899, 142) "Then Astrophel and Stella closes abruptly, 
with those disconnected sonnets, in one of which the word 'de,..-
spa:Jrt occurring justifies Nash's definition of 'the epilogue, 
Desnair. 1 · 
~tella's prudent withdrawal of herself from Sidney's com-
pany begins to work with salutary effect upon his passion. 
As that~cools or fades for want of nourishment, so the 
impulse to write declines; and the poet's sincerity is 
nowhere better shown than in the sudden and ra12·ged ending 
of his work. 11 
WARREN (1936, 132-133) "With Sonnet CVIII the sec~uence 
comes to an unfinished end; but among the various verses 
which were first oublished in the 1598 Folio t:here are 
two sonnets which clearly form the conclusion to which the 
sequence was intended to attain. rThou blind man's mark' 
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and 'Leave me, 0 Love' are quoted .1" Grose.rt first added .. these. 
YODNG (1958, 87, 88) "The sequence ends in Sonnet 108 
with Astrophel rehes.rsing his woes in the accents of the 
tradition of which he ha~ beco~e a part. 
"Sonnet 108, then, is not conclusive in the sense of 
a comnlete resolution, but that very fact constitutes its 
dramatic function. It concludes the portrait of the con-
ventional lover and the definition of the genre, ending 
the sequence with the accentance of a frustration that can 
have n~ end." · 
NONTGOJtERY (1961, 117) "Sonnet 108 admits that no respite 
is at hand. Astrophel's sorrow is relieved by the joy that 
shines down from Stella, and yet his delight is simultaneous-
ly vitiated by sexual frustration and melancholy. He finally 
restates the condition in conventional paradox: [lines 12-
14]. Astrophel is thus forced to end as the standard Petrar-
chan lover, trapped bJ his own adoration but unable to hope 
for its satisfe,ctions. The lines above must be read not as 
an announcement of the 'validity' of that convention but as 
an admission of its hold on a mind unable to recover its 
indenendence and order. The resolution of the sequence lies 
in t~e irresolution of Astrophel." 
1 fiers. POLlARD (1888, 226) 11 Qs.: 'Siers, 1 a blunder only 
worth quoting as illustrating the nerfunctory manner in 
which the Editor of the second quarto perfor·-11ed his task of 
revising the first. So too in 1. 11, 1 darts 1 for 1 do ores. 111 
3 to. GROSART (1877, 144-145) 111 of 1 (2 qu.). Both seem at 
first sight admissible; but looking to the nhre.se 'sorrow 
wei2hs down the heart,' and to its bein2· Sorrow's lead that 
is here spoken of, I take it that the dark furnace is his 
boiling breast, and that the lead is ooured into the heart 
opnrest. If the 'heart' be the 'furnace, 1 as it must be 
w~tb 'of,' then are the 'fires' in the heart; and besides 
that such an idea is rather incon~ruous with the intended 
thought, Sidney has markedly oivided the one from the other. 
The tdark furnace' was so called, perhaps, with reference 
to the dark flames of Hell--a philosophy then common, and 
afterwards adopted by Milton. Mr. Thomson (as before) 
writes:-- 1 a ray of joy from Stella penetrates through 
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that dark furnace into my heart. T~e furnace is of course 
his breast, and it is dark because the heat is produced 
by boili~~ water and molten lead, neither of which is 
luminous. 11 
6 flutters to thee. GROSART (1877, 145) "explains what is 
not otherwise explained, who or what is the 'nest. 111 
6 his. GROSART (1877, 145) "is also more apnropriate than 
1her1 (2 qu.), as the love of a male for a female is in 
question." 
7 rude. GRoc;ART (1877, 145) 11 2 qu. 1dead. 1 The text [rude] 
is preferable, as shewn by 'daily vnbidden. 111 
ll doores. GROSART (1877, 146) 11 2 qu. 1darts'--error." 
12 in. GROSART ( 1877, 146) 11 2 qu. 1 on 1 --error. 11 
14 only annoy. GROSART (1877, 146) "(A and A 1613), and 
punctuated 'onely,' whic~ is clearly what is meant by 
'onel tanoy,' of 2 qu." The actual PrintinR~ of the quartos 
is 11 onel'anoy, 11 and it is meant to indicate elis1on, not 
punctuation. 
APPE:t'TDIX A 
Rhetorical Analysis 
Rhetorical Devices Predominating in the Early Sonnets: 
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Ellipsis: (1.3) (3.12) (5.9, 12, 14) (6.2) (7.12) (13. 1, 2) 
(15.11) (17.8, 13) (18.7) (20.12) (22.11) (24.7) 
(30.1-11) (31,5) (34.1-2, 5, 9, 10) (35.1) (36.8) 
(40.1) (44.6) (54.7) (56.3,4) (66.7) (72.14) 
(74.12, 13) (75.12) (88.5) (90.3) (91.10) (92.10). 
Parenthesis: (4.7) (9.1, 7) (16.10) (21.1) (26. 3, 4) (27.10) 
(30.1) (51.9-11) (52.6) (53.7) (54.7) (5\:1.13, 14) 
(63.12, 13) (91.3, 4) (93.5, 10) (104.11) (108.1). 
Catachresis: (1.13) (14.5) (16.2) (21.2) (26.1, 7) (34.5) 
(37.2) (74.8) (86.2, 3) (104.2). 
Antistrophe: (5.1, 5, 9, 12) (9.12, 14) (14.9, 12) (35.13, 
14) (63.12, 13) (89.4, 5, s, 9) (101.1, 5). 
Epithonema: (5.14) (14.14) (18.13, 14) (25.14) (52.13, 14) 
(108.13, 14). 
Dicho1ogia: (4.1-14) (10.1-14) (18.1-14) (19.1-14) (21.1-14) 
(27.1-14). 
Omiosis (Simile) & Icon: (2.10) (7.3, 4, 8) (8.9) (9.1-14) 
(10.5-14) (12.9-14) (16.13, 14) (17.13, 14) 
(19.10, 11) (20.3, 4) (21.3) (24.8) (29.1-14) 
(32.10, 11) (35.2) (59.1-4) (85.5-14) (86.5) 
(\:;1.5, 6, li) (97.1-14) (101.\:1-11) (106.13, 14). 
Cacosintheton: (1.6) (3.3, 6) (7.3) (9.3, 7) (16.1) (25.1) 
(26.7, 11) (27.6) (46.10) (56.5) (68.10) (91.8) 
(99.5) (104.7) (106.10). 
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Antipophora: (3.12, 13) ('7.1-14) (14.1-14) (21.11) (30~1, 14) 
(32.9-11) (34.1-10) (35.1-8, 'd-14) (44.'7, 8, 9-14) 
{4'7.1-8, ~-14) {56.9-11, 12-14) (59.1, 2-8) (66.1-4, 
5-14) {6'7.1-11, 12-14) (68.1-8, 9-14) ('74.8-14) 
(86.1-14) (88.1-8, 9-14) (91.10) (92.1-8, 'd-14) 
(102.1-8, 9-14) (104.1-8, S-14). 
Syneciosis: (6.2, 3, 4) (19.3, 4) (21.'7) (32.2, 3, 4, 8) 
(3'7.14) (41.4) {42.5, 6) (48.3, 4,.13) (50.11) 
(5'7.11, 14) (60.11, 13, 14) (61.2) (66.8) ('73.12) 
('7'7.3) ('79.10-12) (80.3) (8'7.3) (8\::1.10, 11) (91.8) 
(9S.14) (102.3) (103.8, 13) (106.1) (108.13, 14). 
C 1 ymax : ( 1 • 3 , 4 ) ( 2 • 5 , 7 ) ( 2 4 • 6-8 ) ( 4 4 • 1-4 ) ( 6 8 • 1 , 2 , 8 -11 ) 
(74.9-11). 
Meiosis: (1.9-13) (2.12) (3.10,11) (6.14) (9.14) (34.11) 
(50.7, 8) (51.5) (66.5) (74.1-6) (83.7) (90.9-11) 
(93.4). 
Enanodis: (13.1-14) (43.1-14) (52.1-14) (62.1-14) (89.1-14) 
(96.1-14) (100.1-14). 
Sinathrismus (6.4) (47.10) (48.8) (65.9) ('76.13) (77.1-14) 
(90.2) (91.7) (93.1). 
Apostrophe: (10.1, 13) (11.1, 14) (12.1) (14.1) (15.1, 5, 7) 
(16.4) (20.1) (21.1) (23.12) (28.1) (31.1, 9) 
(32.1) (34.11) (36.1) (37.3) (39.1) (40.2, 14) 
(42.1, 5, 11) (43.1) (46.6, 12) (48.1, 5, 8) (48.9) 
(50.1) (51.1) (52.6) (54.11) (55.1) (56.1, 12) 
(61.12) (62.14) (63.1, 12) (64.1) (65.1) (67.1) 
(68.1) (6S.1, 2, 3, 5) (70.S, 12) ('72.1, 13) 
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( 73. 8' 13 ) ( 79 .1 ) ( 30. 1 ) ( 81. 1' 5' 12 ) ( 82. 1' 5) 
(83.1, 14) (84.1) (85.1) (86.11) (88.1, 9) (90.1) 
(91.1, 12) (92.1) (93.14) (94.1) (95.1, 12) 
(96.1) (98.1) (100.1, 5, 9) (103.1, 8, 13) (104.1) 
(105.3, ~) (106.1) (107.1, 5). 
Exarsasia: (1.7-12) (3.10-14) (6.2-11) (15.1-8) (19.1-14) 
(38.1-4) (58.1-8) (64.2-7) (6CJ.3-14) (70.1-14) 
(77.1-14) (79.4, 8-11) (102.1-8, 12-14) (103.1-11). 
Rhetorical Devices Predominating in the Later Sonnets: 
Sillensis & Zeugma (Pro-, Mezo-, & Hyno-): (1.4) (15.1-S) 
(24.4, 6-8) (29.10-1]) (30.1-12) (33.7) (35.13) 
(36.12-14) (41.5, 6) (49.1, 2) (52.3) (53.4, 12) 
(60.13) (65.14) (77.1-12) (86.4) (92.9-13) (96.3, 
4, 7, 10, 11) (100.3) (102.1, 2) (108.13, 14). 
Ena11age: (1.1, 3) (2.6) (4.7) (23.9) (24.7) (31.12, 13) 
(35.14) (41.5) (49.3) (53.8) (62.6) (6b.12) (69. 
12) (85.8) (95.2). 
Epitheton: (1.10) (28.5, 6) (33.1-4) (39.1-4) (42.4, 6) 
(68.1-4) (71.9) (79.2-6, 8, 10-13) (80.3, 5, 6, 7} 
(87.2) (91.1-3) (93.6) (98.1, 2) (100.1) (106.1) 
(107.1) (108.7). 
Periphrasis: (25.1) (44.11) (46.2) (48.1, 13) (50.11) (63.3) 
(72.12) (73.:5, 12) (78.5, 6) (82.1, 7) (84.1) 
(88.2) (102.1, 4, 5, 9) (103.8). 
Anaphora: (4.13, 14) (6.2-4) (10.4, 5) (12.2-6) (18.12, 13) 
(19.5, 6) (26.10-12) (29.11, 12) (32.3, 4) 
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(33.6, 7) (34.9, 10) (36.10, 11) (37.9-11) (39. 
2-4, 10, 11) (44.1, 2) (47.5, 6) (48.2, 3) (51. 
10, 11) (52.6, 7) (54.2-4) (59.2-4) (63.12, 13) 
(64.3-7, 10-12) (67.8, 9) (69.1, 2) (77.1-10) 
(78.10-13) (85.11, 12) (87.2, 3, 6, 7) (92.3, 4) 
(93.2, 3) (95.13, 14) (96.S•-11) (98.3, 4) (102.1, 
2) (104.2, 3) (105.11-13). 
Anadiplosis: (44.1-4) (46.5, 6) (59.5, 6) (65.8, 9) (68.1, 
2) (89.5, 6) (104.5, 6). 
Rhetorical Devices Recurring in the Later Sonnets: 
Antimetabole: (10.14) (24.1, 9, 14) (42.3) (60.13, 14) 
101.3, 4). 
Epanalepsis: (20.1) (33.1) (54.14) (61.8) (63.9) (105.5) 
APPENDIX B 
Variants within Each Edition 
1.2 Fa-b paine• Fe-r ... : 
1.8 Fa-b, d-f, h-r sunne•burn 1d Fe, g sunne-burn 1d 
Q2a agre • Q2b-c agreed e • 2.7 
2.12 Qla And Qlb nd [A'missing; page torn.] 
6.1 Qla entertaine Qlb 
6.4 Qla deaths 
A 
6.13 Qla play. 
A 
Qlb -,* 
Qlb ... ,* 
"',* 
7.12 Fa-m, o, r Loue Fn, p, q loue 
8.4 Fa, c-i, k-1, n-q race. Fb, j, m, r 
12.10 
22.1 
Q.,2a 
Fa, 
breach; 
c-r Sunne 
Q2b-c ... , 
did Fb 
28.3 Fa, h-i, r take: Fb-g, 
32.8 Q2a weepe,* Q2b-c ,.,. 
' 
39.10 Q2a, c~~ noyse, Q2b ,., 
A 
Sunne-did 
j-q 
A 
40.8 Fa, c-g, 1-1, n-r ouerthrowne: Fb, h, m .... 
40.14 Fa, c-g, i-1, n-r Temple Fb, h, m temple 
41.8 Q3a wits, Q3b 
42.13 ,Q2a, c sence, Q2b .... 
' 
49.2 Q3a strong Q3b streng 
56.6 
57.14 
Fa, c-g, i-1, n-r 
Q2a, c reioyce. 
brooke 
Q2b ,., . • 
Fb, h, m · ,., , 
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59.5 Qla he: Qlb "'• [Qla has the corrected punctuation, 
which is followed in Q2; Q3 mistakenly follows Qlb.] 
I. 30** Q2a thunders: Q2b-c ,.,? 
-11- questionable 
** Rer• and in Appendix c, the 1598 folio order of the Songs 
has been followed. 
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64.13 Fa-e, g-q hart Ff 
' 
,. 
65.6 Fa-g, i-q wise: Fh .... 
69.1 Qla to Qlb lo [Qla is correct; Q3 follows Qlb.] 
70.10 Q2a, c noates 
,. Q2b ""t 
70.12 Q2a pen Q2b-c .... , 
,. 
70.13 Q,2a hand Q2b-c ... , 
,. 
11.12 Q3a tougue Q3b tongue 
II.l9 Q3a refraine Q3b refriane 
76.1 Fa, c-p moue, Fb, q mou[part of e missing and no 
comma] The absence of punctuation Tn Fb and Fq offers 
a better reading and is, therefore, adopted in the text. 
76.13 Q3a hed, Q3b· he[d and comma missing] 
82.7 Fa alas; Fb-q , 
III.l3 Qla loue: Qlb lou{!.: missing] 
V.lO Q3a starres ,. Q3b .... , [Q3b is correct.] 
V.43 Q3a thiefe, Q3b .... , 
VI.37 Fa-e, g-i, k-r call 
,. 
Ff, j .... , 
VII.l QPa comfo Q3b comfort 
VIII.61 Fa-g, j-r drinke Fh, 1 drinek 
IX.l3 Fa, c-e, g-h, i, k-1, n-r show: Fb, f, j' m 
' 
IX.l4 Fa, c-e, g-h, i, k-1, n-r glory, Fb, f, j' m .... • 
IX.43 Q2a Knowing. ,. Q2b-c 
' 
87.:1;.3 Qla than Qlb then [Qla is correct.] 
87.14 Qla vext, Qlb [Qla is again correct.] 
A 
88.4 Qla ·· prefers Qlb oft prefers [ Qlb is metrically 
correct; Q3 mistakenly follows Qla.] 
89.5 Fa, c, h-i, 1, n, p, r night, Fb, d-g, j-k, m, o, q 
89 .'1:4 Qla gleames Qlb streames 
.... 
' 
92.3 Q3a imitate; Q3b ... , [QPb is correct.] 
95. 2 Q1a wurst Qlb wnrst 
XI.41 Fa-b, d-e, h-j, 1, n, p-r be gone, be gone 
k, m, o begone, begone 
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Fe, f, g, 
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APPENDIX c 
Tabulation of Substantive Variations 
F: Ql-3 
1.1.3 10.13.3 20.6.1 26.3.2 
1.2 11.5.1 20.7.2 26.4.1 
1.8.1 11.6.2 20.12 26.4.2 
1. 9.2 11.7.1 20.13.1 26.4.3 
2.1.1 11.11.3 20.13.3 26.5.2 
2.1. 2 12.2.1 21.3.1 26.13.3 
2.6.2 12.2.3 21.8.2 27.3.1 
3.5.2 12,7 .3 21.9.2 27.8.2 
3.7.3 "13 ... 12.2 21.13.1 27.8.3 
5.3.3 13.1~-. 2 22.3.1 27.10.2 
5.8.3 13.14:.3 23.9.2 28.5.1 
5.10.2 14.5.3 23.12.3 28.10.3 
5.14.2 14.12.1 23.13.2 28.14.2 
7.6.2 14.12~3 24.4.2 29.3.5 
8.3.1 15.4.2 24.5.3 29.4.2 
8.4.3 15.1~.3 24.7.1 29.4.3 
8.5.3 16.8.1 24.8.1 29.7.2 
~.2.1 16.8.3 25.3.2 29.11.5 
9.7, 16.9 25.8.1 29.12.1 
9.12.2 17.2 25.8.3 30.2.1 
9.13.3 17.8.5 25.10.2 30.3.1 
10.4.1 18.1.1 25.10.4 30.3.2 
10.7.2 18.4.4 25.13 30.7.3 
10.12.1 20.1.4 26.1. 2 30.10.2 
10.13.2 20.3.2 26.3.1 30.11. 2 
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F: Ql-3 (coil' t·. ·) 
30.14.1 38.9.2 44.10.2 51.10.1 
31.2 38.10.2 44.13.1 51.11.1 
31.6.3 38.12.2 45.1.2 52.8.1 
31.7.1 39.2.1 45.4.1 53.6.1 
31.8.2 39.2.2 45.4.5 53.~.1 
31.11.5 39.6.1 45.7.2 53.9.2 
32.4.4 39.10.1 45.8 53.10.4 
32.6.1 39.10.4 45.12.3 53.12.1 
33.1.3 39.12.3 46.12.2 53.12.2 
33.4.4 40.3.2 46.14.2 54.3.2 
34.8.1 40.4.2 47.12.1 54.6.1 
34.13.1 40.7.2 47.12.2 55.2.2 
34.14.1 41.6.1 48.12 55.3.1 
34.14.2 41.9.1 49.2.1 55.4.1 
35.6.1 41.10.3 49.5.1 55.8.2 
35.6.2 41.10.4 49.6.1 55.10.3 
35.6.3 41.11.1 49.11.1 55.11.2 
35~ 11.1 41.12.1 50.8.2 55.13.1 
35.14.3 41.14 50.8.3 55.13.2 
36.1.1 42.2.1 50.11.1 55.13.3 
36.1.3 42.7.1 50.13.1 56.9.1 
36.2.2 42.14.3 50.14.2 57.1.2 
36.7.2 43.4 51.2.2 57.7.3 
36.8.1 43.10.3 51.3.2 57.8.1 
38.2.1 44.5.3 51.5.4 57.13.2 
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F: Q1-3 (con•t.) 
58.13.1 I.8.4 66.8.2 II.15.1 
59.2.2 I.9.2 66.9.1 II. 23 
60.4.2 I.10.1 67.3.1 II.27.1 
60.11.2 I.13.2 67.3.2 73.6.1 
60.12 I.13.3 67.5.1 73~14.1 
61.3.1 I.17.3 67.7.2 74.2 
61.5.2 I.22.1 68.5.2 74.,12.4 
61.8.1 I.24.3 68.8.3 74.14.2 
61.8.2 I.25.1 68.11.3 75.4.1 
61.g.1 I.25.2 69.1.2 75.13.2 
61.9.3 I.30.1 69.1.3 76.3.3 
61.13.3 I.32.3 69.2.2 76.6.2 
62.2.2 I.34. 2 69.4.3 77.6.1 
62.4.1 64.5.2 69.5.2 77.12.2 
62.4.3 64.6 69.12.2 77.12.3 
62.6.1 64.7.1 69.13.3 78.5.2 
62.10.4 64.7.:::. 69.14.3 78.7.1 
62.14.2 64.11.1 70.3 78.8.2 
63.8.1 64.12.2 70.6.2 78.11.2 
63.12.1 65.2.1 70.8.1 78.13.2 
63.12.4 65.2.2 70.9.2 78.14.1 
I.2.2 65.3.2 71.12.2 79.2.2 
I.2.3 65.8.2 71.12.3 79.4.1 
I.7.4 65.9 72.10.1 79.6.2 
I.8.3 66.3.4 II.13 7B.9.1 
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F: Q1-3 (con 1t) 
79.10.3 85.10.4 V.16 V.55.1 
80.6.1 85.11.2 v.19.1 V.56.2 
80.10.2 IV.4 V.20.2 v.58 
80.12.1 IV.14.2 V.20.3 V.60.2 
81.1.2 IV.15.3 V.21.1 v.61.s 
81.3.1 IV.2G,1 V.22.2 V.63.1 
82.3.2 IV.21.1 V.24.1 V.63.2 
82.6.2 IV.28 . v. 24.2 V.63.4 
82.8.3 IV.33 V.24.3 V.68 
82.13.1 IV.40.1 V.24.4 V.69.2 
83.1.2 IV.47.1 V.27 V.75.1 
83. 5.1 IV.47.2 V.29 V.75.2 
83.5.3 IV.47.3 V.30 v.75.3 
III.7.2 IV.47.4 V.33.1 v.78.2 
III.8 IV.53 V.33.3 V.82 
III.10.1 86.1.2 V.37 v.84.1 
III.12.6 86.14.1 v.40.2 V.84.3 
III.13.1 86.14.2 v.41.2 V.90.1 
III.13 .4 V.3.1 V.42.3 VI.4.1 
84.2 V.8.2 V.43.2 VI.11 
84.4.1 V.9.4 V.44.4 VI.14.1 
84.5.2 V.10.2 V.45.5 VI.20 
84.9.1 V.12.1 V.46.3 VI.25.2 
84.9.2 V.12.2 V.48.~ VI.28.1 
85.9.2 V.14.2 V.49.3 VI.34.1 
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F: Q1-3 (con't) 
VI.40.1 VIII. 51 89.2.1 X.44.1 
VI.47.2 VIII.52.1 89.9 X.45.1 
VII.1.2 VIII.52.2 89.14.2 X.47.1 
VII. 2.1 VIII.67 90.2.1 93.1.4 
VII.3.3 VIII.68.2 90.3.1 93.5.3 
VII.4 VIII.102 90.8.2 93.5.5 
VII.10.3 IX.4.2 90.9.3 93.10.1 
VII.10.4 IX.10.2 90.10.2 93.11.1 
VII. 13.4 IX.16.2 91.2.2 93.11.2 
VII.14. 4 IX.17.1 91.5.2 93 .11. 6 
VIII.4.1 IX.17.2 91.8.1 95.7.1 
VIII.8.1 IX.18.2 91.9.2 95.7.2 
VIII.8.2 IX.18.3 91.14 95.8.1 
VIII.17.2 IX.24.2 92.2.2 95.8.2 
VIII.18.1 IX.25.1 92.9.3 95.9.4 
VIII.30.1 IX.28.3 92.12.1 96.2.2 
VIII.30.2 IX.31.2 92.12.2 96.4.2 
VIII.35.1 IX.43 92.13.1 96.6.2 
VIII.42.1 IX.46.1 X.2.1 96.6.3 
VIII.42.2 IX.46.4 X.6.1 96.6.4 
VIII.43.1 IX.50.3 X.7.1 96.9.1 
VIII.44.1 87.3.2 x.7.2 96.10.2 
VIII. 44.3 87.9.2 X.8 96.11.1 
VIII.47.2 87.12.1 X.13.1 96.11.2 
VIII.48 88.13.2 x. 43 .1· 96.11.4 
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F: Ql-3 (con't.) 
96.11.5 99.12.1 102.~.1 104.13.2 
96.12.1 100.1.2 102.4.3 105.3.2 
96.13 100.3.3 102.5.2 105.5.2 
97.2.1 100.4.1 102.5.3 105.6.2 
97.2.2 100.5.2 102.6.4 105.6.3 
97.4.1 100.5.4 102.8.2 105.8.1 
97.10 100.7.2 102.9.2 105.8.2 
97.12.3 100.7.4 102.10.1 105.10.2 
97.14.2 100.7.5 102.11.2 105.10.3 
98.4.1 100.8.1 102.12.1 105.11.2 
98.4.2 100.10.1 102.12.2 105.12.1 
98.7.4 100.13 103.2 105.13 
98.7.5 101.2.2 103.6.1 105.14 
98.10.3 101.4.2 103.9.1 106.4.2 
98.11.1 101.5.3 103.9.2 . 106.5 
99.2.4 101.7.2 103.9.3 106.6.1 
99.5.1 101.8.2 103.12.1 106.7.1 
99.7.1 101.10.3 103.13.2 106.7.2 
99.7.3 101.11.2 103.14.1 107.2 
99.7.4 101.12.1 104.2.1 107.5.1 
99.8.2 101.14.2 104.2.2 107.7.1 
99.8.3 102.1.2 104.6.1 107.7.2 
99.9.1 102.1.3 104.8.1 107.8.2. 
99.9.2 102.2.1 104.12.1 107.11.1 
99.11.2 102.2.3 104.12.2 107 '11. 2 
107.12.1 
107.12.2 
107.13.3 
108.1.1 
108.1.2 
108.3.2 
108.6.2 
108.6.3 
108.7.1 
108.11.2 
108.11.3 
108.12.2 
F: Q1-3 (con•t.) 
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F Q2: Ql Q3 
1.10.3 8.6.2 13.1.4 20.8.2 
1.13. 2 8.8.2 13.5.2 20.10.1 
2.3.2 8.9.5 13.5.3 21.1.1 
2.7.2 8.11.3 14.13.1 21.1. 2 
3.3.2 8.12.3 14.13.2 21.2.5 
3.4.2 9.10.2 15.4.4 21.5.1 
. 
4.2.2 9.11.1 15.5.3 21.9.1 
4.2.3 10.5.3 15.7.1 21.12.1 
4.4.1 10.(3.3 15.8.5 22.2.1 
4.4.2 10.8.3 15.14.2 22.2.4 
4.6.1 11.3.1 16.3.4 22.4.1 
4.6.4 11.12.2 16.14.1 22.4.2 
4.10.1 11.12.3 16.14.4 22.4.4 
5.2.1 12.4.1 17.4.1 22.10.3 
6.4;8 12.4.2 18.3.1 22.10.4 
7.4.c. 12.4.4 18.9.1 22.12 
7.4.4 12.6.1 18.11.1 22.14.1 
7.4.5 12.6.2 18.11.3 23.3.1 
7.7 12.8.3 18.11.4 23.3.2 
7.8.2 12.8.4 19.4.1 23.4.2 
7.12.1 12.8.5 19.10.1 23.4.3 
8.2.2 12.11.3 19.12.1 23.10.2 
8.3.2 12.11.4 19.14 23.12.1 
8.3.4 13.1.2 20.7.1 23.12.2 
8.5.1 13.1.3 20.8.1 23.13.1 
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F Q2: Ql Q3 (con•t.) 
24.3.1 38.1.1 45.10.1 51.14.1 
24.3.2 38.2.3 45.11.3 52.2.2 
24.~.3 38.9.1 45.14.1 52.3.3 
24.9.2 38.10.3 46.6.5 53.3.2 
25.12 38.12.1 46.13 53.3.4 
25.14.2 38.14.2 47.7.3 53.4.2 
26.1.3 39.14.3 47.13.4 53.7.1 
26.7.1 40.5.2 47.13.5 53.9.3 
26.7.2 40.6.1 47.14.1 54.7.3 
26.9.2 40.8.2 47.14.3 54.10.1 
26.12 41.4.2 48.3.2 54.10.2 
27.4.1 42.6.2 48.5 54.10.3 
28.10.1 42.7.2 48.14.2 54.10.5 
29.1.3 42.9.1 49.2.2 54.11.1 
29.13.1 42.9.2 49.2.3 54.12.2 
29.13.3 42.9.3 49.2.4 54.14.2 
29.14.1 43.9.2 49.5.2 54.14.3 
29.14.2 44.9.4 49.14.2 55.1.1 
30.2.2 44.12 50.1.2 55.5.1 
32.3.2 45.2 50.2.1 55.8.1 
32.5.1 45.4.2 50.5 55.9.1 
33.8.1 45.5.1 50.8.4 55.9.2 
33.12.1 45.5.4 50.10 55.10.1 
34.4.1 45.6 51.4.2 55.10.4 
35.4 45.9.3 51.13.2 55.14.2 
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F Q2: Ql. Q3 (con 1t.) 
56.3.2 60.2.1 68.3.2 73.8.4 
56.5.1 60.3.1 68.8.1 74.10.3 
56.6.1 60.9.2 68.8.2 75.4.2 
56.6.3 61.3.2 68.9.1 75.4.4 
56.7.1 61.4.2 68.14.2 75.7.2 
56.7.2 61.4.3 69.6.3 75.14 
56.8.1 61.6 6~.8.2 76.3.1 
56.8.2 62.3.3 69.11.1 76.6.1 
56.11.2 62.3.4 69.11.2 76.7.3 
57.10.2 62.3.5 69.12.1 76.7.4 
57.12.1 62.5,1 70.2.2 76.12.3 
57.12.2 63.10.1 70.2.3 76.13.3 
57.12.3 64.5.3 70.4.3 77.1 
57.12.4 64.5.4 70.4.4 77.4.3 
57.13.1 65.4.1 70.7.2 77.8.2 
58.3.1 65.4.2 70.9.3 77.13.1 
58.3.3 65.13.1 71.4.3 78.12.1 
58.~.4 65.13.2 71.7.2 78.14.2 
58.4.2 66.1.3 71.11.1 79.3.1 
58.4.3 66.6.2 71.11.3 79.3.3 
58.5.1 66.6.4 71.11.4 79.6.3 
58.8.1 66.13.1 71.12.1 79.7.3 
58.13.2 67.7.1 72.4.1 7~.12.1 
59.6.2 67.12.2 72.14.2 80.2.2 
59.11.1 67.12.3 73.6.3 80.5.3 
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F Q2: Q1 Q3 (con' t. ) 
80.7.1 85.13 89.3.2 95.6.1 
80.9.2 85.14 89.4.3 95.9.2 
80.12.3 86.2.2 89.7.1 96.1.1 
80.13 86.4.4 89.14.1 
80.14 86.7.3 90.4.1 
81.2.1 86.9.1 90.11.1 
81.8.1 86.9.2 91.3.1 
81.12.1 86.9.3 91.8.3 
82.2.2 86.12.1 92.3.2 
82.2.3 92.7.3 
82.3.1 87.2.3 92.14.5 
82.4.1 87.4.1 93.1.2 
82.13.2 87.4.4 93.5.7 
83.14.1 88.2.1 93.6.3 
83.14.3 88.4.1 93.6.4 • 
84.4.3 88.4.4 93.6.5 
84.6.1 88.4.5 93.7.1 
84.12.3 88.9.1 94.1.2 
85.1.1 88.9.2 94.3.2 
85.1.2 88.9.3 94.6.2 
85.1.4 88.9.4 94.8.1 
85.4 88.9.5 94.10.2 
85.5.3 88.10.3 94.13.1 
85.7 88.11.2 94.13.2 
85.10.3 88.13.4 94.14.1 
5.1 
8.8.1 
9.5.2 
11.12.4 
12.2.2 
15.8.4 
20.10.2 
25.10.3 
26.13.1 
4'7.7.2 
48.4.2 
48.'7.2 
49.14.3 
51.13.1 
53.2.2 
53.3.1 
58.6.3 
58.10 
58.14.1 
66.12.2 
'71.11.5 
'75.4.5 
'7'7.'7.1 
'79.12.3 
8'7.8.2 
F: Ql Q3: Q2 
87.13 
.89.4.2 
94.9 
Q4.11.1 
95.2.1 
103.3.3 
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F Q1 Q3: Q2 
5.9.4 !.27.4 
6.10.6 64.5.5 
7.14.3 65.6.3 
12.4.3 66.6.1 
12.4.5 68.3.3 
15.5.1 70.8.2 
21.6 71.10.2 
21.7.4 72.1.1 
22.13.1 72.14.1 
23.6.1 !!.16.1 
28.3.2 76.14.1 
29.14.4 79.5.4 
33.2 82.5.4 
38.2.2 82.11.1 
38.13.1 85.9.3 
38.13.2 85.11.4 
40.11.3 V.84.2 
42.7.3 V.87.3 
44.10.1 VI.21 
45.13.1 VII.16.2 
47.14.4 IX.44 
54.14.1 95.1.4 
55.1.2 97.9.2 
58.4.1 101.12.2 
62.10.2 
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FQl Q2: Q3 
5.3.1 '76.11.2 
8.10 83.8.3 
11.2.1 86.'?.2 
15.4.3 V.22.1 
1S.7.3 V.28.1 
22.7.2 
22.7 .3 v.48.4 
22.13.2 V.56.1 
24.11.1 V.84.4 
26.1.1 VI. 23.2 
31.9.1 VII.10.1 
41. '7 VIII.27 
41.12.2 IX.50.1 
41.12.3 88.4.3 
43.6.1 90.8.1 
43.10.2 96.8.1 
45.9.2. 101.10.1 
48.10.·2 106.1.1 
54.9.1 
54.11.3 
54.14.4 
56.7.4 
6S.l.4 
'71.10.3 
II.12 
F Q2: Q1: Q;3 
13.4.1 
47.8.1 
69.4.1 
85.1. 3 
F: Ql-2: Q3 
100.11.1 
F Q2-3: Q1 
17.7.1 
66.1.2 
III.13.3 
VII.12.3 
93.12.2 
Fl: Q1: Q2-3 
106.14.2 
F: Q2 
19.8 
30.9.2 
63.9.1 
F Ql: Q2-3 
107.12.3 
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F Q3: Ql-2 
I.15.3 
I.19.4 
74.9.2 
III.13. 2 
99.7.2 
1598 Folio 
sonnet 63 
Song I 
sonnet 72~~ 
Song II-
sonnet 83 
Song III 
sonnet 85 
Song IV 
sonnet 86 
songs V-IX 
sonnet 92 
Song~ 
sonnet 104 
Song XI--
APPENDIX D 
Order of Songs 
This E:dition 
sonnet 28 
Sonp: I 
sonnet 35 
Song III 
sonnet 57 
Song VI 
sonnet 58 
Song VII 
sonnet 62 
Song IV 
sonnet 72 
Song II-
sonnet 85 
Song VIII 
Song IX 
sonnet 86 
Song V 
sonnet 92 
Song X 
sonnet 104 
Sonp- XI--
____.... -
364 
~~ Underlining indicates the order is the same in both editions. 
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FOOTNOTES 
1 T. W. H. Crosland, The English Sonnet (London, 1917) P• 146; 
Emile Legouis, Suenser (New York, 1926), p. 86; Janet G. Scott-
, 
Espiner, Les Sonnets Elisabethains (Paris, 1929), p. 53; Mona 
Wilson, Sir Philip Sidney (London, 1950), P• 203; A Literary 
History of England, ed. Albert c. Baugh (New York, 1948), P• 479. 
2Elizabethan Sonnets, ed. Sidney Lee (New York, 1904), I, xliv. 
3 c.s. Lewis, English Literature in the Sixteenth Century 
(Oxford, 1954), PP• 327-328. 
4 J. W. Lever, The Elizabethan Love Sonnet (London, 1956}, P• 58. 
5 Sir Philip Sidney, The Defense of Poesy, ed. Albert S. Cook 
(Boston, 1890), p. 7. 
6 Sidney, The Defense, P• 8. 
7 Sidney, The Defense, P• 8. 
8 This spelling (possibly the original spelling of the title), 
the anagrammatic Philisides of the Arcadia, and the inclusion of 
Sir Philip (a sparrow in sonnet 83) indicate Sidney's "self-
consciousness," his interest in relating himself to his imagina-
tive works. 
9 This and all subsequent quotations are from the present 
edition of Astrophel and Stella based on the 1598 folio. 
10 Lever, p. 71. 
11 Crosland, PP• 103-104. 
12 J. M. Purcell, "Sidney's 1Astrophel and Stella' and 
Greville's •caelica'," PMLA, L (1935), 413-422. 
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13 
Lever, P• 73. 
14 Hallett Smith, Elizabethan Poetry (Cambridge, Mass., 1952), 
p. 296. 
15 Hallett S ith 293 m ' P• • Pages 295-303 discuss use of the 
myth by other Renaissance authors. 
16 John F. Danby, Poets on Fortune'~ Hill (London, 1950), 
p. 71. 
17 The Complete Poetical Works of Spenser, ed. R. E. Neil 
Dodge (Boston, 1936), p. 7. 
18 Sir Fulke Greville, Life of Sir Philip Sidney (Oxford, 
1907), p. 16. 
19 Lever, p. 95. 
20 Scott-Espiner, p. 50. 
21 Hallett Smith, p. 140. 
22 
Virginia Woolf, The Common Reader (New York, 1948), 
pp. 45•46. 
23 Elizabethan Critical Essays, ed. G. Gregory Smith (Oxford, 
1904), I, 129. 
24 Sir Philip Sidney, Astrophel ~Stella, ed. Alfred Pollard 
(London, 1888), P• 180. 
25 R. B. Young, "English Petrarch: A Study of Sidney's 
'Astrophel and Stella'," Three Studies in the Renaissance 
(New Haven, 1958), pp. 41-42. 
26 Young, p. 42. 
27 Kenneth Muir, Sir Philip Sidney (New York, 1960), p. 30. 
28 Sidney, The Defense, P• 52. 
29 Muir, p. 18. 
30 
Lever, p. 100. 
31 Sonnet 8 refers to Venice's loss of Cyprus· to Turkey in 
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This is the first edition of the sonnet sequence whicA 
(1) is based upon a collation of virtually all extant copies 
of the taree quartes and of the first folio; (2) records all 
variants, both substaatlve and accidental; (3) contains in 
the notes a comprehensive survey of books devoted te either 
S'idney or his work; (4) presents a new ordering of the songs 
based upon a theory of composition set forth in the Introdue-
tion. 
The first part of the Introduction (pp. i-xxix), besides 
attempting to east some new ·light upon the method of composi-
tion of the sequence, analyzes the pr~cess by which the central 
characters are created, and examines the stylistic devices 
employed by the author for this creation. It attempts, in 
shert, an examinaticm of the "matter'' anGl "manner" of this 
English Renaissance first, a sonnet sequence. The second 
section of the Introduction (pp. xxx-xli) is devoted to an 
evaluation of earlier critical editions, an explanation of the 
need for a new edition, a setting ferth of the aims of this 
edition--within its defined limits, an analysis of the relative 
merits of the quartos and the folio, a defense of the reprodue-
tion of the latter, and an explanation of ground-rules adopted 
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in the recording of variants and the choice of material fQr 
the notes. 
The aim of the present editQr has been to provide an 
edition that makes instantly available to the critical reader 
whatever information he may require for an accurate and per-
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